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ABSTRACT
Experimental and analytical studies were performed to examine the environmental behavior of hafnium and its
utility as a neutron poison for the disposition of weapons-grade plutonium in Yucca Mountain. The hydrolysis of
hafnium was investigated by potentiometric titration in solutions of varying ionic strength to determine the
stability constants for the first four monomeric hydrolysis products. The specific ion interaction theory is used to
extrapolate these results to infinite dilution. The solubility of hafnium hydroxide and a meta-stable hafnium
carbonate solid phase are studied via solubility experiments using ICP-AES. An upper bound for the stability
constant of the first carbonate complex is determined. The solubility of hafnium oxide is investigated via
solubility experiments using neutron activation analysis, which is also used to investigate the complexation of
hafnium by silicates.
The potential for a near field criticality incident resulting from the disposition of weapons-grade plutonium at
Yucca Mountain is examined using two integrated chemistry and transport models, which are then fed into an
MCNP model of the near field at the Yucca Mountain repository. These models are used to predict the effective
neutron multiplication factor for the system as the waste package degrades over time. Using the integrated
degradation and criticality models, the long term criticality behavior of the proposed WGPu host phase ceramic
is examined, as well as the utility of hafnium as a criticality control element for the disposition of weapons-grade
plutonium.
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I. THESIS SUMMARY
1.1 Introduction
The current U.S. strategy for the disposition of surplus weapons-grade plutonium (WGPu) recovered
from dismantled nuclear weapons calls for the development of two dispositioning options: burning the WGPu as
fuel in nuclear reactors and directly disposing of the WGPu in the high level waste repository in some
immobilized form. The current formulation of the immobilization host form is a synthetic pyrochlore (with other
phases present), in which hafnium and gadolinium are added to provide long-term criticality control for the
geological disposal of the immobilized WGPu. The current disposal strategy is the can-in-canister disposal
option, in which the plutonium is immobilized in the ceramic, which is then placed into a number of small cans.
These cans are then placed inside a Defense Waste Processing Facilities canister, which is subsequently filled
with molten high-level waste glass. The resulting waste form is assumed to meet the spent fuel standard by the
DOE, and will most likely be used to dispose of the WGPu in the repository at Yucca Mountain.
Very little is known about how hafnium from a synthetic ceramic might behave in the environment.
This work is intended to address some of these issues through a combination of chemical experiments designed to
determine the thermodynamic constants necessary to examine the behavior of hafnium in the environment,
coupled with analytical modeling to investigate how hafnium would be expected to behave in the repository
environment
The primary focus of this work is to determine some of the thermodynamic parameters that will be
essential in evaluating how hafnium will behave in the environment. Using potentiometric titration, the
hydrolysis of hafnium is examined, and the stability constants for hafnium-hydroxide complexes are determined.
Using these constants, the solubility of hafnium oxide (HfO2) and hafnium hydroxide (Hf(OH)4) is determined
from solubility experiments. The stability constants of the carbonate complexes are also studied. As the current
immobilization strategy (can-in-can co-disposal of immobilized WGPu with vitrified high level waste) will most
likely result in an increase concentration of silicates in the near field, the effects of silicates on the speciation of
hafnium and plutonium is also investigated. The constants determined through this project are then used to
model the behavior of hafnium and plutonium under conditions expected for the Yucca Mountain repository.
These chemistry models are used in conjunction with an MCNP criticality model to evaluate the utility of
hafnium as a neutron poison for the immobilization and disposition of WGPu.
1.2 Review of the Literature
A thorough review of the literature regarding the complexation of Hf by hydroxide, carbonate, and
silicate ions is performed. Both Smith & Martell and Baes & Mesmer (common references for information of
hydrolysis of ions) list the hydrolysis products for Hf and Zr. However, upon examining the references used by
these sources, it appears that the constants reported by both sources stem from the same original sources, mainly
the work by N6ren (1973), which focused on determining the first hydrolysis product for Hf, and an internal AEC
document (which was not obtained for review) which is described by Baes & Mesmer as estimating the higher
hydrolysis products based on measurements of the solubility of oxides in ill-defined forms. Additionally,
Nazarenko, et. al., investigated the hydrolysis of hafnium by spectrophotometric titrations. The solubility of
HfO2 is also listed by Baes & Mesmer and Smith & Martell, and a single reference on the solubility of Hf(OH) 4
was found (Kovalenko & Bagdasarov). The only reference regarding the carbonate complexation of Hf
uncovered in the literature is a solvent extraction competition experiment by Joao, et. al., which gives only the
stability constant of the tetracarbonato species, Hf(C0 3)44-, as log 14 = 39.83 at an ionic strength of 1.0 M.
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Table 1.1: Stability Constants for Hf Hydrol sis - Literature
Metal / Species log_ _ Ref
Hf(OH)+ 13.7 Smith & Martell
Hf(OH)+ 13.75 Baes & Mesmer
Hf(OH) 3+ 14.05 Nazarenko, et. al. (0.1 M)
Hf(OH) 22+ 25.59 Baes & Mesmer
Hf(OH) 22+ 27.66 Nazarenko, et. al. (0.1 M)
Hf(OH)3 + 35.99 Baes & Mesmer
Hf(OH) 3+ 40.86 Nazarenko, et. al. (0.1 M)
Hf(OH)40  45.28 Baes & Mesmer
Hf(OH)40  53.37 Nazarenko, et. al. (0.1 M)
Hf(OH) 5~ 52.8 Smith & Martell
Hf(OH)5- 52.78 Baes & Mesmer
Zr(OH)+ 14.3 Smith & Martell
Zr(OH)3+ 14.30 Baes & Mesmer
Zr(OH) 22+ 26.29 Baes & Mesmer
Zr(OH)3+ 36.89 Baes & Mesmer
Zr(OH) 40  46.28 Baes & Mesmer
Zr(OH)5 - 54.0 Smith & Martell
Zr(OH)5- 53.98 Baes & Mesmer
Table 1.2: Solubility Products for HfO2 and Hf(OH4 - Literature
Metal / Species log K,, Ref.
HfO2 (s) -54.8 Smith & Martell
HfO2 (s) -57.2 Baes & Mesmer
HfO2 (s) -55.4 Baes & Mesmer
Hf(OH) 4 (s) -53.5 Kovalenko & Bagdasarov
1.3 Experimental Work
Five major experiments are performed as part of this work. The first set of experiments is the
potentiometric titration of HfCl4 under argon to determine the stability constants of the hydrolysis products of Hf.
The second experiment is the Hf(OH) 4 solubility experiment, again performed under argon, which is used to
determine the solubility of the hafnium hydroxide solid phase. The third experiment is the Hf(C0 3)2 solubility
experiment, from which an estimate of an upper bound of the stability constant for the first carbonate complex
and the solubility product of the meta-stable Hf(C0 3 )2 solid phase are determined. The final two experiments
performed are the solubility experiments with HfO2 . The first 2 experiments study the solubility of HfO2 under
argon and in the atmosphere. The final experiment examines the effect of silicic acid on the solubility of HfO2.
Titration Experiments
The stability constants governing the equilibrium concentrations of the monomeric Hf hydrolysis
products are determined via titration experiments at an ionic strength of 0.1 M, 0.5 M, 1.0 M, 3.0 M, and 5.0 M.
In these experiments, HfCl 4 is dissolved in a sodium perchlorate solution, which is then allowed to equilibrate
under argon for 1 hour. Using the Brinkmann/Metrohm Titrino computer controlled titrator, the solution is
titrated using a NaOH solution, approximately 0.1 M NaOH. The ionic strength of the titrant is adjusted to that
of the solution used in the experiment by the addition of NaClO 4, and the concentration of [OH-] in the titrants is
verified by titration with a certified HCl solution. For the majority of these experiments, the total volume of
titrant added is 25 mL, which is added in 0.25 mL increments. Between additions, the system is allowed to re-
equilibrate for 10 minutes, after which the pH is measured by the Titrino system using a Metrohm Combination
glass pH electrode with a 3.0 M NaCl electrolyte solution. To account for ionic strength effects, the measured H+
ion activity is converted to a concentration of H+ using calibration curves generated for the electrode for each
NaClO 4 solution concentration used. During the titration, a dip probe connected to the UV/Visible spectrometer
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is used to monitor the system for precipitation. As the subsequent analysis of the data is valid only for a system
without a precipitate, the data collected after the onset of precipitation is discarded.
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Figure 1.1: Sample Titration Curve
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The titration data is analyzed using a chemical equilibrium solver program, HYPERQUAD, which uses
a weighted least-squares fitting routine to determine the stability constants from the titration data. The model
used in this analysis, shown below, includes the first four hydrolysis products for Hf, and assumes that only
monomeric species form. The resulting conservation equations are used by HYPERQUAD to fit the data.
Hf 4 + H 20 HfOH3+ + H+;
Hf 4 + 2H20 <> Hf(OH)2* + 2H+;
Hf 4 + 3H 20 * Hf(OH)3 + 3H+;
Hf 4 + 4H 20 * Hf(OH)O + 4H+;
K'= H+ OH~
HfOH3+ H+
=h~ [Hf4+]
=Hf(OH)2+ [H+]2
Khydi,11f4±]
=Hf(OH)3; [H±]
[Hf 4+
=Hf(OH)+ [Hj1
Khydll = [Hf 4]
[H+] = [H i]it - [OH~]added - [HfOH3 ] - 2[Hf(OH) 22+] - 3[Hf(OH) 3*] - 4[Hf(OH)4]1
[Hfi] = [Hf4+I + [HfOH 3+] + [Hf(OH) 22+1 + [Hf(OH) 3+] + [Hf(OH) 4]
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of Hf Hydroxide
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(1.4)
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(1.6)
(1.7)
For each ionic strength, at least 3 titrations are performed. The resulting stability constants are averaged
together to determine the conditional stability constant at each ionic strength, shown below along with the
standard deviation in that average (the propagated error in the average is given in parenthesis).
Table 1.3: Composite Stabilitj Constants for Hf/OH Complexation
[NaClO4] mole/kg log P11 log P1  log 1013 109 1
0.101 13.4 ±0.07 (0.027) 24.9 ±0.1 (0.037) 35.2 ±0.2 (0.056) 44.2 ±0.3 (0.071)
0.511 13.0 ±0.12 (0.029) 24.3 ±0.2 (0.066) 34.4 ±0.1 (0.057) 43.3 ±0.3 (0.068)
1.046 12.7 ± 0.2 (0.041) 23.9 ± 0.2 (0.071) 33.7 ± 0.3 (0.066) 42.3 ± 0.5 (0.090)
3.493 12.5 ± 0.3 (0.042) 23.8 ± 0.5 (0.087) 33.6 ± 0.3 (0.071) 42.8 ± 0.5 (0.103)
6.596 13.5 ± 0.2 (0.049) 24.5 ± 0.4 (0.100) 35.2 ± 0.3 (0.074) 44.2 ± 0.5 (0.117)
The Specific Ion Interaction Theory (SIT) is used to extrapolate these stability constants to infinite
dilution (Ionic strength of 0), shown in equation 8. The graphical analysis program ORIGIN is used to perform a
least squares fit of the observed stability constants to eq. 8. The fit obtained for the second stability constant, p12,
is shown in the figure below. The results of the SIT curve fit are given in the table below.
log @(Im) = log P(0) + Az 2 D - ACIm (1.8)
where Az 2 = (mzM - qzL - n) + n - mzm - qZL (1.8a)
0.5091V'm
D = 5(at 25 0C , assuming Baj = 1.5) (1.8b)
I+ 1.5XI
AE = (q,n,m,NorX) + f(H,X) - (N,L) m(MX) (1.8c)
26-
Data: Data1_logBl2
Model: SIT
ChiA2 = 0.37848
Bo 25.95028 ±0.05402
dZ -10 ±0
de 0.16556 ±0.03627
25
0:)0
24-
01 2 3
sqrt Im
Figure 1.2: SIT Curve Fit of the Observed Stability Constants for the 2 "d Hydrolysis Product
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Table 1.4: Stability Constants Extrapolated to Infinite Dilution - Hf/OH Complexation
log P1 log p12 log P 13 log p14
log POix 13.98 ± 0.10 25.95 ± 0.20 36.34 ± 0.15 45.22 ± 0.25
AZ 2  -6 (fixed) -10 (fixed) -12 (fixed) -12 (fixed)
Asij 0.152 ± 0.041 0.356 ± 0.077 0.262 ± 0.081 0.288 ± 0.095
S2 1.585 0.906 3.026 1.393
These results are in good agreement with those reported by Baes & Mesmer and by Smith & Martell. The third
and fourth hydrolysis constants are significantly lower than those reported by Nazarenko.
Hf Hydroxide Solubility Experiment
In the Hf hydroxide solubility experiment, Hf(OH)4 solid, prepared in the lab and verified as a
hydroxide by IR spectroscopy, is allowed to equilibrate with a solution of 0.1 M NaClO 4 under argon. The pH of
the system is adjusted by the addition of 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH, as needed. At each pH examined, three
samples of the supernate solution are taken, filtered, acidified, and subject to ICP-AES analysis to determine the
total Hf concentration in solution. Assuming the system is at equilibrium, the total concentration of Hf in
solution should be governed by the following equilibrium equations:
Ksp =[Hf 4+][OH~]4 (1.9)
[Hf(OH)y( 4 -y)] (1.10)
Pix [Hf4+ _.JOH
4
[Hf]aq = [Hf 4 +]+ Z[Hf(OH)x( 4 -x)] (1.11)
x=1
[Hf]aq [0H-] 4
S = 23(1.12)
sp 1+ 1 1[0H-]+ p12 [OH-]2 + p13 [OH~] + p14 [OH-H] 4
Assuming the stability constants determined for 0.1 M NaClO 4, the solubility product for Hf(OH) 4 can
be determined from the measured total Hf concentration. Using the data obtained from the samples filtered to 0.2
pm, a solubility product of log KP = -51.79 ± 0.23 is determined. Using the data obtained from the samples
filtered at 0.45 tm the solubility product ranging from log KP = -53.1 to -50.3 is observed. The solubility
product as a function of pH is shown below.
From a linear least-squares fit, the pH dependence of the solubility product is determined to be
approximately 2.4. This indicates that the model used to describe the hydrolysis behavior of Hf is missing some
complex or complexes that are dependant on [OH-] to the 2nd or 3 rd power, or the strength of the 2 nd and 3rd
hydrolysis product may be understated in the model. One possible explanation is the omission of polymeric
species from the model. Using the stability constants predicted by Baes & Mesmer results in the same behavior
as presented above.
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Fi2ure 1.3: Plot of Hf(OH)4 Stability Products Obtained vs. pH
Hf Carbonate Solubility Experiment
In the Hf carbonate solubility experiment, Hf(C0 3)2 solid, prepared in the lab and verified as a
hydroxide by IR spectroscopy, is allowed to equilibrate with a solution of 0.1 M NaClO 4 under CO 2. The pH of
the system is adjusted by the addition of 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH, as needed. At each pH examined, three
samples of the supernate solution are taken, filtered, acidified, and subject to ICP-AES analysis to determine the
total Hf concentration in solution. Assuming the system is at equilibrium, the total concentration of Hf in
solution should be governed by the same equations used for the hydroxide solubility experiment, with the
addition of the first carbonate stability constant (13), and the inclusion of the first Hf carbonate species in the
conservation equation for the total Hf concentration (11 and 12).
Hf(CO3 ) 2+
= Hf CO32 (1.13)
During this experiment, at a pH between 2.7 and 2.8, the carbonate solid phase is observed to undergo a
phase change, accompanied by a sharp decrease in total Hf concentration. This phase change is observed to be
irreversible. The resulting solid phase is analyzed by IR spectroscopy, and is found to contain no carbonate, and
shows the same spectral characteristics as the hydroxide solid. The data from the carbonate solubility experiment
is shown below.
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Figure 1.4: Hafnium Concentration vs. pH for Hf-Carbonate Solubility Experiment
From the data obtained after the phase change for the system in which the Hf(OH) 4 solid phase is in
equilibrium with a 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution under 100% C0 2 , and estimate of the upper bound for the stability
constant of the first carbonato species is determined to be log P I, 13.8. Using this upper bound on the first
stability constant, the data obtained from the experiment before the phase change is used to estimate the solubility
of Hf(C0 3)2, given the assumption that the carbonate solid is meta-stable, and is in equilibrium with the solution.
The range of solubility constants determined for the carbonate solid range from log Kp = -32 to -30. The
solubility constants obtained show a similar pH dependence as those obtained for the hydroxide solid, with a
slope of 1.9 determined for the pH dependence, again indicating a problem with the model, involving some
species with a 2 nd order dependence on pH.
Hf Oxide Solubility Experiment
The HfO2 solubility experiments consist of 2 sets of 20 centrifuge tubes containing approximately 0.2 g
of HfO2 and 10 to 20 mL of 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution. One set of samples is prepared in the glove box under
argon, the other in the atmosphere. The pH of these samples is adjusted so that the samples cover a pH range
from 3 to 12.5 by 0.5 pH units. Samples are shaken daily, and the pH is measured and re-adjusted at the 2 week
period. After a 1 month equilibrium period, aliquots of the supernate solution are removed, filtered with a 0.2
tm filter, and prepared for analysis by neutron activation analysis. Due to Hf contamination of the DI water
system, discovered through these experiments, the detection limit, established as twice the standard deviation in
the observed background concentration, is approximately 4 nM. The majority of the samples analyzed at found
to be at the detection limit, making the direct determination of the solubility product of HfO2 from this
experiment impossible. The upper limit of the solubility product is determined on a point-by-point basis from the
samples analyzed, and is found to be, on average, higher than the literature values reported for HfO2, meaning
that, at this detection limit, we would not be able to see any Hf in solution at equilibrium.
Silicic Acid Experiment
The silicic acid experiment is essentially the Hf02 solubility experiment repeated, with the addition of
Si(OH) 4 to the samples. Given the poor results from the first attempt at determining the solubility of HfO 2, 2
additional samples are included in this experiment, at pH 1.5 and 2, in which no silicic acid is added. A few
changes are made in the experimental procedure used in the initial experiment. Only 11 samples with the silicic
acid and HfO2 are prepared, spanning a pH range from 2 to 12 by 1 pH unit steps. The pH of these samples,
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however, is adjusted at least every other day to maintain it within 0.1 pH unit of the desired pH value over the 1
month equilibrium period. As the Hf contamination had been discovered at this point, the following steps were
undertaken to reduce the detection limit for Hf. First, all of the standards, blanks, and solutions are made with DI
water at the beginning of the experiment, after the introduction of the METEX column, which is suspected of
introducing the Hf contamination. Second, the EG&G detector (for the student lab) is not used to analyze these
samples as it was observed to be less sensitive and less reproducible than the Canberra systems and the new
operation software (which includes an automatic peak fitting routine). Finally, more care was taken to ensure that
the blank is measured on every detector, so that the blank correction did not need to be averaged and used across
machines as in the initial experiment. The resulting detection limit observed is 0.7 nM for detectors 3 and 4, and
1.3 nM for detector 1.
From the 2 samples without silicic acid, the solubility of HfO2 is determined using the same model as for
the solubility of Hf(C0 3)2 . At pH 1.5 and 2, carbonate complexation is negligible and, while included in the
model, has no impact on the calculation of the solubility constant.
Table 1.5: Solubility Product for HfO
pH [Hf] [M] log Ksp
1.51 0.099 -57.34
1.51 0.031 -57.85
2.03 0.097 -55.90
2.03 0.095 -55.90
AVG -56.8 ± 1.0
The data obtained from the silicic acid solubility experiment, shown below, is modeled using the stability
constants from the 0.1 M titrations, along with estimates of the carbonate stability constants based on the upper
limit determined in the carbonate solubility experiment, and the solubility product of HfO2 determined from the
pH 2 sample without silicic acid. Using this model, the concentration of the silicate complex is estimated, which
is then used to estimate the stability constant for the silicate complex.
[SiO(OH)3 (10-9.82) Si(OH) 4[H+](4
[Hf4+ Ksp (HfO2 ) (15)OH-] 4
[Hf]aq = (Hf] + ±[HfOH 4-x)] + Hf(Co 3 )(42y) + [Hf - Silicate] (16)
x=1 y=l -
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Figure 1.5: [Hf,)t vs. pH - Silicic Acid Solubility Experiment
The silicate complexation of Hf is modeled as only 1 Hf-silicate complex, which is initially modeled as
HfSiO(OH) 33 , shown in the figure below as p . However, the strong pH dependence of the predicted stability
constant suggests that the Hf-Si complex is 4th order in respect to pH. If the silicate complex that forms is a
mixed species, SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH)x3X-, the analysis is repeated, and the resulting stability constants are included in
the figure below. As suspected, the stability constant that is 4 th order in respect to pH provides the best fit of the
data. It should be noted, however, that without additional information, it is not possible to determine which 4th
order Hf/SiO(OH) 3/OH complex is actually formed, or even determine if only 1 is formed.
50-
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Figure 1.6: Hf-Silicate Stability Constants vs. pH
1.4 Analytical and Modeling Work
Using the equilibrium constants determined through the experimental work, along with the equilibrium
constants from the literature for plutonium(IV), the speciation and solubility of hafnium and plutonium under the
conditions expected at Yucca Mountain are modeled. Using these models, along with MCNP, an integrated
chemical/transport/criticality model is generated to examine the criticality of a plutonium disposition container as
a function of time after emplacement. This model is used to evaluate the utility of hafnium as a long term
criticality control element for the disposition of weapons-grade plutonium. The utility of gadolinium and
uranium as criticality control elements, as well as the long term behavior of the proposed plutonium host form are
also investigated.
Solubility and Speciation of Hf and Pu(IV) at Yucca Mountain
Using the stability constants determined for Hf complexation by OH~ and C0 32 , along with the literature
values for the complexation of Pu(IV), the speciation of Hf under expected repository conditions is predicted,
shown below. A sensitivity analysis of the speciation model for Hf to the stability constants assumed indicates
that at pH 7 (the expected pH for the repository at Yucca Mountain), the speciation calculation is relatively
indifferent to a change of ±2 orders of magnitude for the hydrolysis constants, and is also indifferent to an
increase in the carbonate constants of approximately 2 orders of magnitude.
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Figure 1.7: Speciation of Hf under YM Conditions - Baseline Calculation
The potential effect of silicate complexation on the behavior of Hf in Yucca mountain is also examined.
Assuming that the Hf-silicate complex is SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH)30 , with the stability constant estimated above, the
model predicts that, over almost all of the pH range examined, the Hf silicate solution species would be the most
significant Hf solution species. The resulting speciation curve is shown below. The baseline speciation
calculation is also included for comparison, shown as the dotted lines.
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Figure 1.8: Effect of Silicate Complexation on Hf Speciation
Solubility Model
Assuming that the hydroxide solids of Hf and Pu(IV) would control the concentration of Hf and Pu(IV)
in the repository environment, the equilibrium concentration of Hf and Pu(IV), as a function of pH, is determined
under Yucca Mountain conditions.
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Figure 1.9: Solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) under YM Conditions (Baseline Case)
The solubility model for Hf is subjected to the same sensitivity analysis as the speciation model.
However, it proves to be much more sensitive to the equilibrium constants selected. From the cases analyzed, the
primary constants that govern the solubility of Hf are the solubility product of the solid phase, and the stability
constant of the 4 th hydrolysis product, Hf(OH)40. At pH 7, the model proves to be directly proportional to these
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constants, so a change of 1 order of magnitude has a corresponding effect on the predicted equilibrium
concentration. The effect of a 2 order of magnitude increase in the stability constants for the carbonate
complexes is negligible at pH 7, but becomes significant above pH 9. This model, however, does not include the
fifth hydrolysis product, which was omitted due to a lack of information regarding Pu(OH) 5~. Including the 5ff
hydrolysis product for Hf results in the following solubility curve. It is believed that Pu(IV) will show similar
behavior.
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The effect of silicate
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Criticality Model
An MCNP model of the plutonium disposition container is created to determine the effective
multiplication factor for the Pu-bearing ceramic as it degrades over time. The model is based on a worst case
scenario in which all of the borosilicate glass has been leeched out of the disposal container, and the ceramic
from the 5 Defense Waste Processing Facilities (DWPF) canisters has fallen to the bottom of the disposal
container, where it has formed a homogeneous sludge. The sludge is assumed to contain water with an initial
volume of 5 times the volume of the ceramic. A 10 cm thick layer of water is assumed to form on top of the
sludge, and the container itself is assumed to be surrounded by a 10 cm thick layer of water.
1970 mm
Sludge
water
10 CM
Figure 1.12: Diagram of Near Field Criticality Model (End View)
30 mm
The proposed baseline composition of the immobilization ceramic, proposed by LLNL, is used as the
baseline composition for this work. To examine the behavior of each of the poisons used individually, starting
ceramic compositions in which the poisons, other than the one being examined, have been replaced with ZrO2
are used. Two integrated chemistry + criticality models are used to evaluate the time dependant criticality
behavior of the system. In the first model, it is assumed that the degradation of the ceramic is controlled by the
ceramic itself, and that all components in the ceramic are lost at the same rate. This model is referred to as the
ceramic dissolution model. In the second model, it is assumed that the plutonium and hafnium release rates from
the ceramic are controlled by the solubility of the hydroxide solid phases, and that the system is in equilibrium
with the groundwater. This model is the solubility controlled dissolution model. The results of these models are
shown below. In both of these models, it is assumed that the volume of the sludge remains constant, and that the
volume of the ceramic lost by corrosion is replaced by an equal volume of water.
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Figure 1.13: kef vs. time - Ceramic Dissolution Model
From this model, it can be seen that the Gd is the most effective poison in the ceramic. The Hf is
sufficient to prevent criticality under this scenario, provided no reactivity insertion accidents occur. Analysis of
the system suggests that it is undermoderated, which means that any accident that would result in water being
injected into the disposal container would result in an increase in reactivity. One such accident under
consideration is that a disposal container is struck by a water-cooled drill. More analysis would be needed to
evaluate if Hf, in the concentrations suggested by the LLNL baseline composition, would be sufficient to
maintain sub-criticality under this accident scenario.
Another important conclusion from this figure comes from the time scale involved. If the surface area
of the ceramic is not increased, the time required for any significant loss of material from the ceramic is on the
order of 1 million years, or about 100 times the half-life of plutonium. Unless the surface area of the Pu ceramic
is increased by at least a factor of 100, the release of Pu into the environment from the ceramic host form will be
negligible, and the degradation of the ceramic host phase will not need to be considered in any criticality
assessment of the disposal container.
Figure 1.14 presents the results of the solubility controlled dissolution model, determined using the
equilibrium constants from the literature that would result in the greatest separation of the Pu from the Hf under
YM conditions. Again, the time scales required for significant loss of material from the ceramic, even under
solubility control, is significantly greater than the half life of 239Pu. In the solubility controlled dissolution model,
the corrosion rate is directly proportional to the groundwater flow rate. As such, an increase in the groundwater
flow rates at Yucca Mountain of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude are required before any significant loss of material
from the disposal containers is observed. For the worst case pH 9.1 scenario, however, there is a potential for a
criticality event, as the neutron multiplication factor of the system is observed to rise to 0.9 during the lifetime of
the 239pu, leaving no margin with respect to a criticality event. A more detailed analysis of this case is needed if
the pH of the groundwater at the repository horizon is expected to be increased due to the corrosion of the waste
and repository infrastructure over time.
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1.5 Conclusions
Based on the results of the speciation and solubility models, the key parameters to necessary to predict
the behavior of Hf under the conditions expected at Yucca Mountain are the solubility product of the solid phase
and the stability constants for the 4h and 5k hydrolysis products. The Hf should be present as HfO2. Given the
wide range in solubility reported in the literature, more work is probably needed to determine this constant. With
the agreement between this work and the estimates of the hydrolysis constants presented by Baes & Mesmer and
Smith & Martell, it would appear that the hydrolysis products are fairly well understood, at least compared to the
solubility product of the oxide. Given the strong effect of silicate complexation, additional work studying the
complexation of Hf and Pu by silicates needs to be performed.
From the criticality and dissolution models, the first conclusion is that even under solubility control, no
significant release of plutonium from the immobilization host form is expected before the 239Pu decays. In
addition, the current ceramic formulation should be sufficient to prevent criticality, at least over the lifetime of
2 39PU. As 239Pu decays to 235U, the criticality problem will not just go away. Future efforts in examining the long
term criticality risk will need to incorporate the decay of 239Pu, the effect of alpha irradiation on the stability of
the ceramic (to determine the long term dissolution behavior), as well as the chemistry of U in order to properly
evaluate the system.
By itself, is able to keep the multiplication factor less than unity. However, the system with Hf as the
only poison may not be able to remain sub-critical in the event of an accident such as human intrusion. If the
dissolution of the ceramic is determined to be controlled by the ceramic itself, the ceramic dissolution model, as
opposed to being controlled by the solubility of the constituent components, it may be possible to omit Hf from
the ceramic composition and rely entirely on the Gd for criticality control. This new ceramic formulation may
result in a cost saving (as Hf will no longer be needed). Also, the space in the matrix currently occupied by the
HfO2 could be filled with depleted uranium, which would serve the dual purposes of reducing the enrichment of
the uranium in the ceramic following the decay of the 2 39Pu and providing a path for the disposal of at least a
small fraction of the surplus depleted uranium currently being stored by the DOE.
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II. INTRODUCTION
The current U.S. strategy for the disposition of surplus weapons-grade plutonium (WGPu) recovered
from dismantled nuclear weapons calls for the development of two dispositioning options: burning the WGPu as
fuel in nuclear reactors and directly disposing of the WGPu in the high level waste repository in some
immobilized form [1,2]. The current formulation of the immobilization host form is a synthetic pyrochlore (with
other phases present), in which hafnium and gadolinium are added to provide long-term criticality control for the
geological disposal of the immobilized WGPu [3,4].
Very little is known about how hafnium from a synthetic ceramic might behave in the environment.
This work is intended to address some of these issues through a combination of chemical experiments designed to
determine the thermodynamic constants necessary to examine the behavior of hafnium in the environment. These
constants will then be used to model the behavior of hafnium under predicted repository conditions for the Yucca
Mountain site. Recently, the possibility that the disposition of WGPu in the geologic repository at Yucca
Mountain may lead to a criticality event has received a great deal of attention by the media. [5,6,7,8,9,10] This
work will also attempt to model the potential for criticality at Yucca Mountain, and the performance of hafnium
as a neutron poison in the disposition of WGPu.
2.1 Prolect Overview
The primary focus of this work is to determine some of the thermodynamic parameters that will be
essential in evaluating how hafnium will behave in the environment. Using potentiometric titration, the
hydrolysis of hafnium is examined, and the stability constants for hafnium-hydroxide complexes are determined.
Using these constants, the solubility of hafnium oxide (HfO2) and hafnium hydroxide (Hf(OH)4) is determined
from solubility experiments. The stability constants of the carbonate complexes are also studied. As the current
immobilization strategy (can-in-can co-disposal of immobilized WGPu with vitrified high level waste) will most
likely result in an increase concentration of silicates in the near field, the effects of silicates on the speciation of
hafnium is also investigated. The constants determined through this project are then used to model the behavior
of hafnium and plutonium under conditions expected for the Yucca Mountain repository to evaluate the utility of
hafnium as a neutron poison for the immobilization and disposition of WGPu.
2.2 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 provides an overview of this work and this thesis detailing the work completed. Chapter 2
also includes a brief summary of the political history of WGPu dispositioning. Chapter 3 contains the material
obtained from the literature on the chemistry of hafnium, zirconium, plutonium (IV), and other tetravalent heavy
metals; a summary of the theoretical basis for the experimental work and analyses performed; an overview of
the information on the Yucca Mountain site; and an overview of the Can-in-Canister disposition option. Chapter
4 covers the analytical techniques for determining hafnium chemistry used in this work, including a summary of
the quality control / quality assurance program instituted for this work. Chapter 5 describes the experimental
studies performed as part of this work and the analysis of the data needed to extract the results. Chapter 6 of this
work details the analysis and modeling of the behavior of plutonium and hafnium under conditions expected at
Yucca Mountain. Chapter 7 contains a summary of the work and the conclusions reached through this project.
2.3 Dispositioning of Weapons-Grade Plutonium: A Brief History
As a result of the dismantling the nuclear arsenals of the United States and the former Soviet Union,
significant quantities of weapons-usable fissile materials have become surplus to national defense needs.
According to the U.S. D.O.E. Office of Fissile Materials Dispositioning,
these stocks of fissile materials pose significant dangers to national and international
security. The dangers exist not only in the potential proliferation of nuclear weapons but
also in the potential for environmental, safety, and health consequences if surplus fissile
materials are not properly managed.
from [11]
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It is estimated that some 60 metric tons (MT) of weapons-grade plutonium (WGPu) will be removed from
dismantled nuclear weapons in the United States, and another 70 MT from the weapons of the former Soviet
Union [12]. The Department of Energy has recently stated publicly that up to approximately 50 metric tons of
plutonium will (or may) become available by about 2005 ... [for] civilian (unclassified) purposes, from both
weapons and other sources [13].
2.3.1 NAS Report on the Disposition of Plutonium
In 1992, the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on International Security and Arms Control was
asked by the Bush administration for a full-scale study of the management and disposition of excess weapons
plutonium. The academy recommended that the United States and Russia pursue long-term disposition options
that
(a) Minimize the time during which the plutonium is stored in forms readily usable for nuclear
weapons;
(b) preserve material safeguards and security during the disposition process...
(c) result in a form from which the plutonium would be as difficult to recover for weapons use
as the larger and growing quantity of plutonium in commercial spent fuel (the spent fuel
standard); and
(d) meet high standards of protection for public and worker health and for the environment.
from [13]
The most promising alternatives for the disposition of excess weapons plutonium for achieving these
aims are fabrication and use as fuel, without reprocessing, in existing or modified nuclear reactors; or
vitrification in combination with high level waste. The disposition options proposed by the NAS were designed
to meet three key security objectives
(1) to minimize the risk that either weapons or fissile materials could be obtained by
unauthorized parties;
(2) to minimize the risk that weapons or fissile materials could be reintroduced into the
arsenals from which they came... ; and
(3) to strengthen the national and international arms control mechanisms and incentives to
ensure continued arms reductions and prevent the spread of nuclear weapons.
from [13]
2.3.2 U.S. Effort: Office of Fissile Materials Disposition
On January 24, 1994, U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Secretary Hazel O'Leary created the Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition and charged it with the control and disposition of surplus fissile materials and with
improving the coordination of efforts within the DOE concerning these materials [11]. The primary focus of the
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition (OFMD) is to examine options for placing plutonium in a form or
condition that is substantially and inherently more difficult to use in a weapon and [to] achieve this objective in
an environmentally safe, secure and verifiable manner [11].
The OFMD examined several broad alternatives for the disposition of surplus plutonium that either meet
or exceed the spent fuel standard proposed by the National Academy of Sciences. The alternatives for the
disposition of surplus WGPu that are reviewed by the OFMD that meet the spent fuel standard were (1) bum the
WGPu as mixed oxide fuel in nuclear reactors; (2) immobilize the surplus WGPu by vitrification or embedding
it in a ceramic, with the possible addition of radioactive high-level waste; and (3) the direct geological disposal
of the WGPu. The OFMD also examined accelerator-based conversion of the plutonium (transmutation) and
deep burn reactor technology that would fission most of the WGPu as options that would exceed the spent fuel
standard [11].
The Office of Fissile Materials developed a set of criteria for evaluating the disposition options for
surplus WGPu. These criteria were used as the basis for comparing specific options for materials disposition.
The factors to be considered in the screening criteria are as follows: Resistance to theft or diversion in
processing and storage; Resistance to retrieval, extraction and reuse; Technical viability; Environmental Safety
and Health compliance; Cost effectiveness; Timeliness; Cooperation with Russia and other countries; Public
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and institutional acceptance; [and] additional benefits [11]. A more detailed discussion of the various
immobilization strategies examined by the DOE can be found here [14].
2.3.3 Current U.S. Strategy: the DOE Record of Decision
In 1997, the Department of Energy issued its Record of Decision (ROD) on the storage and disposition
of surplus WGPu, setting forth a formal statement of the government's strategy for WGPu dispositioning [1].
The ROD proposes a "dual-track" approach to the disposition of WGPu; both the reactor burning of WGPu as
mixed oxide fuel (MOx) and the direct disposal of immobilized WGPu will be pursued. Furthermore, the ROD
specified that at least 8 MT of WGPu will be immobilized as it is not of sufficient purity for conversion to MOx
fuel (without substantial processing).
Immobilization options that have been considered would embed the WGPu in a tailored ceramic, glass,
or other suitable material, alone or mixed with radioactive fission products to produce a suitable disposal form.
[15] Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has completed a detailed investigation of the potential host forms
in which 72 waste forms were identified. These potential host forms were grouped into families by common
chemical and physical characteristics, and were subsequently put through a pre-screening process. This reduced
the number of host forms to 16, which were then screened using Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis (MAUA) to
determine the most promising alternatives [14,15].
Based on this analysis, along with current technological and cost information, the DOE anticipates that
the can-in-canister immobilization strategy is the most likely to be used, and will probably use the Defense Waste
Processing Facilities (DWPF) at the Savannah River site. In the can-in-canister approach, small cans containing
plutonium in a glass or ceramic form (without highly radioactive radionuclides) are placed within a DWPF
canister, which is then filled with borosilicate glass containing high level radioactive waste (HLW) [1]. A more
detailed description of the can-in-canister approach can be found in Appendix 0 of the Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement, which has currently been released in draft form for comment [16].
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III. BACKGROUND
This chapter is intended to provide an overview of the information and theory present in the literature
that is relevant for this work. The first section (3.1) will provide the definitions of the chemical terms as used in
this work. The next sections will provide a summary of the information found in the literature in regards to the
chemistry of tetravalent metals (3.2), hafnium and zirconium (3.3), and plutonium(IV) (3.4), focusing on the
complexation with the environmental ligands of interest in this work (hydroxide and carbonate). Section 3.5 will
discuss the effects of ionic strength, and the Specific Ion Interaction Theory. Section 3.6 contains information on
the proposed geologic repository at the Yucca Mountain site that is needed for models proposed in this work
Section 3.7 contains information on the current WGPu host form, as well as the current design parameters for the
disposal container.
3.1 Definition of Terminology
To avoid the possibility for confusion, the terminology used in this work is defined here. Every effort
has been made to avoid the use of non-standard terminology. General definitions and more detailed explanations
of the various terms can be found in the following references [1,2,3].
3.1.1 Solubility Product
The concentration of the component ions in a solution in equilibrium with a solid phase is governed by
the solubility product, KP. For example, for the dissolution of the amorphous hafnium hydroxide solid phase
Hf(OH) 4 (s) * Hf'" + 4 OH (3.1)
the equilibrium concentrations of free hafnium and hydroxide are given by equation 3.2 . The equation, as
written, shows the conditional solubility product, which is the solubility product at a given ionic strength. The
solubility constant at infinite dilution is given by equation 3.2a, where infinite dilution refers to a solution with an
ionic strength of zero (see section 3.5).
Ksp = [Hf ][OH- 4  (3.2)
Ksp = {Hf4+ OH- 4 (3.2a)
3.1.2 Ion Product of Water
The ion product of water, K,, is the constant that governs the dissociation of water into H+ and OH~ ions
at equilibrium (equation 3.3). The dissociation of water is a fast reaction, and is typically assumed to be at
equilibrium [2]. Given this assumption, the concentration of the hydrogen ion and hydroxide ion are related by
equations 3.4 and 3.4a; K, is the ion product of water at infinite dilution, and Kw is the conditional ion product.
H20 = H+ + OH~ (3.3)
Kw = {H+} OH = (7 H+ [H])(7OH- [OH- (3.4)
K' = H+ OH- = Kw HOH (3.4a)
W YH* OH-
Under standard conditions (1 atm., 25*C), the ion product of water is reported to be
log K, -13.995 [4]
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log K,= -13.997
Sodium perchlorate is a commonly used counter-ion for chemical experiments, and is used as a counter-ion to
maintain constant ionic strength throughout the experiments in this work. The conditional ion product of water in
NaClO 4 solutions of various concentrations has been determined [6] (table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Conditional Ion Product of Water in NaCIO 4 solutions
This table contains the conditional ion product of water in sodium perchlorate solutions of various
concentrations, as reported by Fanghanel, et. al. [6].
[NaCO 4] mole/L __ K
0.1 -13.79 ±0.03
0.5* -13.73 ±N/A
1.0 -13.81 ±0.04
3.0 
-14.21 ± 0.07
5.0 
-14.90 ± 0.06
* this value is taken from ref. [7], cited by Fanghanel, et. al. [6]
3.1.3 Equilibrium Constants for Complexation Reactions
The equilibrium constants for the solubility of a solid (3.1.1) and the dissociation of water (3.1.2) are
widely used as written. The equilibrium constants used to describe the solution complexes of ions, however, can
be written in a number of different ways, all of which, unfortunately, are occasionally encountered in the
literature. Three of the more common methods of writing the equilibrium constants for metal complexes are
discussed here: the Stability Constant (3.1.3.1), the Step-Wise Formation Constant (3.1.3.2), and the Hydrolysis
Product (3.1.3.3).
Equilibrium constant, as used in this work, is used to denote a thermodynamic constant governing the
behavior of the system, without implying a given reaction or form for the constant. Equilibrium constants are
usually given with the chemical equation they describe. The three other constants described are all equilibrium
constants, but the terminology corresponds to the specific ways of writing the equilibrium reactions, discussed
below. For simplicity, the reactions examined in this work will be described using the stability constant notation,
unless explicitly indicated in the text.
3.1.3.1 Stability Constant
The stability constant, px, of complex X governs the concentration of complex X that is in equilibrium
with its constituent ligands. For example, for the second hydrolysis product of hafnium, Hf(OH) 22+ (reaction
shown in equation 3.5), the stability constant at infinite dilution, Im = 0, is shown in equation 3.6. Equation 3.6a
shows the conditional stability constant, P 1 or P 12(Im), for the same reaction.
Hf(OH) 22 + <> Hf + 2 OH~ (3.5)
0Hf(OH)2+
=2 = 2 (3.6){ Hf4+} OH}
Hf(OH)2
P12 = P12 (Im) 2 (3.6a)[Hf4+ ]OH-]2
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[5]
The notation used for the stability constant in this work is as follows. The subscript on the stability constant
denotes the number of metals and ligands in the complex; for example, p23 is the stability constant for the
complex M2L3 , or two metals complexed with three ligands, shown below.
2Hf 4  + 30H -> Hf 2OH * (3.7)
o Hf2OH'
P23 = 423(0) 3= 2  (3.8)[Hf 4 ]2 oH~]
The superscript 0 is used to denote the stability constant at infinite dilution, meaning an ionic strength of 0. This
superscript notation and the notation with the ionic strength in parenthesis will be used interchangeably, with the
second notation being preferred in discussions involving more than one ionic strength in an experiment. It is also
important to note that stability constants are defined using the free ligands as components.
3.1.3.2 Step-Wise Formation Constant
It is also possible to describe the equilibrium for the second hydrolysis product of hafnium using the
reaction:
Hf(OH) 22 + < HfOH 3+ OH (3.9)
which would be governed by the step-wise equilibrium constant K, given by
K Hf(OH)2+ {Hf(OH)2+
K = 11 -1 (3.10){HfOH3+ OH} (PIIjHf4+ OH OH-
where the equilibrium product of the reaction, K, can be expressed in terms of the stability constants as
K P 2 (3.11)
P11
3.1.3.1 Hydrolysis Product
For stability constants involving the hydroxide anion, the stability constant is sometimes presented using
the hydrolysis product notation, in which the reactions are described in terms of the hydrogen ion concentration
instead of the hydroxide ion. For example, the reaction governing the equilibrium formation of the second
hydrolysis product for hafnium (equation 3.5) can be rewritten in terms of the H+ concentration:
Hf(OH) 22+ + 2 H+ <* Hf4 + + 2 H2 0 (3.12)
The hydrolysis product, Khyd12(0), is given by
Hf(OH) 2  H
Khydl2(0) = 2Hf4+} (3.13)
Hf4I
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Hf(OH) * H 2
Khyd12(Im) = 2Hf4] (3.13a)
The activity (or concentration) of water in aqueous systems is essentially invariant and is typically omitted from
the equations for equilibrium constants. As a result, the activity of water is implicitly included in the equilibrium
constants determined for the system. In systems where the activity of water in the aqueous phase is somehow
changed, it would be necessary to re-write these constants to explicitly include the activity of water.
Using the ion product of water, the hydrolysis product can be converted to the stability constant by
substituting in for the H+ concentration with the OH~ concentration and the ion product of water. For the second
hydrolysis product, this yields
22
2 Hf(OH)2* KW
Hf(OH)2  H+ 22 OH2(O)
Khyd12 -= Hf4+} I Hf4 K 2  (31
Note that the same notation is used with the hydrolysis product as with stability constants. For example, Khydl4(Im
= 3 m) denotes the hydrolysis product for the fourth hydrolysis product of hafnium, Hf(OH)40 in a solution with
an ionic strength of 3 molal.
3.2 Literature Data: Tetravalent Metal Hydrolysis
The elements of group [4] (Ti, Zr, Hf, and Th) have two s electrons in their outermost (n) shells and two
electrons in the (n-1)d shells. The +4 oxidation state, strongly characteristic of this group, is attained by the loss
of these four electrons... Because of their high charge, these M4+ aqueous ions show a relatively strong tendency
to hydrolyze that increases greatly from Th 4 (r ~ 1.0 A) to Ti4 + (r ~ 0.68 A). All are so-called "hard" ions that
form more stable complexes with "hard" ligands like F~ than with "soft" ones like the heavier halides and sulfur
donating ligands (p. 147, [8]). A search of the literature has revealed the equilibrium constants for the hydrolysis
of a number of the group 4 elements, along with some of the tetravalent actinides. Hafnium and zirconium will
be discussed separately, as will plutonium. These constants, along with the conditions under which they are
obtained, are given in table 3.3. The solubility products for some tetravalent metal hydroxides are listed in table
3.2. Baes & Mesmer [8] list the equilibrium constants as hydrolysis products (KHYD). These have been
converted to stability constants (p) using a log K, = -13.995 [4]. Only the monomeric species are shown below.
The titanium constants are determined using the AG values reported by Ziemnaik, et. al. [9].
Table 3.2: Tetravalent Metal Ion Hydroxide and Oxide Solubility Products
This table contains the solubility products reported in the literature for selected tetravalent metals. Ionic strength
given in molality (moles/kg).
Metal / Species ____Ionic Strength _ K___ Ref.
Th 4
M*L 4/ML 4 (s) Im = 0 -44.7 [10]
M*L 4/MO 2 (s) Im = 0 -49.7 [10]
U 4+
M*L 4/MO 2 (s) (Im = 0 -56.2 [10]
Np4+Np"
M*L 4/MO 2 (s) Im = 0 -55.2 [8]
Ti(IV)
ML4 /MO 2 (s) Im = 0 -9.01 [10]
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Table 3.3: Tetravalent Metal Ion Hydrolysis Product Stability Constants
This table contains the stability constants for the monomeric hydrolysis products of selected tetravalent metals.
Unless noted, ionic strength given in molality (moles/kg).
Metal / Species Ionic Strength log P Ref
Ce 4
Th 4
Pa4 +
ML/M*L Im = 1.0
ML/M*L 1m = 0
ML/M*L Im = 0
ML/M*L 1m = 1.0
ML/M*L 1m=3.0
ML2/M*L
2 Im = 0
ML2/M*L
2 1m = 0
ML 2/M*L 2 Im = 1.0
ML3/M*L 3 Im = 0
ML4/M*L 4 Im = 0
ML/M*L Im=0
ML/M*L Tm =0
ML/M*L 1m=3.0
ML2/M*L
2 Im = 0
ML2/M*L 2 lm = 0
ML2/M*L 2 Im = 3.0
ML 3/M*L 3 lm = 0
ML 3/M*L3 Tm = 3.0
ML4 /M*L 4 Im = 3.0
ML/M*L 1m = 0
ML/M*L Im = 0
ML/M*L Im = 0.1
ML/M*L Im = 0.5
ML/M*L Tm = 1.0
ML2/M*L
2 Tm=0
ML3/M*L3 1m = 0
ML4/M*L 4 Tm = 0
ML5/M*L' Im = 0
ML5/M*L' Im = 0
ML/M*L Im =0
ML/M*L Im = 2.0
ML/M*L Tm = 2.0
ML/M*L Im = 0
ML2/M*L
2 Tm = 0
ML3/M*L 3 Im = 0
ML4/M*L 4 Im = 0
ML5/M*L' Tm =0
ML 4/ML 2 *L
2 Im = 0.5
ML 3/ML 2*L Tm= 0
ML4/ ML2*L Tm =0
Np 4
Ti(IV)
13.17
10.8
10.80
9.6
9.1
21.1
21.06
19.89
30.29
40.08
14.8
14.84
14.04
28.0
27.97
27.84
<40.49
40.7
51.4
13.3
13.35
12.50
12.24
12.23
25.39
36.19
45.68
54.0
53.98
12.1
11.7
11.70
18.02
34.00
45.76
57.90
59.60
22.6
11.7
23.19
[10]
[10]
[8]
[10]
[10]
[10]
[8]
[10]
[8]
[8]
[10]
[8]
[10]
[10]
[8]
[10]
[8]
[10]
[10]
[10]
[8]
[10]
[10]
[10]
[8]
[8]
[8]
[10]
[8]
[10]
[10]
[8]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[10]
[8]
[8]
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3.3 Hafnium and Zirconium
This section contains a general overview of the known literature regarding the solution behavior of
hafnium and zirconium as it pertains to the work in this thesis. Because of the intervening lanthanide contraction
that accompanies the filling of the 4forbitals, Zr4* and Hf ' are nearly identical in size (about 0.79 A) and in
chemical properties (p. 147, [8]), which is primarily why these elements will be discussed together. The study of
the aqueous chemistry of these elements, until recently, has been confined primarily to strongly acidic solutions,
with the primary focus of the studies focused on the separation of these two elements. It was thought for years
that the Zr(IV) and Hf(IV) were present in acid solutions as the "yl" ions, ZrO2+ and HfO2+, a view based partly
on the occurrence of soluble basic halide and sulfate compounds of the stoichiometry. Structural determinations
have shown, however, that such ions are not present in the solids. Rather, the M4 + ions are joined by OHf bridges
to form polymeric ions or chains in which the M4+ ions are coordinated by seven or eight oxygen atoms. (p 152,
[8])
The first sub-section, 3.3.1, will discuss the hydrolysis of Hf and Zr; the polymerization of Hf and Zr
will be briefly discussed in section 3.3.2. Section 3.3.3 will present the literature data on the solubility of the
Hf/Zr oxide solid phase. The next sub-section, 3.3.4, will discuss the literature regarding the carbonate
complexation behavior of these two elements. Finally, section 3.3.5 will discuss other information on Hf and Zr
complexes needed for this work.
3.3.1 Zr 4 and Hf 4+ Hydrolysis
Hydrolysis is observed in strongly acidic solutions (>0.1 M), and polymerization (the formation of
Mn(OH)q complexes where n>1) is known to occur and can be significant. Polymerization has been shown to
increase as solutions age, and is observed to be stronger for Zr(IV) than for Hf(IV) [8]. From the literature, the
following values for the stability constants for the hydrolysis products were obtained (table 3.4). According to
[8] the stability has been determined with reasonable accuracy only for MOH 3 (p. 157, [8]). The uncertainty in
the stability constants is not given anywhere in the text.
The first stability constant for Zr and Hf appears to come from a study by Noren [11]. This paper is
cited by both [8] and [10] as a reference for the Zr and Hf stability constants. In Noren, the stability constants
were determined by potentiometric measurements using a fluoride membrane electrode, as well as by solvent
extraction with xylene.
The formation constants of M(OH) 22+ through M(OH) 4 (aq) are rough estimates based on measured
solubilities of the oxides in ill-defined forms. (p. 157, [8]) The stability constant for M(OH)5 is based on an
experiment using an estimate of the solubility products of the crystalline oxides [8]. The values shown in table
3.4 from [8] are converted from hydrolysis products to stability products using a log K, = -13.995 [4].
Nazarenko, et. al. [12] studied the monomeric hydrolysis products of Hf spectrophotometrically to
determine the stability constants. The experiments used the colored, competing ligand spectrophotometric
method, using Arsenazo-I as the colored ligand. The ionic strength of the solutions is established using KNO3,
and ranges from 0.1 to 1.0 mole/L. The experiments were performed at metal concentrations on the order of 10-
g/L (~10- mole/L) which is less than the concentration at which polymerization is expected [12] (see also
below). The stability constants obtained are shown in table 3.5. Precipitation of Hf(OH)4 is observed to occur
during these experiments between pH -2 to 4. For these experiments, an ion product of water of log K,= -14
was used.
The stability constants presented by Nazarenko are substantially different from those presented by Baes
& Mesmer [8] for both Hf and Zr, particularly for the higher stability constants. Examining the experiment, as
described by Nazarenko, leads to a number of questions regarding the experimental method and results. First,
from the speciation calculation provided by Nazarenko in the text of the paper, it should not have been possible
to resolve the first stability constant over the pH range examined by the experiment, pH 1 to 2. Secondly, nitrate
has been observed to complex hafnium by Connick & McVey [21]. For this work, KNO 3 is used as the counter
ion, in concentrations ranging from 0.1 M to 1.0 M. No effort is made to investigate the potential for nitrate
complexation and its effect on the results. Finally, the precipitation behavior observed in Nazarenko's experiment
is inconsistent with the solubility product presented by Kovalenko [16]. Using the stability constants calculated
by Nazarenko, the system was still significantly undersaturated with respect to the Hf(OH) 4 (s) at pH 2, when
Nazarenko reports precipitation beginning.
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Given the wide range in stability constants, and the potential problems associated with the previous
experiments to determine the stability constants of Hf, there is a need to perform additional experiments into the
hydrolysis behavior of Hf, at least, if nothing else, to attempt to resolve the discrepancies between the values
listed in the literature.
Table 3.4: Stability Constants for Hydrolysis Products of Zr and Hf
This table contains stability constants for the hydrolysis products of hafnium and zirconium taken from the
literature. Unless noted, ionic strength given in molality (moles/kg).
Metal / Species Ionic Strength __ Ref
Hf4+
Hf(OH)3  Im = 0 13.7 [10]
Hf(OH)3* Im = 0 13.75 [8]
Hf(OH)3* Im = 4.0 13.3 [10]
Hf(OH) 22+ Im = 0 25.59 [8]
Hf(OH)3 + Tm = 0 35.99 [8]
Hf(OH)40 Im = 0 45.28 [8]
Hf(OH)~ I = 0 52.8 [10]
Hf(OH)5 ~ Im = 0 52.78 [8]
Zr4 +
Zr(OH) 3* Im = 0 14.3 [10]
Zr(OH) 3+ Im = 0 14.30 [8]
Zr(OH)22+ Im = 0 26.29 [8]
Zr(OH) 3+ Im = 0 36.89 [8]
Zr(OH) 40 Im = 0 46.28 [8]
Zr(OH)5' Im = 0 54.0 [10]
Zr(OH)5~ Im = 0 53.98 [8]
Zr 3(OH) 4 8  Im = 0 55.4 [10]
Zr 3(OH) 4 8  Tm = 2.0 50.5 [10]
Zr3(OH)56+ Im = 0 73.68 [8]
Zr4 (OH)88 + Im = 0 106.0 [10]
Zr4 (OH)88 + Im = 0 117.96 [8]
Zr4 (OH)8 8+ Tm = 2.0 103.4 [10]
Table 3.5: Stability Constants for Hf Hydrolysis Products (Nazarenko, et. al.)
This table contains the stability constants observed by Nazarenko, et. al. [12] for the hydrolysis products of
hafnium using the colored, competing ligand spectrophotometric method. Arsenazo-I was used as the ligand.
Metal concentrations were kept below 10- M to stay below the concentrations at which polymerization has been
observed. KNO 3 was used to establish the ionic strength of the solutions. No uncertainty in these values was
given.
-I,= 0.1 M Ia= 0.3 M I'= 0.5 M I 10 M
log 1, HfOH 3 14.05 14.07 14.10 14.15
log 112 Hf(OH) 22+ 27.66 27.65 27.68 27.83
log 113 Hf(OH)3 * 40.86 40.74 40.62 41.07
log P,4 Hf(OH) 40  53.37 53.34 53.18 54.11
3.3.2 Polymerization of Zr and Hf Hydrolysis Products
As previously mentioned, the hydrolysis products of Hf and Zr have been observed to form polymeric
species. NorMn [11], Johnson, et. al. (ultracentrifugation) [13,14], and Connick (solvent extraction) [15]
investigated the polymerization of Hf and Zr, and, while not being able to determine the degree of
polymerization, both agree that Hf and Zr seem to form trimeric and/or tetrameric polymers. Both sets of
experiments were performed only under very acidic conditions (> 0.5 M strong acid), so only the polymers of the
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first hydrolysis product were investigated. Polymerization is noticed in solutions with metal concentrations
greater than 10-4 mole/L [11,13,14,15].
3.3.3 Solubility of Zr and Hf Oxides
Table 3.6 contains the solubility products for Zr and Hf oxides, governed by the following relationship
MO 2 +2H 2 0 O M 4 +40H-, KSP = [M4+ 1OH- ] 4  (3.15)
The solubility products reported in [8] are taken from observations of the solubility of freshly precipitated
hydrous and active ZrO2 and HfO2 , and are converted to the form corresponding to equation 3.15 using the
stability constants given by [8] and a log K, = -13.995 [4]. However, Kovalenko & Bagdasarov [16] state that
hafnium oxide, HfO2 (s), is almost insoluble in distilled water, acids, and alkalis (p. 913, [16]) and go on to
discuss the procedure required to leach some Hf into solution from the HfO2 , which involved fusing the oxide
with NaOH at 9000, followed by leaching with dilute and then concentrated nitric acid. Given the solubility
product they measured for Hf(OH) 4, they should have been able to observe the solubility of HfO2 if it is truly in
the range reported by Baes & Mesmer [8] or Smith & Martell [10].
The solubility of zirconium hydroxide, Zr(OH)4, from Kovalenko & Bagdasarov [17], was determined
from experiments using freshly precipitated Zr(OH) 4. The free metal concentration in the solution in equilibrium
with the solid phase was determined colorimetrically, using the ligand Stilbazo. A similar procedure was used by
the same authors to determine the solubility of Hf(OH) 4 [16].
Table 3.6: Solubility Product of Hf and Zr Oxides and Hydroxides
This table contains solubility products given for Hf and Zr oxides in the literature. Unless noted, ionic strength
given in molality (moles/kg).
Metal / Species Ionic Strength___logK,_ 
__Ref.
Hf4 +
HfO2 (s) Im = 0 -54.8 [10]
HfO2 (s) Im = 0 -57.2 [8]
HfO2 (s) Im = 0 55.4 [8]
Hf(OH)4 (s) Im = 0 -53.5 [16]
Zr4+
ZrO2 (s) Im = 0 -54.1 [10]
ZrO2 (s) 1m= 1.0 -52.0 [10]
ZrO2 (s) Im = 0 -57.9 [8]
ZrO2 (s) Im = 0 -56.0 [8]
Zr(OH)4 (s) Im = 0 -53.96 [17]
3.3.4 Zr and Hf Carbonate Complexation
The literature on the carbonate complexes of Zr and Hf is shown below in table 3.7, along with data on
the hydrolysis of thorium and neptunium (IV) for comparison. The Zr and Hf stability constants come from the
solvent extraction experiments by Joao, et. al. [18], which focused on the tetracarbonato species.
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Table 3.7: Stability Constants for Carbonate Species (Hf, Zr, Th, Np)
This table contains the stability constants obtained in the literature for Hf, Zr, Th, and Np. Unless noted, ionic
strength given in molality (moles/kg).
Species Ionic Strength log B Ref.
Zr(C0 3)44- 1.0 39.95 ± 0.05 [18]
Zr(C0 3)4 4- 2.5 39.59 ± 0.02 [18]
Hf(C0 3)44- 1.0 39.83 ± 0.05 [18]
Hf(C0 3)44- 2.5 40.21 ± 0.03 [18]
Th(C0 3)56 - 1.0 26.2 ± 0.2 [19]
Th(C0 3)5 6 - 2.5 26.3 ± 0.2 [19]
Np(CO 3)2 + 0.1 < 22.5 [20]
Np(C0 3)20  0.1 < 27.9 [20]
Np(C0 3)32- 0.1 < 33.2 [20]
Np(C0 3)44- 0.1 < 38.5 [20]
Np(C0 3)56 - 0.1 < 41.6 [20]
3.3.5 Other Hf/Zr complexes
Connick & McVey [21] studied the complexation of Zr by various ligands with a solvent extraction
technique using thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA). Of interest to this work is the complexation of Zr by chloride,
which was observed to form a 1:1 complex with Zr. Extracting the stability constant for the complex from the
data, listed as the fraction of Zr uncomplexed, a stability constant of between 1001 to 1002 for the ZrCl3+ (log P =
0.1 to 0.2) is obtained. The analyses performed by Connick & McVey [21] assume that the perchlorate ion, in
conformity with its general chemical behavior, does not complex zirconium (p. 3186, [21]). Norbn [11] extends
this assumption to include hafnium and thorium (used to benchmark the fluoride electrode methodology).
3.4 Plutonium (IV)
This section contains a brief overview of the literature regarding the environmental complexation of
plutonium(IV). WGPu is expected to be in the tetravalent oxidation state in the disposition host form (section
3.7) Therefore, the behavior of tetravalent plutonium will be of some importance in analyzing the behavior of the
WGPu in the repository environment. The complexation of Pu(IV) by the carbonate and hydroxide ions is
detailed below (sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.1, respectively). The solubility of plutonium (IV) oxide and hydroxide is
discussed in section 3.4.2. The REDOX behavior of plutonium is briefly addressed in section 3.4.4. Also
included here is the isotopic composition used for weapons-grade plutonium in this work (3.4.5).
3.4.1 Hydrolysis Behavior of Pu4+
The literature values for the stability constants of the Pu(IV) hydrolysis products are given in table 3.8.
Cleveland [22] reports two sets of values for the hydrolysis product of the first hydrolysis species of Pu(IV). The
first value, taken from Rabideau & Lemons [23] is determined by potentiometric titration in 1 M perchlorate
solution, and is converted to a stability constant using a log Kw = -13.81 [6]. Rabideau & Kline [24] determined
the hydrolysis product as a function of temperature in 2 M perchlorate solutions using a spectrophotometric
technique; these constants are converted to stability constants using a log K, = -13.88 [25]. Like Zr and Hf,
Pu(IV) is observed to form polymeric hydroxide complexes in solution. The degree of polymerization is seen to
increase with decreasing H' to metal ratio [22].
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Table 3.8: Stability Constants for Hydrolysis Products of Pu(IV)
This table contains stability constants for the hydrolysis products of hafnium and zirconium taken from the
literature. Unless noted, ionic strength given in molality (moles/kg).
Species Ionic Strength log p Ref.
PuOH3 * Im = 0.5 12.40 [8]
PuOH3 * Im = 0.5 12.28 [8]
PuOH3 * Im = 0.5 12.14 [10]
PuOH3 * Im = 1.0 12.1 [10]
PuOH3 * I. = 1.0 12.52 [8]
PuOH3* a= 1.0 M 13.84 [23]
PuOH3+ Im = 2.0 12.23 [10]
PuOH3+ Im = 2.0 12.27 [8]
PuOH3+ ja = 2.0 M T = 14.9*C 13.92 [24]
PuOH 3 +  Ia= 2.0 M T = 25.0*C 13.93 [24]
PuOH 3+ Ia = 2.0 M T = 34.4*C 13.97 [24]
PuOH 3+ Im = 0 13.50 [8]
Pu(OH) 22+ Im = 0 25.69 [8]
Pu(OH)3 + Im = 0 36.69 [8]
Pu(OH)40  Im = 0 46.48 [8]
3.4.2 Solubility of Pu(IV) Oxide and Hydroxide solids
Plutonium dioxide, particularly that prepared at high temperatures, is a very refractory material, difficult
to dissolve by normal techniques. (p. 301, [22]). Cleveland [22] gives no value for the solubility product of Pu0 2(s). A value of log K = -54.15 is given as an estimated value for a solid phase presumed to be a hydrated Pu0 2(s) [26].
Two experiments to determine the solubility of the Pu(OH)4 solid phase are mentioned by Cleveland
[22]. The first determined the solubility product from potentiometric data [27]; the second by a procedure based
on spectrophotometric detection of incipient precipitation [28].
Table 3.9: Solubility Product of Pu(OH)4
This table contains the solubility products from the literature for the solubility of Pu(OH)4. Ionic strength is
given in molality.
Metal / Species Ionic Strength _ log K_ Ref
Pu(OH) 4 (s) Im = 0 -47.3 [10]
Pu(OH) 4 (s) Im = 0 -52.0 [27]
Pu(OH) 4 (s) Im = 0 -55.15 [28]
3.4.3 Carbonate Complexes of Plutonium (IV)
The literature values for the carbonate complexes of plutonium(IV) are shown below (table 3.10), along
with the general experimental method used to determine the stability complexes. In the evaluation of the stability
constants by Nitsche & Silva [3 1], the wide spread in the literature data is discussed. According to Nitsche &
Silva,
if p3i is as large as 1017, as estimated by Lierse [30] and selected in the survey of Clark, Hobart,
and Neu (referenced by Nitsche & Silva), the PuCO 32+/Pu4+ ratio would have been nearly 500 and
the Pu(OH) 3+/pu4 + [ratio] about 0.8 in the experiments conducted under a CO 2 atmosphere. Under
these conditions, the carbonate complex should have been easily detected. Only if the carbonate
complexation of Pu41 produced no change in the shape, peak wave length, and molar absorptivity
of the uncomplexed ion, could the complexation go undetected. This seems highly unlikely in
view of the change at higher carbonate concentrations.
from (p. 70, [31])
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Table 3.10: Carbonate Complexes of Pu(IV)
This table contains the literature values for the stability constants for the carbonate complexes of tetravalent
plutonium. The Ionic Strength, Ia, is given in units of molarity.
Species Ia log B Experimental Method Ref.
PuCO 32+ 0.1 47.1 Spectroscopy [29]
Pu(C0 3)2  0.1 55.0 Spectroscopy [29]
Pu(C0 3)32- 0.1 57.9 Spectroscopy [29]
Pu(C0 3)44- 0.1 59.6 Spectroscopy [29]
Pu(C0 3)56 - 0.1 62.4 Spectroscopy [29]
PuCO 32+ 0.1 17.0 Solubility [30]
Pu(C0 3)2  0.1 29.9 Solubility [30]
Pu(C0 3)32- 0.1 39.1 Solubility [30]
Pu(CO3)44- 0.1 42.9 Solubility [30]
Pu(C0 3)56 - 0.1 44.5 Solubility [30]
PuCO32+ 0.1 12.3 Spectroscopy [31]
Pu(C0 3)2  0.1 23.4 Spectroscopy [31]
Pu(CO 3 )2- 0.1 30.0 Spectroscopy [31]
Pu(C0 3)44~ 0.1 32.8 Spectroscopy [31]
Pu(C0 3)56 - 0.1 33.9 Spectroscopy [31]
3.4.4 Reduction/Oxidation Chemistry of Plutonium
Plutonium has four oxidation states that can be found in typical environmental conditions. The half-cell
oxidation-reduction potentials for plutonium are shown in table 3.11, as reported by Benedict & Pigford [32] for
acid solutions. The oxidation-reduction potential of a couple, E [volts], is related to the change in free energy,
AG, by
AG = -fE
AG0 = _ (3.16)
where f = Faraday's Constant = 96,487 J/Volt/g/equivalent [32]
AG* and E* are the standard free energy change and standard oxidation potential, defined for a system where the
components are in their standard states at unit activity. The reference reaction used to define the standard state is
the hydrogen half-cell reaction. For a system where the oxidation potential is fixed at some oxidation potential,
Eh (discussed more below), the equilibrium concentrations of the components given in the half-cell reaction can
be found using
ln [ ( E - Eh) (3.17)[Re d] RT
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Table 3.11: Oxidation-Reduction Potentials for Plutonium Half-Cell Reactions
This table contains the half-cell potentials for the REDOX reactions of plutonium. Potentials are given for the
reactions as written.
Reaction half cell potential, E0
PU3 + PU4 + e- -0.9819 V
Pu3* + 2H 20 - PuO 22 + + 4H+ + 3e- -1.0228 V
pU3+ + 2H 20 -- PuO 2 + + 4H+ + 2e -1.0761 V
Pu4+ + 2H 20 -+ PuO 2 2+ + 4H+ + 2e- -1.0433 V
Pu 4+ +2H 20 -> PuO 2+ + 4H+ + e- -1.1702 V
PuO 2+ -* PuO 22 + + e -0.9164 V
3.4.5 Isotopic Composition of Plutonium
The typical isotopic composition for weapons-grade plutonium (WGPu) is shown in table 3.12 [33].
For comparison, the "average" composition of reactor-grade plutonium (RGPu) is also included [34].
Table 3.12: Isotopic Composition of WGPu and RGPu
This table contains the isotopic composition for WGPu used in this work [33]. Also shown is the average
composition of RGPu [34] for comparison. Compositions are given in % atomic abundance.
Isotope WGPu (% abundance) RGPu (% abundance)
238Pu 0.012 1.31
23 9 PU 93.9 60.8
240PU 5.81 24.5
2 4 1Pu 0.23 8.37
42pU 0.22 5.04
3.5 Effects of Ionic Strength
This section will discuss the effects of the total concentration of ions in solution, or ionic strength, on
the constants examined. In addition, the Specific Ion Interaction Theory will be discussed.
3.5.1 Definition of Activity and Ionic Strength
To be completely accurate, equilibrium equations (using equilibrium constants, not conditional
equilibrium constants) should be written in terms of activities, not concentrations. Activity may be though of as
'corrected' concentrations that take into account non-ideal effects in aqueous systems. These non-ideal effects
arise from electrostatic forces between ions dissolved in solution [35]. The activity of species X is defined as
{X} =yx[x] (3.18)
where {X} is the activity of X, [X] is the concentration of X, and yx is defined as the activity coefficient. The
activity coefficient is a function of the ionic strength, I or In, of the solution, given by equation 3.19 . A number
of theories are proposed for determining how activity coefficients vary as a function of ionic strength, and are
discussed elsewhere. Common theories include Debye-Htckel, SIT, Pitzer, and numerous empirical fits
[1,2,3,35,36]. For this work, the Specific Ion Interaction Theory will be used (section 3.6.2).
I = (zi)2[Ci (3.19)2.
In this equation, which is summed over all i species in solution, I denotes the molar ionic strength [mole/L] of the
solution. The terms zi and [C] denote the charge on the ih species and the concentration of that species,
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respectively. The notation Ia is also used to denote the molar ionic strength of a solution. The molal ionic
strength, Im [mole/kg], can be determined by using the molal concentrations instead of the molar concentrations.
More detailed discussions of ionic strength and activity can be found in references [1,2,3,35,36].
3.5.2 Specific Ion Interaction Theory (SIT)
Activity coefficient estimates are based on the use of Debye-HUckel type equations. The method
preferred in the NEA Thermochemical Data Base review is a medium-dependant expression for the activity
coefficients, which is the specific ion interaction theory in the form of the Bronsted-Guggenheim-Scatchard
approach. [36] The SIT describes the activity coefficient with a long range Debye-HUckel term and a short range
interaction term, shown in equation 3.20 [37]. The two basic assumptions in the SIT are described below [36]:
Assumption 1: The activity coefficient yj of an ion j of charge zj in the solution of ionic strength Im may be
described by equation 3.20.
logy = -z4D + 8(j,k,Im)mk (3.20)
k
where D = (3.21)1+ Baj xm
A and B are constants, and aj is the effective diameter of the hydrated ion. At 25'C, the constant A has a value of
0.5091; the term Baj has been given a value of 1.5, which has been chosen to minimize the ionic strength
dependence for several species over an ionic strength of 0.5 to 3.5 molal [36]. The mk term is the molal
concentration of the k solution species.
Assumption 2: The ion interaction coefficients 6(,k,Im) are zero for ions of the same charge and for uncharged
species. The rationale behind this is that 6, which describes specific short-range interactions,
must be small for ions of the same charge since they are usually far from one another due to
electrostatic repulsion. This holds to a lesser extent also for uncharged species
The general case of the formation constant of the metal species MmLq(OH), shown in equation 3.22, will now be
described. Charges will be omitted for simplicity.
mM+qL +nH 2 0 <O MmLq(OH)n + nH (3.22)
The formation constant of MmLq(OH)n at a given ionic strength, In, is related to the formation constant at infinite
dilution (zero ionic strength), P(0), by equation 3.23, shown below. An error presented in Grenthe [36], in which
the activity of water instead of the activity coefficient is used has been corrected here.
logp(Im) = logp(O) + m log'ym + q logyL + nlogYH20 - 10gY q,n,m - n log Y H (3.23)
For an ionic medium of a 1:1 salt NX of molal ionic strength Im, where the molal concentration of the NX salt is
much greater than for all other species, equation 3.23 can be rearranged as follows [36]:
log p(Im) = log p(O) + Az 2 D - AIm + n logYH20  (3.24)
where
Az 2 =(m zM -q ZLj -n 2 +n-mZM -qzL (3.25)
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0.5091 I,
D =1.59 m (at 25'C , assuming Baj = 1.5) (3.26)1+ 1 .5 Im
AE 6 (q,n,m,NorX) + nE(H,X) - qs(N,L) - m6(MX) (3.27)
Coupled with the assumptions that the change in the log of the activity coefficient of water is negligible and that
Baj = 1.5, equation 3.24 can be reduced to
log P(Im) = log P(0) + KD - K2Im (3.28)
where K = Az 2 ; K2= A, ; and D is given by equation 3.26
With this simplification, it is possible to extrapolate measurements at higher ionic strength back to infinite
dilution. Given a number of measurements of a given equilibrium constant at different ionic strengths, fitting a
plot of log P(I m ) vs. Im" using equation 3.27 will allow for the determination of the equilibrium constant at
infinite dilution. [37]. If the data set is consistent, the values obtained for K, and K2 should closely follow the
values predicted by theory (equations 3.25 and 3.27). Some deviation from theoretical values is expected due to
the assumptions that log YH20 = 0 and that Baj = 1.5 .
3.6 Yucca Mountain
Yucca Mountain is the current site under investigation for siting the geologic disposal facility for the
United States. The proposed facility, also referred to as the High Level Waste Repository (HLW repository), is
intended to address multiple disposal missions for the U.S. DOE: defense complex clean-up; disposition of
surplus weapons materials; and the disposal of commercial spent nuclear fuel, naval reactor spent fuel, and DOE
and foreign research reactor spent fuel [38]. This section will contain a very brief overview of the site, as well as
the information about the site that will be needed for the models proposed in this work.
3.6.1 Overview of Yucca Mountain Project and Site
The proposed Yucca mountain site is located in Nye county, Nevada, 100 miles northwest of Las Vegas,
on the edge of the Nevada Test Site [39]. Yucca Mountain (YM) is a flat top ridge, running six miles from north
to south, that rises 2,000 feet about the surrounding region [38]. Yucca Mountain has been stable for over a
million years and is likely to remain so [38]. On average, YM receives seven inches of precipitation per year, of
which about 95 percent evaporates or runs-off. [3 8,39]. The groundwater flow under the site is to the southeast,
then to the south, with the ultimate sink at Franklin Lake Playa or Death Valley. The YM site is over a closed
basin; there is no flow from the site to any rivers or to the oceans [38,39]. The proposed repository is located in
the unsaturated zone, roughly 1000 feet underground [40], and will include approximately 100 emplacement
tunnels ( a expected total of 73 miles of tunnels) [38]. More detailed information about the YM project can be
found in a number of places, such as [40,41,42].
3.6.2 Characteristics of Yucca Mountain Important for this Work
This subsection contains the site-specific information for Yucca Mountain that is immediately relevant
to this work. This information is sub-divided into three areas: Groundwater flow rate, groundwater composition,
and composition of the emplacement drift.
3.6.2.1 Groundwater Flow Rate
The most recent value for the current groundwater flux through the repository horizon, referred to in the
YM Viability Assessment [40] as the "percolation flux" is 10 mm per year (0.4 inches per year) [40]. This value
seems to be a composite value, obtained from the results of a number of studies and experiments [40]. This value
is higher than values used elsewhere [43, 44]. However, it is a more recent number, and is the value used for the
current conditions in the YM Viability Assessment.
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2.6.2.2 Groundwater Composition and Modeling
The proposed repository horizon for the YM project is in the Topopah Spring member of the Paintbrush
Tuff formation, which is a welded, devitrified tuff formation. The repository horizon, as previously mentioned, is
located above the water table in the unsaturated zone. The nearest producing well to the proposed repository
horizon is the J-13 well; water from this well is taken to be typical of the water that would be encountered by
waste in the repository [45]. The observed composition of the J-13 water is given in table 3.13 [45]. The pH and
dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) of the J-13 water was observed to be pH = 7.1, DO = 5.5 ppm at the well
head; at the time of analysis, several months after the sample was taken, the DOC had risen to 8.1 ppm, and the
pH to 7.6 [45]. J-13 groundwater can be classified as sodium bicarbonate type [45].
Table 3.13: Composition of J-13 Groundwater
This table contains the average composition of the J- 13 water as analyzed for Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. The observed pH of the water at time of analysis is 7.6 [45]. Charges were not included in the
source document; they have not been added to preclude any assumptions as to chemical speciation of the
components.
Component Concentration [mg/L]
Li 0.042
Na 43.9
K 5.11
Ca 12.5
Mg 1.92
Sr 0.035
Al 0.012
Fe 0.006
Si 27.0
NO 3  9.6
F 2.2
Cl 6.9
HCO3  125.3
SO 4  18.7
According to the LLNL report on the interaction of J- 13 groundwater with Topopah Spring tuff, the
unsaturated zone can be conceptualized as a large external reservoir containing 02 and CO 2 at fixed fugacities[45]. Using the bicarbonate concentration from table 3.13, at pH=7.1, the fugacity of the CO 2 in the atmosphere
of the repository in equilibrium with the groundwater is pCO 2 = 10~'.99 atm. (log pCO 2 = -1.99); this calculation
uses the following equations and equilibrium constants [1]:
[H2CO] = K 1[H ][HCO3] , log K1 = 6.3 (3.29)
H2C0
pCO 2 = H , log KH =-1.5 (3.30)K H
From the Viability Assessment on Yucca Mountain, the pH of the groundwater at the repository horizon is
expected to be in the range of 6.5 to 9.0; the range of the oxidation potential of the groundwater, or Eh, is not yet
well defined [40]. From the measured DO and pH of the J-13 water at the well head, the Eh of the system can be
determined using the following equations:
-02(g)+ H+ + e- < I -H 20, pe0 =20.75 from [1] (3.31)4 2
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pe = 20.75 + log(p0 2) - pH4
Eh - Pe
16.7
from [1]
from [35]
(3.32)
(3.33)
Using the measured values for J-13 water of DO = 5.5 ppm and pH = 7.1, the pe of the system is determined to
be pe = 13.43 (equation 3.32), which corresponds to an Eh = 804 mV (equation 3.33).
3.6.2.3 Composition of Topopah Spring Tuff
As previously noted, the proposed repository horizon is in the Topopah Spring member of the
Paintbrush Tuff formation, which is a welded, devitrified tuff formation. the composition of the tuff member has
been determined using core samples taken from drill hole USW G-l at a depth of 1232 feet [45]. The host rock
of the formation can be adequately represented by three major mineral phases: cristobalite, sanidine, and quartz,
which compromise approximately 98% of the rock; three minor phases are also present: plagioclase,
montmorillonite, and biotite. The composition, as modeled in EQ3/6 by Delany [45] is given in table 3.14. The
effective porosity of the samples observed is 6.5%, and the bulk density was 2.34 g/cm 3 [45].
Table 3.14: Composition for Topopah Spring Tuff (for E03/6 model)
This table contains the composition used for Topopah Spring Tuff in the EQ3/6 model, as used by Delany [45].
In this model composition, sanidine is modeled as Alkali Feldspar; montmorillonite is modeled as Mg-beidellite.
Composition is listed as modeled by the EQ3/6 code.
Phase Composition Volume %
Cristobalite Si0 2  44.0
Alkali Feldspar Or0 .58Abo41Ano 0 1  39.0
Quartz Si0 2  14.9
Plagioclase OrO. 07AbO.76Ano 17  1.0
Mg-beidellite Mgo. 165A 2 .33 Si 3. 7 010(OH) 2  1.0
Biotite Phlog0 43 AnnO.57  0.1
TOTAL 100.0
In the analysis done by Kastenberg, et. al. [46], the composition listed in table 3.15 was used.
Table 3.15: Elemental Composition of Tuff
This table contains the elemental composition of the Tuff at Yucca Mountain, as
[46]. Compositions are given in weight percent (wt. %).
reported by Kastenberg, et. al.
Element wt. %
Ti 0.06
Al 6.72
Fe 0.66
Mn 0.05
Mg 0.10
Ca 0.38
Si 35.99
0 49.2
K 4.13
P 0.004
Na 2.7
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Can-in-Canister Host Form Characteristics and Container Dimensions
This section contains the most up-to-date information on the host phase for the immobilization of
surplus weapons-grade plutonium ,WGPu (3.7.1), as well as the current estimates for the design parameters for
the disposal containers that may be used as part of the can-in-canister immobilization option (3.7.2).
3.7.1 Current Host Form Characteristics
The current host phase for WGPu immobilization in the U.S. is a synthetic pyrochlore, with a plutonium
loading of 10.5 wt. % Pu metal (9.99 wt. % Pu for the alternate composition). Hafnium and Gd are added for
criticality control. Uranium is added to dilute the 2 3 5U, which will be formed by the a decay of 2 3 9Pu. One reason
for this dilution is to reduce the attractiveness of recovering the host form in the future, when, the immobilization
host forms would essentially become an source of highly-enriched uranium. The formulations for the baseline
and alternate compositions are given in table 3.16 [47]; the mineralogy of the baseline host phase is shown in
table 3.17 [47]. The alternate composition below can be used to meet Safeguards and Security requirements at
the DWPF (SRS); this composition contains roughly 4.5 wt. % more Hf-substituted rutile than the baseline
formulation [47].
According to Lutze & Ewing [48], in all testing with the titanate-zirconate-aluminate tailored ceramic
forms, the dissolution rates of the actinide host phases are slow enough, typically 10- g/m 2/d at 900 C (MCC- 1
protocol, Harker and White [49]), that in actual repository environments the system may never reach saturation
with respect to the identifiable solid product phases within laboratory time scales (p. 379, [48]). Lutze & Ewing
continue on with this argument to stress the difficulties in modeling the ceramic dissolution kinetics and the need
to select hose phases for which natural analogs exist.
Table 3.16: Composition of WGPu Host Form
This table contains the composition of the baseline and alternate host forms for WGPu. The
compositions are given as weight percent (wt. %). [47]
Oxide Baseline (A-O) Alternate
CaO 9.952 9.948
TiO2  35.862 37.834
Gd 2O 3  7.951 7.574
HfO2  10.653 11.215
U0 2  23.690 22.568
PuO 2  11.892 11.329
Table 3.17: Mineralogy of Baseline WGPu Host form
This table contains the predicted and observed mineralogy of the baseline host form for WGPu.
Compositions are given as percent by volume (vol. %). [47]
Mineralogy Predicted Observed Range
Pyrochlore 80 62 - 90
Brannerite 12 0 - 22
Zirconolite 0 0-25
Rutile 8 0-16
Actinide Oxide 0.5 0.04 - 0.6
Other Minor Phases 0 0 - 6
3.7.2 Can-in-Canister Design Parameters
As mentioned previously, the can-in-canister design embeds the WGPu in a tailored ceramic phase,
which is manufactured into pucks, with each puck weighing approximately 340 g. This mass estimate is based on
dimensions of surrogate puck measured in lab, 1.7 cm thick with a diameter of 6.8 cm, and a density of the Pu-
ceramic of 5.49 g/cm 3 [50]. These pucks are then stacked within stainless steel cans, with 7 pucks per can [51].
These cans are then suspended within a Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) canister, which is then filled
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with HLW glass, with 48 cans in each canister [52]. These canisters are then loaded into a disposal container;
two packing configurations are currently given for the disposal of HLW glass: a container design loaded with 5
canisters, and a container design loaded with 5 canisters as well as a Defense Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
assembly. Based on information presented by the director of the Office of Civilian Waste Management
(OCRWM), it appears that the 5 canisters with a co-disposed DOE SNF design will be used at Yucca Mountain
[53]. It is not known, however, if the plutonium-bearing canisters will be co-disposed with a SNF assembly or if
a spacer (or 6th assembly) will be used in its place due to potential criticality concerns.
In 10.CFR.60 (NRC, Code of Federal Regulations, part 60: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste
in Geologic Repositories), the waste package is required to provide "substantially" complete containment for 300
to 1000 years [54]. This can be accomplished by designing the waste package (or overpack) to survive intact for
the desired time period. One current design philosophy is for the outer container to survive for the initial 300
years after emplacement (the proposed upper limit for the monitoring period) [53]. This will be accomplished
by using 2 barriers in the container design: the outer barrier, or corrosion allowance material (CAM); and the
inner barrier, or corrosion resistant material (CRM). [53, 41, 42] The CAM, which is currently expected to be
alloy 516, is designed to corrode via general corrosion (as opposed to localized attack mechanisms common to
stainless steels) at a known rate, and is designed to be thick enough to survive for the desired period. Alloy 516
is compositionally similar to 1020 carbon steel, which has been used in a number of corrosion studies [42]. The
CRM inner barrier is currently designed to be alloy 625 [42]. The overall dimensions (at least those that have
been decided upon to date) for the container are a length of 3790 mm and a diameter of 1970 mm [42]. These
dimensions, however, have not been finalized (hence the lack of tolerances on the parameters). Other parameters
of interest for the analysis of the waste package and DWPF glass container have not yet been finalized and thus
were not included in the reports [41,42].
As a note, there is a typographical error in the table giving the dimensions for the HLW containers in the
Site Characterization Progress report # 16 [42]. The table lists 4 canisters per container for the co-disposal
option; however, the container diagram within the same document shows 5 canisters co-disposed with a fuel
element. In discussions in the previous progress report [41], the container is also reported to hold 5 DWPF
canisters plus a DOE SNF container. In addition, the presentation by the OCRWM director shows the disposal
container with 5 canisters of HLW glass [53].
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IV. ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
This chapter is intended to provide an overview analytical techniques used for this work, along with the
experiments done to determine detection limits and the suitability of the technique for use in these experiments.
Also included is a discussion of quality assurance / quality control issues (QA/QC) examined in response to
reviews by Lawrence Livermore National Lab and others. The first section, 4.1, will describe the operation of
the ICP-AES system, along with the experiments done to determine the detection limits for hafnium. Section 4.2
will discuss the use of the UV/Visible spectrometer to determine hafnium concentrations. Section 4.3 will
describe the theory and use of Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) to determine hafnium concentrations. The
theory behind and a discussion of the software involved for potentiometric titrations, including the models used
for the experiments in this work, will be discussed in section 4.4. Section 4.5 will contain a discussion of the
techniques used to measure pH in non-ideal solutions. Finally, section 4.6 will contain a discussion of the quality
control / quality assurance issues regarding this work, along with the laboratory procedures developed for the lab.
4.1 ICP-AES
The initial experiments conducted in this work used Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) to determine total hafnium concentrations in solution. This section will provide an
overview of the technique (4.1.1), the detector set-up (4.1.2), an overview of sample preparation concerns
(4.1.3), the procedure used to measure the concentration of Hf via ICP-AES (4.1.4), and the experimentally
determined detection limits for Hf on the ICP-AES system used (4.1.5). Also, a discussion of why the use of
ICP-AES to determine Hf concentrations was discontinued will be included (4.1.6).
4.1.1 Principles of ICP-AES
The general principle used in ICP-AES is described below [1,2]. A plasma is generated by ionizing a
few argon atoms with an igniting device; these ions oscillate rapidly in an oscillating EM field, established by
the RF coil around the torch, transferring energy to other Ar atoms. These atoms, in turn, become ionized,
generating secondary Ar ions and electrons. The number of ions is steadily increased until a steady state is
reached, which constitutes the plasma. A filtered liquid sample is introduced using a peristaltic pump into the
nebulizer chamber, which injects an aerosol of the sample into the argon stream entering the plasma. When
sample atoms are introduced into the plasma, they collide with the rapidly moving Ar ions and become excited.
The excited sample atoms and ions pass through the plasma, and relax to lower energy states, emitting
characteristic photons. A spectrometer measures the intensity of the selected photon. By calibrating the system
using known standards, the concentration of a given element can be determined from the intensity observed at the
characteristic wavelength(s) for that element.
4.1.2 ICP-AES Hardware Specifications
The ICP-AES system used for this work is the Spectroflame ICP-D model Inductively Coupled Plasma -
Atomic Emission Spectroscopy system currently located at M.I.T. in room NW13-224. The system is maintained
under a service contract with Spectro, which currently included biannual inspection and maintenance. All other
maintenance is performed by the users. The work presented here used an older operating system which was
designed to run in DOS on the 286 chip installed in the machine. However, the operating system has been
upgraded. Details of the new system, as well as operating instructions, can be found here [3]. Currently, the ICP
maintenance is handled under a Preventative Maintenance (PM) contract with Spectro Analytical Instruments.
This contract includes 2 PM service calls per year, during which routine maintenance is performed, repairs are
made, and the performance of the ICP is verified. The details of the ICP-D ICP-AES system are presented in
table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Specifications for the Spectroflame ICP-D ICP-AES system
This table contains the specifications for the hardware in the Spectroflame ICP-D model ICP-AES system. The
specifications were obtained from the equipment documentation, and have not been effected by the upgrade to
the operating system.
Spectrometer Sample Introduction
- Direct Wavelength drive - No peak search - Integral peristaltic pump
- Fixed grating 
- Pneumatic nebulizer w/ conical spray chamber
- Pashen-Runge mount - Fixed torch
- Focal length 750 mm - Argon humidifier
- Holographic grating on Zerodur blank - Temperature controlled sample presentation
- Temperature stabilized construction compartment
- Four entrance slits
RF Generator
Monochromator #1 - 2.5 kW max. output power
- Grating 2400 I/mm - 27.12 MHz operating frequency
- Dispersion 0.55 nm/mm - Power and frequency stabilized
- Wavelength coverage: 190 - 460 nm - Microprocessor controlled
w/ nitrogen purge: 165 - 460 nm - Auto-start
- Flushed direct optical path for low wavelength - Integrated water cooling system
Monochromator #2
- Grating 1200 1/mm
- Dispersion 1.1 nm/mm
- Wavelength coverage: 240 - 790 nm
4.1.3 General Guidelines for Sample and Standard Preparation
A detailed procedure for preparing samples for analysis by ICP-AES will be included in the
experimental sections for experiments using the system. Some general guidelines for sample and standard
preparation are included here.
In order to prevent clogging the torch and/or the sample delivery system, all samples to be run on the
ICP must be filtered through at least a 0.45 ptm filter before analysis. The ICP-AES system, as configured,
should not be used to analyze solutions with high concentrations, especially of salts. High concentrations of
sodium salts, in particular, can lead to precipitation of salt on the torch. To avoid this potential complication,
samples should be diluted so that the sodium concentration is less than 1 mMole/liter. In future experiments,
however, it may be possible to relax this restriction on the use of the ICP-AES system by upgrading the torch
and/or modifying some of the operating parameters of the system [3].
To reduce the potential for matrix effects on the determination of concentrations by ICP-AES, samples
and standards should be made up in similar solutions. For example, for the determination of hafnium, both the
samples and the standards were made up to be approximately 5 % nitric acid by volume. This sample matrix is
chosen to provide a uniform sample matrix for the experiments, as well as to minimize the potential for sorption
of the hafnium to the sample vials.
4.1.4 Determination of Hafnium by ICP-AES
For this work, hafnium concentration is measured by ICP-AES using the ICP method HFDET1, written
for these experiments (table 4.2). In addition to the operating parameters for the system, a method also includes
the wavelength that is to be used for the analysis, and the location of that wavelength relative to the line for Ar
which is used to calibrate the monochromators, established via a peak search for the Hf peak using a known Hf
standard of a concentration that is known to be above detection limits, but not so high as to saturate the
monochromators. If the automatic calibration software is to be used, the details of the standards and
concentrations, along with any additional information on which regression routines to use, would be included in
the method. For this work, the calibrations are done by hand. Hafnium concentration is determined using the
227.336 nm wavelength, as suggested by Spectro [4].
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A detailed procedure for using the ICP-AES to determine hafnium concentrations is included under the
Quality Assurance/Quality Control section of this work as MIT Lab Procedure #9 (MIT LP#9, Appendix A).
The output from the ICP, which is used as the measurement of the concentration of Hf is the average and
standard deviation of the three intensity measurements observed at 227.336 nm for each sample.
Table 4.2: ICP Settings for HFDET1 Method
This table contains the equipment settings contained in method HFDET1, which was created for the
determination of hafnium by ICP-AES using the 227.336 nm line. Note that this method was created for use with
the ICP-AES system before the upgrade in December of 1998, and should be updated to reflect the improvements
in the upgraded system before use.
Coolant Temperature: 15 0C
Argon Pressure: 100 psig
Coolant Flow Setting: 40
Nebulizer Pressure: 3.3 bar
Pre-Flush Time: 45 s
High Flush Time: 20 s
Pump Speed Setting: 3 (high flush)
2 (measurement)
Measurement Time: 100 % (100% = 2 seconds)
Number of Measurements: 3 per
4.1.5 Calibration of the ICP-AES for Hafnium
The calibration curves used to convert the observed intensities to hafnium concentrations are generated
as follows. Hafnium standards are made up using a certified stock solution of hafnium (Hafnium ICP/DCP
standard solution; Aldrich Chemicals, lot # 02401 CN; [Hf] = 9980 ptg/mL), which is diluted to the desired
concentration using a 5 vol. % solution of concentrated nitric acid (Mallinckrodt) in de-ionized water. This acid
matrix is chosen in order to minimize the potential for sorption of the hafnium to the containers. The samples
analyzed in this work are diluted using the same acid solutions in order to provide a uniform sample matrix for
this work. The dilutions are performed using variable volume pipettors (Gilson Pipetman series) and volumetric
flasks (Kimax and/or Pyrex brands; VWR Scientific).
At the beginning of each ICP measurement run, after the system is reprofiled, the hafnium standards are
measured (using MIT LP#9), yielding an corresponding peak intensity. For most experiments, the following
standard concentrations are used to generate a calibration curve: 56 ptM, 5.6 pM, and 0.56 pM Hf. These
concentrations correspond to 10 ppm, 1 ppm, and 0.1 ppm. These concentrations are used because the initial
scoping experiments, used to evaluate the utility of using ICP-AES for this work, were done using the calibration
curves generated using the calibration routine in the ICP software, which only worked in ppm.
Standards are also run after every 5 to 10 samples to ensure that the calibration did not drift over time.
If it is necessary to reprofile the ICP during a measurement run, a new calibration curve is generated. The
calibration curves are determined by fitting the observed intensities versus known concentration using a least-
squares fit to a line. This fit is done using Jandel Scientific's SigmaPlotTM graphic analysis program.
4.1.6 Determination of Detection Limit for ICP-AES for Hafnium
To determine the detection limit for hafnium for the ICP-AES system in the lab, the following
experiment is performed. Hafnium standards are prepared with concentrations ranging from 100 ppm down to 10
ppt. Standards are made using the Hf ICP/DCP standard (Aldrich), diluted using a 5 vol. % nitric acid in DI
water solution. The Hf concentration is measured using method HFDET1(table 4.2). The standards are
analyzed in order of increasing concentration, beginning with the blanks (5 vol. % nitric acid) to minimize any
potential hold-up effects in the system. The results of this experiment are shown in figure 4.1, along with the
standard deviation reported by the ICP system for each value. The intensities reported by the ICP are given in
units of counts per second (cps).
The detection limit for Hf is determined from the measurements of the blanks. In this experiment, three
separate blank samples, containing the 5 vol. % nitric acid solution, are measured. The observed intensity values
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are averaged (7604 counts) and the standard deviation of the measurements is determined using a Hewlett-
Packard 48SX hand calculator (166 counts). The detection limit is chosen to be the concentration corresponding
to the observed intensity in the blanks plus 2 standard deviations (7936 counts). Figure 4.2 shows an expansion
of the data in figure 4.1; also shown on this figure a line corresponding to the detection limit intensity. From the
intersection of this line with the data, the detection limit is determined to be approximately 2.8x 10- moles/L
(0.28 pM).
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Figure 4.1: Results of Detection Limit Experiment
This figure contains the intensities and standard deviations (in counts per second) observed for the hafnium
standards by ICP-AES. The detection limit for the ICP was determined to be around 0.3 pM.
4.1.7 Comments on the Use of ICP-AES to Determine Hafnium Concentration
ICP-AES was used for the initial experiments in this work (hafnium carbonate and hydroxide solubility
experiments), and worked very well with one minor problem. The majority of the work done on this project used
sodium perchlorate as a counter-ion in solution to maintain constant ionic strength throughout the experiments.
This decision, however, required that samples for measurement using the ICP be diluted by a factor of at least
100 in order to reduce the sodium concentrations to levels that would not affect the system, which, in turn,
effectively raised the detection limit for this technique by 2 orders of magnitude. As such, ICP-AES was only
useful for the initial work at low pH.
During the recent upgrade to the ICP-AES system, it was discovered that it is possible to modify the ICP
system to operate at higher salt concentrations by adjusting the torch position, system voltage, and gas flow
rate/pressure. It is also possible to use a different torch configuration to analyze samples at even higher salt
concentrations. If similar work is done in the future, either some other counter-ion should be used for the
experiments (perhaps ammonium perchlorate), or the ICP-AES system should be modified to allow the analysis
of 0.1 M sodium solutions. These steps should allow the range of usefulness of the ICP-AES for the
determination of hafnium to be extended beyond what was used for this work.
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Figure 4.2: Detection Limit for Hafnium by ICP-AES
This figure contains an expansion of the data shown in figure 4.1 so that it is possible to see how the detection
limit is determined on the graph. The horizontal line added to the graph is set at the intensity observed in the
method blanks, plus 2 standard deviations. The vertical line shows approximately where the measured curve
crosses the detection limit. For this work, the detection limit is taken to be 2.8E-7 mole/L.
4.2 UV/Visible Spectroscopy
As part of the work done for this project, the use of ultra-violet/visible wavelength spectroscopy for the
determination of the concentration of hafnium in solution was investigated. This section will provide a brief
overview of the theory underlying the use of the UV/Visible spectrometer in determining the concentration of
hafnium (4.2.1), a summary of the equipment involved (4.2.2), the experimental procedure used (4.2.3), and how
a calibration curve was generated for the determination of hafnium concentrations in sample solutions (4.2.4).
Also, a brief discussion of the technique will be included (4.2.5).
4.2.1 Principles for UV/Visible Spectroscopy
In a one sentence description of the technique, UV/Visible spectroscopy is used to determine the
concentration of hafnium in solution by observing the intensity of the absorbance of light by the hafnium-
Arsenazo III complex, where Arsenazo III is used as an indicator dye. A brief discussion of the theory
underlying UV/Visible spectroscopy (and other spectroscopic techniques) will follow. A more detailed
discussion can be found in the literature [2].
The frequency, v, of the energy emitted or absorbed when a molecular or atomic system transitions from
one state to another is proportional to the energy difference between the states (equation 4.1). The energy of the
emitted or absorbed quantum of light provides evidence as to the type of transformation occurring. The
emission/absorption in the ultraviolet and visible wavelengths is typical of processes involving transitions of the
valence electrons in the atomic or molecular system [2].
hv =|AEJ (4.1)
where h = Plank's constant (6.626E-34 J s) [2],
AE = Energy difference between the initial and final states,
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and v = frequency of the light absorbed/emitted [I/s].
In UVNisible spectroscopy, the intensity of the light at the wavelength absorbed by a given chromophore that
passes through a sample solution is measured to determine the concentration of that chromophore in the solution,
where the relationship between the observed intensity and the concentration is governed by the Beer-Lambert law(equation 4.2) [2].
I = I10ECX2)
where I = intensity of light at a given wavelength that passes through the sample,
I= the intensity of the light incident on the sample,
c = the molar absorption coefficient (or extinction coefficient) of the chromophore,
C the molar concentration of the chromophore,
and x = the path length of the light as it passes through the sample.
By defining the transmittance, T, as the ratio of the intensity of light that passes through the sample over the
incident intensity (equation 4.3) and the absorbance, A, as the logo of the inverse of the transmittance (equation
4.4), the absorbance can be related to the concentration of the chromophore by equation 4.5.
I
T 10 (4.3)
'0
A - loglo T (4.4)
T =10-A (4.4a)
A = Cx (4.5)
Given that Beer's Law is obeyed by the system under investigation, equation 4.5 shows that, all other parameters
being fixed by the experiment, the concentration of the chromophore should be directly proportional to the
observed absorbance at the wavelength typical of the chromophore of interest.
4.2.2 Specifications of UV/Visible Spectrometer System
The UVNisible spectrometer system used in this work consists of a deuterium/halogen light source
(Ocean Optics, Inc.), the spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Inc. SD2000 Fiber Optic Spectrometer), and the PC-based
computer data collection system (LabView 4.1 for Windows). For experiments in which the sample holder is
used, the samples are placed in polymethacylate cuvets (Sigma, Polymethacylate Fluorimeter Cuvet, minimum
volume = 3 mL, light path = 10 mm), which, in turn, is placed in the cuvet holder (Ocean Optics, CUV sample
holder). All fiber optic cables and other optics used in the UVNisible spectrometer system are also from Ocean
Optics, Inc.. For other experiments, a dip probe, also from Ocean Optics, is used in place of the cuvet holder.
4.2.3 Determination of Hafnium by UVNisible Spectroscopy
Unfortunately, hafnium itself does not have any significant absorbances in the ultraviolet/visible light
range available with the lab system. However, an initial set of scoping experiments was performed to determine
that Arsenazo III (ArzIII) can be used as an indicator dye for determining the concentration of hafnium by
UVNisible spectroscopy, as the ArzIII-Hf complex absorbs light at a different frequency than free ArzIII. A
second set of scoping experiments were performed to determine the best sample matrix to use for determining
hafnium concentrations, as well as the dye concentrations to be used. The Arsenazo III used was obtained from
Aldrich Chemicals.
As a result of the initial experiments, it was decided that the samples for UVNis spectroscopy should be
made using 4 M HCl as the bulk matrix. A dye concentration of 1 mM ArzIII was selected for these experiments.
This decision is also supported by results for evaluating the concentration of hexa- and tetravalent uranium [5].
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The dye concentration chosen was expected to allow measurements from around 1 mM Hf down to
approximately 0.01 mM Hf. Spectroscopy samples are made by combining 3.0 mL of 4 M HCl with 0.5 mL of 1
mM ArzIII dye and 0.5 mL of sample in a 7 mL polyethylene vial. Samples are shaken well, and then transferred
into the polymethylacylate cuvets using a disposable pipette (VWR Scientific), and then the absorbance is
measured with the UV/Vis. spectrometer system. It may be possible to reduce the detection limit by an order of
magnitude by reducing the dye concentration. However, this will result in a corresponding loss of an order of
magnitude from the upper detection limit.
4.2.4 Calibration Curve for Determination of Hf by UV/Visible Spectroscopy
Calibration standards are prepared as follows. First, 3 mL of 4 M HCl and 0.5 mL of the 1 mM ArzIII
solution are added to a 7 mL polyethylene vial (VWR Scientific), which is then capped and shaken briefly. To
each of these standards, a total volume of 0.5 mL of hafnium standard and DI water are added, according to table
4.3, and the sample vials are again capped and shaken. The total sample volume, 4 mL, remains constant for
each sample.
Table 4.3: Composition of Hf Calibration Standards for UV/Vis Spectroscopy
This table contains the composition of the standards used to generate the calibration curve for the determination
of Hf via UV/Vis spectroscopy. Each sample also contains 3 mL 4 M HCl and 0.5 mL of 1 mM ArzIII. The total
volume of each sample is 4 mL.
Hf added (Stock Solution used) DI water added
Standard Hf Conc. [pL]
Blank (0 mM Hf) 0 pL 500 ptL
1.00 mM Hf 500 iL (1 mM Hf Standard) 000 pL
0.80 mM Hf 400 pL (1 mM Hf Standard) 100 pL
0.60 mM Hf 300 pL (1 mM Hf Standard) 200 tL
0.40 mM Hf 200 pl (1 mM Hf Standard) 300 gL
0.20 mM Hf 100 pL (1 mM Hf Standard) 400 ptL
0.10 mM Hf 500 tL (0.1 mM Hf Standard) 000 jpL
0.08 mM Hf 400 pL (0.1 mM Hf Standard) 100 pL
0.06 mM Hf 300 pL (0.1 mM Hf Standard) 200 pl
0.04 mM Hf 200 tL (0.1 mM Hf Standard) 300 pL
0.02 mM Hf 100 l (0.1 mM Hf Standard) 400 ptL
0.01 mM Hf 500 ptL (0.01 mM Hf Standard) 000 pL
Before being measured, the samples are again shaken, and then are transferred into the cuvets using a
disposable transfer pipette (VWR Scientific). The cuvets are placed in the sample holder, and the spectra are
then taken and stored for analysis. For this calibration curve, the following spectrometer system parameters are
used: Integration frequency = 9; Boxcar Smoothing = 4; Average = 10. The integration frequency refers to the
number of "shots" that are used to measure a single spectrum. Boxcar smoothing refers to the number of pixels
that are averaged together into 1 bin. And the average is the number of spectra that are taken and averaged
together to make each displayed/recorded spectrum. The spectra shown below and the resulting calibration curve
are for these settings.
Figure 4.3 shows the spectra recorded for the above standards. The broad peak centered between 550
and 600 nm represents the absorbance in the free or non-complexed ArzIII. The second peak, between 650 and
700 nm represents the absorbance in the ArzIII that is complexed to the hafnium. To generate a calibration
curve, each spectrum is integrated over the second peak by summing all of the absorbances for wavelengths
between 650 and 700 nm, inclusively. The integrated value for the blank (Hf free standard) is then subtracted to
give the corrected integrated absorbance for each standard. These corrected absorbances are given in table 4.4,
and the resulting calibration curve is shown in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Spectra obtained for Hf-ArzIII Calibration Curve
This figure shows the spectra obtained during the determination of a calibration curve for the determination of
hafnium by UV/Vis spectroscopy using arsenazo III as an indicator dye.
Table 4.4: Integrated Absorbances and Corrected Integrated Absorbances
This table contains the absorbance, integrated from 650 to 700 nm, for the spectra taken as part of the calibration
curve experiment. The corrected integrated absorbance is determined by subtracting the blank value from the
integrated absorbance. The corresponding spectra are shown in figure 4.3.
Hf Concentration
0.00 mM (blank)
0.01 mM
0.02 mM
0.04 mM
0.06 mM
0.08 mM
0.10 mM
0.20 mM
0.40 mM
0.60 mM
0.80 mM
1.00 mM
Integrated Absorbance
1.84
7.38
12.33
15.55
23.94
31.30
37.66
69.47
121.53
157.54
170.93
182.85
Corrected Absorbance
0.00
5.54
10.49
13.71
22.10
29.46
35.82
67.63
119.69
155.70
169.09
181.01
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Figure 4.4: Calibration Curve
This figure contains the calibration curve obtained for the determination of Hf by UV/Vis spectroscopy,
generated from the background corrected, integrated absorbance values given in table 4.4.
4.2.5 Comments on the use of UV/Visible Spectroscopy to Determine Hf Concentrations
UV/Visible spectroscopy was originally investigated to provide a technique to determine the total
hafnium concentration in solution that would not require dilution, and was intended to replace the ICP-AES for
use in the hafnium hydroxide solubility experiment. The technique, however, was not used as part of this work
for two significant reasons: first, the non-linearity of the calibration curve caused some concern; and second, due
to feedback from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories it was decided to discontinue the examination of the
solubility of the hydroxide solid and to start experiments to determine the solubility of hafnium oxide. Given that
the oxide was expected to be a few orders of magnitude less soluble, the hafnium concentrations would most
likely be below the detection limits of the UV/Vis spectrometer system, and neutron activation analysis was
selected as the technique for determining Hf concentrations in the HfO2 solubility experiments.
Upon further consideration, it is quite possible that the non-linearity observed in the calibration curve is
due to the saturation of the indicator dye by hafnium. Future experiments using this technique should use an
excess of the indicator dye, which should alleviate this concern. Also, working with lower dye concentrations
may allow for better resolution and a lower detection limit for hafnium; if further work is done, this should be
investigated. Finally, it may be possible to extend the calibration curve for the current method to lower
concentrations. The curve should be repeated in order to determine the detection limits for this technique.
4.3 Neutron Activation Analysis
The final technique used to determine total hafnium concentrations in solution in this work is
Instrumental Nuclear Activation Analysis. The acronyms NAA or INAA can both used almost interchangeably
to identify this technique. This section will provide an overview of the technique (4.3.1), the experimental and
detector set-up (4.3.2), the procedure used to determine Hf via NAA (4.3.3), the data analysis and error
propagation methods used (4.3.4).
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4.3.1 Principles of Neutron Activation Analysis
The general idea behind all activation analysis techniques is to somehow excite or activate the
element(s) of interest to an excited state and then to observe the decay to a lower (or ground) state, using the
particle emitted (be it an actual particle or a photon) to determine the concentration of the activated species. For
NAA, neutrons, typically from a nuclear reactor, are used to activate isotopes of interest in the sample. These
activated species then decay, emitting characteristic photons as part of the decay sequence. These photons are
observed with a gamma spectrometer; the intensity of the emitted photons can then be used to determine the
concentration of the isotope (and/or element) of interest in the sample. More detailed information on neutron
activation analysis, as well as the theory and operation of the detectors involved can be found here [6,7]
4.3.1.1 Relevant Neutronics Information for Hafnium
Initial scoping experiments performed suggested that the 181Hf activation product would be the most
useful for the determination of hafnium by NAA. The isotope 1 81Hf is produce via an (n,y) reaction on '80Hf
(equation 4.6), and has a half life of 42.4 days [8,9,10]. The isotope 1 8 1Hf decays by P,y emission to 18'Ta; the
primary gamma energies emitted during the decay are 133.0 and 482.2 keV [10]. The isotopic abundance of
80Hf in natural Hf is 35.1%, and the thermal cross section for the (n,y) reaction is 13 barns [9].
180 (n,y) 181, f(42.4days) ,181 Ta (4.6)
7 2 Hf )- 72 Hf > 73 a(46
The other isotopes of Hf, and their relevant nuclear data, are shown in table 4.5 [8]. The isotope 174 Hf is a
naturally occurring radioactive isotope of Hf, and has a half-life of 2*10 years. For the isotope 1 78Hf, 2 meta-
stable states can be formed by neutron capture. Some of the meta-stable products have been omitted from table
4.5 for clarity. The omitted meta-stable states typically have half-lives that are not on the order where they would
be useful for NAA using the procedures described below. Gamma energies shown in table 4.5 are taken from the
Chart of the Nuclides [9] using the same notation. The notation "... " is used to denote that other gamma energies
are observed, but that the branching ratios are significantly less than those for the listed gamma energies.
Table 4.5: Neutronic Properties of Hf Isotopes
This table contains the isotopic distribution and nuclear parameters of importance for NAA for naturally
occurring Hf. As indicated below, the cross sections are given in barns (1024 M2), and the activation products
listed are those produced through a neutron capture reaction (n,y).
abundance cross section (n,y) gamma ray
stable isotope 1%] [b] product half-life energies [keV]
14Hf* 0.162 &530 b 175Hf 70 days 343, ...
176Hf 5.206 26 b 17 7mHf 51.4 ms 277.3, 295.1,
177Hf 18.606 370 b 178Hf stable none
17 8 Hf 27.297 50 b 179mHf 31 yr/18.7 s 453.5, 362.4 / 214.3
179Hf 13.629 ~45 b 180Hf stable none
180Hf 35.100 13.0 18 1Hf 42.4 days 482.1, 133.0,
4.3.1.2 Theory and Equations of Interest for NAA
The number of nuclei of isotope Y produce by neutron capture in isotope X is given by equation 4.7;
this equation is derived for the general case where isotope X undergoes neutron capture to form isotope Y, with
the following assumptions:
1) that the number of nuclei of isotope X, N,, does not significantly change during irradiation,
2) the neutron flux, , is uniform during irradiation,
3) no significant reactions occur with non-thermal neutrons.
The primary purpose of these assumptions is to simplify the derivation for equation 4.18. Relaxing the
assumptions on the flux and neutron energy spectrum would alter equation 4.7 to 4.7a; however, all terms within
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the integral over the energy spectrum are constant for all samples irradiated in a given batch. The number of
nuclei of X remains constant for each sample and can be removed from the integral. Therefore, just like the
terms in brackets in equation 4.7, the integral will be factored out by the end of the derivation. In equation 4.7a,
parameters are shown as a function of neutron energy using the index E (i.e. the energy dependant flux is given
by (E)). It is also possible to relax the first assumption on the number of target nuclei; this would require that
these equations be integrated over both the energy spectrum of the neutrons and the irradiation time (resulting in
much more complicated expressions).
NY()= #axN 11- exp(- kYT - $ayT)] (4.7)
where Ny(0) = number of the nuclei of the product isotope at end of irradiation,
NX= number of the nuclei of the target isotope,
= neutron flux [n/cm 2/s],
ay= reaction cross section for isotope X [cm 2 ],
Cy= reaction cross section for isotope Y [cm 2 ],
Xy = decay constant for isotope Y [I/s],
t = time after irradiation (set to 0 seconds in this case),
and T = irradiation time [s].
NY(O) = (E)ax(E)N 1 - exp(- XYT - 4(E)ay(E)T)] dE (4.7a)
E y + O(E)ay(E))
The number of isotope Y atoms remaining after time t, measured from end of irradiation (EOI), is given by
equation 4.8. The activity of isotope Y, in Bq, is given by equation 4.9. The decay constant can be determined
from the half-life by equation 4.10 (along with any necessary unit conversions).
Ny(t) = Ny(O)eXyt (4.8)
where Ny(0) = Number of nuclei of isotope Y at time t = 0 (EOI).
AY(t) = XyNy(t) = Ay(O)eXYt (4.9)
where Ay(0) = Activity of isotope Y at time t = 0.
= n(2) (4.10)
T
2
where TI/ 2 = Half life of the isotope of interest.
After irradiation (and decay interval), the samples are counted using a gamma spectrometer. The total
number of decay events observed by the detector at wavelength X, I(k), can be determined by equation 4.11.
1(k)= =0 s()fA y(t)dt = 7 (k)fA y(t*)eXUtdt (4.11)
where s(X) = Detection Efficiency of detector system at wavelength k,
f = fraction of decays that produce a gamma ray at wavelength X,
Ay(t*) = Activity at start of counting interval (t = t* after EOI),
and t = the length of the counting interval.
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For isotopes in which the counting interval is small in respect to the half-life, equation 4.11 can be simplified to
I(k) = s(k)fAY(t*)-1 (4.12)
Defining the observed count rate, C, as
C =- I = S(k)fA (t*) (4.13)
the observed count rate of a given sample at a given wavelength is given by equation 4.14:
C = E(k)f[ yNy()e~Y (4.14a)
C = 6()fkye XYt* ( axN 1 - exp(- X T - 4 yT)] (4.14b)
The mass of the element of interest, m, is determined from Nx, where X is the isotope of the element used for
NAA, using the following equation:
m
N = fxNA (4.15)A
where A = Atomic Mass of element of interest [g/mole],
fx = abundance of isotope X,
and NA = Avogardro's number = 6.022E23 atoms/mole [11].
While it is certainly possible to determine the mass of a given element directly from the measured count
rate [7], in practice this tends to be quite difficult, as some of the quantities in equation 4.14b, such as reactor
flux, detector efficiency, and irradiation time at power, are not always well known. One way to simplify the
analysis of the samples is to irradiate a standard of known concentration along with the samples [7]. By taking
the ratio of the count rate of the sample over the count rate of the standard, the mass of a given element can be
determined using equation 4.18, the derivation of which follows. For this derivation, the subscript K will be used
for parameters specific to the standard, and the subscript U will be used for the sample. This derivation applies
only if the standard and sample are irradiated at the same time, which normalizes the reactor flux and irradiation
time.
C fA ye-kyt xN 1 - exp(- k YT -(yyyT)]
- x (4.16)
Cs 6P, e- kts $aYxNxs 11- exp(- X YT - cyT)
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-k t (MU fx N -) k t -k tCU Nxue t r Ax A ]e U _ mueYtu(
Cs Nxse X ts MS fxNA e- yts mse Xyts
A (
mU ms C exp - yts -tu) (4.18)
where mu = Mass of a given element in the sample,
Is= Mass of a given element in the standard,
Cu Observed count rate for the sample,
Cs Observed count rate for the standard,
Y= Decay constant for the isotope observed,
tj = time after EOI before the start of counting for the sample,
and ts = time after EOI before the start of counting for the standard.
If the volume of a liquid sample is the same for both the standard and the samples, the concentration of the
sample can be found by simply substituting the concentration of the standard in for the mass of the element in the
standard in the above equation (4.18).
4.3.2 Specifications for Equipment used for NAA
The neutron source used for these experiments is the M.I.T. research reactor, MITR-II. The
approximate neutron flux at the thermal column, with the reactor at 5 MW thermal, is between 6-9* 10 " n/cm2/s
[12]. Hafnium standards were prepared using the Hf ICP/DCP stock solution (Aldrich), diluted to the desired
concentrations with a 5 vol. % nitric acid in DI water solution (see section 4.1.5 for more details). Samples are
counted using 5 separate detector systems: the four HPGe detectors in the Environmental Research and
Radiochemistry Counting Lab (detectors 1-4, NW13-272), and the one detector from the M.I.T. NED lab course
(detector S).
Detectors 1-4 (NW13-272) are Canberra model 2518 (except detector 2 which is model 2018) high-
purity germanium (HPGe) gamma spectrometers. The equipment racks for these systems contain the High-
Voltage supplies (ND345), SAM (ND591), ADC (ND581 or ND582), and AIM (ND556) units, all from
Canberra. The software controlling these detectors is the Genie 2000 Gamma Acquisition and Analysis software
suite (vl.2, 1998) from Canberra Instruments, which is run on a windows PC system. This software package is
used to acquire the spectra for the samples, and is used to analyze the spectra. Peak location and fitting is done
automatically, and the software analysis of the peak yields the net number of counts observed under the peak,
along with the uncertainty in the counts (section 4.3.4). The net count rates are then used to determine the
concentration in the samples with a spreadsheet written on MS Excel (section 4.3.4).
Detector S (the M.I.T. NED student lab detector system) is a HPGe gamma spectrometer system. The
detector itself is an EG&G Ortec model GMX-15185P HPGe detector, connected to the standard, manufacturer
supplied equipment suite (pre-amp, HV source, ADC, etc...). The system is computer driven. Spectra are
acquired and analyzed using the MAESTRO V4. 10 program suite (EG&G Ortec, 1997). Peak location and peak
fitting is done by hand. The net count rate for the selected peaks is determined by the software, and is
subsequently used to determine sample concentrations (section 4.3.4).
The uncertainty in the observed count rates is determined as follows. The emission of particles by
radioactive decay is statistical in nature and follows a Poisson distribution [6,7]. For observations where the
number of events, in this case the observed number of counts, is greater than 20, the Poisson distribution
approaches a Gaussian distribution. The standard deviation in a Gaussian distribution is given by the square root
of the total number of counts (or events). Thus, the uncertainty in a single measurement is assumed equal to the
square root of the total number of counts in the peak [6,7]. The uncertainty values reported by the analysis
software suites used in these experiments are the uncertainty in the net, or spectral background corrected, count
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area under the peak of interest. Following standard error propagation practices [6], the uncertainty in the net
counts, anet, is given by [7]
G net = (Gtotal) 2 + Jback)2  2  2 = T + B (4.19)
where Gtotal = uncertainty in total count area under peak,
aback = uncertainty in count area of the spectral background under the peak,
T = total count area under the peak,
and B = count area of the spectral background under the peak.
The background level in the spectrum is determined using a number of detector channels on either side of the
peak, from which an average value of the background in the channels under the peak is determined. This average
value, multiplied by the number of channels in the peak, is then subtracted out from the peak. This background is
also used to determine the uncertainty in the net peak area.
4.3.3 Procedure for Determination of Hafnium by NAA
Solutions to be analyzed by NAA are prepared normally, according to the protocols of the given
experiment. Once the samples are ready for analysis, 1 mL aliquots are taken for analysis by NAA. These
aliquots are pipetted into polyethylene (PE) bags (approximately 3-5 mL). The samples are then freeze-dried.
The dried samples are then sealed, folded, and placed into a second PE bag, which is also heat sealed. The
sample ID is then written on the outer bag. The doubly-contained samples are then irradiated for 12 hours, and
then allowed to decay for 2 weeks before analysis (to allow for the decay of 24Na). Before analysis, the outer bag
is changed (to minimize the effects of surface contamination on the samples) and sealed. Samples are counted
for 10 hours (live time). A more detailed procedure is given in table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Procedure for Determination of Hf by NAA
This table contains the procedure used for analyzing samples by NAA for hafnium. As a general note, all steps in
which samples may be contaminated are performed wearing latex exam gloves. Also, the inner sample bags are
handled using clean tweezers, and are touched as little as possible by gloved hands.
1) A section of the lab countertop is cleaned (following MIT Lab Procedure #8, appendix A). A fresh
section of bench paper (VWRbrand Cross-linked Polyethylene foam liner) is secured over top of the
cleaned lab surface, rinsed with DI water, and toweled dry.
2) For each sample to be prepared (samples, standards, blanks, etc...), a clean PE sample bag is placed in a
50 mL free-standing centrifuge tube (flat-bottomed) using a pair of tweezers, which is labeled with the
sample ID. The tubes are placed in a tube rack and capped to prevent any dust from collecting in the
sample bags.
3) Using the 100-1000 ptL pipettor, a 1 mL aliquot of sample is transferred into the corresponding sample
bag. The centrifuge tube is then re-capped and returned to the rack. This is repeated for all samples,
standards, and blanks in a given experiment run (approximately 20 well packed samples can be put into
1 rabbit for irradiation).
4) The rack containing the samples is then carefully transferred to the freezer, and is left inside until
completely frozen (usually 10-12 hours). Before the samples are frozen, care must be used to ensure
that no sample is lost from the sample bags. If any liquid is lost from the bag, the sample must be re-
done.
5) The frozen samples are then transferred to a desiccator. The caps are removed from the tubes. The
desiccator is then sealed and attached to the freeze-drier. Samples are left connected to the freeze drier
until dry.
6) A new sample preparation area is prepared (see step 1). The samples are then removed from the freeze
drier, capped, and taken to the sample prep area.
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7) One sample at a time, the sample bag containing the freeze-dried aliquot of solution is removed from the
labeled centrifuge tube with tweezers. The sample bag is then heat sealed, folded, and placed into a
second PE bag using tweezers. The second bag is then sealed, and labeled with the sample ID. The
tube is inspected to ensure that no liquid had escaped from the PE sample bag (if sample is found in the
tube, the sample is scrapped and replaced following this same procedure). This is repeated for all
samples in the run.
8) Samples are then placed into a clean rabbit for irradiation and given to the reactor operations office.
The samples are irradiated at full power for 12 hours, and then held for decay for 2 weeks.
9) At the end of the cooling period, a new sample prep area is prepared (step 1).
10) One sample at a time, the outer sample bag is cut away, and the inner bag is transferred to a clean outer
bag, which is then sealed and labeled with the sample ID. Tweezers are used during the sample transfer.
11) Samples are then counted for 10 hours, and the resulting spectra are saved to disk. For samples run on
detectors 1-4, the spectra are analyzed using the built-in analysis routine, and the net area and
uncertainty for the peaks at 133 and 482 keV are recorded in the lab notebook. For samples run on
detector S, the peaks at 133 and 482 keV are selected and the regions of interest for the peaks are set by
hand. The software then determines the net area and uncertainty of the peaks, which is recorded in the
lab notebook.
4.3.4 Data Analysis and Error Propagation for NAA Results
The concentration of the samples is determined from the observed count rates using a comparative
technique, which simply means that the observed count rate in a sample is compared with the count rate observed
from a known standard that was irradiated along with the sample and counted using the same detector. Equation
4.18 shows the relationship between the sample and standard; since the volume of solution for both the sample
and standards is fixed, equation 4.18 can be re-written in terms of concentrations:
[Hf]i = [Hf]stan - C exp -l kYtstan - ti) (4.20)
s tan
The subscript i has been used to denote quantities relating to the sample, and the subscript stan is used for
quantities relating to the standard.
The count rates observed for the samples are analyzed on a detector-by-detector basis. All samples
measured on a given detector are analyzed separately from samples from other detectors. For a given detector,
the sample ID, count rate and uncertainty at both 133 and 482 keV, and the start date and time for the counting
interval are entered into an MS EXCEL spreadsheet. The standard to be used for the comparative technique is
identified and entered at the top of the sheet, along with the known concentration. Equation 4.20 is then used to
determine the concentration of Hf in the samples. A separate analysis is done for the count rates observed at each
wavelength.
The uncertainty in the measured concentrations is determined as follows. First, it is assumed that the
error in the half-life of "'Hf is insignificant compared with the errors associated with the observed count rates
and can be neglected. Furthermore, it is assumed that the clocks in the computers used to collect the data are
accurate enough so that the error in the count start times is negligible compared with the other errors in the
system. The uncertainty in the hafnium concentration, AU, can be found by applying standard error propagation
techniques for equation 4.20 [6]:
2 ( 2 UD 2 +EtCS 2
U]) [S]) 
C2C
where [U] = concentration of Hf in sample,
[S] = concentration of Hf in standard,
AS = uncertainty in Hf concentration of standard,
CU = net count rate for the sample,
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ACu = uncertainty in the net count rate for the sample,
Cs = net count rate for the standard,
and ACs = uncertainty in the net count rate for the standard,
From the technical specifications for the pipettors used to make the hafnium standards, the uncertainty in the
concentration of the standards is taken to be a bounding value of ±1% [13] for the pipettors used in the lab.
4.4 Potentiometric Titration
The primary technique used for the determination of the hydrolysis products for hafnium in this work is
potentiometric titration technique, or pH method. From a knowledge of the equilibrium hydrogen ion (or
hydroxide ion) concentration and the composition of a given solution, it is a simple matter to calculate the mole
ratio of bound OH~ ions to metal ions in solution [14]. This provides the basis for the potentiometric titration
technique, in the H' ion concentration of a well-characterized system is monitored as controlled amounts of a
known titrant are slowly added to the system. Between additions, the system is allowed to re-equilibrate, and the
equilibrium concentration of the H+ ion in solution is determined using an electrode. The results of the titration
experiment, which can be shown as a pH vs. titrant volume added curve, are then analyzed to determine the
equilibrium constants governing the behavior of the system.
A general overview of the procedure used for the titration experiments is shown in section 4.4.1. The
titrator equipment is detailed in section 4.4.2; section 4.4.3 describes how the data is analyzed to determine the
equilibrium constants for the hydrolysis products of hafnium, which is done using the BETA and
HYPERQUAD TM program suites in this work, as well as the model used to analyze the hafnium hydrolysis
experiments. Section 4.4.4 describes how the HYPERQUAD suite deals with error propagation in determining
stability constants.
4.4.1 General Procedure for Potentiometric Titration Experiments
Titrations of the Hf-OH system are performed using the titrator system described below (4.4.2). After
calibrating the system, the sample solution is prepared. Argon gas is bubbled through the solution, and the
system is allowed to equilibrate for at least 1 hour before starting the titration. The titrant is added in 0.20 to
0.25 mL aliquots with a 600 second delay between additions. Initial scoping experiments have shown this delay
length to be sufficient for pH measurements to stabilize. The computer automatically stores the data as it
accumulates for later analysis. During the titration, a dip probe connected to a spectrometer is placed into the
solution to check for precipitation. The titration is ended when precipitation occurs in the sample and only the
data acquired before the precipitate forms is used for evaluating the hydrolysis constants. A more detailed
experimental procedure will presented with the discussion of each experiment.
4.4.2 Specifications for Titration Equipment
The titration experiments were performed using a Metrohm/Brinkmann GP Titrino 736 titrator; all
ancillary equipment (burettes, connector cables, burette tips, tubing, etc...) is obtained from Metrohm/Brinkmann
directly, and is the standard components for the system. The pH of the system is measured using a Metrohm
Combination glass pH electrode (model number 6.0233.100). In order to prevent the precipitation of KClO4 in
the electrode over the course of the experiments, a 3.0 M NaCl electrolyte fill solution is used instead of the 3.0
M KC1 electrolyte solution typically used[ 15]. During the titration, a dip probe connected to a spectrometer
(Ocean Optics SD2000 Fiber Optic Spectrometer, section 4.2.2) is used to check for precipitation. The titrator is
controlled through a personal computer (IBM PC clone) using the Brinkmann Titrino Workcell program
(LabWare Inc, 1997), which is also used to collect and store the data from the titrations. The titration data is
analyzed using the HYPERQUAD TM suite of programs (Protonic Software, 1996), with the exception of the
initial work in 0.1 M NaClO 4, which is analyzed using BETA (a similar program).
4.4.3 Titration Data Analysis Methodology
As previously mentioned, the data obtained from the titration experiments is analyzed using the
HYPERQUAD TM suite of programs, which was designed for use in connection with studies of chemical
equilibrium in solution, particularly for the determination of equilibrium constants from titration and absorbance
data. More information on the HYPEQUAD TM program suite can be found elsewhere [16,17,18]. Data is
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analyzed by first assuming a general model for the system, and the HYPERQUAD TM program is used to
determine the equilibrium constants for the proposed model that best fit the data. The program will fit the data
by refining the equilibrium constants to minimize the sum of the squares on the difference between the observed
titration data and the results predicted by the model, using a weighted least-squares fitting scheme.
For example, the hafnium hydroxide system is modeled for analysis with an equilibrium model using the
first 4 hydrolysis products, the free ligand, and the hydrogen ion, governed by the following relationships:
[Hf(OH) 3 + ] [H+]
Khyd 1 = (4.22)
Khyd 12 -2+ (423hyde [Hf]
_ 
[Hf(OH)2 ][H']2Khyd 3  [Hf4] (4.24)
[Hf(OH)+][H+] 3
K = (4.24)hydl, [Hf4+]
[Hf(OH)4 ][H ]4
Khyd1 4 - 4 (4.25)hyd"[Hf 4+]
K'w = [H+][OH ] (4.26)
The HYPERQUADTM program, using the above model, refines the equilibrium constants to fit the experimental
data by solving and iterating with the following conservation equations:
[H*j =[H*]jjt - [OH-]added - [HfOH3*] - 2[Hf(OH) 22+] - 3[Hf(OH) 3+] - 4[Hf(OH) 41 (4.27)
[Hf], = [Hf4'* + [HfOH 3+1 + [Hf(OH) 22+] + [Hf(OH) 3+] + [Hf(OH) 41 (4.28)
If the effect of a species is comparable to the error in the system, it will be removed from the model, and
the HYPERQUAD TM program will refine the equilibrium constants for the new model. This is why the fifth
hydrolysis constant is not included in the model for the Hf-OH system, as, due to precipitation of the hydroxide,
the data was not collected over a pH range where Hf(OH)5 ~ is a significant species. An in-depth discussion of the
use of HYPERQUAD TM and other similar programs to determine equilibrium constants can be found in the
literature [16, 18, 19]. BETA functions in a similar manner.
4.4.4 Propagation of Error by the HYPEROUAD TM Data Analysis Program
HYPERQUADTM uses a weighted least squares fitting routine to determine the equilibrium constants for
a system, where the weighting scheme is determined by the inverse of the following approximation for the
variance-covariance matrix of the observations. [18]
The HYPERQUADTM suite assumes that the variance of a pH measurement is a constant, &2E ,entered
by the user. It is also assumed that the titre volume has a constant variance, &Tv. The variance of an observation
of a single measurement is then given by:
a2 +( (4.29)
where the quantity (8E/8v) is determined directly from the observed data. The result of using this formula is that
we take into account the fact that near an end-point in a titration a small error in titre volume has a large effect on
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the voltage observed by the pH electrode, or emf. Since the weight is the reciprocal, in this case points near an
end-point are given reduced weight. [18] The same procedure is used for calculations when the data is entered as
pH values (instead of emf values) [20]. It is not explicitly clear how the uncertainty in the volume measurement
is propagated by the program. However, it is assumed that the uncertainty in the volume measurement is factored
into the determination of the (5E/6v) term. For the titration experiments analyzed using HYPERQUADTM, the
following bounding values were used for the error in the titration volume and measured pH
Av = 0.01 mL = a2v (4.30)
ApH = 0.1 =E (4.31)
4.5 Determination of pH
This section will address how the concentration of H' in solution is measured in this work. The
principles involved in the measurement of pH are discussed in great detail in numerous works [14,21,22], and a
detailed discussion on how a pH electrode works is not necessary here. Instead, the focus of this section will be
two-fold: first, the QA/QC issues regarding pH measurement in the laboratory will be addressed; second, the
procedure used to determine pH in non-ideal solutions (high ionic strength media) and the resulting calibration
curves will be discussed. Section 4.5.1 contains a description of the equipment and buffer solutions used as part
of this work. In section 4.5.2, the QA/QC issues regarding pH measurements in this work are addressed. Section
4.5.3 contains a description of the procedure used to measure pH in high ionic strength media, along with the
resulting calibration curves that are used in the high ionic strength experiments.
4.5.1 Specification of Equipment used for pH Measurement
There are two systems used for measuring pH in these experiments: the titrator system and the Cole-
Parmer system. The titrator system consists of a Metrohm combined pH glass electrode (catalog # 6.0233.100)
attached to the Metrohm/Brinkmann 736 GP Titrator system. The pH probe for the titrator system originally
used a 3.0 M KCl electrolyte solution. However, for experiments in solution with a high NaClO 4 concentration,
the electrolyte solution was changed to 3.0 M NaCl in order to prevent the precipitation of KC10 4 within the
electrode [15]. Initial experiments using the Cole-Parmer system consists of a VWR semi-micro pH glass
combination electrode (Cat#34105-021) attached to a Cole-Parmer pH/mV/0 C meter. Later experiments (the
oxide solubility experiments) use a Coming general purpose, refillable pH combination electrode with silver ion
barrier (epoxy body with replaceable junction, Cat#476086).
Both systems are calibrated at the start of each experiment using a 3 point calibration method pH 4, 7,
and 10) using buffer solutions that have been referenced against NIST standard reference buffers. The pH of the
buffers used for these calibrations are pH 4, 7, and 10 (J. T. Baker, "Baker Analyzed" Reagent, buffer solutions;
E. Merck/BDH Buffer solutions). For pH measurements in solutions with an ionic strength greater than 0.1 M, a
secondary calibration procedure is used (section 4.5.3).
4.5.2 QA/QC Issues Associated with pH Measurement
In previous reviews of this work, a number of questions regarding the measurement of pH in the lab
were raised [23]. This section will attempt to address some of these concerns.
One concern was that there was no existing protocol to determine whether the pH probes were
performing properly, as well as what error should be associated with pH measurements made in the lab. This
concern is addressed as follows:
1) the results of testing the electrodes against NIST standardized buffer solutions will be included
in this report (see below in this section);
2) the criteria for the acceptability of probe performance has been explicitly specified (MITLP# 11
(appendix A) sets failure criteria as deviation of more than 0.05 pH units from expected value
for NIST standardized buffers);
3) lab maintenance procedures have been updated to include testing the performance of the
electrodes in the lab a minimum of once a month;
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4) how the error associated with pH measurements is handled in each set of calculations will be
explicitly stated for each set of experiments; the 1 sigma error associated with pH
measurements will be assumed to be at least 0.05 pH units (the performance criteria used for
probe acceptability).
Another concern raised was the performance of the pH probes in the NaClO 4 solutions versus that in the
pH buffers. For NaClO 4 solutions more concentrated than 0.1 M, the liquid junction potential effects should be
included in the calibration curves generated for each set of experiments (section 4.5.3). Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9
show the measured pH values obtained using the various pH meters and set-ups for NIST standardized buffer
solutions (buffers from JTBaker, VWRbrand, EM Science). The data shown below is representative of the
results obtained from working pH electrodes using the pH measurement systems in the lab.
Table 4.7: Performance of Titrator pH Probe (3 M KCl) vs. NIST standardized buffers
This table shows the measured pH values for the NIST standardized buffers measured using the
Brinkmann/Metrohm titrator and a Metrohm combined pH glass electrode, with 3.0 M KCl as the electrolyte in
the pH electrode.
Buffer RH range Measured pH
1.0 ± 0.02 1.03
2.00 ± 0.02 2.04
3.00 ±0.02 3.03
4.00 ± 0.01 4.00
6.00 ± 0.02 6.04
7.00 ± 0.02 7.01
8.00 ± 0.02 7.98
10.04 ±0.01 10.03
Table 4.8: Performance of Titrator pH Probe (3 M NaCl) vs. NIST standardized buffers
This table shows the measured pH values for the NIST standardized buffers measured using the
Brinkmann/Metrohm titrator and a Metrohm combined pH glass electrode, with 3.0 M NaCl as the electrolyte in
the pH electrode
Buffer H raIge _Measured pH
1.0 ±0.02 1.06
2.00 ± 0.02 1.98
3.00 ± 0.02 3.00
4.00 ± 0.01 3.99
6.00 ± 0.02 5.97
7.00 ± 0.02 7.00
8.00 ± 0.02 7.96
10.04 ±0.01 10.01
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Table 4.9: Performance of Cole-Parmer pH/mV/*C Meter vs. NIST standardized buffers
This table shows the measured pH values for the NIST standardized buffers measured using the Cole Parmer
pH/mV/0 C Meter and a Corning GP pH combination electrode.
_BufferLLranie Measured !p
1.0 ±0.02 1.01
2.00 ± 0.02 1.99
3.00 ±0.02 3.01
4.00 ± 0.01 4.00
6.00 ± 0.02 6.04
7.00 ± 0.02 7.04
8.00 ± 0.02 8.00
10.04 ±0.01 10.03
From the results shown in tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, the pH probes appear to be functioning to within the
tolerances specified in the laboratory procedures, 0.05 pH units. When a probe does not respond to within the
tolerance when used to measure the NIST traceable standards, it is reconditioned following the instructions given
by the electrode supplier. If, after reconditioning, the probe still does not perform up to tolerance, it is
decommissioned and replaced with a new pH probe. The new probes are tested using the same procedure before
they are first used.
4.5.3 pH Measurement in High Ionic Strength Solutions
In order to determine the concentration of H+, [H+], in high ionic strength solutions from the measured
H' activity values, {H+}, it is necessary to first generate a calibration curve to convert the observed activity to a
concentration. This is accomplished using the definition of the activity of an ion in solution [24]
{H+}= yi [H+] (4.32)
where yj is the activity coefficient for species i. By taking the negative log of equation 4.32, we can determine
the correlation between the observed pH, pHo, and the actual concentration of H+, given by pHc.
pHo = -logy i + pHe (4.33)
A pH 2 standard is made by diluting 1.0 M HC1 with a sodium perchlorate solution of the appropriate ionic
strength. Standards at pH 3 and pH 4 are made by diluting the pH 2 standard with the appropriate sodium
perchlorate solution. The pH 2 solution is made up at the beginning of a sequence of experiments, and the pH 3
and pH 4 solutions are made up fresh at the beginning of each experiment. A pOH 2 standard is also prepared by
one of two methods. In the first approach, a 5 mL aliquot of the NaOH titrant is diluted by a factor of 10 with the
appropriate NaClO 4 solution. In the second approach, a 1.0 M NaOH solution is diluted by a factor of 100 with
the appropriate solution. The pHc of the pOH 2 standard can be found from the ion product of water at a given
ionic strength using the log form of equation 2.4 (or 2.4a).
To determine the calibration curve between pHo and pHc for the titrator system, the following
procedure is used. First, the titrator system is calibrated using the NIST traceable buffer solutions. The system is
used to measure the {H*}, pHo, of each of the standards. This procedure is repeated before each titration at a
given ionic strength in order to obtain at least three measurements at each pHc examined. A least squares fit to a
linear curve is performed on a plot of the pHc against pHo obtained from these measurements to determine the
calibration curve. The curve fit is done using the SigmaPlot program for Windows. The resulting calibration
equations for the titrator system are shown below (table 4.10). Since there is very little difference between the
observed pHo and the pHc in 0.1 M NaClO 4 solutions for the titrator (with the 3 M KCl electrolyte) and the
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Cole-Parmer pH meter system, activity corrections will not be used for measurements at this ionic strength with
these systems.
Table 4.10: Calibration Curves for Determining pH at High Ionic Strength
This table contains the calibration curves generated to convert the observed activity of the H+ ion, as measured by
the pH probes, to the concentration of H+ in solution. These curves are generated using a least squares fit to a
line to the calibration data.
for 0.1 M NaC1O 4  pHc = ( 0.988 )pHo + 0.003 (r2 = 0.9999) (titrator, 3 M KCl electrolyte)
pHc = ( 0.981 )pHo + 0.126 (r2 = 0.9999) (titrator, 3 M NaCl electrolyte)
pHc = ( 0.996 )pHo - 0.002 (r2 = 0.9999) (Cole Parmer pH meter)
for 0.5 M NaC1O 4, pHc = ( 0.979 )pHo + 0.236 (r2 = 0.99998)
for 1.0 M NaC1O 4, pHc = ( 0.978 )pHo + 0.438 (r2 = 0.9999)
for 3.0 M NaClO 4, pHc = ( 0.989 )pHo + 0.993 (r2 = 0.999 1)
for 5.0 M NaC1O 4, pHc = ( 1.000 )pHo + 1.305 (r2 = 0.9994)
Table 4.11: Calibration Curves for Determining pH at High Ionic Stren2th (Slope = 1)
This table contains the calibration curves generated to convert the observed activity of the H+ ion, as measured by
the pH probes, to the concentration of H+ in solution. These curves are generated using a least squares fit to a
line with a slope fixed at 1 to the calibration data.
for 0.1 M NaC1O 4  pHc = ( 1.0 )pHo + (- 0.034± 0.008) (x2 = 0.0006) (titrator, 3 M KCl)
pHc = ( 1.0 )pHo + ( 0.000 ± 0.0 18) (x2 = 0.0029) (CP pH meter)
for 0.5 M NaClO 4, pHc = ( 1.0 )pHo + ( 0.175 ± 0.008) (X2 = 0.0006)
for 1.0 M NaClO 4, pHc = ( 1.0 )pHo + ( 0.378 ± 0.022) (X2 = 0.0028)
for 3.0 M NaC1O 4, pHc = ( 1.0 )pHo + ( 0.945 ± 0.054) (x2 = 0.0349)
for 5.0 M NaClO 4, pHc = ( 1.0 )pHo + ( 1.307 ± 0.045) (x2 = 0.0245)
Since the voltages measured by the pH electrode, which are converted to pHo values by the calibration
of the pH meter against NIST traceable buffers, should obey the Nernst equation (equation 4.34), the slope
observed for the pH probe should be 1. And since the change in the activity coefficient does not affect the slope
of the measured H+ concentration (equation 4.33), it should be possible to use a calibration curve with a slope of
1. Using the ORIGIN TM data analysis program (ORIGIN TM v4. 1, Microcal Software, Inc. 1996), a least squares
fit is performed to a line with slope of 1 using the same data as for the above curves (table 4.11).
E = E log Q (from [2]) (4.34)
nF
where E = the observed cell potential,
E0  = the standard cell potential,
R = the gas constant, 8.314 J/K/mole,
n = number of electrons involved in the half-cell reaction,
F = Faraday's constant, 9.648E4 C/mole,
and Q = quotient of activities for the reaction.
These calibration curves are only used for the high ionic strength work in the hafnium hydrolysis
titrations; therefore, the effect of using the curve fit to the line with slope of 1 is examine over a pHo range of 1
to 4.5. The maximum difference between the values of pHc calculated by the curves listed above is shown in
table 4.12. These maximum differences were determined using the MS EXCEL program, which calculated the
pHc values corresponding to a given pHo value using both of the calibration curves above for a given ionic
strength, and then taking the absolute value of the difference.
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Table 4.12: Comparison of Calibration Curves
This table shows the maximum difference in the pHc values calculated using the calibration curves in table 4.10
(least squares fit) and 4.11 (Nernst equation, linear fit with slope of 1) over a pHo range from 1 to 4.5. The
absolute value of the maximum difference in calculated pHc values is shown below.
[NaCIOd maximum A(pHc)
0.1 M (Titrator, 3 M KCl) 0.025
0.1 M (Cole-Parmer) 0.02
0.5 M 0.04
1.0 M 0.039
3.0 M 0.002
5.0 M 0.002
4.6 Ouality Control/Ouality Assurance Issues
The work completed for this thesis was performed under contract to Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories (LLNL), under the auspices of the Office of Fissile Material Disposition's attempt to certify a host
form for the disposal of WGPu in the proposed geologic repository at Yucca Mountain. As such, the work has
been subject to the LLNL QA/QC program, which includes a number of external reviews (as well as other
elements described below). After the first summary report, covering from 21 August 1997 tol5 January 1998, a
number of questions were raised regarding the methods for QA/QC. The elements of a 0333-P QA program are
given below (Table 4.13). Standard laboratory operating procedures account for some the QA program elements
Laboratory accounting at MIT controls purchase and tracking of items and services. Documentation of
laboratory procedures, chemicals, equipment, design, and inspection is performed by the supervisor and
laboratory workers and is incorporated into existing Massachusetts EPA hazardous waste documentation routine.
The primary element of the LLNL QA/QC program, as implemented for contracts external to the laboratory, is
the lab notebook. Lab notebooks for this project include all of the details regarding the experiments performed,
equipment and supplies received, and lab maintenance activities.
Table 4.13: Elements of a 0333-P Ouality Assurance Program
This table contains a list of the elements of a 0333-P QA program (from LLNL).
Organization Inspection
QA Program Test Control
Design Control Control of Measuring and Test Equipment
Procurement Document Control Handling, Storage, and Shipping
Implementation Documents Inspection, Testing, and Operation Status
Document Control Report on non-conformities
Control of Purchased Items and Services Corrective Action
Identification and Control of Items Quality Assurance Records
Control of Special Processes Audit
This section contains some of the work performed in response to the external review of the work [23].
Section 4.6.1 details the effects of air-buoyancy on mass measurement in the lab. Section 4.6.2 contains the
specifications of the argon gas used for these experiments. General laboratory cleaning procedures are discussed
in section 4.6.3. The De-lonized Water (DI Water) system is detailed in section 4.6.4. Finally, section 4.6.5
contains a discussion of the laboratory procedures implemented in the laboratory (shown in Appendix A). Some
additional QA/QC issues will be addressed elsewhere, as appropriate.
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4.6.1 Air Buoyancy Effects on Mass Measurements
In comments on previous reports, the question was raised as to the effect of air buoyancy on the masses
measured in the lab, particularly with regards to the HfCl4 titration experiments [23]. The mass measurements
made were done using the Sartorius BP61 S Analytical balance, following MITLP- 10 (Appendix A).
An air density correction formula can be found in the operating manual for the Sartorius balance [25].
M Nw Pi o Nwf (4.35)
PYP
where M = actual mass of the sample,
Nw = measured mass / balance read-out,
p, density of air [kg/M3],
p = density of sample [kg/M3],f= air buoyancy correction factor.
The density of air is taken to be 1.202 kg/m 3 at laboratory temperatures (293 K), which is determined by linear
interpolation between values taken from the CRC handbook [11] at 200 K and 300 K. The density of loosely
packed HfCl 4 (s) was measured in the lab to be 1.92 g/mL, or 1920 kg/M3. Using equation 4.35, the air buoyancy
correction factor was determined to be
f= 1.00049
This factor, when applied to the mass of HfCl 4 (s) used for the titration experiments, does not result in a
significant change in the solution concentration of hafnium, given that the Hf concentration value is already
rounded off to 3 significant figures.
4.6.2 Composition of Argon Gas
The composition of the Ar gas used is included below (Table 4.14) [26]. No additional procedures are
used to attempt to reduce the CO 2 levels further. The potential effect of the CO 2 levels in the Ar gas used is
discussed elsewhere.
Table 4.14: Composition of Argon Gas
This table contains the composition of the argon (Ar) gas used in the experiments described in this work.
Compositions are given on a volumetric basis.
Substance Amount
Argon, min. vol. % 99.998 % by volume
Water < 3.5 ppm (v/v)
Oxygen <2 ppm (v/v)
Nitrogen < 10 ppm (v/v)
Hydrogen < 1 ppm (v/v)
Combined Total Hydrocarbons (as CH 4) and CO 2  < 3 ppm (v/v)
4.6.3 Laboratory Housekeeping
In order to reduce the potential for cross contamination from one experiment to another, the following
cleaning procedures have been implemented in the lab. The glassware is washed thoroughly using a mild
detergent (Ivory Concentrated Dish Washing liquid) under tap water. The glassware is rinsed, first under tap
water to remove any detergent, and then under de-ionized water (DI water). The glassware is submerged in a
0.61 M HCl bath and allowed to soak overnight. After soaking, the glassware is rinsed briefly with DI water,
transferred to a 0.1 M HCl bath, and again allowed to soak overnight. Finally, the glassware is again rinsed with
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DI water and allowed to dry before use. The acid baths used are made by diluting concentrated HCl ( J. T.
Baker, 12.2 M) with DI water, and are replaced monthly under normal use.
All other reusable lab equipment that can be cleaned with the above procedure is treated as the glass
equipment. Lab equipment that can not be put into the acid baths is washed using a mild detergent and tap water.
The equipment is rinsed first with tap water, DI water, and allowed to dry before re-use. All laboratory work
surfaces are cleaned after each experiment using a mild spray cleaner (Fantastik All Purpose cleaner). Paper
towels are used to wipe clean the lab surfaces. The surfaces are washed again, using DI water instead of the
spray cleaner, and are wiped clean using paper towels.
4.6.4 De-Ionized Water System
The DI water used in the lab is prepared using the following system. Laboratory tap water is passed
through a micro-filtration unit (Cole Parmer). The water flows through an absorber unit (Cole Parmer, Ion-X-
Changer Absorber cartridge) to remove most organics, free chlorine, and chloramines, as well as to pre-treat the
water before de-ionization. Water flows through two universal columns (Cole Parmer, Ion-X-Changer Universal
Cartridges) in series to produce water equivalent to single-distilled water. This water passes through two more
columns (Cole Parmer, Ion-X-Changer Research Cartridges) in series to produce water equivalent to triple-
distilled water. The DI water is stored in a large, sealed PE container. After August 10, 1998, an additional ion
exchange resin was added to the water system (Cole Parmer, Ion-X-Changer Metex Cartridge) between the
adsorber and the universal columns to further reduce the concentration of metals in the water (According to the
Cole Parmer Catalog, the addition of the Metex column to the water system should result in water with 15 MQ
resisitivity [27]).
4.6.5 Laboratory Procedures
As part of the QA/QC program for the lab, procedures were developed governing standard laboratory
practices and procedures. These procedures cover the following standard practices:
Table 4.15: List of Laboratory Procedures
This table contains a list of the laboratory procedures created for the lab in conjunction with the LLNL QA/QC
program, as implemented in this work. The procedures themselves are included as Appendix A.
1 Calibration of pH Meter - Metrohm/Brinkmann Titrator
2 Calibration of pH Meter - Cole Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter
3 Measuring pH with Metrohm/Brinkmann Titrator
4 Measuring pH with Cole Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter
5 Reconditioning of pH Electrodes
6 Glassware Cleaning
7 Maintenance of Acid Baths
8 Cleaning of Laboratory Work Surfaces
9 Determination of Hafnium Concentration by ICP-AES
10 Measuring mass with Sartorius BP61 S Analytical Balance
11 Monthly Lab Maintenance Checklist
These procedures are based upon the current practices used in the lab, and are included as Appendix A of this
work. A review of work performed prior to the creation of these procedures indicates that while these procedures
were not explicitly written and followed at the time of the work, there is sufficient documentation of the work in
the laboratory notebooks for those experiments, and the work should not need to be repeated.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL
This chapter details the experimental work performed as part of this project, along with the analysis of
the data required to extract the equilibrium constants. Section 5.1 covers the titrations of the Hf/OH system to
determine the hydrolysis constants for hafnium. Section 5.2 describes the results of the hafnium hydroxide,
Hf(OH) 4 (s), solubility experiment, used to determine the solubility product of Hf(OH) 4 (s). Section 5.3
describes the hafnium carbonate solubility experiment. Section 5.4 describes the hafnium oxide solubility
experiments. The titration of silicic acid experiment is described in section 5.5.
5.1 Determination of Hf Hydrolysis Constants
This section describes the titration experiments performed to determine the stability constants for the
hydrolysis products of hafnium. The first two sections covers the preparation of the sodium perchlorate solutions
(5.1.1) and the sodium hydroxide titrants (5.1.2) used in these experiments. Section 5.1.3 describes the
procedure used for the titration experiments. Section 5.1.4 covers the analysis of the titration experiment data
using the HYPERQUADTM and BETATM analysis suites. The extrapolation of the resulting stability constants to
infinite dilution using SIT is discussed in section 5.1.5. The experiment and results will be discussed in chapter
6.
5.1.1 Sodium Perchlorate Solutions
The sodium perchlorate (NaClO 4) solutions used in this work were made by dissolving solid
NaCIO 4-H20 (Aldrich Chemical Co.) in DI water in volumetric flasks. For the low concentration solutions (less
than 1.0 M), the solid NaClO 4-H20 is massed out using the high precision balance (Denver Instruments Co., XE
series, Model 100A) and transferred into the volumetric flask. DI water is used to wash all of the solid into the
flask, and the flask is fill roughly half full to dissolve the solid. Typically, the solid was completely dissolved
within minutes. The flasks are filled with DI water, sealed, and mixed before the solution is transferred to a
storage container (either a NALGENE HDPE laboratory bottle or Coming polystyrene 75 cm 2 Tissue Culture
flask). The more concentrated solutions are made by measuring the solid NaClO 4-H20 directly into the
volumetric flask. The mass of the flask and of the sodium perchlorate is measured on the Ohaus Precision Plus
balance. DI water is added to the flask, filling the flask at least half full. The flasks are sealed and placed in the
ultrasonic cleaner (Cole-Parmer Model 8850) for 5 to 10 minutes until the entire solid has dissolved. The
volumetric flask is filled to the fill line with DI water and sealed. The solution is mixed before it is transferred to
the storage container.
To find the molal ionic strength of these solutions, equation 5.1 is used where p is the density in g/mL
and E is the molecular weight of the solute (122.44 g/Mole) [1].
1000 * [Molar]
[molal] = -(5.1)(1000 * p)-([Molar]* E)
The density of the NaC1O 4 solutions is found as follows. First, three clean, dry, 10 mL volumetric flasks
are labeled and massed using the high precision balance. The flasks are filled with the NaClO 4 solution and
massed again. The density is found by dividing the mass of the solution by the volume of the flask (10 mL). The
average of the three measurements of the density for each solution and the resulting molal ionic strength (Im) is
shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Molal Ionic Strength of Sodium Perchlorate Solutions
This table contains the measured densities and corresponding molal (mole/kg) concentrations for the sodium
perchlorate solutions used for these experiments.
[NaCO 41 mole/L density [g/mL] Im molal
0.100 1.0060 ±0.0010 0.101
0.500 1.0398 ±0.0058 0.511
1.000 1.0782 ± 0.0058 1.046
3.005 1.2282 ± 0.0058 3.493
4.999 1.370 ±0.008 6.596
5.1.2 Sodium Hydroxide Titrant Solutions
The NaOH titrant solutions used in these experiments are prepared by dissolving enough NaClO 4-H20in certified 0.1 M NaOH solution (VWR Scientific) to create a solution of the desired ionic strength, chosen to
correspond to the ionic strength of the NaClO 4 solution used in the given experiment. First, the sodium
perchlorate is massed out into a dry 250 mL volumetric flask. The flask is filled approximately full with the 0.1
M NaOH solution and sealed. The closed flask is placed in the ultrasonic cleaner until the entire solid has
dissolved, approximately 5-10 minutes for the 3.0 and 5.0 M solutions, significantly less for the 0.5 and 1.0 M
solutions. The outside of the flask is dried with a paper towel, and filled to the fill line with more 0.1 M NaOH
solution. The flask is again closed with the stopper, and shaken briefly to mix the titrant solution. The titrant is
stored in a 250 mL NALGENE laboratory bottle until needed.
Before the set of titrations at a given ionic strength begins, the dispensing burette on the titrator must be
filled with the titrant solution and the burette must be purged with the titrant. First, the burette is flushed at with
at least 25 mL of DI water. The burette on the titrator has a 5 mL plunger. The titrant is poured into a clean, dry,
reagent bottle, which is attached to the titrator burette. The burette system is flushed with at least five volumes of
the titrant solution to purge any remaining DI water from the burette and the dispensing lines. After the titrations
at a given ionic strength have been completed, the remaining titrant is poured back into the 250 mL NALGENE
bottle and the reagent bottle is rinsed with DI water at least 3 times to remove any traces of the titrant. The bottle
is dried in a laboratory oven set at 100 'C. A clean, dry, reagent bottle is filled with DI water and attached to the
titrator burette, and the burette is again purged at least 5 times with DI water to remove any remaining titrant
from the burette and dispensing lines.
Finally, the titrant must be standardized to determine the hydroxide concentration, [OH]. After the
burette is primed and purged with the titrant solution, a known volume of the titrant is dispensed into a
volumetric flask. Enough titrant is used so that the final solution will have an ionic strength of 0.1 M, and DI
water is used to dilute the titrant to the fill line for the volumetric flask. For example, 2.5 mL of the 1.0 M titrant
solution would be diluted to 25 mL total volume using DI water. The diluted titrant is transferred to a titration
vessel, a Teflon stir bar is added, and the vessel lid is attached. Argon gas is bubbled through the solution in the
titration vessel using a glass pipette, and the system is allowed to equilibrate for at least 30 minutes. The solution
is titrated with a certified 0.1±0.0005 M HCl (VWR Scientific) using the computer-controlled titrator
(Brinkmann/Metrohm GP Titrino 736 system). The total volume of HCl added is chosen to be twice the volume
of NaOH titrant used in the solution. The system is allowed to equilibrate for 300 seconds between additions.
The resulting titration curve is analyzed to determine the [OH]. The volume of 0.1 M HC needed to
neutralize the sample is determined by examining the titration curve to see where the pH of the system becomes
neutral. For 0.1 M NaC1O 4, K, = -13.79 (see table 2.1 or [2]) which corresponds to pH 6.895. Typically, this
pH will fall between two points on the titration curve, in which case the volume of HCl needed to neutralize the
system is determined via linear interpolation between the two data points. From the volume of 0.1 M HCl
necessary to neutralize the system, the total amount of H+ ions needed can be determined. The total amount of
OHf ions added must be equal to the total number of H+ ions needed to neutralize them. This gives the total
amount of OH~ in the titrant added, which, when divided by the total volume of titrant added, yields [OH].
The standardization of the 1.0 M titrant is provided as an example. From the results of the titration with
0.1 M HCl, a pH 6.895 falls between 2 points on titration curve: for 2.252 mL HCl added, the solution is pH
7.118; and for 2.262 mL of HCl added, the solution is pH 6.792. By linear interpolation between these 2 points,
a pH 6.895 corresponds to 2.259 mL HCl added. Multiplying by the [HCl], the total amount of H+ ions added is
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0.2259 mmoles, which, in turn, is equal to the total amount of OH- present in the hydroxide titrant. Dividing by
the amount of hydroxide titrant added to the solution (2.5 mL) gives the final concentration of OH in the 1.0 M
ionic strength titrant, [OH-] = 0.0904 M. Given the amount of NaClO 4 added to the volumetric flasks, it is not
surprising that the final [OH] is less than the 0.1 N NaOH solution used to make the titrant.
5.1.3 Procedures for the Titration of the Hf/OH System
Titrations of the Hf-OH system are performed in NaClO 4 solutions of the following concentrations: 0.1
M, 0.5 M, 1.0 M, 3.0 M, and 5.0 M. All titrations are performed using the computer controlled automatic
titration system (Metrohm/Brinkmann GP Titrino 736 titrator). The pH of the system is measured using a
Metrohm Combination glass pH electrode. The procedures for the titration experiments are described below.
5.1.3.1 Hf/OH Titration Experiments in 0.1 M NaClO 4
The initial titration experiments performed on HfCl 4 are performed in 0.1 M NaClO 4. In addition to
providing information about the Hf/OH system, these initial titrations are also used to evaluate the experimental
procedures used. Based on the experience gained through these initial titration experiments, the procedure used
for the titrations at higher ionic strength is developed. The general procedure for these experiments is described
below.
Approximately 1 g of HfCl 4 is added to a beaker, which is placed in an ice bath. Sodium perchlorate
solution, 25 mL, is added slowly to dissolve the solid. The solution is transferred to the titration vessel and Ar
gas is bubbled through the solution. The initial conditions for the titration are shown in table 5.2. The 0.1 N
NaOH titrant (VWr Certified Reagent) is added in 0.075 mL increments every 5 minutes. The titration is
performed using a Titrino Model 736 Dosimat (Brinkmann/Metrohm), and the pH is measured with a Brinkmann
Combination glass electrode with 3.0 M KCI used as the electrolyte. The solution is monitored for precipitate
formation using the dip probe and the Ocean Optics UV/Vis Spectrometer.
In order to titrate the system to the point where precipitation occurs, a number of titrations are
performed. As necessary, measured aliquots of the titrated solution are removed to prevent overflowing the
titration vessel. The results of these titration experiments are combined to form the titration curves for the
experiment, which are then entered by hand into the analytical program BETA to determine the stability
constants. From approximately 10 titration experiments, three full titration curves are generated [3]. These
curves are given in appendix B.
Table 5.2: Initial Conditions for 0.1 M Titration Experiments
This table contains the initial conditions corresponding to the composite titration runs (appendix B) from the 0.1
M titration experiments.
ID # log Kw Vol [OH~] Hftot Initial
------- [mL] [N] [mmoles] Acid/Base
titration 1 -13.79 25.0 1.000 3.861 none
titration 2 -13.79 25.0 1.000 2.000 38 mL 0.1 N NaOH
titration 3 -13.79 25.0 1.000 2.528 none
5.1.3.2 Hf/OH Titration Experiments in Solutions of Ionic Strength >0.1 M NaClO4
Titrations of the Hf-OH system are performed in NaCO 4 solutions of the following concentrations: 0.5
M, 1.0 M, 3.0 M, and 5.0 M. All titrations are performed using the computer controlled automatic titration
system (Metrohm/Brinkmann GP Titrino 736 titrator). The pH of the system is measured using a Metrohm
Combination glass pH electrode. In order to prevent the precipitation of KClO 4 in the electrode over the course
of the experiments, a 3.0 M NaCl electrolyte fill solution is used in the electrode for all of the titrations [2]. At
the beginning of each experiment, the system is first calibrated with a 3-point calibration (pH 4, 7, 10) using
NIST-traceable buffers. Next, the pH standards are made at the appropriate ionic strength and the pHo of the
standards is measured. These measurements will be used to generate the calibration curves to convert the
measured pH into [H+].
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After calibrating the system, the solution is prepared. A measured sample of NaClO 4 solution is
measured into a beaker. Typically, 20 to 25 mL of the NaClO 4 solution is used. A second beaker is massed
using the high precision balance. To this beaker, a known mass of HfCl 4 is added. For the experiments at ionic
strengths greater than 0.1M, approximately 0.2 g of HfCl 4 is used. The beaker with the HfCl 4 is placed in a cold
water bath as the dissolution of HfCl 4 is exothermic. The sodium perchlorate solution is slowly added using a
disposable transfer pipette. A glass stirring rod is used to ensure that all of the solid Hf chloride is dissolved.
The beaker is removed from the water bath and dried to prevent any water from the bath from contaminating the
solution as it is transferred to the titration vessel, and the solution is transferred to the small glass titration vessel
(Brinkmann/Metrohm 5-70 mL titration vessel). A Teflon stir bar is added, and the vessel is placed on top of the
magnetic stirrer (Brinkmann/Metrohm). The vessel lid is attached and clamped down, and all of the openings in
the lid are plugged. Argon gas is bubbled into the solution using a glass pipette and the solution is stirred. The
system is allowed to equilibrate for at least 1 hour. After equilibrating, the titration is started. After some initial
titrations for HfCl 4 in 0.5 M and 1.0 M NaClO 4, it was decided that additional data was needed at a lower initial
pH. These titrations were performed as above, except that 20 mL NaClO 4 solution was used to dissolve the
HfCl 4, and a known quantity of 0.1 M HCl (VWRbrand Certified stock reagent) was added using a pipettor
(Brinkmann) before the sample was allowed to equilibrate under argon. The initial conditions for each titration
used for these analyses are in Appendix C.
For these experiments, the total volume of titrant added is 25 mL. The titrant is added in 0.25 mL
aliquots with a 600 second delay between additions. The computer automatically stores the data as it
accumulates for later analysis.
During the titration, the spectrometer is used to check for precipitation. The dip probe (Ocean Optics) is
connected to the spectrometer and placed into the solution in the titration vessel. At the beginning of the
titration, a reference spectrum is taken for use as the background spectrum. After the titration is begun, the
spectrometer is set to take a spectrum every 2000 seconds. The spectrometer parameters used are a boxcar
smoothing of 5, and an average of 5. The integration frequency used is determined by the intensity of the
transmission curves through the dip probe, typically, between 15 and 20 milliseconds. All of the spectra
recorded are appended onto a single file for subsequent analysis. Precipitation can be seen in the recorded
spectra as a significant increase in the absorbance, shown in figure 5.1. From the average absorbance over the
observed spectral range (450 to 800 nm), it appears that the precipitation occurred around pH 3.5. This can be
seen from the large jump in the average absorbance. Also, in examining the titration data from the run that
corresponds to the spectra in figure 5.1, there is an inflection point in the titration curve that occurs in that same
interval. Due to the presence of a precipitate in the titration vessel at the end of the run, this event is the onset of
precipitation.
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Figure 5.1: Time Resolved Average Absorbance Collected during a Titration
This figure contains the absorbance spectra collection during a titration experiment. The time scale has been
replaced by the corresponding pH value observed by the titrator system at the time the spectra was taken. The
absorbance shown in the curve above is the average absorbance observed in the spectra over an wavelength
interval of 450 to 800 nm.
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Table 5.3 contains the initial conditions for the titration experiments used to determine the stability
products for the hydrolysis products of hafnium. The titration curves obtained from these experiments are
contained in Appendix C. For each titration, the data contains the total volume added, the measured pH (pHo),
the corrected pH (pHc), and the time elapsed since start of titration (used in conjunction with recorded spectra to
determine when precipitation occurs).
The pHc is determined from the measured pHo values using the calibration curves shown in table 3.9.
For solutions of ionic strength greater than 0.1 M, the least squares fit calibration curves (table 3.9) are chosen
instead of the Nernst least squares fit calibration curves (table 3.10) due to experimenter's preference. Over the
pH range covered by these titration experiments, the difference in the calculated pHc values using the simple fit
curves over the Nernst fit, shown in table 3.10, are less than the bounding error assumed in the analysis of the
data. As such, the effect of this decision is not expected to be significant. For experiments performed in 0.1 M
NaClO 4 solutions, the measured pH values (pHo values) are taken as the pHc values for the experiments. From
the calibration curves shown in tables 3.9 and 3.10, the effect of neglecting the correction for ionic strength in 0.1
M solutions (for the titrator with 3 M KCl electrolyte and Cole-Parmer systems) is again small in comparison to
the assumed error in the pH measurements.
Table 5.3: Initial Conditions for Hf/OH Titration Experiments
This table contains the initial conditions for the titrations of HfCl4 in NaClO 4 solutions of varying concentration,
including the [OH] of the titrant, the ion product of water [2], the titration ID number, the initial volume, and the
initial amount of H' and of Hf in the system.
[NaClO 4] ID # log K, Vol [OH~] Hinit Hot
[mole/L] [mL] [M] [mMoles] [mMoles]
0.5 OH565 -13.73 25.0 0.0953 1.00E 0 0.448
0.5 OH594 -13.73 25.0 0.0953 1.25E 0 0.500
0.5 OH596 -13.73 25.0 0.0953 2.50E 0 1.322
1.0 OH530 -13.81 21.0 0.0904 1.00E 0 0.750
1.0 OH535 -13.81 21.2 0.0904 1.20E 0 0.573
1.0 OH538 -13.81 25.0 0.0904 1.00E 0 0.491
3.0 OH381 -14.21 25.0 0.0768 1.96E-6 0.610
3.0 OH384 -14.21 25.0 0.0768 1.96E-6 0.528
3.0 OH387 -14.21 25.0 0.0768 1.96E-6 0.581
5.0 OH428 -14.9 25.0 0.066 8.87E-7 0.348
5.0 OH438 -14.9 25.0 0.066 8.87E-7 0.378
5.0 OH479 -14.9 25.0 0.066 8.87E-7 0.352
5.1.4 Data Analysis - Hf/OH Titration Experiments
The titration experiments themselves are broken down into two sections, determined by the software
used to analyze the data. The initial experiments, done in 0.1 M NaClO 4 are analyzed using the BETA software
package, which was used prior to the receipt of the HYPERQUADTM software. The titrations at higher ionic
strength are all analyzed using the HYPERQUAD TM software. This section will cover the analysis of the titration
experiments that were used to determine the stability constants for the hydrolysis products of Hf.
5.1.4.1 Data Analysis - Hf/OH Titration Experiments in 0.1 M NaClO4 solutions
As mentioned previously, the program BETA is used to analyze these first experiments to determine the
stability constants at an ionic strength of 0.1 M. The analysis performed by BETA is similar to that by
HYPERQUAD TM, and is detailed elsewhere [4,5]. The results are given in table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Stability Constants Obtained from V = 0.1 M Titration Experiments
This table contains the stability constants obtained from the titration of HfCl4 with NaOH in 0.1 M NaClO 4. The
data from the titration experiments is analyzed using the BETA data analysis program. The system is modeled
using the first 4 hydrolysis products.
Run # log 1 4
titration 1 13.4 ±0.04 24.8 ±0.08 35.2 ±0.1 44.1 ±0.15
titration 2 13.5 ± 0.06 25.0 ± 0.06 35.3 ± 0.08 44.6 ± 0.12
titration 3 13.4 ± 0.04 24.9 ± 0.05 35.0 ± 0.11 44.0 ± 0.09
5.1.4.2 Data Analysis - Hf/OH Titration Experiments in NaCIO 4 solutions > 0.1 M
The analysis of the titration data consists of three stages: determining the pHc against pHo calibration
curve, conversion of the data to a form usable for analysis by HYPERQUAD, and finally analyzing the data with
the HYPERQUAD program.
The first step in the process is to prepare the data and convert it to a form that can be used in the
HYPERQUAD program. The data output files from the titrator are opened using MS EXCEL and converted into
EXCEL spreadsheets. The header and footers added by the titrator program are removed, along with the ApH
column. The pHo values are converted to pHc values using the appropriate calibration curve. Next, the spectra
recorded during the titration are analyzed to determine the occurrence of precipitation. All data points
corresponding to additions that occur after this point are removed from the data set, as the model used and the
HYPERQUAD program do not allow for the formation of a solid phase. The titration data is saved as a space
delimited file containing only 2 columns: titrant added and pHc. The resulting data files will be attached as
Appendix C.
The space delimited data file is converted to a *.ppd file (HYPERQUAD potentiometric data file) using
the HEDIT data handling program, a part of the HYPERQUAD program suite. The initial conditions are also
specified at this point. In addition to the titration data itself, HYPERQUAD also requires the following
information: total amount of a ligand added (mmole), initial amount of H+ in the system (mmole), the initial
volume (mL), and the concentration of the titrant (M). This information is stored in the *.ppd data file. After the
data file is completed, the HEDIT program is also used to generate the model file, which contains the equilibrium
equations that make up the model, initial guesses for the equilibrium constants, and any known constants that
govern the system (such as K, , which are taken from table 2.1). The model used in analyzing the system
consists of the following reactions:
H+ + OH H2 0 ;K = [H+ ]OH] (5.2)
Hf 4, + H 3+ 1 HfOH 3+ 1H+ 53Hf20+ H 2  HfOH3  + H; Khydl,l = 4+ (5.3)
[Hf~+
Hf(OH)2 H+
Hf 4  + 2H 20 < Hf(OH)2+ +2H*; Khydl,l = 4+ (5.4)[Hf 4]
Hf(OH)3][H+I
Hf 4  + 3H 20 < Hf(OH)+ + 3H+; Khydll = 4+] (5.5)[Hf+]
Hf(OH)O H
Hf 4+ + 4H 2 0 < Hf(OH)O + 4H+; Khydl = 4[H+] (5.6)[Hf+]
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If the effect of a species is comparable to the error in the system, it will be removed from the model, and
the HYPERQUAD TM program will refine the equilibrium constants for the new model. This is why the fifth
hydrolysis constant is not included in the model for the Hf-OH system, as, due to precipitation of the hydroxide,
the data was not collected over a pH range where Hf(OH)5 is a significant species. An in-depth discussion of the
use of HYPERQUAD and other similar programs to determine equilibrium constants can be found in section 4.4.
The final step in analyzing the data is to use the HEDIT program (in the HYPERQUAD TM suite) to set
up the configuration file, which simply contains the files names for the data and model files.
The results of the HYPERQUAD analyses of the titration curves are shown below in table 5.5. For each
titration, listed by titration run number, the stability constants and standard deviation obtained from the
HYPERQUADTM program are shown. The initial conditions for these runs are shown in Appendix C. For these
analyses, a bounding error estimate of 0.01 mL is used for the error in the titration volume, and a bounding
values of 0.1 is used as the error in the pH measurement. Error propagation by the HYPERQUADTM program is
discussed in section 4.4.4.
Table 5.5: Stability Constants Obtained from Ia> 0.1 M Titration Experiments
This table contains the stability constants obtained from the titration of HfCl 4 with NaOH in NaClO 4 solutions
greater than 0.1 M. The data from the titration experiments is analyzed using the BETA data analysis program.
The system is modeled using the first 4 hydrolysis products.
Run #_______ log 10L __ _ .log1 log14
[NaC1O 41 = 0.5 M
OH565 12.9 ± 0.06 24.3 ± 0.11 34.4 ± 0.12 43.0 ± 0.12
OH594 13.1 ± 0.04 24.5 ± 0.07 34.4 ± 0.07 43.4 ± 0.09
OH596 12.7 ± 0.05 24.1 ± 0.15 34.3 ± 0.1 43.5 ± 0.14
[NaC1O 4] = 1.0 M
OH530 12.9 ± 0.08 24.2 ± 0.09 33.4 ± 0.11 42.8 ± 0.18
OH535 12.5 ± 0.06 23.8 ± 0.12 33.8 ± 0.1 41.9 ± 0.16
OH538 12.7 ± 0.07 23.8 ± 0.15 33.9 ± 0.13 42.2 ± 0.12
[NaCIO 4]= 3.0 M
OH381 12.2 ± 0.04 23.6 ± 0.15 33.6 ± 0.09 43.4 ± 0.21
OH384 12.7 ± 0.08 23.5 ± 0.19 33.3 ± 0.12 42.6 ± 0.17
OH387 12.5 ± 0.09 24.4 ± 0.1 33.8 ± 0.15 42.4 ± 0.15
[NaCIO 4]= 5.0 M
OH428 13.4 ±0.1 24.1 ±0.13 35.1 ±0.12 44.8 ±0.13
OH438 13.5 ± 0.09 24.9 ± 0.21 35.0 ± 0.11 44.0 ± 0.22
OH479 13.7 ± 0.06 24.4 ± 0.17 35.5 ± 0.15 43.8 ± 0.24
5.1.4.3 Titration Results (Summary)
At each [NaClO 4], composite stability constants were determined by taking the average of the log p
values, and the error as the standard deviation in that average. The uncertainty in the determined values (tables
5.4 and 5.5) was propagated using standard techniques [6] to determine the uncertainty in the average values
(equation 5.7). However, as the propagated uncertainty, given in parenthesis below, is smaller than the standard
deviation in the average, the standard deviation will be used as the uncertainty in the stability constants. These
composite values are given below in table 5.6.
1 12 '22
A - 3(Ap 1 ) +(Ap 2  +(AP,) 2  (5.7)AP=3 (P A2
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Table 5.6: Composite Stability Constants for Hydrolysis of Hf
This table contains the composite stability constants observed for the Hf/OH system in the titration experiments.
The composite stability constants are determined by taking the average of the log P values, and the error as the
standard deviation in that average. The propagated error in the composite stability constants is given in
parentheses and is determined by standard error propagation techniques [6].
[NaClO 4] mole/kg log10 logjp2  log _ log 14
0.101 13.4 ±0.07 (0.027) 24.9 ±0.1 (0.037) 35.2 ±0.2 (0.056) 44.2 ±0.3 (0.071)
0.511 13.0 ± 0.12 (0.029) 24.3 ± 0.2 (0.066) 34.4 ± 0.1 (0.057) 43.3 ± 0.3 (0.068)
1.046 12.7 ± 0.2 (0.041) 23.9 ± 0.2 (0.071) 33.7 ± 0.3 (0.066) 42.3 ± 0.5 (0.090)
3.493 12.5 ± 0.3 (0.042) 23.8 ± 0.5 (0.087) 33.6 ± 0.3 (0.071) 42.8 ± 0.5 (0.103)
6.596 13.5 ±0.2 (0.049) 24.5 ±0.4 (0.100) 35.2 ±0.3 (0.074) 44.2 ±0.5 (0.117)
5.1.5 Extrapolation of Stability Constants to Infinite Dilution
From SIT, an expression relating the stability constant at some molal ionic strength, pxy(Im), to the
stability constant at infinite dilution, pxy(O), is derived (section 2.6):
log p(Im) = log p(O) + Az 2D - AIm (5.8)
logP(Im) = 1ogP(0)+Az2 .517 m Adm (5.9)
1+1.5 Im
The graphical analysis program ORIGINTM (v4. 1, Microcal Software, Inc. @ 1996), is used to fit the
stability constants using equation 5.9, which is a modified version of equation 5.8 in which the symbols are
replaced with characters that can be used for the fitting routine. The non-linear Least Squares Fitter routine in
the ORIGINTM package uses the Levenberg-Marquart (LM) algorithm, which is the most widely used for non-
linear least squares fitting applications [7]. The aim of the fitting procedure is to find those values of the
parameters which best describe the data. The standard way of defining the best fit is to chose the parameters so
that the sum of the squares of the deviations of the theoretical curve(s) from the experimental points for a range
of independent variables:
X2 1,P2 - - = eff wij yij - fi lXi, X2i PI - 5 1 P2, --- 2(.0
n - p j
is at its minimum. Here, yij are the measured values of the dependent (output) variable yj for the values of the
independent (input) variables, xij; neff is the total number of experimental points used in the fitting, and p is the
total number of adjustable parameters used in the fitting. The quantities wij represent the weights of each
experimental point. (p. 320, [7]) For this analysis, the instrumental weighting option is used, in which
1
Wij 2 (5.11)
CYij
and o-ij is the uncertainty entered for each point. [7]
In fitting the data, initial values must be provided for the three parameters: P0, Az 2 , and As. In order to
ensure that the results are not biased by the selection of the initial values, the data was analyzed at least twice
using different initial values. Changing the initial values did not have any effect on the resulting fits, indicating at
least some robustness to the fitting methodology. All of the curve fits are done at the 95 % confidence interval.
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The analysis of the data is performed by allowing all three parameters to be varied by the fitting routine.
The resulting curve fits are shown below in figures 5.2 - 5.5. Note that the ionic strength used for these
calculations is the molal (moles/kg solvent) [NaCIO 4], not the molar concentrations. The results are summarized
in table 5.7.
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14.4- Data: Data1_1 ogB11
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ChiA2 = 1.30863
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Figure 5.2: Curve Fit for Stability Constant for First Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Figure 5.3: Curve Fit for Stability Constants for Second Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Figure 5.4: Curve Fit for Stability Constant of Third Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Figure 5.5: Curve Fit for Stability Product of Fourth Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Data: Data1_lIogB13
Model: SIT
Chi^2 = 2.87168
log p3 37.3096 ±0.91395
AZ2 -18.18166 ±5.7364
AE 0.38789 ±0.14128
I
1
14
The results of these curve fits are shown in tabular form below. Errors shown are the 1 a errors derived from the
curve fit.
Table 5.7: Stability Constants at Infinite Dilution with Curve Fit Parameters
This table contains the results of the least squares fit of the observed stability constants, using SIT. All three
fitting parameters (log p0 , Az 2, and AF, equation 5.9) are allowed to be varied. The standard deviations are
shown at the 1 a level; the curve fits are performed at the 95% confidence interval.
- log p lo P12 log B rA log P14
log PIx 14.41 ±0.35 26.22 0.17 37.31 ±0.91 46.59 0.72
AZ 2  -9.19 ±2.49 -12.12 1.29 -18.18 ±5.74 -21.48 4.85
AEij 0.225 ± 0.069 0.227 ± 0.047 0.388 ± 0.141 0.504 ± 0.130
1.309 0.242 2.872 0.718
Upon further discussion, it was decided that, since it is possible to calculate the Az2 term using the SIT,
it would be more correct to fix the value for Az 2 and re-fit the data. From the discussion of SIT (section 2.6.2):
Az 2 = (zM -q ZL )- 2 +n-mz -qzL (5.12)
For the below reactions, the Az 2 terms, calculated using equation 5.12, are
Hf 4 + H 20 < HfOH3 + H ; Az 2 = -6
Hf 4+ + 2H 20 < Hf(OH)2* + 2H+; Az 2 = -10
Hf 4 +3H 20 Hf(OH)+ + 3H+; Az2 = -12
Hf 4 +4H 20 Hf(OH)4 +4H+; Az2 = -12
Re-analyzing the stability constants using a least-squares fit to equation 5.9, allowing Bo and de to be used as fit
parameters and fixing Az 2 to the above values, yields the curves shown in figures 5.6 - 5.9. The results of the
curve fits are summarized in table 5.8; again, all curve fits are done at the 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure 5.6: Curve Fit for Stability Constant for First Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Fi2ure 5.7: Curve Fit for Stability Constants for Second Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Fi2ure 5.8: Curve Fit for Stability Constant of Third Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Fi2ure 5.9: Curve Fit for Stability Product of Fourth Hydrolysis Product of Hf
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Table 5.8: Stability Constants at Infinite Dilution with Curve Fit Parameters (Az 2 fixed)
This table contains the results of the least squares fit of the observed stability constants, using SIT. The Az 2 term
is calculated using the SIT, and is held constant during the curve fitting. The remaining two fitting parameters
(log 30 and As, equation 5.9) are allowed to vary. The standard deviations are shown at the 1 a- level. The curve
fits are performed at the 95% confidence interval.
log P13  log $12 109 P13 log @14
log @4Ix 13.98 ± 0.10 25.95 ± 0.20 36.34 ± 0.16 45.22 0.25
AZ2 -6 (fixed) -10 (fixed) -12(fixed) -12 (fixed)
As~j 0.152 ± 0.041 0.356 ± 0.077 0.262 ± 0.081 0.288 ± 0.095
1.585 0.906 3.026 1.393
The stability constants at infinite dilution obtained from both curve fits are quite comparable, as shown
in table 5.9. However, the constants obtained by fixing the Az 2 term to the value predicted by SIT (table 5.8) will
be used as the stability constants, given the argument that, given that only 2 parameters are allowed to be used in
the curve fitting, the resulting curves contain less empiricism than the curves fitted with 3 parameters, and are
thus more representative of a fit to the predicted values from the Specific Ion Interaction Theory. The
uncertainty resulting from the curve fit is less for the fixed Az 2 fit.
Table 5.9: Comparison of SIT Extrapolations to Infinite Dilution
This table contains the stability constants for Hf hydrolysis products that have been determined by extrapolating
the stability constants measured at higher ionic strengths to infinite dilution using SIT.
stability constantfixed Az 2 fit free parameter fit
log 13011 13.98 ±0.10 14.41 ± 0.35
log p012 25.95 ± 0.20 26.22 ± 0.17
log p013 36.34 ±0.16 37.31 ±0.91
log s314 45.22 ± 0.25 46.59 ± 0.72
5.1.6 Glove Box Titrations
To examine the potential effect of carbonate complexes on the titrations, the 0.1 M NaClO 4 titrations are
repeated in the glove box under argon. The titrant is made from NaOH pellets (Aldrich) with DI water inside the
glove box. Before making the titrant, the DI water is bubbled with the glove box atmosphere overnight to drive
off any C0 2 , etc... before use. The 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution is also bubbled with box atmosphere for at least I
hour or more. (To bubble the box atmosphere through the solutions, a fish tank aerator is used). The titrant is
standardized by titration with 0.1 N HCl (VWR), as in the previous experiments. The titration data is included in
appendix D; the initial conditions are shown in table 5.10. The titrations are analyzed using HYPERQUAD TM,
using the same model as for the other titrations. The results are shown table 5.11.
Table 5.10: Initial Conditions for Titration of HfC 4 in Glove Box
This table contains the initial conditions for the titrations of HfCl4 in 0.1 M NaClO 4 performed in the glove box
under argon. The ion product of water is from [2].
[NaClO 4] ID # log K, Vol [OH~] Hinit Hfo*
[mole/L] [mL] [M] [mMoles] [mMoles]
0.1 Box Titration 1 -13.79 26.0 0.0982 0.0998 0.737
0.1 Box Titration 2 -13.79 21.0 0.0982 0.0998 0.625
0.1 Box Titration 3 -13.79 21.0 0.0982 0.0998 0.672
0.1 Box Titration 4 -13.79 21.0 0.0982 0.0998 0.679
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Table 5.11: Stability Constants Obtained from Glove Box Titrations
This table contains the stability constants obtained from the analysis of the titrations performed of the Hf/OH
system performed in the glove box under argon. The analysis is performed using the model discussed above with
the HYPERQUADTM analysis program suite. The average and standard deviation of the stability constants
obtained is also included.
Run # !Ng p -,g 1 2 1093 13  log p14
Box Titration 1 13.37 ± 0.13 24.98 ± 0.1 34.97 ± 0.1 44.66 ± 0.5
Box Titration 2 13.47 ± 0.19 24.88 ± 0.1 34.87 ± 0.1 44.46 ± 0.3
Box Titration 3 13.44 ± 0.16 24.68 ± 0.2 34.57 ± 0.3 44.86 ± 0.7
Box Titration 4 13.36 ± 0.10 24.98 ± 0.2 35.97 ± 0.2 44.06 ± 0.5
Average 13.41 ± 0.05 24.88 ± 0.14 34.85 ± 0.19 44.51 ± 0.34
5.1.7 Discussion of the Results from the Titration Experiments
In this section, the results of the titration experiments will be discussed. Sub-section 5.1.7.1 will contain
a comparison of the data with the literature values. A discussion of the effects on polymerization is included in
sub-section 5.1.7.2. Sub-section 5.1.7.3 will discuss the potential effects of chloride. The potential effect of
carbonate complexation will be discussed in sub-section 5.1.7.4.
5.1.7.1 Comparison of Results with Literature
Table 5.12 contains both the stability constants obtained from the literature for Hf hydrolysis (section
2.3) and the stability constants at infinite dilution obtained through the titration experiments discussed previously.
Also included, for comparison only, are the stability constants reported in [8] and [9] for the monomeric
hydrolysis products of zirconium.
Table 5.12: Comparison of Stability Constants for Hf Hydrolysis
This table contains the stability constants determined in this work for the hydrolysis products of hafnium at
infinite dilution. For comparison, the values reported in the literature from Baes & Mesmer [8] and Smith &
Martell [9] are also included, both for Hf and for Zr at infinite dilution.
Stability Constant This Work Baes & Mesmer 181 Smith & Martell [91 Zr ([81 & [9])
log P11 13.98 ± 0.10 13.8 13.3 14.3 (14.30)
log P12 26.08 ± 0.04 25.6 not reported 26.3 (n. r.)
log P13 36.65 ± 0.15 36.0 not reported 36.9 (n. r.)
log P14  45.66 ± 0.20 45.3 not reported 46.3 (n. r.)
log Pis not determined 52.8 52.8 54.0 (53.98)
Overall, the experimentally observed stability constants are fairly close to the predicted values for Hf
from the literature. The uncertainty associated with the infinite dilution values, as determined by the ORIGIN
data analysis, seems to be too small, especially given the uncertainty of the stability constants at higher ionic
strength (table 4.5); a more realistic bound on the uncertainty would be to estimate the propagation of the error
through the curve fit as if the log of the stability constants (the parameter used in the curve fitting) had been
added together:
A log p(O) = A og P(Im)) 2  (5.13)
m
While this expression is not accurate, it should provide a more realistic upper bound for the uncertainty in the
stability constants at infinite dilution. The stability constants with the revised error estimates are given in table
5.13, along with the stability constants measured at higher ionic strength.
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Table 5.13: Observed Stability Constants for Hf Hydrolysis Products
This table contains the stability constants measured for the hydrolysis products of hafnium. The revised bounds
for the uncertainty in the stability constants at infinite dilution are used.
I. log i log 1p12 log 113 log p14
0 13.98 ± 0.44 25.95 ± 0.71 36.34 ± 0.56 45.22 ± 0.96
0.101 13.4 ± 0.07 24.9 ±0.1 35.2 ±0.2 44.2 ±0.3
0.511 13.0 ±0.12 24.3 ±0.2 34.4 ±0.1 43.3 ± 0.3
1.046 12.7 ± 0.2 23.9 ± 0.2 33.7 ± 0.3 42.3 ± 0.5
3.493 12.5 ± 0.3 23.8 ± 0.5 33.6 ± 0.3 42.8 ± 0.5
6.596 13.5 ± 0.2 24.5 ± 0.4 35.2 ± 0.3 44.2 ± 0.5
With the revised estimates for the uncertainty, the measured stability constants are within approximately one
standard deviation of the predicted values from Baes & Mesmer [8]; however, the observed stability constants
are all slightly greater than the predicted values.
From the table 3.5, the stability constants obtained by Nazarenko are larger than those found in this
work, with the difference between the constants increasing with M:L ratio. As previously mentioned, Nazarenko
determined the stability constants by spectrophotometric titration, in which they observed the concentration of
the arsenazo-I/Hf complex as a function of pH, while in the work presented here, the stability constants are
determined indirectly from observations of the pH of the system. Both experiments, this work and Nazarenko,
begin with a hafnium chloride solid. The work by Nazarenko is done at lower metal concentrations than the work
presented here ( 10-' M vs. 10.2 to 10- M) and than the work referenced by Base & Mesmer (at least the available
literature referenced) and by Smith & Martell, so the differences observed may be due to polymerization.
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Figure 5.10: Speciation Predicted by HYPEROUAD Analysis of Titration Data
The titration experiments performed in this work do not show the behavior that would be expected given
the stability constants by Nazarenko. From the HYPERQUAD curve fits, the 4h hydrolysis constant does not
appear to be a significant species until the end of the pH range covered by the titration (figure 5.10). Using the
stability constants from Nazarenko, however, the 4h hydrolysis product should be dominant above pH 1.5.
However, from these experiments, the 1:4 Hf:OH species does not appear to become significant at such a low
pH. Also, in the experiments by Nazarenko, no ionic strength dependence of the stability constants is observed.
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However, in these experiments, the stability constants are observed to vary with ionic strength. For these
reasons, as well as those discussed in chapter 3, the constants predicted by Nazarenko should not be used.
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Figure 5.11: Speciation Predicted by Nazarenko over PH Range of Titrations
5.1.7.2 Polymerization of Hf Hydrolysis Products
The data analysis performed to obtain the stability constants from the titration experiments did not
include the polymeric species of hafnium in the analysis. Even though the metal concentrations used in the
titration experiments are in the regime where polymerization is expected. Polymerization has been observed
even at 104 M metal (Zr/Hf) [13]. Polymeric species are not included in the models used in this work.
The primary reason for the omission of polymeric species is that, while polymerization has been
observed for Hf and Zr [13,14], the stoichiometry of the polymers has not been determined. The degree of
polymerization observed [13,14] suggest that trimeric and tetrameric species form, but the actual species present
have still not been determined. Some of the species proposed (and/or expected)[8,13,14] are the trimeric species
M3(OH)4 or M3 (OH)5 and the tetrameric M4(OH)8. Also Connick & Zielen [10] propose the dimer M2 (OH)2.Overall, the literature seems to suggest a definite lack of consensus as to what polymeric species form. Also, the
literature experiments were performed only under very acidic conditions, where only the 1:1, 3:4, and/or 3:5
species are expected to be significant. No information on polymeric species under less acidic conditions was
found in the literature.
Another factor to consider is how the titration data is analyzed. The analysis programs, BETATM and
HYPERQUADTM determine the stability constants by solving the conservation equations (section 3.4). As such,
the analytical method can not distinguish between MLn species and MiL(i*) species (if the ratio of metal to ligand
is the same, for example Hf(OH) 22 + and Hf4(OH)ss+) as the conservation equations basically are reduced to what
metal to ligand ratio combinations are needed at a given pH value to match the conditions observed.
Given both of these considerations, it was decided to fit the data using only the monomeric species.
Given the agreement between the stability constants obtained through this work and the literature values, perhaps
the assumption that the system can be modeled with only monomeric species isn't a horrible assumption. Or,
perhaps the experiments reported in the literature actually observed the polymeric species (which would mean
that polymerization occurs at a much lower solution metal concentration that previously predicted). With
subsequent research to determine what polymeric species are expected to be present, the titration data could be
re-analyzed with the new model to determine the stability constants of the polymers.
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5.1.7.3 Chloride Complexation: Impact on Titration Experiments
During a review of these experiments, the issue of the potential effects of chloride complexation was
raised [11]. Zirconium and hafnium are observed to be complexed by chloride [12,13,14]. However, only the
stability constant of the ZrCl3 complex was found in the literature: log Pc'ii = 0.2 , which is calculated from
data presented by Connick & McVey [12]. To check the potential effect of neglecting chloride complexation
when determining the stability constants for hafnium hydrolysis from the titration experiments, a speciation
calculation is performed to determine the fraction of the hafnium that might be complexed by chloride over a pH
range of 0.5 to 4.0, which is chosen to bracket the pH range covered by the titration experiments.
Using MS EXCEL (Microsoft, 1997), the solution behavior of hafnium is modeled using the following
equations:
H+ + OH- < H 20 ; log K = -14 (5.14)
Hf 4 + + OH- HfOH3+ + H 20; log P = 13.8 (5.15)
Hf4 + 20H- < Hf(OH)2+ + 2H20; log PH = 25.6 (5.16)
Hf 4 +30H- < Hf(OH)3 +3H 20; log P11 = 36.0 (5.17)
Hf 4 + + 40H~ < Hf(OH)o +4H 2 0; log PI11=45.3 (5.18)
4+20
Hf + C1- < HfC, 3 +; log fci = 0.2 (5.19)
HfC13+) Pci Cv-
1 Hf,3+ -P] Ic- 1(5.20)[Hf]t 1 + P1I[OH-] + P12 [OH-] 2 + P1 OH- 3 + PC IC-
Equation 5.20 comes from a mass conservation equation for Hf in solution. Similar equations are used to
determine the fraction of the total Hf in solution, [Hf]t, for the first four hydrolysis products. The literature values
for the stability constants at infinite dilution for Hf hydrolysis are used for this calculation, as well as the ion
product of water at 1m= 0 m (rounded from -13.995 [15]). For this calculation, the stability constant of the HfCl3 +
complex is assumed to be the same as for Zr. Figure 5.12 contains the speciation curves for the Hf/OH/Cl system
under the conditions corresponding to the highest Cl- concentration used in the titration experiments, [Cl] = 0.21
M. The typical range of pH values covered by the titrations spans from 0.8 at the minimum to 4.5 at a maximum;
a bounding pH range of 0.5 to 4.0 is used for this calculation.
Using this model, the maximum fraction of the chloride complex is 11.2 % at pH = 0.5, and by pH = 1
the fraction has dropped to 4.9%. At this level, the omission of the chloride complex from the model used to
determine the stability constants for the hydrolysis products is probably a bad assumption, and would result in,
perhaps, an overestimation of the first hydrolysis product. However, with the exception of the one experiment
(titration OH596), the other experiments are performed with a chloride concentration of 0.1 M or less. Using this
concentration, the maximum fraction of the chloride complex is 5.7%, which drops to 2.4% by pH = 1; at this
level, the omission of the chloride complex, while potentially still resulting in a slightly increased first hydrolysis
product, is probably on the order of the error. The uncertainty in the pH used for evaluating the stability
constants with HYPERQUAD TM is 0.1.
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Figure 5.12: Speciation Diagram for Hf/OR/Cl System
This figure contains the speciation diagram for the Hf/OH/Cl system, shown as a plot of the individual species
(given as a fraction of the total solution Hf) vs. pH. This plot is for the maximum Cl- concentration used in the
titration experiments (0.21 M), and uses a stability constant of log Pci = 0.2 for the HfC 3 + complex.
Using the same ratio as for the first hydrolysis products to estimate the stability constant of HfCl13 based
on the value given for ZrCl13 (equation 4.21) yields a stability constant of log sci = -0.4 . Using this stability
constant, the maximum fraction of the chloride complex, in the highest Cl- concentration experiment, is only 3%
at pH = 0.5, dropping to 1.3% by pH = 1, and is even lower for the other experiments (1.5 % at pH = 0.5, 0.6 %
at pH = 1).
Based on these calculations, the omission of chloride complexation from the model used to determine
the stability constants from the titration experiments is not expected to have a significant impact on the stability
constants determined for the hydrolysis products of hafnium. Given the availability of some technique that can
be used to observe the speciation of Hf in solution (spectrometry or voltammetry, perhaps), some future work
could be useful to quantify the strength of the HfCl 3+ complex, after which a better evaluation of this problem
could be made.
5.1.7.4 Comparison of Glove Box Titration Results with Initial 0.1 M NaClO4 Titration Experiment
The potential effect of carbonate complexation on the titration experiments, either from the CO 2
contamination in the Ar gas or from the NaOH titrant, can also be examined by comparing the results obtained
from the initial titrations performed at an ionic strength of 0.1 M (section 4.1.3.1) with those obtained from the
glove box titration of HfC4 in 0.1 M NaClO 4 (section 4.1.6). The stability constants obtained from both these
experiments are shown in table 5.14.
As shown in table 5.14, the stability constants determined from the titrations performed in the laboratory
with Ar bubbling through the titration vessel and those determined from the titrations performed in the glove box
are in very good agreement (less than 1 standard deviation apart). This would seem to suggest that the effect of
the CO 2 contamination of the Ar gas and the titrant used for the titration experiments performed outside of the
glove box is negligible.
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Table 5.14: Comparison of Glove Box Titration with Initial Titration at I' = 0.1 M
This table contains the stability constants obtained from the two sets of titration experiments performed in 0.1 M
NaClO 4. The "initial" titration, performed in the laboratory and analyzed using BETATM, is described in section
4.1.3.1. The glove box titration, performed in the glove box and analyzed using HYPERQUAD TM, is described in
section 4.1.6.
Experiment log 1og_ log3 1
"Initial" Titration 13.4 ± 0.07 24.9 ± 0.1 35.2 ± 0.2 44.2 ± 0.3
Glove Box Titration 13.41 ± 0.05 24.88 ± 0.14 34.85 ± 0.19 44.51 ± 0.34
The original intention of the glove box titration was to examine the potential effect of the CO 2 in the
titrant used for the initial titration experiments. Also, it allowed us to examine some of the reviewer comments
[11], which suggested that bubbling Ar through the system would not be sufficient to remove any carbonate
complexes formed during the dissolution of the HfCl4. While not the original intention of the experiment, the
glove box titrations differ from the initial titrations at 0.1 M ionic strength in two more respects: the metal
concentrations used are almost 1 order of magnitude lower (0.6 mmoles Hf used vs. 2.5 mmoles used), and the
stability constants are determined by analyzing the data with HYPERQUADTM instead of BETATM. Given the
agreement between the experiments, it can be argued that these differences are also negligible. The agreement of
the analyses also indicates that the stability constants extracted from the titration data appear to be independent of
which analytical program is used, at least as far as BETATM and HYPERQUADTM are concerned.
5.2 Determination of Hf(OH)4 Solubility Product
This section details the experiments and analysis performed to determine the solubility product of
hafnium hydroxide, Hf(OH)4. The principle technique employed is a solubility experiment; ICP-AES is used to
determine the total Hf concentration in the supernate solution.
5.2.1 Preparation of Hf(OH)4 Solid Phase
A known amount of HfCl 4 (s) (Hafnium Chloride, 98%+, Aldrich Chemicals lot # 13499-05-3), roughly
1 to 2 g, is added to a 50 mL round bottom flask. The flask is put in an ice bath, and an aliquot of DI water,
between 20 and 30 mL) is slowly added. The HfCl 4 dissolves in roughly 10 minutes, during which time argon
(BOC gases) is bubbled through the solution. After dissolution, the solution pH is typically less than 1 (measured
with CP pH meter). The solution is then allowed to equilibrate with the argon bubbling through for at least 1 day
(typically 2-3).
To form the Hf(OH) 4 precipitate, a 0.1 M NaOH solution prepared from NaOH pellets (Aldrich) is
slowly added to the solution in the flask to increase the pH. The pH is increased this way until a white precipitate
is formed. The solution, with the precipitate, is then allowed to re-equilibrate overnight. The supernate solution
is then drained off, and the solid phase is washed at least 3 times using DI water. After washing, the precipitate is
freeze dried.
Under IR spectroscopy, the precipitate is found to be a hydroxide (FTIR, (KBr): v = 3502 cm', 1121
cm', 961 cm'); the IR spectrum obtained is not observed to contain any carbonate. A 1600 Perkin-Elmer
spectrophotometer is used to record the FTIR spectra. The hydroxide precipitate is visibly different from the Hf
carbonate (see next experiment, section 5.3). For the hydroxide, the supernate solution is clouded, and
precipitate is observed to collect on the upper surface of the flask. For the carbonate system, the supernate is
clear and the precipitate is concentrated in the lowest section of the round bottom flask. Also, colloidal /
suspended particle behavior is observed in the hydroxide solutions, and is not observed for the carbonate
solutions at the pH range examined.
5.2.2 Hydroxide Solubility Experiment
For the hafnium hydroxide solubility experiment, 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution (approximately 30-35 mL) is
added to a 50 mL round bottom flask, to which is added an excess of Hf(OH) 4 (s) (section 5.2.1) under a 100%
argon atmosphere. The system is allowed to equilibrate for at least 2-3 days before beginning the experiment.
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The pH of the system is adjusted using either 0.1 M HCl or NaOH, as needed. After the initial
equilibration, the pH is reduced to around 1.5; the system is then allowed to equilibrate overnight. The system is
sampled as follows: first, a 5 mL aliquot is removed using a variable volume pipettor (Brinkmann or Eppendorf).
The aliquot is filtered using a syringe filter; typically, a 0.45 ptm filter is used. After filtering, the solutions are
acidified by the addition of 100 pL of concentrated nitric acid to prevent sorption. Usually, 4 samples are taken
at each pH, 3 with the 0.45 pm filter and the 4t with a filter of another size. This allows the examination of
filtering effects and colloidal/suspended particle behavior. Solution volume is made up by the addition of more
0.1 M NaClO4 solution. After sampling, the pH is adjusted to the next desired level and the solution is allowed
to re-equilibrate for at least 1 day. The total hafnium concentration in solution is measured using the ICP-AES
system (MIT LP#9, appendix A). Samples are diluted by a factor of 100 with a 5 vol. % concentrated nitric acid
solution in order to decrease the sodium concentration to ; 1 mM. Table 5.15 contains the results obtained using
the 0.45 pm filter. The uncertainty listed is the uncertainty determined from the ICP measurement. From
previous experiments measuring known standards with the ICP-AES system, it would not be unusual to observe
an error of ± 5%. As such, the error reported below may underestimate the uncertainty in the measurements.
Table 5.15: Data From Hf-Hydroxide Solubility Experiment (0.45 pm filter used)
This table contains the total hafnium concentration measured for solutions in equilibrium with Hf(OH)4 (s) as a
function of pH. The solutions have been filtered with a 0.45 pm filter. Hf concentration is determined by ICP-
AES.
ABS.__HH_____m_M________H______fa__(mM)
__ __Hfjq(mM)j [Hflag (MM)
1.50 1.70 ±0.01 2.05 2.67 ±0.01
1.50 1.78 ±0.01 2.15 2.57 ±0.02
1.52 1.38 ±0.01 2.17 2.12 ±0.01
1.52 1.21 ±0.01 2.18 1.80 ±0.01
1.72 1.98 ±0.01 2.18 2.06 ±0.01
1.74 2.07 ± 0.02 2.37 1.33 ± 0.01
1.75 2.18 ±0.01 2.39 1.54 ±0.01
1.83 1.19 ± 0.01 2.41 1.43 ± 0.01
1.84 2.21 ± 0.01 2.69 1.01 ± 0.01
1.87 1.88 ± 0.01 2.70 0.83 ± 0.01
2.03 2.68 ± 0.01 2.72 0.89 ± 0.01
Samples are also taken using filters of different sizes in order to check for colloidal behavior in the solution.
Table 5.16 contains these measurements. For samples that are not filtered, the sample is acidified with excess
nitric acid to dissolve any colloids in solution.
Table 5.16: Data From Hf-Hydroxide Solubility Experiment (other Filter Sizes)
This data contains the total hafnium concentration measured for solutions in equilibrium with Hf(OH)4 (s) as a
function of pH. The solutions have been filtered as listed in the table. Hf concentration is determined by ICP-
AES.
pH [Hfjag (mM) Filter Size
1.75 4.09 ± 0.02 Not Filtered
1.87 3.16 ±0.02 Not Filtered
2.17 3.48 ±0.01 5.0 pm filter
2.41 0.25 ± 0.01 0.2 pLm filter
2.70 0.10 ± 0.01 0.2 pm filter
2.70 0.13 ± 0.01 0.2 pm filter
A second experiment was attempted using ultra-filtration (MicroSep Filters), in which aliquots of sample, taken
at the same pH, are filtered in the MicroSep filters of various sizes. All of the measured concentrations from this
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experiment are below detection limit for ICP-AES. It was subsequently determined, by filtering a known Hf
standard solution, that there is appreciable sorption of the Hf to the MicroSep filters. This may be due to the time
required for filtration, as the ultra-filtration filters required approximately 1 hr on the centrifuge in order for
enough solution to be filtered for dilution for measurement with the ICP. Regardless, the data from the ultra-
filtration experiment is not used in this work.
From the data in tables 5.15 and 5.16, it appears that a significant fraction of the Hf observed in solution
is in the form of suspended solids of a size between 0.2 pm and 0.45 pm, with a non-zero fraction of suspended
solids of less than approximately 5 pim. Given the problems observed with ultra-filtration, the concentration of
Hf in solution passing a 0.2 pm filter will be used as the dissolved Hf concentration in solution to determine the
solubility product of Hf(OH)4. In a separate experiment, a known Hf standard is filtered using the 0.45 pm and
0.2 prm filters to examine for retention on the filters. No noticeable sorption on the filters was observed.
5.2.3 Solubility Product of Hf(OH and Estimation of Associated Error
The solubility product is calculated from the measured pH and the total concentration of Hf in solution
using the definitions and equations below (Eqs. 5.21 - 5.24). The equilibrium constants used in these calculations
are given in table 5.17, and are taken from the titration experiments done in 0.1 M NaClO 4. As discussed above,
only the data from samples filtered to 0.2 ptm is used to determine the solubility product. The stability constants
calculated for each point are shown in table 5.18.
Ksp= [Hf 4+][OH ]4 (5.21)
[Hf(OH)y( 4
-y)]
Pflx= Hf+ (5.22)
4
[Hf]aq =[Hf4 ]+ Z[Hf(OH)x( 4-x)] (5.23)
x=1
[Hf]aq [OH -]4
Ks[0 ] ++(5.24)1 I+ P11 [OH] OH ]2 + P13[0H~] 3 + f 14 [OH-] 4
Table 5.17: Equilibrium Constants Used in Determining K,P for Hf(OH)4This table contains the stability constants used to determine the solubility product for Hf(OH) 4.
Constant logB or logK, Reference
Bl 13.4 ±0.07 this work
B12 24.9 ±0.1 this work
f313 35.2 ±0.2 this work
B14 44.2 ±0.3 this work
K -13.79 [2]
This calculation is repeated using the stability constants from the literature (tables 2.4 and 2.5). The results of
these calculations are also included in table 5.18, listed under the source of the stability constants used for the
calculation. The stability constants from Baes & Mesmer (table 2.4) are those given for infinite dilution.
Using the error propagation techniques presented in [6], the following expression (Eq. 5.25) is derived
to estimate the error associated with each log KP calculated for the results from this work. This expression is
derived assuming that the second hydrolysis product is the dominant solution species at the pH values reported.
Speciation calculations validate this assumption at pH 2.7. At pH 2.4, this assumption, while not entirely
accurate, is used to simplify the error approximation equation. Assuming a bounding value for the error in the
pH measurement of 0.5, the error in each KP is determined (Table 5.18)
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Table 5.18: Hf(OH) 4 Solubility Product in 0.1 M NaC1O 4, 0.2 pm data
This table contains the solubility product for Hf(OH) 4 calculated from each data point (0.2 pm data). This
calculation is performed using the stability constants found in this work, as well as using the stability constants
from the literature. The uncertainty in the solubility product is determined by propagation of the error through
the calculation (this work only).
pH [Hfja(simol/L) this work Baes & Mesmer
log K log K,,
2.41 248± 1.4 -52.05 ±0.21 -52.11
2.70 103 ±2.3 -51.70 ± 0.23 -51.89
2.70 127 ± 2.9 -51.61 ± 0.23 -51.80
A log(KSP) = j(A log[Hf], )2 + (2ApOH) 2 +(Alogp 2 )2 (5.25)
Taking the average of the three log Ksp values yields the following result, along with the standard deviation
calculated (using a HP-48SX scientific calculator) from the 3 points.
log K SP = 51.79± 0.23
Again using the error propagation techniques from [6], the error associated with each calculated log KP value is
propagated to determine the error associated with the average log KP value using the following expression:
A log K = A log(Ksp 1J2 + (A log(Ksp )2 2 + A log(KSP 3 2 (5.26)
Alog KSP =0.13
The error in the solubility product that will be reported is the larger of the 2 estimated values (one by error
propagation, one from the standard deviation in the results).
log K SP = 51.79± 0.23
5.2.4 Estimation of Hf(OH)4 Solubility Product (0.45 pm data)
Repeating the above analysis using the data from the samples that have been filtered to 0.45 pm. Using
equation 5.24, the solubility product for Hf(OH)4 is calculated for each data point. As for the 0.2 pm data, the
analysis is performed using the stability constants from this work, as well as from the literature. The results are
shown in table 5.19. The uncertainty for the constants determined using the stability constants from this work
should be on the order of the uncertainty determined above.
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Table 5.19: Solubility Product for Hf(OH)4 Determined from 0.45 pm Data
This table contains the solubility product for Hf(OH)4 calculated from each data point (0.45 pm data). This
calculation is performed using the stability constants found in this work, as well as using the stability constants
from the literature.
this work Baes & Mesmer
pH log Ksp log Ksp
1.50 -53.13 -53.50
1.50 -53.11 -53.48
1.52 -53.17 -53.53
1.52 -53.22 -53.59
1.72 -52.43 -52.84
1.74 -52.36 -52.77
1.75 -52.31 -52.72
1.83 -52.35 -52.78
1.84 -52.05 -52.49
1.87 -52.04 -52.48
2.03 -51.45 -51.94
2.05 -51.40 -51.89
2.15 -51.16 -51.67
2.17 -51.19 -51.71
2.18 -51.24 -51.76
2.18 -51.18 -51.70
2.37 -50.90 -51.46
2.39 -50.79 -51.36
2.41 -50.77 -51.35
2.69 -50.29 -50.92
2.70 -50.35 -50.99
2.72 -50.28 -50.92
The solubility product calculated on a point by point basis from the data, and is observed to increase as
pH increases. A plot of the observed solubility product vs. pH is shown as figure 5.13. Fitting the curve with a
linear least squares fit (using ORIGIN TM) yields
log KsP = -56.63 + 2.42(pH)
The observation that the solubility constants changes with pH (which should not occur), and the fairly
good fit of the plotted solubility constants to a line proportional to the concentration of [H'] to the 2.4 power,
suggests that there may be some problem with the model used to determine the solubility constant. One possible
explanation is that some significant solution species has been omitted from the model, perhaps a 2:5 (M:L)
polymeric species. Another possible explanation is that the stability constants determined from the titration
experiments, done at higher metal concentrations, are not sufficient to properly model the system at lower metal
concentrations.
The data from the hydroxide solubility experiment is re-analyzed using the stability constants reported
in the literature by Baes & Mesmer [8]. The results are shown in tables 5.18 and 5.19. The same pH dependence
of the calculated stability constant is observed in the soluble constants determined using the stability constants
from Baes & Mesmer.
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Figure 5.13: Plot of Hf(OH)4 Stability Products Obtained vs. pH
5.2.5 Comparison of Hf(OH)4 Solubility Product with the Literature
In the review of the literature, very little information was obtained on the solubility of hafnium
hydroxide; the literature values for the solubility of tetravalent metal hydroxide solids are reported in table 5.20.
The solubility constants determined using the stability constants from this work are included for comparison.
The solubility constant obtained from the 0.2 pm filtered data is lower that the literature values for Hf and Zr
hydroxide. However, this value is determined at a pH,~ 2.5 - 2.7, and may be subject to the same trend as the
constants calculated from the 0.45 pm filtered data. Assuming a similar behavior for the data from the 0.2 pm
filtered samples, a solubility product on the order of log Ksp = -54 to -56 over the pH range of 1.5 to 2, which is
the pH range observed used in the experiments by Kovalenko & Bagdasarov for Hf [16] and Zr [17]. This pH
range also corresponds to the lower part of the range observed in the solubility products calculated from the 0.45
pm filtered data.
The solubility constant determined from the data filtered to 0.2 pm is considered more reliable than that
determined from the 0.45 pm data, due to the observed colloidal behavior in the Hf hydroxide solubility
experiment.
Table 5.20: Solubility Product of Tetravalent Metal Hydroxides
This table contains the solubility product of the metal hydroxide, M(OH) 4 , solid phase for Hf, Zr, Th, and Pu(IV)
as found in the literature. Also included is the value determined in this work from the 0.2 pm data, and the range
of solubility products observed at 0.45 pm.
og K,_ _ Reference
Hf(OH)4 -53.5 [16]
Zr(OH)4  -53.96 [17]
Pu(OH)4  -47.3 [9]
Pu(OH)4  -52.0 [18]
Pu(OH)4  -55.15 [19]
Hf(OH) 4  -51.79 0.23 this work, 0.2 pm filter
Hf(OH) 4 from -53.13 to -50.28 this work, 0.45 pm filter
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5.3 Hafnium Carbonate Solubility Experiment
This section details the results of the hafnium carbonate solubility experiment. The principal technique
employed is a solubility experiment; ICP-AES is used to determine the total Hf concentration in the supernate
solution. A brief discussion of this experiment, along with the analysis of the data obtained is included in this
section.
5.3.1 Preparation of Hf(CO )9 Solid Phase
The preparation of the Hf carbonate solid phase is similar to the preparation of the hydroxide solid
phase. Hafnium chloride, on the order of a few grams, is weighed out into a round bottom flask. The flask is put
into an ice bath, and 20 mL of 0.1 M NaClO 4 is slowly added, dissolving the HfCl 4 within 5 minutes. The
solution is then allowed to equilibrate under 100% CO2 for at least 20 hours. After equilibrating, the pH of the
solution is slowly raised to around pH 4 by the addition of 0.05 M Na2 CO3 solution over a period of three days.
During which time, a white precipitate forms in the clear solution, collecting in the lowest portion of the flask.
The resulting solution is then allowed to equilibrate under 100% CO 2 for 1 week. The precipitate is then
extracted and washed with DI water. The resulting precipitate is observed to contain carbonate by IR
spectroscopy (FTIR, (KBr): v = 1431 cm', 843 cm', 694 cm') and was not observed to contain hydroxide. A
1600 Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer is used to record the FTIR spectra.
5.3.2 Carbonate Solubility Results
For the hafnium carbonate solubility experiment, 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution (approximately 30-35 mL) is
added to a 50 mL round bottom flask, to which is added an excess of Hf(C0 3)2 (s) (section 5.3.1) under a 100%
CO 2 atmosphere. The system is allowed to equilibrate for at least 2-3 days before beginning the experiment.
The pH of the system is adjusted using either 0.1 M HCl or 0.05Na2CO 3, as needed. After the initial
equilibration, the pH is reduced to around 1.5; the system is then allowed to equilibrate overnight. The system is
sampled as follows: first, a 5 mL aliquot is removed using a variable volume pipettor (Brinkmann or Eppendorf).
The aliquot is filtered using a syringe filter; typically, a 0.45 pm filter is used. After filtering, the solutions are
acidified by the addition of 100 ptL of concentrated nitric acid to prevent sorption. Usually, 4 samples are taken
at each pH, 3 with the 0.45 ptm filter and the 4h without a filter (to check for filtering effects and
colloidal/suspended particle behavior). Solution volume is made up by the addition of more 0.1 M NaClO 4
solution. After sampling, the pH is adjusted to the next desired level and the solution is allowed to re-equilibrate
for at least 1 day. The total hafnium concentration in solution is measured using the ICP-AES system (MIT
LP#9, appendix A). Samples are diluted by a factor of 100 with a 5 vol. % concentrated nitric acid solution in
order to decrease the sodium concentration to 1 mM. Table 5.21 contains the results obtained using the 0.45
ptm filter. Comparing the results obtained for filtered (0.45 ptm) and un-filtered samples, no difference is
observed in the measured concentrations, implying a lack of suspended solids/colloids in solution.
At pH ~ 2.6, it is observed that the solution in the Hf-carbonate system becomes cloudy. The total Hf
concentration in solution is observed to decrease dramatically (table 5.22), with a number of samples at or below
the detection limit. The pH of the solution is then lowered to around 1.5 by the addition of 0.1 M HCl, and more
samples are taken. Due to the presence of visibly suspended particles, all samples taken after pH 2.6 are filtered
with 0.45 pim filters. The observed total Hf concentrations are shown in table 5.22, in the order that they are
taken. The precipitate is then sampled, freeze dried, and investigated by IR spectroscopy. It is determined that
the precipitate now contains no carbonate, and shows the spectral characteristics of the Hf(OH) 4 solid phase
(FTIR, (KBr): v = 3502 cm', 1121 cm', 961 cm'). Based on this result, we believe that the initial carbonate
solid phase is a meta-stable phase that may be kinetically favorable under the conditions used to precipitate the
solid. From the decrease in solubility after the solid phase change, the carbonate solid is obviously more soluble
than the hydroxide. A plot of the total hafnium concentration vs. pH from the hafnium carbonate solubility
experiment is shown in figure 5.14, showing the phase change behavior described above.
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Table 5.21: Results of Hf Carbonate Solubility Experiment (part I)
This table contains the results from the Hf-Carbonate solubility experiment, shown as the measured total Hf
concentration as a function of pH for a solution in equilibrium with Hf(C0 3) 2 (s). Concentrations measured by
ICP-AES.
p[H___ _lag_(mM) [Hflag (mM)
1.48 26.48 ±0.06 1.91 13.55 ±0.15
1.49 27.10 ±0.29 2.06 8.82 ±0.08
1.50 26.23 ± 0.23 2.06 8.95 ± 0.04
1.50 26.58 ±0.23 2.07 8.97 ±0.02
1.50 26.49 ±0.23 2.16 6.54 ±0.02
1.60 19.16 ±0.16 2.22 6.56 ±0.06
1.60 19.17 ±0.22 2.23 6.40 ±0.05
1.60 19.38 ± 0.11 2.23 6.55 ± 0.02
1.64 18.82 ±0.14 2.38 4.56 ±0.03
1.65 18.81 ± 0.07 2.42 4.59 ±0.02
1.87 13.91 ± 0.02 2.43 4.55 ± 0.02
1.88 12.59 ± 1.32 2.47 5.65 ± 0.01
1.91 13.42 ±0.08 2.47 5.64 ±0.01
Table 5.22: Results of Hf Carbonate Solubility Experiment (part II)
This table contains the results from the Hf-Carbonate solubility experiment after the phase change from the
carbonate solid to the hydroxide, shown as the measured total Hf concentration as a function of pH.
Concentrations measured by ICP-AES. "DL" is given for measurements at the detection limits for the ICP-AES
system. As the samples are diluted by a factor of 100 (due to sodium in the samples), the detection limit by ICP-
AES is approximately 0.02 mM (instead of 2e-7, as listed in section 3.1.6).
2.63 0.05 ± 0.002 1.68 2.37 ± 0.02
2.63 DL 1.65 2.57 ± 0.03
2.65 0.05 ± 0.002 1.63 2.63 ± 0.01
2.65 DL 1.63 2.60 ± 0.01
2.66 0.91 ± 0.004 1.74 2.03 ± 0.01
2.66 0.95 ± 0.003 1.74 2.00 ± 0.03
2.79 DL 1.77 2.32 ±0.01
2.79 DL 1.84 2.61 ±0.01
2.81 0.04 ±0.001 1.98 1.14 ±0.01
2.87 DL 1.98 1.76 ±0.01
2.90 0.16 ± 0.004 1.96 2.53 ± 0.01
2.95 DL 1.91 1.67 ± 0.01
2.96 0.02 ± 0.003
3.17 0.04 ±0.005
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Fi2ure 5.14: Hafnium Concentration vs. pH for Hf-Carbonate Solubility Experiment
5.3.3 Analysis of Data from Carbonate Solubility Experiment
From the data obtained in the carbonate solubility experiment, combined with the results of the previous
experiments, a number of parameters governing the Hf/OH/CO 3 system can be estimated. Using the data
obtained after the Hf-carbonate solid changed to the hydroxide solid, it is possible to get an estimate (or, at least
an upper bound) on the first carbonate stability constant (for HfCO 32+). From this estimate, along with the
stability constants for the hydrolysis product (section 5.1), it is possible to discuss the solubility product of the
carbonate solid phase.
5.3.3.1 Estimation of First Carbonate Stability Constant
After the phase change in the hafnium carbonate solid phase, from Hf(C0 3)2 to Hf(OH) 4, the carbonate
solubility experiment basically becomes equivalent to the hafnium hydroxide solubility experiment with one
exception: the Hf(OH)4 in the hydroxide solubility system is in equilibrium with argon gas (pCO2  3* 10-6 atm)
while the Hf(OH)4 in the carbonate solubility system is in equilibrium with CO 2 (pCO2 = l atm). If we assume
that, over the pH ranges examined in the solubility experiments, only the first carbonato species is important, we
can use data from these two systems to estimate, or at least bound, the first carbonate stability constant. For a
solution in equilibrium with Hf(OH) 4 (s), the total Hf concentration in solution is given by
KOH
[Hf]aq Sp 1+ OH [OH-] + P1  CO 3  (5.27)
[OH-] 4  i
If we choose a pH at which there is data from both experiments (using the same filter size, 0.45 im), it is possible
to determine the carbonate stability constant from the observed total Hf concentrations in each experiment, using
the relationship:
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[Hf]co 1+ P OH[OH-] + O [CO 2-]
aq 113
[ H = 1 + ] (5.28)[Hf]a O+ @OH [OH-]
This relationship includes the assumption that the carbonate species is not important in the solution under argon,
and is used because it allows for the removal of the solubility product for Hf(OH) 4 from the calculation.
From the data listed in tables 5.15 and 5.22, there are only 2 pH values where there are data from both
experiments: pH 1.74 and pH 1.84. Only the data from the pH 1.84 point shows a higher total Hf concentration
in the carbonate solubility solution than in the hydroxide solubility solution. From the data for pH 1.84, the
stability constant for the first carbonate species is determined to be
log P30 = 14.7
Comparing the data at pH 1.84 with the remaining data in tables 5.15 and 5.22, this point is the only point at
which the second system (under C0 2) shows a higher total Hf concentration than for the Hf(OH)4 under argon.
Since, with the exception of the one data point at pH=1.84, the concentration of Hf observed in solution under
100% CO 2 did not exceed that observed under argon, it must be assumed that the data point at pH = 1.84 is
erroneous.
If we assume that we would be able to see a concentration difference between the system under CO 2 and
Ar of 0.05 mM (roughly 5%), we can use equation 5.33 to estimate an upper bound on the first carbonate stability
constant.
OH +I.5 1+ pH [OH- +p+ ± [CO2-([Hf] 
(5.29)
[Hf]- 1+ @H OH]
Using the data from the highest pH examined after the phase change where a suitable concentration is measured
(pH = 2.66, [Hf]t = 0.91 point used), an upper bound on the size of the first carbonate constant is obtained. This
point is selected as the higher pH regime should be where the carbonate complex, if present, should have the
largest impact.
log P <C13.8
5.3.3.3 Estimation of Higher Carbonato Stability Constants and Comparison with the Literature
In order to properly model the behavior of hafnium, both in the experiments included in this work and in
the environment, it is important to understand or at least estimate the effects of carbonate complexation. A
review of the literature on the complexation of tetravalent metals by carbonate is shown in chapter 2. Very little
data is available on the carbonate complexation of Hf and Zr [20,21]. However, the carbonate complexation of
Pu(IV) has been investigated more thoroughly [22,23,24]. In order to analyze the data obtained from the
experiments in this work, and to model the behavior of Hf in the environment, it is necessary to estimate the
stability constants for Hf carbonate complexation.
This section details the different approaches used to estimate the stability constants for Hf carbonate
complexes. The first method estimates the stability constants by extrapolating the higher stability constants based
on the upper limit for the first carbonato species observed in the Hf carbonate solubility experiment. The second
method extrapolates the stability constants for the first, second, and third carbonato species based on the stability
constant reported for Hf(C0 3)44- by Joao, et. al. [20]. Both of these methods extrapolate the missing stability
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constants by assuming that the stability constants for Hf carbonato complexes show the same trend as observed
for the Pu(IV) carbonato species, as reported by Nitsche & Silva [24] (section 2.4.3). The third method used to
estimate the carbonate constants is based on the assumption that the ratio between the Hf and Pu(IV) hydrolysis
product stability constants and the Hf and Pu(IV) carbonate stability constants is the same. These projections are
described below, and summarized in table 5.23.
In the carbonate solubility experiment, an upper limit for the stability constant for the first Hf carbonato
species, HfCO 3 2 , is determined to be log p 11 13.8 (section 4.3.3.1). Assuming that the stability constants for
the Hf-CO 3 complexes follow the same progression as those for Pu(IV)-CO 3 [24], the second, third, fourth, and
fifth stability constants are predicted. The predictions from this method are shown in table 5.23, labeled as the
constants for "this work".
The work on hafnium and zirconium carbonate complexation by Joao [20] focused on only the
tetracarbonato species. However, by assuming that the carbonato species of Hf follow the same progression as
observed with Pu(IV) [24], we can predict the higher stability constants based on the upper bound observed in
this experiment. The resulting values are shown in table 5.23, listed as "Joao".
The third method for estimating the stability constants for the Hf carbonato species is done by assuming
that the ratio observed between the hydrolysis products of Hf and Pu(IV) and the ratio between the carbonato
species is the same; the equation used to predict the hafnium carbonato stability constants, based on this
assumption, is
p(Hf(CO3 )) = p(Pu(CO3);) (5.30)
P(Pu(OH)i)
The predictions of the hafnium carbonato stability constants are done using the hafnium hydrolysis constants
calculated in this work (at infinite dilution), the plutonium(IV) hydrolysis constants from Baes & Mesmer [25]
(infinite dilution), and the plutonium carbonato stability constants from Nitsche & Silva [24]. These predictions
are also included in table 5.23, listed the "predicted" stability constants.
While the extrapolation of the result presented by Joao, et. al. maybe not be entirely accurate, a stability
constant of 1019 for the first carbonato species would have been readily apparent in the hafnium carbonate
solubility experiment, particularly after the Hf(OH) 4 solid phase had formed. It should also have been apparent
in comparing the results of the titration experiments at 0.1 M ionic strength. As it was not apparent, the
extrapolation based on the stability constant from Joao should be discarded.
Table 5.23: Estimations/Predictions of Hf Carbonato Stability Constants
This table contains the stability constants for the Hf carbonato species extrapolated from the upper limit on the
first carbonato species determined in this work. For comparison, values extrapolated from the stability constant
of the tetracarbonato species reported by Joao, et. al [20] and the values predicted based on the literature values
for Pu(IV) are also included. The measured/reported values used for the extrapolations are shown in bold.
this work Joao, et. al. predicted
Species log P log p log P1
Hf(CO 3)2 + 13.8 19.3 12.8
Hf(C0 3)20  24.9 30.4 23.8
Hf(C0 3)f 31.5 37.0 29.9
Hf(C0 3)4  34.4 39.8 32.0
Hf(C0 3)56  35.5 ---------- 33.1
5.3.3.3 Solubility Product of Hf(CO)
In a similar calculation to that presented for the determination of the hafnium hydroxide solubility
product (sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4), the solubility product for hafnium carbonate, Hf(C0 3)2 , is determined. The
equations used, shown below, are essentially the same as for the hydroxide solid with the addition of the first
carbonato complex. For these calculations, the stability constant of the first carbonato complex of Hf is taken to
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be the upper limit determined above (log sco = 13.8). The concentration of C0 32 is determined using equation
5.36, and the equilibrium constant (the combination of Henry's constant, Kai, and Ka2) is taken from Fanghanel
[2] for 0.1 M NaClO 4 solutions. The partial pressure of CO 2 is taken at 1 atmosphere (system is in equilibrium
with CO 2 bubbling through the solution).
Ksp =[Hf 4+][CO2~] 2  (5.31)
[Hf(OH)y(4-y)] (.2Pix [Hf 4 + OH~]y (5.32)
S[Hf(CO 3)2  (5.33)
Hf4+] CO~-
4
[Hf]aq = [Hf 4 +]+ L [Hf(OH) (4 ~X)]+ Hf(CO 3)2+ (5.34)
x=1
[Hf]aq [CO-]2Ks= I [ 12 [0H] 2  [H 3]3  2 (5.35)
1+ 1 [H]+ p[ 2+P13[OH- +P 14 [0H- 4  11 3[CO~]
log CO =(-17.55) + log(pCO 2 ) + 2pH (5.36)
The results of the calculation are shown in table 5.24. Due to the observed pH dependence of the calculated
solubility products, the calculation is repeated using the stability constants from Baes & Mesmer [8]. The
resulting constants are also included in table 5.24.
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Table 5.24: Hf(CO )2 Solubility Product
This table contains the solubility product for Hf(C0 3)2 calculated from each data point. This calculation is
performed using the stability constants found in this work, as well as using the stability constants from the
literature, for the hydrolysis products. The bounding value of the stability constant of the first hafnium carbonato
complex (1013.8) also used.
this work Baes & Mesmer
pH log Ksp logKsp
1.48 -31.94 -32.31
1.49 -31.90 -32.27
1.50 -31.89 -32.26
1.50 -31.88 -32.25
1.50 -31.89 -32.25
1.60 -31.74 -32.12
1.60 -31.74 -32.12
1.60 -31.73 -32.12
1.64 -31.63 -32.02
1.65 -31.60 -32.00
1.87 -31.12 -31.56
1.88 -31.14 -31.58
1.91 -31.62 -32.07
1.91 -31.02 -31.47
2.06 -30.81 -31.30
2.06 -30.80 -31.29
2.07 -30.78 -31.27
2.16 -30.68 -31.19
2.22 -30.53 -31.06
2.23 -30.52 -31.04
2.23 -30.51 -31.03
2.38 -30.30 -30.86
2.42 -30.20 -30.77
2.43 -30.18 -30.75
2.47 -29.99 -30.57
2.47 -30.00 -30.58
5.3.3.4 Discussion of the Determination of the Solubility Product for Hf(C0 3 )2
The analysis of the data from the supernate solution above the hafnium carbonate solid is based upon the
assumption that the system is in some sort of equilibrium. Due to the irreversibility of the formation of the
hydroxide solid phase, it is apparent that the system is not truly at equilibrium with the Hf carbonate solid. This
can be confirmed from the solubility constants calculated for the hydroxide and carbonate solid phases, as the
free metal concentration calculated from the hydroxide solubility product is always less than that calculated from
the carbonate solubility constant over the pH range examined in the experiment (figure 5.15). This means that at
equilibrium, the hydroxide solid phase should form, as the free metal concentrations predicted from the carbonate
solubility constant the system will be over-saturated relative to the hydroxide. This is not true of the carbonate
solid phase at the free metal concentrations predicted by equilibrium with the hydroxide solid.
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Figure 5.15: Equilibrium [Hf4 +1 For the Hf(OH)4 vs. Hf(COA),
If we assume that the supernate solution in the hafnium carbonate solubility experiment is in equilibrium
with the carbonate solid phase, and that the system as a whole is in a meta-stable state (a quasi-equilibrium), it is
then possible to analyze the system to determine an estimate of the solubility of the carbonate solid. This is the
assumption inherent to the analysis described in section 5.3.3.3. With this quasi-equilibrium assumption, and the
stability constants determined in this work for the hafnium hydrolysis products and the first hafnium carbonato
species, the solubility product of Hf(C0 3)2 can be determined from the data on a point by point basis (table 5.24).
As with the hydroxide solubility experiment, the solubility constant determined for Hf(C0 3)2 is observed to
change with pH. Fitting a plot of the solubility constant vs. pH (figure 5.16) with a linear least squares fit (using
ORIGIN TM) yields
-30.0 -
-30.5-
0.
-31.0-
0)0
-31.5-
U
-32.0-
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6
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Figure 5.16: Plot of Hf(CO).2 Solubility Product vs. pH
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log K., = -34.76 + 1.90(pH)
As with the solubility constants determined for Hf(OH) 4, the solubility constants for Hf(C0 3)2 calculated
using the hydrolysis constants from this work and from Baes & Mesmer demonstrate a pH dependence. From the
least squares fit, showing that the log KP is roughly proportional to [H ]2, it appears that there may be a problem
with stability constant for the Hf(OH) 2 species, or there may be a M:L 2 polymeric species that is not properly
accounted for. The problems observed with the calculated solubility constants here are most likely the same as
for the calculated solubility product of Hf(OH)4, which likely stem either from the omission of some polymeric
species, or from a problem with the stability constants determined both here and in the literature.
5.4 Hafnium Oxide Solubility Experiments
This section will discuss the results of the hafnium oxide solubility experiments. Three separate
experiments are performed, in which a 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution is allowed to contact and equilibrate with hafnium
oxide. The first experiment is performed under argon inside the glove box. The second is performed in the lab
in air. In the third experiment, silicic acid, Si(OH)4 is added to the system. This third experiment is also
performed in the lab under air. The concentration of hafnium in the supernate solution is determined by neutron
activation analysis (NAA). The experimental set-ups, data collected, and a discussion of the analysis performed
on the data are included below. For this section, "glove box experiment" or "argon experiment" refers to the first
solubility experiment performed in the glove box under an argon atmosphere. The designation "atmosphere
experiment" refers to the second solubility experiment performed in the lab. "Silicic acid experiment" or
"Si(OH)4 experiment" will be used to refer to the third solubility experiment.
The primary goals of these experiments are to determine the solubility constant for HfO2 and to examine
the effects of carbonate, C0 32 , in the Hf/OH/CO 3 system and silicates, as SiO(OH) 3 , in the
Hf/OH/CO 3/SiO(OH) 3 system, with the hope of determining the stability constants of the Hf-CO 3 and Hf-
SiO(OH)3 complexes. The experimental technique used is the solubility experiment, in which the solid HfO2phase is allowed to equilibrate with a 0.1 M NaC1O 4 system. The total Hf concentration in the supernate solution
is determined by neutron activation analysis (NAA), which is used because of the low detection limits for Hf.
The detection limit for Hf appears, from some initial experiments, to be on the order of 1 ng/ml [5.6 nM]. Using
the stability constants of the hydrolysis products measured earlier, it should be possible to determine the
solubility constant for HfO2 from the data obtained from the glove box experiment. By comparing the results of
the atmosphere experiment with those from the glove box experiment, it should be possible to examine the
strength of the carbonate complexes and possibly determine the stability constants for the carbonato species. The
third experiment, in which silicic acid is added to the system, is intended to allow the examination of silicate
complexation of hafnium. By comparison with the atmosphere experiment, it should be possible to determine the
strength of the hafnium-silicate complex.
5.4.1 Experimental Set-Up and Procedure (Glove Box and Atmosphere Experiments)
The set-up and experimental procedure for these two experiments is identical except for the following:
1) the glove box experiment is performed in the glove box under an argon atmosphere, while the
atmosphere experiment is performed in the lab (in air)
2) all of the solutions used in the glove box experiment are conditioned for use in the glove box by first
bubbling them through with argon in the lab (sealed with Parafilm), then sealed and transferred into
the glove box, where it is bubbled with box atmosphere for at least 1 hour. After this, all solutions
used in the experiment are stored in the glove box.
The hafnium oxide used in these experiments is from Aldrich chemicals (HfO2, 99.95%+, lot #0281 IPY) and is
used as delivered. The 0.1 M NaC1O 4 solution is prepared as in section 5.1.1. For pH adjustments, 0.1 M
HCLO4 and 0.1 M NaOH solutions are made from the stock HClO 4 (Aldrich) or NaOH pellets (Aldrich) and DI
water. Solutions with lower acid/base concentrations are made up to allow for finer control in the pH
adjustments by diluting these acid solutions with 0.1 M NaClO 4, thus maintaining an ionic strength of 0.1 M.
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For each experiment, 20 samples are prepared. The target pH values for the samples go from pH 3.0 to
12.5 by 0.5 pH unit steps. The samples are labeled by the target pH and experiment run. Samples in the glove
box experiment are labeled as Hf### (i.e. HfD35 for the pH 3.5 sample), and samples from the atmosphere
experiment are labeled as AHf###. Originally, the upper pH range was to be extended to 13. However, this pH
level can not be reached by adding 0.1 M NaOH to a sample. As a result, the samples labeled Hfl30 and
AHfl30 have a target pH of 12.5, not 13.0. For each sample, approximately 0.2 g of HfO2 is added to an empty
50 mL PE centrifuge tube. 10 mL of the 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution is added to each sample. The samples are
shaken and then allowed to equilibrate for 1 week, during which time they are shaken by hand every day.
Samples are shaken vigorously enough so that the solid phase is fully suspended in solution.
After the initial equilibrium period, the samples are adjusted to within 0.1 pH units of the target pH.
Samples are then allowed to equilibrate for 2 weeks. The pH is then measured again, and adjusted to within 0.1
pH units of the target value. The samples are then allowed another 2 weeks to equilibrate (1 month total after the
first pH adjustment). Samples are shaken daily throughout the equilibrium period. The observed pH values are
shown in tables 5.25 (argon) and 5.26 (atmosphere).
At the end of the equilibrium period, the samples are shaken and the pH is measured using a CP pH
meter. After the pH of all the samples is measured, a 4 mL aliquot of the supernate solution is drawn off with a
pipettor and filtered using a syringe and 0.2 pm filter into a 5 mL polyethylene vial. At this point, the samples
from the glove box are removed from the box into the atmosphere for the preparation of the samples for NAA.
From these samples, the NAA samples are prepared using the procedure detailed in table 3.6. In addition to the
samples, standards and blanks are prepared along with the samples. For the glove box experiment, six standards
are included (from 10 ptg/mL to 100 pg/mL) as well as a blank sample. For the atmosphere experiment, three
standards are included (10 ptg/mL, 100 ng/mL, and 10 ng/mL) as well as a blank. The blanks used for these
experiment is a 5 vol % nitric acid solution, which is also used to make the standards.
The samples are irradiated for 12 hours at full power in the MIT research reactor. They are then
allowed to cool for 2 weeks to allow for the decay of the sodium. The samples are counted for 10 hours on the
detectors in the Environmental Research and Radiochemistry Counting Lab (MIT building NW13-272). The
detectors are described in section 3.3.2. All of the detectors are used, and the data is analyzed as discussed in
section 4.3.4.
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Table 5.25: Observed pH Values for the Argon HfO, Solubility Experiment
This table contains the pH values observed for the samples in the argon HfO2 solubility experiment. The initial
pH refers to the pH measured after the initial pH adjustment. The "pH at 2 weeks" and "pH after adjustment"
refer to the pH measured before and after the pH adjustment at the 2 week point in the experiment. The pH at
"End of Experiment" is the pH measured just before the aliquot is pulled from the sample for NAA.
pH pH pH pH
Samp_ e ID__ Initial At 2 weeks after adjustment End of Experiment
HfW3O 3.08 3.10 3.10 3.12
Hf035 3.47 3.48 3.48 3.51
HfM4O 3.99 3.97 3.97 4.02
H45 4.54 4.53 4.53 4.46
Hf050 5.02 4.81 4.93 4.76
Hf055 5.49 5.10 5.44 5.20
Hf06O 5.92 5.34 5.97 5.44
Hf065 6.47 5.67 6.53 5.68
Hf070 6.97 5.82 6.98 5.88
HfD75 7.63 6.20 7.61 6.36
HfD80 8.00 6.65 8.08 6.37
Hf085 8.55 7.11 8.58 6.74
Hf090 8.91 8.06 8.95 7.52
Hf095 9.50 9.23 9.40 8.93
Hfl00 9.92 9.87 10.08 9.95
Hfl05 10.42 10.43 10.43 10.38
Hfl10 10.99 11.03 11.03 11.02
Hfl15 11.56 11.56 11.56 11.54
Hfl20 11.95 12.06 12.06 12.06
Hfl30 12.44 12.54 12.54 12.52
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Table 5.26: Observed pH Values for the Atmosphere HfO, Solubility Experiment
This table contains the pH values observed for the samples in the atmosphere HfO2 solubility experiment. The
initial pH refers to the pH measured after the initial pH adjustment. The "pH at 2 weeks" and "pH after
adjustment" refer to the pH measured before and after the pH adjustment at the 2 week point in the experiment.
The pH at "End of Experiment" is the pH measured just before the aliquot is pulled from the sample for NAA.
Sample ID
AHf03O
AHfO35
AHf04O
AHfO45
AHf05O
AHf055
AHf06O
AHf065
AHf07O
AHf075
AHf08O
AHf085
AHfD9O
AHf095
AHf100
AHf105
AHf 10
AHfl15
AHfl20
AHf30O
pH
Initial
3.06
3.48
3.97
4.47
5.05
5.57
6.06
6.49
7.15
7.59
7.92
8.44
9.12
9.57
10.05
10.43
10.90
11.44
11.90
12.51
pH
At 2 weeks
3.03
3.47
3.96
4.43
4.94
5.47
5.96
6.22
6.20
6.64
6.63
6.90
6.94
8.38
9.68
10.28
10.87
11.42
11.90
12.51
pH
after ad~justment
3.03
3.47
3.96
4.43
4.94
5.47
5.96
6.42
6.96
7.47
8.08
8.44
8.89
9.42
9.96
10.45
10.94
11.42
11.94
12.51
pH
End of Experiment
3.08
3.52
3.98
4.44
4.87
5.41
5.90
6.33
6.74
6.95
6.88
6.86
6.85
8.28
9.17
10.26
10.85
11.39
11.91
12.46
5.4.2 Results of Glove Box and Atmosphere HfO, Solubility Experiment
From the measurements on the blank samples, a background concentration of hafnium is observed.
There is a large discrepancy observed between the blanks in these 2 experiments. This discrepancy appears to be
due to the installation of a metal exchange column (METEX Ion-X-Changer, Cole-Parmer) into the DI water
system. This column was installed on 8/10/98. Further discussion of this problem is provided in section 6.1.4.1.
All of the solutions used to prepare the samples in these experiments are prepared using water from the
DI water system after the installation of the METEX column. Therefore, the blank from the glove box
experiment is not truly representative of the background Hf concentration, and the blank concentration from the
atmosphere experiment will be used for background correcting the samples from both experiments. According to
the Part II Irradiation Information forms filed for these sample irradiations, the irradiation time at power is
essentially the same for both irradiations (12 hours at 4.5 - 4.7 MW). It is assumed that no significant changes in
the neutron energy distribution occurred between the two irradiations. The irradiations are performed less than 1
day apart.
Averaging the measurements of the blanks together yields an average background concentration of 16.4
2 nM. The concentrations obtained from the count rates, using the methodology presented in section 3.3.4, are
corrected for this background concentration by subtracting the blank concentration from the calculated
concentration. The uncertainty is determined using standard error propagation techniques (equation 5.37). The
background corrected results are shown in tables 5.27 and 5.28.
A[Hf]corrected = J(A[Hf]uncorrected 2 + (A[blank]) 2 (5.37)
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The detection limit for these measurements can be found by assuming that it would be possible to
resolve any concentration of Hf greater than twice the standard deviation in the background concentration. For
these experiments, this corresponds to 4 nM Hf. In analyzing some of these samples, a concentration lower than
the background concentration is observed, on the order of 3 nM Hf. During the subsequent silicic acid
experiment, it is determined that this concentration is comparable to that of the bag blank.
Upon further review, it was discovered that some of the solutions used in these experiments were made
using DI water from before the METEX ion exchange cartridge was added to the DI water system. The blank for
the glove box experiment, 5 vol. % HNO 3 made on 6/18/98, is measured at essentially the bag blank level,
approximately 4 nM. The blank for the atmosphere experiment, 5 vol. % HNO 3 made on 10/28, is measured at
approximately 16 nM. This indicates that, between 6/18/98 and 10/28/98, something happened to the DI water
system to increase the Hf concentration in the water used in the lab (the same concentrated HN0 3 stock solution
is used to make both 5 vol. % solutions). The most significant event with the DI water system in this time frame
is the installation of the METEX column on 8/10/98, which, ironically, was intended to reduce the concentration
of metals in the DI water system.
Table 5.27: Hf Concentration vs. pH for Glove Box HfO, Solubility Experiment
This table contains the Hf concentrations measured for the samples from the glove box HfO2 solubility
experiment. The concentrations shown by the pH measured at the end of the equilibration time, and have been
corrected for the observed Hf concentration in the blanks. Samples observed to be at detection limit are listed
below with a concentration of 4 nM and an uncertainty of "DL". Also included is the concentration measured
for the blank run with this set of samples.
Sample ID pH
3.12
3.51
4.02
4.46
4.76
5.20
5.44
5.68
5.88
6.36
6.37
6.74
7.52
8.93
9.95
10.38
11.02
11.54
12.06
12.52
vol% HNO 3 6/18/98)
[HfI
0.015
0.004
0.004
0.8147
0.004
0.1370
0.0574
0.004
0.004
0.0128
< 0.004
0.1124
0.9205
0.0134
0.0124
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.0054
0.0035
uncertainty
0.0021
DL
DL
0.0088
DL
0.0027
0.0022
DL
DL
0.0021
DL
0.0025
0069
0.0022
0.0021
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
0.0009
0.0006
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Hf03O
Hf035
Hf04O
Hf045
Hf05
Hf055
Hf06O
Hf065
Hf07O
Hf075
Hf08O
Hf085
HfD9O
Hf095
Hf100
Hfl05
Hfl 10
Hfl 15
Hfl2O
Hfl3O
blank (5
Table 5.28: Hf Concentration vs. pH for Atmosphere HfO, Solubility Experiment
This table contains the Hf concentrations measured for the samples from the atmosphere HfO2 solubility
experiment. The concentrations shown by the pH measured at the end of the equilibration time, and have been
corrected for the observed Hf concentration in the blanks. Samples observed to be at detection limit are listed
below with a concentration of 4 nM and an uncertainty of "DL". Also included are the concentrations
measured for the blank irradiated along with these samples.
[Hf] uncertainty
Sample ID pH [pM] [pM]
AHfO30 3.08 0.004 DL
AHf035 3.52 0.004 DL
AHfD40 3.98 0.004 DL
AHfM45 4.44 0.004 DL
A Hf50 4.87 0.004 DL
AHf055 5.41 0.004 DL
AHfD60 5.90 0.004 DL
AHf065 6.33 0.004 DL
AHfD70 6.74 5 0.004 DL
AHf075 6.95 1.5000 0.0156
AHf080 6.88 0.004 DL
AHfO85 6.86 0.0124 0.0021
AHf090 6.85 0.004 DL
AHfD95 8.28 0.0192 0.0021
AHf100 9.17 0.0071 0.0021
AHf105 10.26 0.0203 0.0021
AHfI 10 10.85 0.004 DL
AHf115 11.39 0.004 DL
AHfl20 11.91 0.004 DL
AHf130 12.46 0.0301 0.0021
blank (5 vol% HNO 2 10/28/98) 0.0177 0.007
0.0150 0.007
5.4.3 Data Analysis - Glove Box and Atmosphere HfO, Solubility Experiment
If we assume that the samples from the HfO2 solubility experiments in the glove box and in the
atmosphere are at equilibrium with the solid HfO2, then we can analyze the data from tables 5.27 and 5.28 to
estimate an upper bound for the solubility product of HfO2 on a point-by-point basis, given a number of other
assumptions. First, we need to assume a CO 2 concentration in the glove box, which will be taken as the upper
limit on the CO 2 concentration as given by BOC gases, pCO 2 = 3*10-6 atm. (table 3.14). A CO 2 partial pressure
of pCO2 = 10-, atm. will be used for the atmosphere experiments. The stability constants obtained from the 0.1
M NaClO 4 titrations will be used for the Hf(OH)x complexes, and a stability constant of log P15 = 52.8 [8,9] will
be used for the 5th hydrolysis product. For the carbonato stability constants, the upper limit for the stability
constant of the first carbonato species will be used to estimate the higher carbonato complexes ("this work"
column, table 7.8). The ion product of water, log K, = -13.79, and the composite KHKlK2 , log KHKIK 2 -
17.55 equilibrium constant for carbonate (equation 5.36) for 0.1 M NaClO 4 given by Fanghanel [2] will be used.
The equations used are shown below (equations 5.38 - 5.42). For concentrations measured at detection limit, the
detection limit, [Hf],aq= 4 nM, is used. The resulting upper bounds for the solubility product of HfO2 are shown
in tables 5.29 and 5.30.
Ksp =[Hf 4][OH-]4 (5.38)
[Hf(OH ),(4-x)] (.9fOix = [f [H ]X(5.39)[Hf 4 ][OH-]0
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Hf(CO3)(4 2y)
nCO I y .
Py= Hfco C 2- Y (5.40)
[Hf]aq = Hf*+ + Hf(OH) 4-X) + E[Hf(Co 3 )y42y) (5.41)
x=1 y=1 --
KSP =[Hf,, [0H ]4 (5.42)
1+jplx[OH-]x + $o[CO2-Y
Table 5.29: Solubility Product of HfO, (Glove Box Solubility Experiment)
This table contains the bounding values for the solubility product of HfO2 determined from the glove box HfO2
solubility experiment. The solubility constant is calculated on a point by point basis. A [Hf] listed as "DL"
indicates that the sample concentration measured is at or below detection limit. For this calculation, a
concentration of 4 nM Hf, the detection limit observed, is used to estimate the upper bound on the solubility
product.
pH [Hf] [pM] log Ksp
3.12 0.015 -54.262
3.51 DL -54.193
4.02 DL -53.539
4.46 0.815 -50.840
4.76 DL -52.996
5.2 0.137 -51.447
5.44 0.057 -51.919
5.68 DL -53.223
5.88 DL -53.375
6.36 0.013 -53.294
6.37 DL -53.806
6.74 0.112 -52.711
7.52 0.113 -53.479
7.52 0.893 -52.581
7.52 0.948 -52.555
8.93 0.013 -55.811
9.95 0.012 -56.867
10.38 DL -57.788
11.02 DL -58.428
11.54 DL -58.948
12.06 DL -59.468
12.52 DL -59.928
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Table 5.30: Solubility Product of HfO, (Atmosphere Solubility Experiment)
This table contains the bounding values for the solubility product of HfO2 determined from the atmosphere HfO2
solubility experiment. The solubility constant is calculated on a point by point basis. A [Hf] listed as "DL"
indicates that the sample concentration measured is at or below detection limit. For this calculation, a
concentration of 4 nM Hf, the detection limit observed, is used to estimate the upper bound on the solubility
product
pH M log Ksp
3.08 DL -54.911
3.52 DL -54.178
3.98 DL -53.582
3.98 DL -53.582
3.98 DL -53.582
4.44 DL -53.163
4.44 DL -53.163
4.87 DL -52.968
5.41 DL -53.061
5.9 DL -53.391
6.33 DL -53.769
6.74 DL -54.160
6.86 0.012 -53.784
6.88 DL -54.297
6.95 1.500 -51.791
8.28 0.019 -55.007
9.17 0.007 -56.327
10.26 0.020 -56.962
10.85 DL -58.291
11.39 DL -59.433
11.91 DL -61.402
12.46 0.030 -62.722
5.4.4 Discussion - Atmosphere and Glove Box Solubility Experiments
Unfortunately, a large number of the samples examined in this work are found to contain Hf
concentrations below detection limits. Those samples measured above detection limit seem to cluster around the
near neutral pH range, which corresponds to the range where the lowest total Hf concentrations would be
expected. Given this result, barring experimental error, either the original assumption that the system is in
equilibrium with the solid may not be valid, or some other behavior, not currently included in the models, is
occurring in the near neutral pH range. Given the reported insolubility of HfO2 [16], it would not be surprising if
the system analyzed is not at equilibrium with the oxide solid.
If it is assumed that the system is at equilibrium between the aqueous phase and the HfO2 solid phase in
these samples, the upper limits for the solubility product of HfO2 can be determined from the observed data,
assuming that, for each point at detection limit, the concentration of Hf in solution is less than or equal to the
detection limit. The hydrolysis stability constants and upper bounds for the carbonate stability constants
determined in this work are used for this calculation. These estimates are shown in tables 7.10 and 7.11.
If the upper bounds for the solubility product are in the log Ksp -50 to -52, as calculated from
concentrations measured at pH ~ 7, then, if the system is truly in equilibrium with the solid phase, it should have
been possible to measure Hf in solution at concentrations above detection limits, especially in the acidic pH
range, where the hydrolysis species are expected to dominate. It should have also been possible to observe
higher Hf concentrations in the more basic pH range if the carbonate stability constants are close to the upper
bounds estimated through this work.
The literature range given for the solubility of HfO2 ranges from log Ksp = -54.8 [9] to log Ksp = -57.2
[8]. Based on the detection limit for this experiment and the model used to calculated the total Hf concentration
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in solution, it should not have been possible to measure any Hf in solution at concentrations above detection limit
over most of the pH range examined. The estimates of the upper bound on the solubility product, meaning that
the solubility product of HfO2 is expected to be less than the given value, shown in tables 5.29 and 5.30 do not
contradict the range given for the solubility product in the literature, with the exception of the high pH samples
from the experiment performed in the atmosphere. Given the assumption that the stability constants for the
carbonate species are at the upper bounds estimated in section 5.1, and that the samples are at equilibrium, the
concentrations observed at pH > 10.85 would suggest that the solubility product of HfO2 is lower than shown in
the literature. However, without more concrete data on the strength of the higher carbonate complexes, there is
no solid basis suggesting that the solubility of HfO2 is significantly lower than the range given in the literature.
5.4.5 Experimental Set-up and Procedure (Silicic Acid Solubility Experiment)
The primary goal of this experiment is to examine the effect of silicates on the Hf/OH/CO 3 system.
Based on the experienced gained through the glove box and atmosphere solubility experiments, the procedure for
the silicic acid solubility experiment was refined to hopefully avoid a number of the problems encountered in the
previous experiment. The procedure used for the silicic acid HfO2 solubility experiment is given below.
The hafnium oxide used in this experiment is from Aldrich chemicals (HfO2, 98%+, lot #05925HY) and
is used as delivered. The 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution is prepared as in section 5.1.1. For pH adjustments, 0.1 M
HCLO4 and 0.1 M NaOH solutions are made from the stock HClO 4 (Aldrich) or NaOH pellets (Aldrich) and DI
water. Solutions with lower acid/base concentrations are made up to allow for finer control in the pH
adjustments by diluting these acid solutions with 0.1 M NaClO 4, thus maintaining an ionic strength of 0.1 M. All
solutions used in this experiment are made with DI water from after the installation of the METEX column into
the DI water system.
For this experiment, 11 samples are prepared. The target pH values for the samples go from pH 2.0 to
12 by 1 pH unit steps. The samples are labeled by the target pH and experiment run. Samples in this experiment
are labeled HS##. For each sample, approximately 0.2 g of HfO2 is added to an empty 50 mL PE centrifuge
tube. To each tube, 20 mL of the 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution and an excess of silicic acid, approximately 0.2 g
Si(OH)4 (Aldrich, lot #07928AS), are added to each sample. The samples are shaken, by hand, vigorously
enough so that the solid phase is fully suspended in solution. The samples are then adjusted to within 0.1 pH
units of the target pH. Two additional samples are prepared at pH 1.5 and 2.0 using the same procedure, except
that no silicic acid is added to these samples. These samples are labeled HCl and HC2.
The samples are shaken by hand once per day over the 30 day equilibrium period. Every other day, the
pH is measured and re-adjusted to within 0.1 pH units of the target pH. By the end of the month, only slight pH
adjustments are needed, typically less than 0.1 pH unit, and adjustments are only needed for the middle to higher
pH ranges (6 to 12). At the end of the equilibrium period, the samples are shaken and the pH is measured using a
CP pH meter. After the pH of all the samples is measured, a 3 mL aliquot of the supernate solution is drawn off
with a pipettor and filtered using a syringe and 0.2 tm filter into a 5 mL polyethylene vial. These samples are
used to prepare the NAA samples, using the procedure in table 3.6. The final pH of the samples is given in table
5.31. Additionally, three standard solutions are prepared by diluting the Hf ICP/DCP standard (Aldrich lot
#02401CN) with 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution (made after the installation of the METEX cartridge) to the desired Hf
concentrations, which are 10 tg/mL, 100 ng/mL, and 10 ng/mL. A blank sample is also prepared using the 0.1 M
NaClO 4 solution. Finally, a bag blank is included with these samples before irradiation.
The samples are irradiated for 12 hours at full power in the MIT research reactor. They are then
allowed to cool for 2 weeks to allow for the decay of the sodium. The samples are counted for 10 hours on the
detectors in the Environmental Research and Radiochemistry Counting Lab (MIT building NW13-272). The
detectors are described in section 3.3.2. For this experiment, only detectors 1, 3, and 4 in the Counting Lab are
used, and the data is analyzed as discussed in section 4.3.4. The samples are corrected for the background Hf
concentration by subtracting the concentration obtained for the blank measured on that detector from the
concentration determined for the sample. The uncertainty is determined from equation 5.37. The results of the
analysis of the data from the experiment are shown in table 5.31. Also included are the three measurements of
the blank (one on each detector) and the measurement for the bag blank. Assuming a detection limit equal to 2
standard deviations of the blank, the detection limits for Hf on detectors 3 and 4 is 0.7 nM, and on detector 1 is
1.3 nM. For samples measured below detection limit, the concentration is listed in the table below as the
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detection limit for the detector, with an uncertainty of "DL". A plot of the total Hf concentration vs. pH is shown
in figure 5.12.
Table 5.31: Hf Concentration vs. pH for Silicic Acid HfO, Solubility Experiment
This table contains the Hf concentrations measured for the samples from the silicic acid HfO2 solubility
experiment. The concentrations shown by the pH measured at the end of the equilibration time, and have been
corrected for the observed Hf concentration in the blanks. Samples observed to be at detection limit are listed
below with a concentration of less than or equal to the detection limit on the detector used.
[Hf] Uncertainty
Sample ID pH [ M[M]
HS2 2.03 0.0966 0.0016
HS2 2.03 0.1177 0.0017
HS3 2.96 0.0857 0.0023
HS4 4.08 0.0013 DL
HS5 5.03 0.0092 0.0006
HS6 6.02 0.1991 0.0024
HS7 7.02 0.3518 0.0039
HS8 7.90 0.5670 0.0060
HS9 8.92 0.8357 0.0087
HS10 9.92 3.2501 0.0329
HS11 10.80 8.0093 0.0804
HS12 11.87 4.4302 0.0446
HC1 1.51 0.0994 0.0013
HC1 1.51 0.0305 0.0012
HC2 2.03 0.0970 0.0016
HC2 2.03 0.0948 0.0015
Blank - Det. 1 n.a. 0.0128 0.0007
Blank - Det. 3 n.a. 0.0142 0.0004
Blank - Det. 4 n.a. 0.0141 0.0004
Bag Blank (Det. 1) n.a. 0.0027 0.0004
1-
2
I 0.01
1E-3 -
1E-4 -
Detection Limit
2 4 6 8 10 12
pH
Figure 5.17: [Hflt0, vs. pH - Silicic Acid Solubility Experiment
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5.4.6 Data Analysis - HfO, Solubility Product from Silicic Acid Solubility Experiment
By analyzing the data obtained from the 2 samples run without silicic acid, the solubility product of
HfO2 can be determined. Using the same model as for the analysis of the data from the glove box and
atmosphere solubility experiments, the solubility product of HfO2 is determined from each of the measurements
of the HCl and HC2 samples. The results are shown in table 5.32. While only 2 pH values are examined, it
would appear that the same pH trend observed in the Hf Hydroxide and Hf Carbonate solubility experiments may
be present in these results, which is not surprising given that the same hydrolysis stability products are used. It
should also be noted that the HfO2 used in this experiment is not from the same batch as for the previous HfO2
solubility experiments. The average and standard deviation in the calculated solubility products is included in
table 5.32. The solubility products calculated from these samples all fall within the range of solubility products
reported in the literature (table 3.6). As previously mentioned, the HfO2 used in these experiments is not from
the same batch as that used for the atmosphere and glove box solubility experiment, and may have been prepared
in such a way so as to be more active.
Table 5.32: Solubility Product of HfO, (Silicic Acid Solubility Experiment)
This table contains the bounding values for the solubility product of HfO2 determined from the silicic acid HfO2
solubility experiment, using the 2 samples with no Si(OH) 4 added (HC 1 and HC2). The solubility constant is
calculated on a point-by-point basis.
pH[H][M] Igs
1.51 0.099 -57.337
1.51 0.031 -57.850
2.03 0.097 -55.895
2.03 0.095 -55.905
AVG -56.7 ± 1.0
5.4.7 Data Analysis - Stability Constant of HfSiO(OH)3 +
If it is assumed that Hf is complexed by SiO(OH) 3 in a 1:1 complex (equation 5.43), the stability
complex for HfSiO(OH) 3+ can be calculated from the data obtained at pH 2 in the silicic acid solubility
experiment.
HfSiO(OH)'*
Hf 4+ + SiO(OH)3 : HfSiO(OH); = [Hf ] (5.43)3 3 [FHf 4+ ]SiO(OH)-
The concentration of SiO(OH) 3~ is determined by (section 5.5)
log K1(Si(OH)4) = log [Si(OH)[H = 9.82 (5.44)
[OSi(OH)3 ][H]
[SiO(OH)3] (10-9.82) H (5.44a)
= [H+] I54a
The concentration of silicic acid in solution, [Si(OH)4], is determined from the solubility of amorphous SiO 2,
which is given at 25 *C by Stumm & Morgan [26] as
SiO 2 (am.) + 2H 20 <* Si(OH) 4 ; Ksp = [Si(OH) 4] = 10-2.71 (5.45)
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The stability constant is determined using both measured Hf concentrations with the following model, which uses
the solubility product for HfO2 calculated from the HC2 sample and the stability products for the hydrolysis
products determined in this work in 0.1 M NaClO 4. At pH 2, the carbonate complexes and 5t hydrolysis product
can be neglected. A log K, = -13.79 is used for 0.1 M NaCIO 4 [2].
4+ Ksp(HfO2 )[ Hf =] 4 (5.46)
[oH-]
[Hf]aq = [Hf4+] + [Hf(OH)3+] + [Hf(OH)+] + [Hf(OH)+] + [Hf(oH) + [HSiOOH)
(5.47)
Table 5.33: Stability Constant for HfSiO(OH)(3 .
This table contains the stability constant determined at pH 2 from the data obtained in the silicic acid solubility
experiment.
pH [_f]M_ logo
2.03 0.0966 10.67
2.03 0.1177 11.72
For comparison, the stability constant for UO2SiO(OH) 3+, determined from the results presented by
Jensen & Choppin [27], is log p 6.9. The constant is originally presented for the reaction
2+ UO 2 (OSi(OH) 3) + H+; log K = -2.9 (5.48)
and is converted to a stability constant by multiplying K by the first equilibrium constant for silicic acid
log K1(si(OH)4) = log [O *4 = 9.82 (5.49)[OSi(OH)3 ][H]
also reported by Jensen & Choppin [27]. The reaction governed by the stability constant for UO 22+ - silicate is
shown in equation 5.50.
uo2  +os~(H) . UO 2 (OSi(OH) 3)
U02+ +OSi(OH)~ U U 2(OSi(OH) 3) ; 2 = (5.50)
The higher stability constant predicted for the Hf-silicate complex, as compared to that of the uranyl-silicate
complex, is not unexpected, given the higher propensity for complexation typically displayed by the tetravalent
metals.
5.4.8 Hf-Si Complexation (Silicic Acid Solubility Experiment)
If we assume a solubility product of HfO2 of log Ksp = -55.9, we can use the model presented above(equations 5.44 - 5.47) for the total Hf concentration in solution to estimate a value for the stability constant of
the Hf-SiO(OH) 3 complex for all of the data from the experiment, provided that equation 5.47 is modified to
include carbonate complexation (equation 5.51). A CO 2 partial pressure of pCO 2 = 10- 5 atm. will be used for
this experiment. The stability constants obtained from the 0.1 M NaClO 4 titrations will be used for the Hf(OH)x
complexes, and a stability constant of log P15 = 52.8 [8,9] will be used for the 5t hydrolysis product. For the
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carbonato stability constants, the upper limit for the stability constant of the first carbonato species will be used
to estimate the higher carbonato complexes ("this work" column, table 7.8). The ion product of water, log K, = -
13.79, and the composite KHKIK 2 , log KHKIK 2 = -17.55 equilibrium constant for carbonate (equation 5.36) for
0.1 M NaClO 4 given by Fanghanel [2] will be used. The carbonate complexes are included here in order to gain
a better estimate of the strength of the silicate complexes. In this calculation, except for the pH 10 and pH I1
samples, the carbonate complexes could be neglected, as the silicate complex obviously dominates over most of
the pH range examined.
[Hf]aq = [Hf ] +± [Hf(OH)(-x) ]+ 4 [Hf(CO3 )(42y) ]+ [Hf - Silicate]
x=1 y=l
(5.51)
[Hf]aq =[Hf]calc + [Hf - Silicate] (5.52)
By solving for [Hfjcali at each pH, the concentration of the Hf-silicate complex can be determined from
[Hf - Silicate] = [Hf]aq - [Hf]calc (5.53)
In the previous section, it was assumed that the Hf-silicate complex is HfSiO(OH) 33 . Using this same
assumption, the stability constant for first Hf silicate complex can be found from
si' [Hf - Silicate]
= [H~~][io~o)I](5.54)[Hf* 4+ISiO(OH)-
The results are shown in table 5.34, and are plotted as log p1, vs. pH in figure 5.18. By fitting the data with a
linear least squares fit (using ORIGINTM), a slope of 3.4 is observed. This suggests that the pH dependence of the
Hf-silicate, assuming that only 1 silicate species is formed, has a larger pH dependence than HfSiO(OH) 3.
If we assume that the Hf-silicate complex is Hf(OH)xSiO(OH) 3 x), where x is an integer between 1 and
3, we can calculate the stability constant from the data that would correspond to that complex, assuming that that
complex is the only Hf-Si complex to form. The equations for determining the stability constants are
s [Hf - Silicate] f (5.55)
1si [Hf Silica ] for SiO(OH) 3HfOH 2  (5.55)
11 Hf 4+ ISiO(OH)- ]OH- ]
S' ' [Hf - Silicate]
p [Hf zl~ [i(H~]o-2 for SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH) 2* (5.56)
= '[Hf -Silicate]pi 3 3] for Si(OH)3Hf(OH)3 (5.57)
[Hf4+ ][SiO(OH)3 ][OH- ]3
The stability constants for each of these species are determined from the data, and are also shown in table 5.34.
These constants are also plotted vs. pH in figure 5.18, and fit with to a line using ORIGINTM. The fits obtained
are shown below (equations 5.58 - 5.61).
log psi = (4.04) + (3.37)pH for SiO(OH)3Hfe (5.58)
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log Psi = (17.53)+(2.37)pH for SiO(OH)3HfOH 2+ (5.59)
log pi = (31.62) + (1.37)pH for SiO(OH)3Hf(OH) 2+ (5.60)
log p1 1 = (45.41) + (0.37)pH for SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH) 3  (5.61)
The data from the sample at pH 12 (HS12) is not analyzed, as the Hf concentration calculated from the
solubility product and the hydroxide and carbonate complexes, [Hfjcale, is greater than the observed
concentration, which would result in non-physical estimates of the stability constant for the Hf-silicate complex.
One possible explanation is that, due to the additions of 0.1 M NaOH, added to adjust the pH during the
solubility experiment, the volume of the centrifuge tube was exceeded, and an aliquot of the supernate solution
was removed.
Table 5.34: Stability Constants for Hf-Silicate Complexes
This table contains the stability constants calculated for the Hf-silicate complex for the data from the silicic acid
solubility experiment. "Log P1 I" is the stability constant calculated by assuming the Hf-silicate complex is
HfSiO(OH) 33+. "Log P II" is the stability constant determined by assuming the silicate complex is
SiO(OH) 3HfOH2+; "Log 1 " is the stability constant determined by assuming the complex is
SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH) 22+; and "Log "is the stability constant determined by assuming the complex is
SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH) 3 -
pH IOU P113oj~
2.03 10.205 21.965 33.725 45.485
2.03 11.698 23.458 35.218 46.978
2.96 15.079 25.909 36.739 47.569
4.08 16.619 26.329 36.039 45.749
5.03 20.324 29.084 37.844 46.604
6.02 24.629 32.399 40.169 47.939
7.02 27.876 34.646 41.416 48.186
7.9 30.724 36.614 42.504 48.394
8.92 33.952 38.822 43.692 48.562
9.92 37.542 41.412 45.282 49.152
10.8 40.571 43.561 46.551 49.541
From the curves, it would appear that, given the assumption that only 1 Hf-silicate complex forms, the
Hf-silicate complex is 4 h order with respect to [OH], as shown by the constant calculated assuming that the
complex is SiO(OH)3Hf(OH) 3. Based solely on the solubility data from this experiment, it is impossible to
distinguish between complexes where the ligands show the same pH dependence. For this analysis, this means
that the Hf-silicate complex, which appears to be 4 th order in respect to [OH~] could actually be any of the
following complexes:
SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH) 3 ; (SiO(OH) 3)2Hf(OH)2 ; (SiO(OH) 3)3HfOH; (SiO(OH) 3)4Hf
as all of these complexes show the same pH dependence. With the data obtained from this experiment, it is not
possible to distinguish between these complexes, as the solubility experiment yields only total Hf concentration
as a function of pH. This data is sufficient to examine the pH dependence of the complex. However, it is
insufficient by itself to allow for any determination of what complex is observed.
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Fi2ure 5.18: Hf-Silicate Stability Constants vs. pH
5.5 Silicic Acid Titration Experiment
The purpose of these experiments is to determine the protonation constants for Si(OH) 4 by titration with
sodium hydroxide, primarily to determine if titration and data analysis using the HYPERQUAD program can be
used to evaluate the Hf4+/SiO 4 4~/OH- system. The titrants used in these experiments are 0.1± 0.0005 M NaOH
and 0.1± 0.0005 M HCl, obtained from VWR Scientific. Titrations are performed with the Metrohm./Brinkmann
GP Titrino 736 titrator. During the titration, the pH is measured using a Metrohm Combination glass pH
electrode with a saturated KNO 3 solution as the electrode fill solution. The pH system is calibrated with a 3-
point calibration (pH 4, 7, 10) before each experiment with NIST-traceable buffer.
5.5.1 Procedure
Silicic acid (Si(OH) 4, Aldrich Chemical Company) is massed using the high precision balance (Denver
Instruments Co., XE series, Model 1 OOA) and transferred into the titration vessel (Brinkmann/Metrohm), and a
Teflon coated stir-bar is added. A 40 mL samples of 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution is added to dissolve the silicic acid.
After adding the liquid, the lid is put on the vessel, the magnetic stirrer is turned on, and Ar gas is bubbled
through the solution. The system is allowed to equilibrate under the Ar flow for at least 1 hour, and is visually
inspected to ensure that there is no visible undissolved silicic acid remaining. The titration data is analyzed using
the HYPERQUAD suite of programs to determine the equilibrium constants. In the first experiment, 0.1026 g
Si(OH)4 are dissolved in the 0.1 M NaCO 4 solution, giving a silica concentration of 26.7 mM. A total volume of
0.5 mL of 0.1 M NaOH (VWR Scientific) is added to the solution, in 0.002 mL increments with a 300 second
pause between additions. In the second experiment, 0.0140 g of Si(OH) 4 are dissolved in the 0.1 M NaClO 4
solution (3.42 mM silica). The solution is titrated with 1 mL 0.1 M NaOH in increments of 0.01 mL every 600
seconds.
5.5.2 Analysis of Titration Data - Si(OH)4 Titration Experiment
The data from each run is analyzed using the HYPERQUAD program, using the following equations as
the proposed model:
[OH = (5.62)
[H+
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[Si(OH) 4] = KI[SiO(OH) ][H] (
[Si]t = [Si(OH) 4 ] +[SiO(OH)+] (5.64)
For this analysis, the concentration of the H+ ion is assumed to be equal to the observed pH values in the titration
curve. The ion product used for the 0.1 M NaClO 4 solution. The result from the analysis is:
log Kl(Si(OH)4) [Si(OH) 4 1 9.82 0.08 (5.65)[OSi(OH) ][H ]
and is in good agreement with the literature, where the equilibrium constant is reported as log K = 9.81 [27].
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VI. Modeling
This chapter details the models used to predict the behavior of hafnium and tetravalent plutonium in the
repository environment, which are subsequently used to evaluate the performance of hafnium as a long term
criticality control poison for the disposition of WGPu at Yucca Mountain (YM). The models used to examine
the speciation and solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) at YM are discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2. Section 6.3
introduces the Monte Carlo N-Particle transport code (MCNPTM), the monte carlo code used to examine the
criticality of the WGPu host form over time. A description of the definition of keff as used by MCNP and an
overview of the model used for this work are also provided. Section 6.4 details the integrated criticality and
dissolution models and cases used to evaluate near-field criticality at YM.
6.1 Speciation of Hf and Pu(IV) under YM Conditions
In this sub-section, the model used to examine the speciation of Hf and Pu(IV) under the conditions
expected at YM is discussed. The model itself is described in section 6.1.1. The 'default' stability constants used
for these calculations are also included in section 6.1.1. Section 6.1.2 contains the results of the baseline
speciation calculations for Hf and Pu(IV). The sensitivity of the Hf speciation model to the hydrolysis constants
and carbonate stability constants assumed is examined in section 6.1.3. The effect of silicate complexation on the
speciation of Hf is examined in section 6.1.4.
6.1.1 Speciation Model
The speciation of Hf and Pu(IV) is modeled using the equations listed below, in which M indicates
either Hf or Pu(IV). The speciation model used in this work includes only the monomeric hydrolysis products
and carbonato complexes for Hf and Pu(IV). As written, this model can not be used to account for polymeric
species. However, additional monomeric ligands can easily be added to the model. Polymeric species are
excluded from this model for two reasons: the lack of equilibrium constants for the polymeric complexes, and
the simplicity obtained by working with a model that can be solved analytically. While polymerization is
observed with the tetravalent metals, there is not much agreement in the literature as to the actual stoichiometry
or the equilibrium constants for the polymeric species. Also, the inclusion of polymeric species would mean that
the simplification used to derive equation 6.4, dividing the material balance equation by the free metal
concentration, would not eliminate the free metal concentration from the left side of the equation. The resulting
equation would have to be solved iteratively in order to determine the free metal concentration, and could only be
solved if the total solution metal concentration is known (or assumed). This model also does not include any
mixed species, primarily due to an overall lack of data regarding the mixed species of Hf and Pu(IV).
The equations used in the model are as follows. Equations 6.1 and 6.2 are derived from the definition of
the stability product (section 2.5). Equation 6.3 is simply the material balance equation for the metal in solution,
with [M]aq used to indicate the total metal concentration. Equation 6.4, the ratio of free metal to total metal in
solution, is derived from the material balance equation by dividing by the free metal concentration and inverting
the resulting equation. Equations 6.5 and 6.6 are used to determine the fraction of the total metal in solution that
is a given complex, and is found by substituting the fraction of free metal in solution (eq. 6.4) into the equations
for the equations for the individual complexes (eqs. 6.1 and 6.2). The concentrations of the ligands are
determined using equations 6.7 and 6.8. Equation 6.7 is derived from the definition of the ion product of water
(section 2.1.2). Equation 6.8 is derived from the Henry's law constant for C0 2, and the first and second
deprotonation constants, K1 and K 2, of carbonic acid, H 2CO 3 [1,2,3].
[M(OH) (~)] - H[M4+ OH- (x= 1 to4) (6.1)
M(C 3 )(4-2y)] = Co[M4+ CO Y (y = 1 to 5) (6.2)
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4 5
[M]aq = M H[M4+] OH-jx + J 0 M4* C -] (6.3)
x=1 y=1
M 4+1
[M] 4 5 (6.4)[Maq I + IpOH [OH- + p o 2-C]~
x=1 y=1
M(OH)~x OH- Mi j x
[M] x H [M ])[OH-] (for x = to 4) (6.5)\4]a q ON []aq
M(C0 3 )(4-2y) _M4_
M M]1 CO2- (for y 1 to 5) (6.6)M laq -I [ aq 3
[oH - =Kw] log[OH- =log Kw + pH (6.7)
CogCO3- = log KH lK 2 + log pCO2 + 2pH (6.8)
Due to the low ionic strength of the groundwater at YM, approximately 6 mM based on the composition
of J-13 groundwater in table 2.13, the constants used for the models described in this section will use equilibrium
constants at infinite dilution whenever possible. For the models of speciation at YM, a log Kw = -13.995 [4] and
a log KHKIK 2 = -18.164 [1] are used for determining the ligand concentrations. Both of these constants are given
at infinite dilution.
The stability constants used for the baseline speciation calculations are shown in table 6.1. For the
hydrolysis of Hf, the stability constants from this work are used. For the hydrolysis of Pu(IV), the stability
constants from Baes & Mesmer [7] are used. The stability constants for the Pu(IV) carbonato species are those
given by Nitsche & Silva [5]. For the Hf carbonato species, the constants predicted based on the ratio of the Hf
and Pu(IV) hydrolysis stability constants will be used (predicted using equation 6.1). These stability products
will be used as the 'default' values for the analysis described throughout this chapter. These equations are
modeled using a spreadsheet program (MS EXCEL, 1997), and the curves presented are generated using either
EXCEL or ORIGIN (v4. 1). As there is no literature value for the stability product of the 5th hydrolysis product
for Pu(IV), and as the 5 th stability constant for Hf is not measured in this work, the 5 th hydrolysis product will not
be included in this model. The effects of this omission on the predicted speciation and solubility behavior of Hf
will be discussed in sections 6.1.5 (speciation) and 6.2.5 (solubility).
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Table 6.1: Stability Products Used for Speciation Modeling (Default Values)
This table contains the stability products for the hydroxide and carbonate complexes of Pu(IV) and Hf used for
the baseline speciation calculation. These constants are used for all the models given here unless other constants
are explicitly indicated.
Hydroxide Species log p Carbonate Species log p
Pu(OH)3' 13.5 Pu(CO3)2+ 12.3
Pu(OH)22 + 25.7 Pu(C0 3)20  23.4
Pu(OH)3+ 36.7 Pu(C0 3)32- 30.0
Pu(OH)40  46.5 Pu(C0 3)44- 32.8
Pu(CO3)5 6- 33.9
Hf(OH) 3+ 14.0 Hf(CO 3)2+ 12.8
Hf(OH) 22+ 26.1 Hf(C0 3) 20  23.8
Hf(OH)3+ 36.7 Hf(CO 3)32- 29.9
Hf(OH) 45.7 Hf(C0 3)44- 32.0
Hf(CO 3)56- 33.1
6.1.2 Speciation of Hf and Pu(IV) under Expected YM Conditions
Using the model and stability constants given above, along with a partial pressure of CO2 of 10.2 atm.
(section 3.6.2.2), the fraction of the total Hf and Pu(IV) in solution is determined over a pH range of 5 to 10.
The pH of J-13 groundwater is measured to be 7.1. Figure 6.1 shows the fraction of the total Hf concentration
for the significant solution species over the pH range examined. Figure 6.2 shows the same for Pu(IV). Species
that do not account for more than 1 % of the total metal concentration are not displayed in these curves for
clarity.
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Figure 6.1: Speciation of Hf under YM Conditions - Baseline Calculation
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Figure 6.2: Speciation of Pu(IV) under YM Conditions - Baseline Calculation
From these curves, it appears would be expected that both Pu(IV) and Hf would be present in solution
almost entirely as the 4t hydrolysis product. The difference in behavior between the Pu(IV) and Hf curves at pH
less than 7 is due to the stronger hydrolysis constants observed for Hf than for Pu(IV). The sensitivity of the Hf
speciation calculation to the stability constants used and initial conditions will be examined in the next section.
Given the similarity in the behavior and stability constants, the sensitivity of the Pu(IV) calculations should be
comparable. This analysis will not examine cases in which multiple parameters change at the same time (i.e. all
the hydrolysis constants are reduced by 2 orders of magnitude AND the carbonate complexation constants are
increased by 2 orders of magnitude).
6.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis - Speciation of Hf
The sensitivity of the speciation model for Hf to the parameters given is investigated in this section.
Sub-sections 6.1.3.1 and 6.1.3.2 will examine how the predicted speciation of Hf at YM changes with changes in
the stability constants assumed.
6.1.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis - Speciation Model - Hf Hydrolysis Stability Constants
To examine the sensitivity of the speciation predictions to the stability constants assumed for the
hydrolysis products of Hf, the speciation model is re-run with new constants, shown in table 6.2. The first
analysis assumes stability constants for the hydrolysis products that are 2 orders of magnitude lower than the
baseline case (the low P case). In the second analysis, the stability constants are assumed 2 orders of magnitude
larger than the baseline case (the high p case).
The resulting speciation curves are presented in figures 6.3 - 6.7 as the solid lines. The dotted lines
represent the baseline speciation curve. The key to the legends is as follows
- "oh" and "co" are used to denote the hydrolysis product or carbonate complex with "#" ligands
- the last letter of the legend ID corresponds to which case is being presented, shown in table 6.2
For example, "oh4b" corresponds to the fraction of the total metal calculated for the 4' hydrolysis product in the
baseline case.
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Table 6.2: Stability Constants used for Sensitivity Analysis -(Hf Hydrolysis)
This table contains the stability constants used to examine the sensitivity of the speciation model to the stability
constants chosen for the hydrolysis products. Also shown is the designation letter for each case, used in the
legends of the figures in this section.
Species Baseline Case Low 0 case High p case
Hf(OH)+ "ohl" 14.0 12.0 16.0
Hf(OH)22+ "oh2" 26.1 24.1 28.1
Hf(OH) 3+ "oh3" 36.7 34.7 38.7
Hf(OH)40  "oh4" 45.7 43.7 47.7
Designation "b" "a" "c"
...... -. . v
0
.... oh3b
o ..- oh4b
--- 
-- co4b
-- -- .v** co5b
-- oh3a
-- oh4a
co3a
-A- co4a
co5a
0
5 6 7 8 9
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10
Figure 6.3: Low 1 Speciation Curve
This figure shows the change in the speciation of Hf if the stability constants used for the hydrolysis species are
reduced by 2 orders of magnitude. The dotted curves represent the baseline speciation curve.
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Fizure 6.4: Low 1 Speciation Curve (H 8 to 10)
This figure shows the change in the speciation of Hf if the stability constants used for the hydrolysis species are
reduced by 2 orders of magnitude, focusing on the speciation between pH 8 and 10. The dotted curves represent
the baseline speciation curve.
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Fizure 6.5: High ( Speciation Curve
This figure shows the change in the speciation of Hf if the stability constants used for the hydrolysis species are
increased by 2 orders of magnitude. The dotted curves represent the baseline speciation curve.
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Figure 6.6: Hiizh 0 SDeciation Curve (PH 8.5 to 10)
This figure shows the change in the speciation of Hf if the stability constants used for the hydrolysis species are
reduced by 2 orders of magnitude, focusing on the behavior observed in the pH 8.5 to 10 range. The dotted
curves represent the baseline speciation curve.
6.1.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis - Speciation Model - Hf Carbonate Stability Constants
To examine the sensitivity of the speciation predictions to the stability constants assumed for the
carbonate complexation of Hf, the speciation model is re-run with new constants, shown in table 6.3. The first
analysis assumes stability constants for the carbonato species estimated from the upper bound on the stability
constant found from the Hf carbonate solubility experiment (the "this work" case). In the second analysis, the
stability constants are assumed to be those estimated based on the work by Joao, et. al. [6] (the "Joao" case).
The resulting speciation curves are presented in figures 6.7 - 6.9 as the solid lines. The dotted lines represent the
baseline speciation curve. The same key to the legends is used as above.
Table 6.3: Stability Constants used for Sensitivity Analysis -(Hf Carbonate Complexation)
This table contains the stability constants used to examine the sensitivity of the speciation model to the stability
constants chosen for the carbonate complexes. Also shown is the designation letter for each case, used in the
legends of the figures in this section.
Species Baseline Case this work JoAo
Hf(CO 3)2+ "col" 12.8 13.8 19.3
Hf(C0 3)20  "co2" 23.8 24.9 30.4
Hf(C0 3)3 2  "co3" 29.9 31.5 37.0
Hf(C0 3)44- "co4" 32.0 34.4 39.8
Hf(CO 3)5 6 - "co5" 33.1 35.5 40.9
Designation "b" "t" "i"
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Using the upper limit estimates from this work for the carbonate solubility constants does not result in
any observable change from the baseline scenario for pH less than 8. At the higher pH range, the higher
carbonate stability constants result in the increased importance of the tricarbonato and tetracarbonato species.
Carbonate species are observed to dominate speciation at around a pH of 9 in this case, as compared with a pH of
around 9.5 for the baseline case. In addition, the tetracarbonato species actually dominates the solution
speciation for a portion of the pH range examined for the higher stability constant case, while it is almost
insignificant in the baseline case.
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Figure 6.7: "This Work" Speciation Curve
This figure shows the speciation curves generated assuming the upper bounds for the carbonate stability constants
estimated from this work. The baseline speciation curve is shown with the dotted lines.
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Figure 6.8: "This Work" Speciation Curve (yH 8 to 10)
This figure shows the speciation curves generated assuming the upper bounds for the carbonate stability constants
estimated from this work, focusing on the behavior observed over the higher pH region of the pH range
examined. The baseline speciation curve is shown with the dotted lines.
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As shown in figure 6.9, extrapolating the lower stability constants for carbonate complexation from the
constant reported for Hf(C0 3)44- results in stability constants significantly larger than those used for the baseline
case. The result of using these constants to predict the speciation of Hf in solution is that the carbonate species
are seen to dominate the solution speciation over the entire pH range examined. In the baseline case, only the
pentacarbonato species is very significant, and only at high pH, with the tri- and tetrahydroxyl species dominating
at lower pH. With the constants predicted from Jogo, the carbonate species would be expected to be the most
important over the pH ranges that could be seen in the repository, with a mixture of the bi- and tricarbonato
species controlling Hf solution chemistry at pH 7.1 (J- 13 groundwater). However, stability constants this large
should have been noticeable in the experiments performed in this work.
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Figure 6.9: JoAo Speciation Curve
This figure shows the speciation curves that result from using the carbonate stability constants estimated based on
the results presented by Joao. The baseline speciation curve is shown with the dotted lines.
6.1.4 Speciation of Hf - Effect of Silicate Complexation
To examine the effect of silicate complexation on the speciation of Hf, the Hf-Silicate complex must be
added to the speciation model. Assuming that only one Hf - silicate complex forms, and that the complex that
forms is SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH) 30 (section 4.4.7), the fraction of the total Hf in solution is given by
SiO(OH) 3 Hf(OH)3 _ Hf4
[Hflaq P113 3 [Hflaq [SiO(OH)3 (6.9)
where log Pf113 = 47.65 (the average of the values reported in table 4.29).
Equations 6.3 and 6.4, the material balance equation for [Hf]q are also modified by adding the
concentration of the Hf-silicate complex. Given some equilibrium concentration of silicic acid, Si(OH) 4, the
concentration of the silicate ligand is given by equation 6.10 [3].
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Table 2.13 reports a silicon concentration, as elemental Si, of 27 mg/L for J-13 groundwater at pH 7.1. From the
atomic weight of silicon, 28.1 g/mole [4], the concentration of Si in solution is determined to be 0.96 mmoles/L.
At pH 7.1, the Si in solution should be almost entirely Si(OH)40, so the concentration of Si(OH)40 should be 0.96
mM as well. The speciation model will assume that this concentration of Si(OH)40 is fixed by equilibrium with
some solid phase, and will not change due to complexation and deprotonation.
The results of the speciation model, including the silicate complexation, are shown in figure 6.10, where
it is compared to the baseline speciation calculation.
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Figure 6.10: Effect of Silicate Complexation on Hf Speciation
This figure contains the speciation for hafnium under YM conditions. The baseline curve, shown in dotted lines
and with the "b" designation in the legend, is the expected speciation of Hf without including silicates. The solid
curve shows the speciation of Hf predicted using a model that includes silicate complexation.
With the assumptions made in this speciation model, the hafnium silicate complex would be expected to
be the most significant hafnium species in solution over the entire pH range examined. Based on this calculation,
the silicate complexation of Hf appears to be very important for the understanding of how Hf will behave in a
repository environment and will need to be investigated more thoroughly to develop a better model for silicate
complexation.
6.1.5 Discussion - Effect of the Omission of the 5 th Hydrolysis Product on the Speciation Model
Both Baes & Mesmer [7] and Smith & Martell [8] report a stability constant for the 5th Hf hydrolysis
product of log P15 = 52.8, with neither compendium indicates the original source for this constant. As there is no
5 'h hydrolysis constant given in the literature for Pu(IV), and as the constant is not measured through this work,
the 5 h hydrolysis product of Hf is omitted from the speciation model. Including Hf(OH)5 ~ in the baseline model
results in the speciation curve shown in figure 6.11, and figure 6.13 is the predicted speciation for the high
carbonate stability constants ("this work", table 6.3) with the 5h hydrolysis product included. From these
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calculations, the 5 th hydrolysis product is expected to be the dominant solution species from about pH 7 to pH
greater than 9.5. As such, the omission of this constant from the solubility and speciation models is a significant
error in the model. Unfortunately, this error was discovered too late to be incorporated directly into the solubility
controlled dissolution criticality model. However, the effects this omission would be expected to have on the
criticality assessment will be discussed and, if possible, incorporated into the results below.
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Figure 6.11: Speciation Model - 5th Hydrolysis Product Included, Baseline Constants
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6.1.6 Discussion - Speciation of Hf and Pu(IV) Under YM Conditions
The most important conclusion that can be reached from the speciation calculations is that for both Hf
and Pu(IV), the dominant solution species under YM conditions is expected to be the 4 h and 5h hydrolysis
products, which are expected to dominate at pH 7.1. The 5th hydrolysis specie is the dominant solution specie
over most of the pH range examined, from pH 7 up to a pH of 9.5. While there is no stability constant available
for Pu(OH)5~ in the literature, it is likely, given the presence of the 5 1h hydrolysis species for other tetravalent
metals (tables 3.3 and 3.4), that Pu(IV) will show the same behavior. If it does not, then the Pu(IV) and Hf will
be present as different solution species, which may result in different transport behavior.
From the sensitivity analysis, shown in figures 5.3 through 5.10, the impact of the stability constants on
the speciation model can be seen more clearly. The speciation model is relatively insensitive to the range of
stability constants examined at pH 7. At higher pH, the predictions become much more dependent on the relative
interaction of the hydrolysis and carbonato stability constants, as seen by the shift in the pH at which the
carbonate species dominate. Figure 5.8 shows the transition from the regime where the solution speciation is
dominated by the Hf(OH)40 species to the regime dominated by the carbonate species, Hf(C0 3)44 , then
Hf(C0 3)56 , is lowered from a pH of around 9.5 in the baseline case to a pH of 8.5 if the upper bounds estimated
for the carbonato constants are used. Based on the effects predicted for silicate complexation of Hf, a more
rigorous study, involving some technique that can distinguish between the solution species, should be undertaken,
as these initial calculations indicate how significant silicate complexation at YM could be.
6.2 Solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) under YM Conditions
In this sub-section, the model used to examine the solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) under the conditions
expected at YM is discussed. The model itself is described in section 6.2.1. The 'default' stability constants used
for these calculations are also included in section 6.2.1. Section 6.2.2 contains the results of the baseline
solubility calculations for Hf and Pu(IV). The sensitivity of the Hf solubility model to the hydrolysis constants
and to the carbonate stability constants assumed is examined in section 6.2.3. The effect of silicate complexation
on the solubility of Hf is examined in section 6.2.4. The effect of the omission of the 5h hydrolysis product will
be discussed in section 6.2.5, and an overall discussion of the solubility model results is presented in section
6.2.6.
6.2.1 Solubility Model
The expected concentrations of Hf and Pu(IV) in solution are calculated using the same equilibrium
model presented for the speciation model, with the following changes. First is the assumption that the solution
phase is in equilibrium with the metal hydroxide or oxide solid phase. From this assumption, the equilibrium free
metal concentration can be determined using equation 6.11.
M4] = [ ] 4  (6.11)
For the baseline case, we will assume that the system is in equilibrium with the metal hydroxides, and the
following solubility products will be used:
for Hf(OH) 4, log KP = -51.79 (this work)
for Pu(OH)4, log Kp = -52.0 (median value cited by Cleveland [9])
The hydroxide solid phases are used due to the lack of good information on the solubility of PuO 2 (section 2.4.2).
The remainder of the equations used in the model are the same as for the speciation model, and are included
again below.
[M(OH)(4-x)] - H[M4+] OH- (x= 1 to4) (6.1)
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[M]aq = [M4+] + H MOH -]x + 1C0[M4][CO2-]
x=1 y=1
(6.2)
(6.7)
(6.8)
(6.3)
By substituting dividing equation 6.3 by the free metal concentration, and substituting with equation 6.11, the
total metal concentration can be determined directly with equation 6.12.
[M]aq = -4 +jpH OH- + I 1CO C -
[ OH-] 4 x=1 yIxHI j =1x± y 1 3
(6.12)
The stability constants used for the baseline scenario are the same as for the baseline case for the speciation
model, table 6.2.
6.2.2 Solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) under Expected YM Conditions
Using the model and stability constants given above, along with a partial pressure of CO 2 of 10-2 atm.(section 2.6.2.2), the equilibrium concentrations of Hf and Pu(IV) are determined over a pH range of 5 to 10 for
a system in equilibrium with the metal hydroxides. The equilibrium concentrations, as a function of pH, are
shown for the baseline scenario in figure 6.13.
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Fi2ure 6.13: Solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) under YM Conditions (Baseline Case)
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(y = I to 5)
IOH-] = 1H+ ;
The linearity of the equilibrium concentrations of Hf and Pu, especially for pH less than 9, is not
surprising, given that the tetrahydroxyl species are the dominant solution species over this pH range. For this
system, the M(OH)40 complex concentration is independent of pH, shown in equation 6.13.
[M(OH)4] = p3H[M4 + OH-]' = f4H [sp 4jOH-]4 (6.13)4 P14 11 14 OH-]4 I
This concentration is also the minimum equilibrium concentration for the system, which means that, as long as
the groundwater pH in the repository is not changed dramatically by the repository itself, YM should provide an
environment that minimizes dissolution of the host form, assuming that the dissolution is controlled by
equilibrium with the hydroxide (or oxide) solid phase. This scenario, in which dissolution is controlled by
equilibrium with the components of the host form will be referred to in this work as the solubility controlled
scenario, or the solubility controlled case(s).
As the total metal concentration is directly proportional to the solubility constant (eq. 6.12), the model is
very sensitive to the solubility constant chosen. Increasing or decreasing the solubility constant by an order of
magnitude will result in a corresponding increase or decrease in the predicted metal concentration. For example,
if it were assumed that the system is in equilibrium with the oxide solids instead of the hydroxide solids, the
expected concentrations in solution would be reduced by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude, depending only on the ratio
between the solubility product of the hydroxide and oxide solid. Using the solubility constant for HfO2determined in this work, log Ksp = -56.8 (section 4.4.5), the total Hf concentration in equilibrium with the oxide
solid is calculated. The resulting curve is shown in figure 6.14, along with the baseline calculation.
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Figure 6.14: Equilibrium Hf Concentrations for Oxide and Hydroxide Solids
6.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis - Solubility of Hf
The sensitivity of the solubility model for Hf to the stability constants assumed for the complexation of
Hf by hydroxide and carbonate is investigated in this section. Using the same cases examined for the sensitivity
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analysis of the speciation model, the sensitivity of the solubility model to the hydrolysis and carbonate
complexation stability constants is examined. Figure 6.15 shows the equilibrium Hf concentrations predicted
from the high p and low P cases, which allow us to examine the sensitivity of the model to the hydrolysis
constants used.
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Figure 6.15: Sensitivity Analysis - Effect of Hydrolysis Constants on Solubility
At pH less than 8.5, the change in the predicted Hf concentration is directly proportional to the change
in the hydrolysis stability constants. From the speciation model, this behavior is expected, as Hf(OH)40 is theprimary solution species from pH 5 to 8.5 or 9. The change in the relative importance of the carbonate species
can be seen in the solubility curves above pH 8.5 or so, demonstrated by the rapid increase in the total
concentration observed in the low P curve, and in the convergence of all of the points around pH 10, where the
carbonate species Hf(C0 3)56- dominates the speciation of Hf in all three cases..
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Figure 6.16: Sensitivity Analysis - Effect of Carbonate Stability Constants on Solubility
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Comparing the solubility predicted by the baseline case with the prediction based on the upper bounds
on the carbonate complexation stability constants determined in this work, we can see that there is no apparent
effect below pH 8.5. Above pH 8.5, the stability constants determined in this work result in an increasingly
greater total Hf concentration, relative to the baseline case. This differential tops out at the ratio between the
stability constants for the pentacarbonato species in these cases. Using the constants extrapolated from the
stability constant reported by Joao again results in a behavior that should have been easily observable in the
experiments performed in this work.
6.2.4 Solubility of Hf - the Effect of Silicate Complexation
Silicate complexation is accounted for in the solubility model by making the same adjustments to the
model as are made to the speciation model (section 6.1.4). The equilibrium concentration of Hf predicted by the
model that includes silicate complexation is shown in figure 6.17. From this calculation, silicate complexation
has a dramatic effect on the predicted equilibrium concentration of Hf at Yucca Mountain, resulting in an
increased equilibrium Hf concentration 3 orders of magnitude higher than in the baseline case. As such, silicate
complexation is definitely an issue that will require a more in-depth investigation.
One caveat, however, is that the modeling of silicate complexation is based on two assumptions that
have not yet been substantiated. The first assumption is that silicate complexation can be modeled as only 1
silicate complex, and that the complex is the mixed species SiO(OH) 3Hf(OH) 3. Neither point of this assumption
has yet been substantiated. The second assumption, which is somewhat hidden within the model itself, is in how
the silicate concentration is determined. It is assumed that the Si(OH)40 concentration is fixed by equilibrium
with some solid phase in the system, and that this source is not depleted as SiO(OH)3~ is consumed by
complexation with Hf, and Si(OH) 40 is deprotonated to maintain the equilibrium. The equilibrium concentration
of Si(OH)40, based on the data from the J-13 well, is 0.96 mM, which is on the same order, if not less, than the
predicted concentration of the Hf-Si complex. If the source of Si is not "infinite", the model will have to be
adjusted to account for the depletion of the ligand.
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Figure 6.17: Effect of Silicate Complexation on Hf Solubility
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6.2.5 Discussion - Effect of the Omission of the 5th Hydrolysis Product on Solubility Model
As previously mentioned, the 5th hydrolysis product for Hf and Pu(IV) were omitted from the solubility
and speciation models. The effect of this oversight is shown in figure 6.18. At pH 7.1, the pH of J-13
groundwater, the concentration increase due to the inclusion of Hf(OH)5 is approximately a factor of 2. Below
pH 6.5 or so, no the effect on the equilibrium concentration is minor, if not almost negligible. However, for pH
greater than 7, the inclusion of the 5th hydrolysis product in the solubility model results in the an increase in the
predicted Hf concentration at equilibrium by a factor of 50 or more. Around a pH of 9.5, the two curves rejoin,
as the carbonate solution species become the dominant Hf solution species. Again, from figure 6.18, it can be
seen that the omission of the 5h hydrolysis product from the model is a serious flaw in the speciation model. In
addition, this prediction shows the importance of accurately knowing the stability constant for the 5 th, and the 4 ',
hydrolysis product for both Hf and Pu(IV), as well as any other tetravalent metal of interest at YM.
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Figure 6.18: Effect of the Inclusion of the 5th Hydrolysis Product on the Solubility Model
6.2.6 Discussion - Solubility Model
The sensitivity analysis of the solubility model reveals that it is very sensitive to the equilibrium
constants chosen, particularly to the solubility product of the solid phase and to the stability product of the
M(OH)40 and M(OH)5 species at pH 7. At higher pH, the equilibrium concentration becomes directly dependent
on the solubility product of the solid phase and the stability constant of the 5th hydrolysis product. As such, these
constants must be better understood in order to properly predict the behavior of Hf and Pu(IV) at YM. Also, the
effects of silicate complexation on the predicted equilibrium concentration of Hf is significant (figure 6.17),
again indicating the need for additional work examining the silicate complexation of Hf and Pu(IV), which would
be expected to display similar behavior.
6.3 MCNP Criticality Model
MCNP is a general monte carlo n-particle transport code, maintained and updated by the Transport
Methods Group (XTM) of the Applied Theoretical & Computational Physics Division (X Division) at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory. The code used in this work is MCNP, version 4B (1997), and is available from the
Radiation Safety Information Computational Center in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. MCNP is based on the Monte
Carlo method, which emerged from work done at Los Alamos during World War II. The invention is generally
attributed to Fermi, von Neumann, Ulam, Metropolis, and Richtmyer. MCNP V4B is the successor to their work
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and represents over 450 person-years of development [10]. Section 6.3.1 discusses the Monte Carlo
methodology, as compared to deterministic methods. Section 6.3.2 discusses the neutron multiplication factor,
keff, focusing on how it is defined and determined by MCNP. The model of the disposal cask used to examine
near-field criticality for the disposition of WGPu is discussed in section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Monte Carlo Method vs. Deterministic Methods (from MCNP Manual [10], p 1-2 & 1-3)
Monte Carlo methods are very different from deterministic transport methods. Deterministic methods,
the most common of which is the discrete ordinates method, solve the transport equation for the average particle
behavior. By contrast, Monte Carlo does not solve an explicit equation, but rather obtains answers by simulating
individual particles and recording some aspects (tallies) of their average behavior. The average behavior of
particles in a physical system is then inferred (using central limit theorem) from the average behavior of the
simulated particles. When Monte Carlo and discrete ordinates methods are compared, it is often said that Monte
Carlo solves the integral transport equation, whereas discrete ordinates solves the integro-differential transport
equation. Monte Carlo is well suited to solving complicated three-dimensional time-dependent problems.
Because the Monte Carlo method does not use phase space boxes, there are no averaging approximations
required in space, energy, and time, which is essentially important in allowing a detailed representation of all
aspects of physical data.
6.3.2 K-effective and MCNP
The ability of a system to sustain a chain reaction by nuclear fission, or the nuclear criticality of a
system, is characterized by k-effective, keff, which is the effective neutron multiplication factor for the system. In
reactor theory, keff is though of as the ratio between the number of neutrons in the current generation to the
number of neutrons in the previous generation. In MCNP, the definition of kef is [10]
keff - fission neutrons in generation i +1 (6.14)
fission neutrons in generation i
For critical systems, keff = 1 and the chain reaction is self-sustaining. Systems in which keff < 1 are sub-critical,
and will not sustain the chain reaction, while systems in which keff > 1 are super-critical, and the number of
neutrons in each subsequent generation increases by a factor of keff. Additional discussion on the criticality of a
system, and on keff can be found elsewhere [11,12].
For MCNP, calculating keff consists of estimating the mean number of fission neutrons produced in one
generation per fission neutron started. A generation is the life of a neutron from birth in fission to death by
escape, parasitic capture, or absorption leading to fission. In MCNP, the computational equivalent of a fission
generation is a keff cycle; i.e., a cycle is a computed estimate of an actual fission generation. Processes such as
(n, 2n) and (n, 3n) are considered to be internal to a cycle and do not act as termination. Because fission neutrons
are terminated in each cycle to provide the fission source for the next cycle, a single history can be viewed as
continuing from cycle to cycle. The effect of the delayed neutrons is included by using the total v. The spectrum
of delayed neutrons is assumed the same as neutrons from prompt fission. MCNP uses three different estimators
for keff, which are statistically combined to determine the keff for the system. [10]
6.3.3 Near Field Criticality Model for WGPu Dispositioning Scenarios
The primary focus of the models presented in this work is to examine the criticality behavior of the
emplaced WGPu under repository conditions, and to examine the utility of hafnium as a criticality control
element for the disposition of WGPu. To examine this behavior, a model of the disposal canister is created for
MCNP. The dimensions used in the model are shown in figures 6.18 and 6.19, which are the dimensions
expected for the disposal canister for WGPu, as described in section 2.7. It is assumed that all 5 DWPF canisters
contain WGPu, with a canister loading as described in section 2.7.
This model represents what is expected to be a worst case scenario, which is based on the following
assumptions:
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1) It is assumed that the all of the borosilicate glass in the DWPF canisters has been leached out
of the system. The container itself is assumed to remain relatively intact.
2) The internals, including the DWPF canisters, have also been leached out and are not included
in the model.
3) The WGPu ceramic is assumed to be homogeneously mixed with water to form a sludge layer,
which is evenly distributed at the bottom of the container. The ratio of the volume of water to
ceramic in the sludge is discussed below.
4) To minimize neutron leakage, it is assumed that there is a 10 cm thick layer of water
surrounding the disposal container and a 10 cm thick layer of pure water sitting on top of the
sludge layer.
5) For each scenario, the volume of the ceramic sludge layer remains constant. As
leaching/dissolution of the ceramic occurs, it is assumed that the volume lost is replaced with
water.
The first assumption is made for a number of reasons. The primary reason is that, given the poor
durability expected for the borosilicate glass [13], the dissolution behavior of the glass, and subsequent changes
in geometry, would have to be included in the models. The dissolution behavior of borosilicate glass is not well
understood, and would dramatically complicated the model.
For simplicity, the internals of the container are not included in the model. Given the poor neutron
capture cross sections of steel, it is not expected that the presence or absence of the internals would significantly
affect the results of this model. The removal of the DWPF canisters from the model results in a simplified
geometry and allows for the third assumption, which is that the WGPu ceramic from all of the canisters in the
container forms a sludge at the bottom of the container.
Homogeneity of the sludge is assumed as it represents the worst case scenario, baring a case in which all
of the ceramic pucks fall into a perfect fuel matrix. It also results in a simpler model to analyze. In the initial
cases examined, the sludge was assumed to be the ceramic + 30 % water by volume. This is the sludge
composition used in previous work by Lee [14]. For the majority of the cases, the composition of the sludge is
the ceramic + 500 vol. % water, for reasons discussed below (section 6.3.6).
This model is essentially the same as the model analyzed by Lee [14], with a few modifications. The
geometry of the container and WGPu ceramic loading in the model used by Lee does not appear to correspond to
any disposal scenario currently under investigation. For this model, the geometry and ceramic loading from the
U.S. DOE Site Characterization reports [15,16] are used. The composition of the sludge is varied to examine the
various scenarios. Finally, a 10 cm thick layer of water is added as a reflector around the disposal container in
order to minimize leakage in the model.
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Figure 6.18: Diagram of Near Field Criticality Model (End View)
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Figure 6.19: Diagram of Near Field Criticality Model (Side View)
The thickness of the waste container is estimated by assuming that the corrosion allowance material
(CAM) layer is designed to survive for the entire recoverability period, 300 years. The CAM, which is expected
to be A516 steel [16], is chosen because it is expected to fail via general or uniform corrosion. Given a corrosion
rate of 0.09 mm/yr. (general corrosion rate for 1020 steel [17] under oxygen diffusion control), and assuming that
the CAM is designed to survive intact for 300 years, a minimum thickness of 27 mm of steel is required. For this
model, the thickness is rounded up to 30 mm.
For the scenarios examined, it is assumed that the uranium used in the ceramic is depleted uranium with
0.2 % 235U. The isotopics given for WGPu in table 2.12 will be used for WGPu in these scenarios. For all other
elements used in these scenarios, the natural isotopic composition is assumed. The cross sections used for the
MCNP criticality modeling are from ENDF/B-VI. The default Pu neutron energy spectrum is used for the fission
neutrons. For these cases, an evenly distributed source term is used, with the source distributed throughout the
Pu-bearing sludge. For each case, 500 cycles of 200 neutrons per cycle are used to determine k.ff. However, if
the uncertainty is greater than 5% at the end of the 500 cycles, more cycles are run until the uncertainty drops
below 5%.
The model 'cards', or code, used for the MCNP model is included as Appendix E. The sludge
compositions are given in Appendix F.
6.3.5 Benchmarking of Model
As part of the initial modeling done with MCNP, the model was benchmarked by attempting to
duplicate the results presented from the MCNP model by Lee [14]. The geometry, as given by Lee, is as follows.
The container is approximately 100 cm in diameter (O.D.) by 480 cm in length, with 5 cm thick steel walls. The
container is filled with a ceramic rubble with water, homogeneously mixed. The water volume is 30% that of the
ceramic, and the density of the rubble/sludge phase is 3.51 g/cm3. The total weight of the plutonium ceramic in
the system is 636 kg. A 10 cm thick layer of water sits on top of the sludge, and the head space in the container
is modeled as air. The container is surrounded by a 20 cm thick layer of tuff with 10 vol. % water, which is
surrounded by void. The material composition of the ceramic/sludge for the zero poison case is not given in the
presentation, although a material composition for the samarium poisoned ceramic is given. Based on this
composition, the ceramic used appears to be some kind of calcium-zirconium-titanium mixture, which would
suggest a synthetic zirconolite. The plutonium isotopics used by Lee are 94% 239Pu, 6% 2 40Pu. The keff value
reported by Lee for this case is 1.24, with a standard deviation of less than 0.006.
The criticality model used in this thesis is benchmarked against this case to verify the performance of
the model. For this benchmark case (LLNL geometry), the geometry used is the same as for Lee, with 2 major
exceptions: the head space inside the container is modeled as air instead of as a void, and the container is
surrounded by a 10 cm thick layer of water instead of the tuff+10% water used by Lee. The water level in the
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sludge, 30% of the volume of the ceramic, is kept the same. The composition of the ceramic is the composition
listed for the baseline ceramic in table 2.16, where the HfO2, Gd 2O3, and U0 2 have been replaced by ZrO2. The
isotopic composition shown in table 2.12 (roughly 94% 2 39Pu, 5.8% 240Pu, plus other isotopes) for WGPu is used
for the plutonium. A keff = 1.280 ± 0.002 is found for this case. The slight increase in the keff relative to the
value given by Lee is most likely due to the use of a water reflector instead of the hydrated tuff. This difference
is minor, and results in a more conservative assessment of the multiplication factor.
Given the good agreement between our benchmark case and the results presented by Lee, it would be
prudent to use this geometry for our investigation of the utility of Hf as a long term criticality control element.
However, the geometry and ceramic composition used by Lee does not appear to correspond to any current
WGPu disposition option. Therefore, the model presented in section 6.3.3, based on the current disposition
strategy, was developed.
6.3.6 Moderation Effect - The Effect of Sludge Water Content on Criticality
One of the first cases examined using the criticality model was to use the same sludge composition as
used in the baseline case to examine the impact of the model geometry on the criticality predicted for a WGPu
ceramic host phase without any poisons. In the new geometry, the Pu only ceramic did not go critical with 30 %
water (composition CA). The initial suspicion examined is that the neutron leakage from the "fuel", in this case
the Pu sludge, was too high. However, the current tallies across the boundary of the sludge, an indication of the
net current or leakage across the surface, did not support this theory.
The next theory examined is that there is insufficient moderation in the sludge for criticality. To test this
theory, two more Pu only ceramic cases are examined. In the first, the volume of water in the sludge is equal to
the volume of the ceramic (composition CB). In the second, the water volume in the sludge is 5 times that of the
ceramic (composition CC). The keff values determined for these cases are shown in table 6.4, shown at the 68%
confidence interval (1 standard deviation). For these cases, it is assumed that the ceramic dissolves as a whole,
and the components are removed from the sludge by the groundwater (ceramic dissolution controlled, discussed
in more detail below). The volume lost by the dissolution and removal of the ceramic is replaced by water.
Table 6.4 shows the effect of this dissolution on the criticality of the system, listed by the amount of the ceramic
remaining in the system. This is shown graphically in figure 6.20.
Table 6.4: Criticality of Pu Only Ceramic - Effect of Moderation
This table contains the keff values determined using the MCNP criticality model for the Pu only ceramic cases
CA, CB, and CC (appendix F). These cases differ in the volume of water included in the sludge. The volume of
the water, as a percentage of the volume of the ceramic, is used as the column heading.
30% H20 (CA) 100% H2 0 (CB) 500% H20 (CC)
ceramic dissolved 
_k __ kff__ kff
0% 0.648 ± 0.0016 0.634 ± 0.0028 0.968 ± 0.0031
20 % 0.583 ± 0.0014 0.664 ± 0.0024 0.956 ± 0.0029
40% 0.514 ± 0.0014 0.680 ±0.0026 0.929 ±0.0028
60 % 0.419 ± 0.0013 0.688 ± 0.0026 0.870 ± 0.0027
80 % 0.277 ± 0.0011 0.629 ± 0.0025 0.698 ± 0.0021
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Figure 6.20: Effect of Moderation on Kff
From the comparison between the three curves, it can be seen that the increase in the initial amount of
water in the sludge results in an increased multiplication factor. It can also be seen, especially in the 100% water
case, that the effect of adding water to the sludge to replace the ceramic can offset or even counteract the loss of
Pu from the system. The behavior of the system can be understood by examining each of the factors involved as
the ceramic is degraded: the loss of Pu from the sludge, and the increase in the water in the sludge.
As the ceramic dissolves and is transported away, the amount of plutonium in the system decreases.
With the loss of fuel, the multiplication factor is expected to decrease, and in all three cases a general downward
trend is observed, although for the 100% water case, it is not observed until the 80% ceramic dissolved point.
The presence of water in the system has a number of effects. First, water can act as a neutron poison in
the system, primarily due to the (n,y) capture reaction with 'H. Second, and perhaps more importantly in this
case, the water serves as a moderator in the system, softening the neutron spectrum and resulting in an increased
thermal neutron flux. As 239Pu has a large thermal fission cross section (750 b, [18]), the effect of increased
moderation will be to increase the fission rate, which will result in a higher multiplication factor.
The effect on the keff of the system resulting from adding water to the sludge is a result of all three of
these factors. From the 100 % water and 500 % water cases, as the ceramic is removed from the system, the
multiplication factor is observed to remain almost the same, or even increase slightly, which would suggest that
the increased moderation provided by the water provides more than enough of a criticality injection to offset the
loss of Pu and the increased neutron capture by the water itself. Based on the trend observed in the 100 and 500
% cases, as well as the general increase in multiplication factor as the initial water level increases, it appears that
the system is under moderated. This is very important to note, as it implies that any event that might add water to
the system without removing material would serve as a criticality injection into the system, which may be enough
to initiate a criticality event, especially if the system is already partially hydrated. One such case, currently
considered as a potential release path from the repository, would be for a disposal container to be hit by a water
cooled drill. This scenario would result in a large water injection into the container, with a large potential for
release and exposure to the drillers if they pump out the contents of the container.
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6.4 Integrated Criticality Modeling Scenarios and Results
To examine the long term criticality behavior, and the utility of hafnium as a long term criticality control
element, the criticality model described in section 6.3 needs to be coupled with a transport and chemistry model
in order to examine the time dependent behavior of the WGPu disposal container. The integrated models
presented here will focus only on the disposal container itself, as the author believes that this represents the most
realistic criticality scenario. The far field criticality scenarios have been examined by other authors elsewhere
[19,20,21,22,23,24] and will not be examined here. Two integrated models will be examined here, the ceramic
dissolution model and the solubility controlled dissolution model, which differ in how the degradation of the
WGPu host form is modeled. In the ceramic dissolution model, section 6.4.1, it is assumed that the release of the
ceramic constituents is governed by the corrosion behavior of the ceramic itself. In the solubility controlled
dissolution model, section 6.4.2, the release of the constituents is assumed to be controlled by the solubility of the
individual constituent solid phases.
As a note, the terminology "near field" and "far field" are used in analyzing the YM repository to refer
to the behavior of the system in the zone directly affected by the emplaced waste ("near field") and the remainder
of the system outside the affected area ("far field"). Depending on the author, and which phenomenon is being
examined, where the near field ends is not precisely defined. However, in all uses, the disposal containers
themselves are always considered part of the near field.
6.4.1 Ceramic Dissolution Model
The first model used to examine the long term criticality behavior of the WGPu host forms over time is
the ceramic dissolution model. The geometry described in section 6.3 is used, and the initial water content of the
sludge is 500 % of the ceramic by volume. In this model, the ceramic is assumed to dissolve at a rate governed
by the corrosion behavior of the synthetic pyrochlore, assumed to be 10-5 g/m 2 /d, which is the typical rate
observed for the actinide host phases summarized by Lutze & Ewing [25]. All material released from the
ceramic is assumed to be carried away by the groundwater and is removed from the model. To determine the
corrosion rate, it is assumed that the surface area of the ceramic is the same as that of the ceramic pucks, 7.3* 10-3
m2 per puck or 12.2 m 2 for the total surface area of the ceramic in the container. If the surface area does not
change over time, this corresponds to a corrosion rate of 4.45*10-5 kg per year. As ceramic is leached from the
system, it is assumed that the volume lost from the sludge is replaced by water. This assumption is necessary to
maintain constant volume, which greatly simplifies the MCNP models.
To examine the effect of each poison in the ceramic individually, a number of host phase compositions
are examined. The baseline case represents the baseline composition of the host phase proposed by Ebbinghaus
[26]. In the Pu only case, the HfO2 , Gd 2O3, and U0 2 in the baseline composition have been replaced by ZrO2,
which is chosen for two reasons: the Hf, Gd, U, and Pu in the synthetic ceramic are added by replacing Zr in the
ceramic matrix, so putting the Zr back in should not be problematic; and Zr has a very low neutron capture cross
section, and thus should not have any effect on the criticality behavior of the system. In the three Pu + X cases,
the other poison elements (Hf, Gd, and U) are replaced by Zr, leaving Pu and the poison being examined in the
ceramic. These initial compositions are shown in table 6.5. The multiplication factors calculated for these
ceramics are shown in table 6.6 and figure 6.21 as the 0 % Ceramic Dissolved cases.
The long term behavior of these ceramic compositions is shown in table 6.6. For these cases, it is
assumed that the ceramic dissolves at a rate of 4.45*10- 5 kg/year. The multiplication factor is determined for the
following points: 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% ceramic dissolved, in addition to the t = 0 point. The sludge
compositions used are given in Appendix F as cases CC - CG. The values of keff in table 6.6 are shown at the
68% confidence interval.
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Table 6.5: Ceramic Compositions Used for Criticality Modeling
This table contains the composition, in weight percent, of the ceramics examined in the criticality modeling. The
baseline composition is the composition proposed by Ebbinghaus [26] for the WGPu host phase. In order to
examine the effect of the individual components on long term criticality, the poisons in the baseline ceramic are
replaced with ZrO2.
Oxide Baseline Comp. Pu Only Ceramic Pu+Hf ceramic Pu+Gd ceramic Pu+U ceramic
CaO 9.95 % 9.95 % 9.95 % 9.95 % 9.95 %
TiO 2  35.86 % 35.86 % 35.86 % 35.86 % 35.86 %
Gd 20 3  7.95% 0% 0% 7.95% 0%
HfO2  10.65% 0% 10.65% 0% 0%
U0 2  23.69% 00% 0% 0% 23.69%
PuO 2  11.89% 11.89% 11.89% 11.89% 11.89%
ZrO 2  0% 42.29% 31.64% 34.34% 18.6%
Table 6.6: Results of Criticality Model - Ceramic Dissolution Model
This table contains the effective multiplication factors, keff, determined for the cases generated using the ceramic
dissolution model using the MCNP criticality model. The cases are shown by the fraction of the ceramic that has
dissolved. Also shown is the time elapsed for each case. The Baseline ceramic composition is that proposed by
LLNL (Ebbinghaus [26]). The Pu only case is the ceramic with all of the poisons replaced by Zr. In the
remaining cases, the other poisons have been replaced by Zr, leaving only Pu and the poison listed.
0 % Dissolved 20% Dissolved 40% Dissolved 60% Dissolved 80% Dissolved
t = 0 y. t = 2.6*106 y t = 5.2*10 6 y t = 7.8*106 y t = 1.0*10 7 y
keff keff keff keff keff
Baseline 0.224 ± 0.0031 0.209 ± 0.0009 0.190 ± 0.0010 0.158 ± 0.0008 0.113 ± 0.0007
Pu Only 0.968 ± 0.0031 0.956 ± 0.0029 0.959 ± 0.0026 0.870 ± 0.0027 0.698 ± 0.0021
Pu + Hf 0.743 ± 0.0027 0.772 ± 0.0028 0.761± 0.0027 0.740 ± 0.0026 0.630 ± 0.0023
Pu + Gd 0.274 ±0.0013 0.251 ±0.0014 0.218 ±0.0010 0.177 ±0.0011 0.118 ±0.0006
Pu + U 0.924 ± 0.0029 0.919 ± 0.0030 0.904 ± 0.0028 0.845 ± 0.0028 0.689 ± 0.0023
The baseline ceramic composition would not be expected to result in a criticality event, barring a
massive reactivity insertion, even in the worst case scenario proposed in this model. The primary reason for this
is the Gd in the ceramic matrix. Even with the removal of the other control elements, the Gd could be expected
to ensure sub-criticality in this worst case scenario, provided that the assumption that the dissolution rates are
controlled by the dissolution behavior of the ceramic hold true. Under the ceramic dissolution assumption, Hf by
itself does serve as a sufficient neutron poison to prevent criticality. However, the system would be much more
vulnerable to any reactivity insertion event. As expected, uranium by itself does not provide any significant
reduction in the multiplication factor relative to the Pu only case.
Given that the half-life of 23 9Pu is only 2.4*104 years, very little dissolution of the ceramic would be
expected before the 239Pu has completely decayed away. As this model does not incorporate the radioactive
decay of Pu, nor does it model the behavior of the system as the concentration of the daughter product, 235u,
builds up, it is really not suited to examine the long term criticality issues for the disposition of WGPu at YM, at
least at the predicted ceramic dissolution rate. At this rate, aside from the initial criticality case (0% dissolved
ceramic), the system should be modeled with 23 5U in place of the WGPu.
However, if the surface area of the ceramic assumed to be 1000 times greater than that of the solid ceramic
pucks, the predicted dissolution rate would be increased to 4.45* 10-2 kg/year, which would result in a scenario
where the dissolution of the ceramic, rather than the radioactive decay of the Pu, is the primary method by which
Pu is removed from the near field. This scenario is presented in figure 6.22. One problem with this hypothetical
scenario is that, at this dissolution rate, the solubility of some of the metals may be exceeded, depending on the
flow rate and flooding scenarios proposed. A more detailed model would be needed to examine this scenario.
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Figure 6.21: kff vs. time - Ceramic Dissolution Model
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Figure 6.22: kff vs. time - Ceramic Dissolution Case, Increased Ceramic Surface Area
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6.4.2 Solubility Controlled Dissolution Model
The second model used to examine the long term criticality behavior of the WGPu host forms over time
is the solubility controlled dissolution model. The geometry described in section 6.3 is used, and the water
content of the sludge is 500 % of the ceramic by volume. This model is only used to examine the behavior of
hafnium and plutonium(IV). In this model, it is assumed that the groundwater in the container is in equilibrium
with the hafnium and plutonium hydroxides. The hydroxide solid phase is used primarily because there is more
data on the solubility of the hydroxide than the oxide solid, particularly for Pu(IV).
The groundwater is removed from the container at a rate determined by the percolation rate given for
YM, and the water entering the container is assumed to reach the equilibrium concentration before being
discharged. The percolation flow rate at YM is 10 mm/yr [27]. If the area available for flow is equal to that of
both ends of the container, this corresponds to a volumetric flow rate of 61 L/year through the container. Given
that the total volume of water in the container, between the water layer and the sludge, is 1420 L, the average
residence time of the groundwater in the container is 24 years. The equilibrium concentrations of Hf and Pu(IV)
in the groundwater are determined using the solubility model, given the conditions described below for each case
examined. The amount of Hf and Pu(IV) remaining in the system as a function of time is determined by
(Hf)t = (Hf)o -V x [Hf]aq X t (6.15)
(Pu(IV)t = (Pu(IV))0 - V, x [PU(IV)]aq x t (6.16)
where (Hf)t and (Pu(IV))t = mass of Hf/Pu(IV) remaining in the container at time t,(Hf)o and (Pu(IV))o = mass of Hf/Pu(IV) in the container at time t = 0 years,
V' = volumetric flow rate [L/year]
[Hf]aq and [Pu(IV)]aq = equilibrium Hf/Pu(IV) concentrations [kg / L]
and t = time elapsed [years]
The ceramic modeled is the same as the Pu + Hf ceramic case, in which the Gd 2O3 and U0 2 present in the
baseline ceramic composition are replaced with ZrO2. The composition of the sludge phase as a function of time
is determined as follows. First, equations 6.15 and 6.16 are used to determine the mass of Hf and Pu lost from
the container. From the lost mass, the volume of the ceramic lost is calculated. An equal volume of water is
added to the sludge in order to maintain constant volume, and the new mass fractions are determined. For these
cases, only the Pu(IV) and Hf are allowed to dissolve away. The mass of CaO, TiO2 , and ZrO2 in the container
are assumed to remain constant as a function of time. The mass fractions of the sludge are determined using an
MS EXCEL spreadsheet, and the compositions of the sludge for the cases detailed below are given in Appendix
F.
Two sets of solubility controlled cases are examined. The first case, referred to as the expected case,
uses the baseline stability constants shown in table 6.1 and again in table 6.7. The solubility products for
Pu(OH)4 and Hf(OH) 4 used as the baseline values in the solubility modeling section are also used here (table
6.7). The solubility model is run to determined the equilibrium concentrations at the expected pH = 7.1, as well
as at pH = 6.1 and 9.1, to examine the how pH will affect the long term predictions of criticality. The resulting
equilibrium concentrations for Hf and Pu(IV) are shown in table 6.8. The resulting sludge compositions are
given in Appendix F, as cases SA, SB, and SC. Table 6.9 contains the effective multiplication factors determined
for the system as a function of time.
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Table 6.7: Equilibrium Constants - Expected Case, Solubility Controlled Dissolution Model
This table contains the stability products for the hydroxide and carbonate complexes of Pu(IV) and Hf used for
the expected case for the solubility controlled dissolution model. Also shown are the solubility constants used for
the Pu(IV) and Hf hydroxide solids.
Hydroxide Species log P Carbonate Species log 1
Pu(OH)+ 13.5 Pu(CO 3)'+ 12.3
Pu(OH)22+ 25.7 Pu(C0 3)20  23.4
Pu(OH)3+ 36.7 Pu(C0 3 )32- 30.0
Pu(OH)40  46.5 Pu(C0 3)44- 32.8
Pu(C0 3)56 - 33.9
Hf(OH)3+ 14.0 Hf(CO 3)2+ 12.8
Hf(OH) 22+ 26.1 Hf(C0 3)20  23.8
Hf(OH) 3+ 36.7 Hf(CO3)3 2- 29.9
Hf(OH) 4 0  45.7 Hf(C0 3)44- 32.0
Hf(C0 3)56 - 33.1
Pu(OH) 4 (s) log K, = -52.0 Hf(OH) 4 (s) log K, = -51.79
Table 6.8: Equilibrium Concentrations Used in Expected Solubility Controlled Cases
This table contains the equilibrium concentrations predicted by the solubility model for Hf and Pu(IV) at Yucca
Mountain for pH 7.1, 6.1, and 9.1 respectively .
_pH_____ Species_______ _ _L_ La__[kg/L
7.1 Hf 8.19E-7 1.46E-7
7.1 Pu(IV) 3.17E-6 7.58E-7
6.1 Hf 8.77E-7 1.55E-7
6.1 Pu(IV) 3.2E-6 7.65E-7
9.1 Hf 1.21E-6 2.16E-7
9.1 Pu(IV) 3.21E-6 7.67E-7
Table 6.9: Results - Solubility Controlled Dissolution Model, Expected Case
This table contains the effective multiplication factors, kef, determined for the cases generated using the
solubility controlled dissolution model using the MCNP criticality model. The equilibrium constants for the
expected behavior case are used to model the solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) in these cases.
pH = 7.1 pH = 6.1 pH = 9.1
Time Elapsed keff .k.. .... 
__Tie_ Elp __ __ _ _ _ k _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ke ____ ___ 
_ _ _
0 years 0.742 ± 0.0027 0.742 ± 0.0027 0.742 ± 0.0027
100,000 years 0.675 ± 0.0024 0.672 ± 0.0025 0.673 ± 0.0025
200,000 years 0.661 ± 0.0023 0.665 ± 0.0025 0.664 ± 0.0026
300,000 years 0.649 ± 0.0025 0.653 ± 0.0035 0.654 ± 0.0024
400,000 years 0.637 ± 0.0023 0.639 ± 0.0022 0.639 ± 0.0023
500,000 years 0.620 ± 0.0024 0.620 ± 0.0024 0.622 ± 0.0023
Essentially no difference is observed between these cases, indicating that, in the expected case, the long
term criticality behavior of a ceramic host phase with Hf as the only poison under solubility dissolution control is
essentially independent of the pH in the near field over a pH range of 6.1 to 9.1, as seen in figure 6.23. Based on
the predictions of the solubility for Hf and Pu(IV) in section 6.2, this behavior is not unexpected. It is important,
again, to note the time scales required for significant dissolution to occur. The time intervals selected for table
6.9 correspond to roughly the time required to remove 10% of the Pu or Hf from the system at the flow rates
expected at Yucca Mountain. At these flow rates, however, essentially all of the 2 3 9 Pu will have decayed to 2U.
Flow rates on the order of 10 to 100 times those currently used in the modeling of YM would be needed to see
appreciable dissolution of the plutonium in a time frame comparable to its half-life. As the time required for
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dissolution and the flow rate are directly proportional in this model, the effect of increasing or decreasing the
flow rate can be easily examined by simply adjusting the time elapsed appropriately (for example, a factor of 10
increase in the flow rate would reduce the time elapsed figures in table 6.9 by a factor of 10). It should also be
noted that this model assumes that the equilibrium concentrations are controlled by the solubility of the
hydroxide solid phases. The oxide phases are expected to be anywhere from 3 to 6 orders of magnitude less
soluble, based on the literature data on HfO2 (section 2.3.3). The dissolution rate predicted by the solubility
model is directly proportional to the solubility product of the solid phases, so a decreased solubility of 3 to 6
orders of magnitude would result in a corresponding increase in the time elapsed for the results shown in table
6.9.
0.75-
-u-pH = 7.1
0.70- 
-- pH = 6.1
- -pH = 9.1
0.65-
0.60 - I I I
1x105  2x10' 3x10' 4x10' 5x10'
time [y]
Figure 6.23: kff vs. time - Expected Case
The second solubility controlled dissolution case examined is the worst case scenario. For these cases,
the solubility and stability constants for Hf and Pu(IV) are selected in order to provide the greatest separation of
the Hf from the Pu. The constants used are shown in table 6.10.
The solubility model is run to determined the equilibrium concentrations at the expected pH = 7.1, as
well as at pH = 6.1 and 9.1, to examine the how pH will affect the long term predictions of criticality. The
resulting equilibrium concentrations for Hf and Pu(IV) are shown in table 6.11. The resulting sludge
compositions are given in Appendix F, as cases WCA, WCB, and WCC. Table 6.12 contains the effective
multiplication factors determined for the system as a function of time.
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Table 6.10: Equilibrium Constants - Worst Case, Solubility Controlled Dissolution Model
This table contains the stability products for the hydroxide and carbonate complexes of Pu(IV) and Hf used for
the worst case for the solubility controlled dissolution model. Also shown are the solubility constants used for
the Pu(IV) and Hf hydroxide solids.
Hydroxide Species __log_
Pu(OH)+ 13.5
Pu(OH) 22+ 25.7
Pu(OH) 3' 36.7
Pu(OH)40  46.5
Hf(OH)3+ 14.0
Hf(OH) 22+ 26.1
Hf(OH) 3+ 36.7
Hf(OH) 40 45.7
Pu(OH)4 (S) lo2 K = -55.
Carbonate Species _ og
Pu(CO3)2+ 12.3
Pu(C0 3)20  23.4
Pu(C0 3)32- 30.0
Pu(C0 3)44~ 32.8
Pu(C0 3)56- 33.9
Hf(CO 3)2+ 13.8
Hf(C0 3)20  24.9
Hf(C0 3)32 - 31.5
Hf(C0 3)44- 34.4
Hf(C0 3)56 - 35.5
2 Hf(OH)4 (s) log Ks, = -51.79
Table 6.11: Equilibrium Concentrations Used in Worst Case Solubility Controlled Cases
This table contains the equilibrium concentrations predicted by the solubility model for Hf and Pu(IV) at Yucca
Mountain for pH 7.1, 6.1, and 9.1 respectively, using the equilibrium constants from the worst case scenario.
_PH__Spees_____Mh_[M____LM 
_LgL
7.1 Hf 8.19E-7 1.46E-7
7.1 Pu(IV) 2.OOE-9 4.78E-10
6.1 Hf 8.77E-7 1.55E-7
6.1 Pu(IV) 2.02E-9 4.83E-10
9.1 Hf 3.52E-6 6.28E-7
9.1 Pu(IV) 2.02E-9 4.83E-10
Table 6.12: Results - Solubility Controlled Dissolution Model, Worst Case
This table contains the effective multiplication factors, keff, determined for the cases generated using the
solubility controlled dissolution model using the MCNP criticality model. The equilibrium constants for the
worst case behavior case are used to model the solubility of Hf and Pu(IV) in these cases.
Time _Elapsed
0 years
500,000 years
1,000,000 years
1,500,000 years
2,000,000 years
2,500,000 years
pH=7.1
keff
0.742 ± 0.0027
0.689 ± 0.0026
0.709 ± 0.0024
0.717 ± 0.0024
0.742 ± 0.0025
0.744 ±0.0026
keff
0.742 ± 0.0027
0.698 ± 0.0025
0.708 ± 0.0025
0.727 ± 0.0025
0.742 ± 0.0025
0.758 ± 0.0026
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pH = 6.1 pH = 9.1
kff
± 0.0027
± 0.0025
± 0.0026
± 0.0026
± 0.0027
± 0.0027
0.742
0.738
0.817
0.889
0.887
0.892
_______ _______
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Figure 6.24: K vs. Time - Worst Case Solubility Control Model
Even under the worst case scenario, very little difference is seen in the behavior of the system between
the pH 6.1 and pH 7.1 cases. However, at pH 9.1 we see the effect of the increased carbonate stability constants
for Hf, which result in the quicker removal of the Hf from the system, which results in an increase in the
multiplication factor of the system. Again, the time scales required to see these effects are significantly larger
than the half-life of 239 Pu. Over the expected life time of the 23 9Pu, the behavior of the system appears to be no
worse than that of the ceramic controlled Pu + Hf ceramic system, which would suggest that, regardless of the
corrosion scenario, the overall criticality of the system, when controlled by Hf, is essentially the same.
6.4.3 Inclusion of 5d" Hydrolysis Product into Solubility Controlled Dissolution Model
To correct the predictions of the solubility controlled dissolution model for the omission of the 5 'h
hydrolysis constant, one key assumption is necessary. This assumption is that the concentration of Pu(IV) shows
the same dependence on the 5h hydrolysis product as Hf, so that it is possible to determine the adjusted
equilibrium concentration of Pu(IV) using the same multiplier needed to correct the equilibrium Hf
concentration. While it would be more correct to estimate the 5t stability constant for Pu(IV) and re-run the
model to determine the equilibrium concentration of Pu(IV), this would require new MCNP cases to be run.
Unfortunately, this problem is discovered too late in the project for this solution to be feasible, which leaves the
next best option as the assumption given above.
As the time dependence of the model is directly proportional to flow rate and the equilibrium
solubilities, assuming the same behavior for Pu(IV) as for Hf allows us to simply correct the time scales for each
case to account for the increase in equilibrium solubility. Using the solubility model for Hf which includes the 5th
hydrolysis constant, with a stability constant of log 015 = 52.8, the corrected Hf concentrations are determined
(table 6.13 and 6.14). Assuming the same ratio as seen for the Hf concentration between tables 6.7 and 6.11, the
Pu(IV) equilibrium concentrations shown in tables 6.13 and 6.14 are determined. Figures 6.25 and 6.26 show the
corrected kff vs. time curves for the expected and worst case scenarios. As expected, the degree of the correction
factor increases significantly with pH, and is very significant for the pH 9.1 case.
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Table 6.13: Corrected Equilibrium Concentrations Used in Expected Solubility Controlled CasesThis table contains the equilibrium concentrations predicted by the solubility model, corrected to account for the5'h hydrolysis products, for Hf and Pu(IV) at Yucca Mountain for pH 7.1, 6.1, and 9.1 respectively. The "ratio"
column shows the ratio of the corrected concentration to the originally calculated concentration (for the model
without the 5 h hydrolysis product included).
pH Species IMISa [MI Ratio
7.1 Hf 2.12E-6 2.59
7.1 Pu(IV) 8.21E-6 2.59
6.1 Hf L.O1E-6 1.15
6.1 Pu(IV) 3.69E-6 1.15
9.1 Hf 1.31E-4 110.7
9.1 Pu(IV) 3.55E-4 110.7
0.74 -
m-PH = 6.10.72-
0.70-
0.68-
0.66-
0.64-
0.62-
1 10 100 1000 10000 100000
time elapsed [years]
Figure 6.25: kf vs. time - Expected Case (Corrected to Include 5 h Hydrolysis Product)
For pH 6.1 and pH 7.1, the change in the time scale for the corrected case is not very significant, and is
still significantly greater than the half-life of the 239Pu. At higher pH, the time scale required for dissolution is
significantly shorter. At pH 9.1, the dissolution occurs at a time scale less than the half-life of the plutonium.
This does mean, however, that, if the dissolution of the ceramic phase is determined by the solubility of the
hydroxide solid phases, either more effort is needed to determine the equilibrium constants involved (the
solubility product of the metal hydroxide and the stability constant of the 5h hydrolysis product) or efforts should
be undertaken to control the pH in the near field, such as the addition of an appropriate backfill to the repository
design.
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Table 6.14: Corrected Equilibrium Concentrations Used in Worst Case Solubility Controlled Cases
This table contains the equilibrium concentrations predicted by the solubility model for Hf and Pu(IV), corrected
to account for the 5 th hydrolysis products, for Hf and Pu(IV) at Yucca Mountain for pH 7.1, 6.1, and 9.1
respectively. The "ratio" column shows the ratio of the corrected concentration to the originally calculated
concentration (for the model without the 5d' hydrolysis product included).
pH Species [Mho [M Ratio
7.1 Hf 2.12e-6 2.59
7.1 Pu(IV) 5.18E-9 2.59
6.1 Hf 1.0le-6 1.15
6.1 Pu(IV) 2.32E-9 1.15
9.1 Hf 1.34e-4 38.1
9.1 Pu(IV) 7.70E-8 38.1
1.00-
0.95- - -pH = 7.1
-u- pH = 6.1
0.90 - - - pH = 9.1
0.85-
0.80 -
0.75 -
0.70
1 10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000 1E7
time elapsed [years]
Figure 6.26: kf vs. time - Worst Case (Corrected to Include 5 ,h Hydrolysis Product
As with the expected case, the predictions of the corrected case definitely suggest that, if the dissolution
of the ceramic is solubility controlled, additional investigation and action is required to properly evaluate the
criticality risk in the repository. For the pH 6.1 and 7.1 cases, even with the assumption of the worst case
equilibrium constants, the time scale for dissolution is still greater than the half-life of the 239Pu. For the pH 9.1
case, which essentially has the Hf being leached away from the Pu(IV), which remains in the ceramic, a
significant amount of dissolution would be expected within the half-life of 239 Pu, which results in a significant
criticality risk. By the end of the case, all of the Hf has been leached from the ceramic, and the neutron
multiplication factor approaches 0.9, which is very high and provides no margin of safety in regards to criticality.
Again, this suggests that more work is required to properly model the system. Also, it would appear that the
addition of a pH reducing backfill to the repository design could serve to reduce the risk of a criticality event, if
these worst case assumptions are realized.
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VII. Conclusions
In order to properly model the behavior of WGPu in the repository, additional research is needed in a
number of areas. Primary among these is the dissolution behavior of the ceramic host form, particularly the
impact of radiation damage to the ceramic matrix. The solubility model presented here can be used as a
bounding analysis, covering the worst case dissolution behavior that could be expected. However, it does
represent a worst case scenario. The dissolution of the synthetic ceramics examined to date tends not to be at
equilibrium, which means that using the solubility controlled dissolution model would result in overestimating
the degradation of the ceramic. From a purely engineering point of view, this is not a problem unless it results
additional costs being incurred to reduce the potential for criticality. However, if the solubility model grossly
over predicts the degradation of the WGPu ceramic, it could be used to support the case against the repository by
predicting higher Pu release rates than expected from the ceramic dissolution, as well as predicting a higher
probability of a criticality incident in the repository, both of which could result in significant political problems in
trying to build and license the repository at Yucca Mountain.
Based on the results of the speciation and solubility models, the key parameters to necessary to predict
the behavior of Hf under the conditions expected at Yucca Mountain are the solubility product of the solid phase
and the 4 th and 5 th hydrolysis products. The Hf should be present as HfO2 . Given the wide range in solubility
reported in the literature, more work is probably needed to determine this constant. With the agreement between
this work and the estimates of the hydrolysis constants presented by Baes & Mesmer and Smith & Martell, it
would appear that the hydrolysis products are fairly well understood, at least compared to the solubility product
of the oxide. Additional work should be performed to confirm the formation of the Hf(OH)j complex, and to
confirm the stability constant for the complex.
Given the strong effect of silicate complexation, additional work studying the complexation of Hf and
Pu by silicates needs to be performed. Silicate complexation will be even more important for Pu and Hf, due to
the dissolution of the borosilicate glass that is co-disposed with the immobilization host form. The concentration
of silicates in the near field, due to the borosilicate glass, will most likely be significantly higher than currently
seen in J- 13 groundwater.
From the criticality and dissolution models, the first conclusion is that even under solubility control, no
significant release of plutonium from the immobilization host form is expected in the low pH cases before the
239Pu decays. If the pH of the groundwater is increased due to the dissolution of other waste components, or the
repository structure itself, a potential criticality concern does exist if the dissolution of the ceramic is solubility
controlled. This could be especially significant if cement is used in the construction of the repository.
The current ceramic formulation should be sufficient to prevent criticality, at least over the lifetime of
2 39 Pu. As 239Pu decays to 23 5U, the criticality problem will not just go away. Future efforts in examining the long
term criticality risk will need to incorporate the decay of 239 Pu, the effect of alpha irradiation on the stability of
the ceramic (to determine the long term dissolution behavior), as well as the chemistry of U in order to properly
evaluate the system.
The speciation and solubility models presented and examined in this work, along with the solubility
controlled dissolution model, do not incorporate the REDOX behavior of Pu. Under the conditions at Yucca
Mountain, the equilibrium state of the plutonium should be in the Pu(V) state. This will significantly increase the
release rate of Pu from the ceramic in the solubility controlled cases. This behavior will reduce the risk of a near-
field criticality incident, however, as the Pu is lost from the container. Also, the solution behavior and transport
behavior of the Pu will be governed by the solution chemistry of the pentavalent Pu. If it is determined that the
ceramic dissolution rate is controlled by the solubility of the metal oxide or hydroxide solids, additional work
will be required to properly model the behavior of the system.
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By itself, is able to keep the multiplication factor less than unity. However, the system with Hf as the
only poison may not be able to remain sub-critical in the event of an accident such as human intrusion. If the
dissolution of the ceramic is determined to be controlled by the ceramic itself, the ceramic dissolution model, as
opposed to being controlled by the solubility of the constituent components, it may be possible to omit Hf from
the ceramic composition and rely entirely on the Gd for criticality control. This new ceramic formulation may
result in a cost saving (as Hf will no longer be needed). Also, the space in the matrix currently occupied by the
HfO2 could be filled with depleted uranium, which would serve the dual purposes of reducing the enrichment of
the uranium in the ceramic following the decay of the 239Pu and providing a path for the disposal of at least a
small fraction of the surplus depleted uranium currently being stored by the DOE.
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APPENDIX A - MIT LABORATORY PROCEDURES
MIT Laboratory Procedure Checklist
# Title
1 Calibration of pH Meter - Metrohm/Brinkmann Titrator
2 Calibration of pH Meter - Cole Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter
3 Measuring pH with Metrohm/Brinkmann Titrator
4 Measuring pH with Cole Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter
5 Reconditioning of pH Electrodes
6 Glassware Cleaning
7 Maintenance of Acid Baths
8 Cleaning of Laboratory Work Surfaces
9 Determination of Hafnium Concentration by ICP-AES
10 Measuring mass with Sartorius BP61S Analytical Balance
11 Monthly Lab Maintenance Checklist
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Title: Calibration of pH Meter - Metrohm/Brinkmann Titrator
Description: This procedure describes the 3-point calibration of the pH probe for the
Metrohm/Brinkmann titrator. The probe should be calibrated at least once per
day when the titrator is in use. The pH values for the buffer solutions have
been entered into the calibration program already, so when new NIST traceable
buffer solutions are acquired the calibration program needs to be updated with
the pH values for the buffer solutions.
Procedure:
1) Start titrator control program. Using titrator control program, re-initialize
titrator.
2) Using the Method Manager control panel, download the method calibr into
the titrator. Return to the titrator control interface and start calibration method.
3) Remove probe from storage solution. Rinse tip with De-Ionized water (DI
water) and open cover of electrode filling port. Check electrolyte level in
probe. If necessary refill probe (see MIT Laboratory Procedure # 5).
4) The first prompt from the titrator program is to enter lab temperature. Default
value is 25 'C. Press enter to accept this default temperature. *
5) Titrator will prompt user for first buffer solution (pH = 7). Put probe tip into
first buffer solution and press enter on keypad.
6) After pH measurement stabilizes, the titrator will store the measured voltage
and prompt user for second buffer solution (pH = 4). Remove probe from first
buffer solution, rinse with DI water, and insert into second buffer solution.
Press enter on keypad.
7) After pH measurement stabilizes, the titrator will store the measured voltage
and prompt user for third buffer solution (pH = 10). Remove probe from
second buffer solution, rinse with DI water, and insert into third buffer
solution. Press enter on keypad.
8) After pH measurement stabilizes, the titrator will store the measured voltage
and end the calibration program. Rinse probe tip and return to electrode
storage solution.
9) Use titrator control program to view results of calibration. Record measured
voltages and calibration curve.
10) If calibration is not acceptable, repeat calibration procedure with new buffer
solutions.
* Currently there is no temperature sensor attached to the titrator system. The system will assume that any
titrations occur at the default temperature. Entering any other temperature value in the calibration routine will
cause the titrator system to attempt to compensate for any drift in calibration due to the difference in the
calibration temperature and the default value. If a temperature sensor is attached at some later time, this
procedure will need to be updated.
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Calibration of pH Meter - Cole Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter
Description:
Procedure:
This procedure describes the 3-point calibration of the pH probe for the Cole
Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter (CP pH meter). The probe should be calibrated at
least once per day when the titrator is in use. The following NIST traceable pH
buffer solutions are needed for the calibration: pH = 4, pH = 7, and pH = 10.
1) Turn on CP pH meter. Inspect cables to ensure that probe is connected to
meter. Put meter in pH mode (using mode button to cycle through options).
2) Press Cal/Meas to enter calibration mode. Meter should show current pH
above the pH of the next buffer solution (should be pH = 7)
3) Remove probe from storage solution. Rinse tip with De-Ionized water (DI
water) and open cover of electrode filling port. Check electrolyte level in
probe. If necessary, refill probe (see MIT Laboratory Procedure # 5).
4) Titrator will prompt user for first buffer solution (pH = 7). Put probe tip into
first buffer solution and let probe reach equilibrium. Once reading stabilizes,
the ready light will appear in the display on the meter. Press con to accept
measured value.
5) The titrator will store the measured voltage and prompt user for second buffer
solution (pH = 4). Remove probe from first buffer solution, rinse with DI
water, and insert into second buffer solution. Once reading stabilizes, the
ready light will appear in the display on the meter. Press con to accept
measured value.
6) The titrator will store the measured voltage and prompt user for the third buffer
solution (pH = 10). Remove probe from second buffer solution, rinse with DI
water, and insert into third buffer solution. Once reading stabilizes, the ready
light will appear in the display on the meter. Press con to accept measured
value.
7) The calibration is now complete. However, the CP pH meter will display the
pH of the first buffer underneath the current pH. If desired, the calibration can
be repeated (start with step 4). Otherwise, press Cal/Meas to exit calibration
mode.
8) The CP pH meter is now ready for pH measurements
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Title:
Measuring pH with Metrohm/Brinkmann Titrator
Description: This procedure describes the measurement of the pH of a solution using the
Metrohm/Brinkmann Titrator system. The calibration of the titrator system is
described in MIT Laboratory Procedure #1. Calibration of the pH probe
should be done at least once daily, before samples are measured, whenever the
titrator is in use. The current titrator program for measuring pH is measpH.
(Modify procedure if method name changes in future).
Procedure:
1) If probe not already calibrated, calibrate the pH probe on the titrator system.
Use MIT Laboratory Procedure #1.
2) Using the Method Manager routine, download method measpH into the
titrator. This should call up the titrator control window. If not, open the
titrator control window.
3) Remove probe from electrode storage solution. Rinse tip with DI water.
Lightly dab electrode with clean Kimwipe (or other lab tissue) to remove
excess water.
4) Insert probe into solution to be measured.
5) Start measpH method. Press graph toggle button on titrator control interface
to view pH history graphically.
6) Let system sit until pH stabilizes. Record measured pH value in log book.
7) Remove probe from sample and rinse with DI water. Procedure can be
repeated (starting with step 3, except probe removed from previous sample, not
from electrode storage solution) for additional samples.
8) When all pH measurements are completed, stop measpH method (press stop
button on interface or hand controller). Rinse electrode with DI water and re-
insert into electrode storage solution.
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Measuring pH with Cole Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter
Description: This procedure describes the measurement of the pH of a solution using the
Cole Parmer pH/mV/0 C Meter (CP pH meter). The calibration of the titrator
system is described in MIT Laboratory Procedure #2. Calibration of the pH
probe should be done at least once daily, before samples are measured,
whenever the titrator is in use.
Procedure:
1) If probe is not already calibrated, calibrate the pH probe on the CP pH meter
system. Use MIT Laboratory Procedure #2.
2) Remove probe from electrode storage solution. Rinse tip with DI water.
Lightly dab electrode with clean Kimwipe (or other lab tissue) to remove
excess water.
3) Insert probe into solution to be measured. Using mode button, make sure CP
pH meter is in pH mode.
4) Let system sit until pH stabilizes. The ready light will appear in the CP meter
display when pH measurement stabilizes. Record measured pH value in log
book.
5) Remove probe from sample and rinse with DI water. Procedure can be
repeated (starting with step 2, except probe removed from previous sample, not
from electrode storage solution) for additional samples.
6) When all pH measurements are completed, rinse electrode with DI water and
re-insert into electrode storage solution. Turn off CP pH meter.
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Reconditioning of pH Electrodes
Description: This procedure describes the process for reconditioning pH electrodes used in
the lab. Electrodes should be reconditioned on an as needed basis. Electrodes
need to be reconditioned under the following circumstances:
- A new electrode is being prepared for use
- An electrode is being taken out of storage for use
- The electrolyte in the electrode has been refilled
- The electrolyte in the electrode has been replaced or changed out
- Problems/unusual behavior observed during the calibration or use
of the electrode
If reconditioning the electrode does not restore normal performance, the
electrode will need to be replaced.
Procedure:
1) (New Electrodes and Electrodes from storage Only) Follow all of
manufacturer's instructions to prepare electrode for use.
2) Check electrolyte level in probe. Adjust as necessary.
3) Fill a beaker (30 or 50 mL beaker is typically used) with enough 0.1 M HCl to
completely cover tip of electrode.
4) Rinse electrode with DI water. Open cover on filling hole to allow
equilibration with atmosphere.
5) Submerge electrode tip in HC solution (at least deep enough to completely
cover the electrode frit). Allow electrode to sit in acid solution for at least 1
hour.
6) Remove electrode from acid solution. Rinse with DI water.
7) Submerge electrode tip in fresh electrode storage solution (use either storage
solution recommended by the electrode manufacturer, Orion pH Electrode
Storage Solution, or equivalent from other supplier). Allow electrode to sit in
storage solution for at least 12 hours.
8) Remove electrode from storage solution. Rinse with DI water.
9) Test electrode performance by following procedure described in step 8 of
MITLP#11.
10) Rinse probe with DI water. Close filling hole.
11) Pour fresh electrode storage solution into either electrode storage bottle or
clean beaker (covered with Parafilm, with a small opening for electrode, to
minimize evaporation). Insert electrode. Electrode is ready for use.
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Glassware Cleaning
Description:
Procedure:
This procedure describes the process to be used to clean the glassware used in
these experiments. The acid baths used in these procedures need to be replaced
monthly or more frequently if the baths appear dirty (See MIT Laboratory
Procedure # 7). Other lab equipment (other than glassware) should be cleaned
following as much of this procedure as is feasible (for example, metal
scoopulas should not be put into the acid baths).
1) Remove any remaining liquid from glassware. Dispose of liquid properly.
2) If glassware was used with organics, rinse glassware thoroughly with Acetone
to remove non-polar organics. Then rinse with Ethyl alcohol to remove
acetone. Then rinse with DI water to remove any residual alcohol. Clean as
normal.
3) Clean glassware using labware brush and detergent solution (either a laboratory
grade detergent (e.g. Alconox) or a dishwasher detergent (e.g. Ivory)) under tap
water.
4) Rinse with tap water to remove any remaining detergent.
5) Rinse thoroughly with DI water.
6) Equipment that can not be put into the acid baths should be left on the rack to
dry.
7) Glassware and all equipment that can be put into the acid baths should be
allowed to dry briefly to remove most of the DI water from the glassware.
8) Glassware is then placed into the first acid bath (5 % by volume concentrated
HCl in DI water). Gloves must be used to prevent contamination of acid bath
and to protect hands.
9) Glassware is allowed to soak in the acid bath for at least 12 hours (typically
overnight). The glassware is then removed using the Teflon tongs, rinsed with
DI water, and placed into the second acid bath (1 part to 1000, concentrated
HCl to DI water).
10) Glassware is allowed to soak in the second bath for at least 12 hours (typically
overnight) before being removed using the Teflon tongs. Glassware is then
rinsed thoroughly with DI water and hung on the drying rack for acid washed
glassware to dry (typically it is left to dry overnight)
11) Dried, Acid-Washed glassware is then transferred into the glassware cabinet
until needed.
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Maintenance of Acid Baths
Description: This procedure describes the maintenance of the acid baths used for the
cleaning of the glassware in the laboratory. This procedure should be used at
least once per month, or whenever the acid baths look dirty. Currently, the acid
baths are being made using hydrochloric acid. However, if necessary, another
strong acid can be used for these baths (in the past, nitric acid baths were used).
The second bath (currently a 1:1000 HCl : DI Water solution) can be replaced
by a DI water bath. However, care must be taken to ensure than no bacterial
growth occurs in the water bath.
Procedure:
1) Neutralize the acid baths by adding sodium bicarbonate. Dispose of the
neutralized solutions appropriately.
2) Wash out the buckets with tap water and detergent. Use laboratory brush to
clean buckets and lids. Rinse buckets with tap water to remove any detergent.
3) Rinse buckets with DI water. Let buckets drip dry to remove most of water.
Dry buckets with paper towels.
4) Fill 5 vol. % acid bath as follows:
For 7 L total volume* in acid bath, add 6500 mL of DI water to bucket
(typically measured by filling 500 mL beaker to 500 mL mark 13 times). Then
add 150 mL DI water.
Measure 350 mL concentrated HCl into a beaker and slowly add to bucket
(bringing total volume to 7000 mL). Stir the solution in the bucket with a glass
stirring rod for a couple of minutes.
Label lid with date that acid solution was made.
5) Fill 1:1000 acid : DI water solution as follows:
For approximately 7 L total volume* in acid bath, add 7000 mL DI water to
bucket (fill a 500 mL beaker 14 times). Add 7 mL concentrated HCl to the
bucket (bringing total volume to 7007 mL). Stir the solution in the bucket with
a glass stirring rod for a couple of minutes.
Label lid with date that acid solution was made.
* If more or less volume is desired in the acid baths, simply adjust the amount of water and acid added to the
buckets to attain the total desired volume while maintaining the ratios required in each bucket.
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Cleaning of Laboratory Surfaces
Description:
Procedure:
This procedure describes the steps taken to clean the work surfaces in the
laboratory to prevent cross contamination between experiments. Equipment
that can not be cleaned with MIT Laboratory Procedure #7, such as
balances, etc..., should be cleaned using this procedure
1) After work in a given area of the lab is completed, remove all glassware and
movable equipment from the area.
2) Lightly spray the area with the spray cleaning agent (Currently Fantastik brand
all-purpose cleaner is used, although other similar products may be used).
3) Wipe sprayed area clean with paper towels. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until surface
is clean.
4) Lightly spray the cleaned area with DI water from the squeeze bottles.
5) Wipe down the area with clean paper towels. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until
surface appears to be free of detergent/cleaning agent.
6) Dispose of paper towels appropriately.
CAUTION: In cleaning areas where radioactive compounds were used, the refuse
from the first cleaning of the area should be treated as potentially contaminated
material and disposed of appropriately.
CAUTION: In cleaning areas where hazardous compounds were used, the refuse
from the first cleaning of the area should be treated as potentially contaminated
material and disposed of appropriately.
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Determination of Hafnium Concentration by ICP-AES
Description: This procedure describes the determination of hafnium concentrations in
aqueous samples via Inductively Coupled Plasma - Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-AES), using the Spectroflame ICP-D ICP-AES system
available to the lab. Hafnium concentration is determined by observing the
277.336 nm wavelength, using the hfdetl procedure (created by following the
users manual for the ICP system). This procedure will need to be
updated/changed after the proposed upgrades to the ICP-AES system are
completed. Data analysis (to determine the concentration of Hf in the samples)
is done off-line by generating a calibration curve from a least-squares fit to a
line on the measured standard solutions.
Procedure:
1) Inspect ICP tubing and nebulizer for leaks, defects, etc..., before beginning the
ICP run. Transfer the waste outlet tube to the appropriate waste collection
container.
2) Start the ICP system following the instructions given on the machine and in the
users manual.
3) Allow system to flush for at least 15 minutes with DI water after starting torch.
4) Load hfdetl method.
5) Reprofile ICP using reprofile command in the <F3> menu. If reprofiling is
unsuccessful, see troubleshooting guidelines for ICP system.
6) Arrange standards and samples sequentially for analysis. The first standard
measured should be a blank. Then measure standards in ascending order by Hf
concentration. These measurements will be used to generate the calibration
curve for the system.
7) Press <F4> to start new sample. Enter a brief sample designation.
8) Remove sample inlet tube from DI water. Wipe tip with Kimwipe. Insert into
sample and press <F12> to begin measurement.
9) The ICP (in this method) will measure the sample 3 times, printing out the
observed intensity after each measurement. After the third measurement, press
the <F7> key to get the average and standard deviation in the measurement.
10) Remove the sample inlet tube from sample. Wipe with Kimwipe. Return it to
the DI water bottle.
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11) Repeat with next sample (starting with step 7). After measuring 6 to 8
samples, the system should be reprofiled (step 5). After reprofiling, a standard
should be run. If the results from the standard are in agreement with the results
obtained previously, it will not be necessary to repeat all of the standards.
12) After all of the samples have been measured, re-measure all of the standards in
the same order as before.
13) Once the standards have been run again, the shutdown procedures can be
started. Follow the procedures listed on the machine (and in the users manual).
14) After the ICP is shutdown, return the waste outlet tube to the default waste
storage container. Return waste container used to satellite storage.
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Measuring mass with Sartorius BP61 S Analytical Balance
Description:
Procedure:
This procedure describes the protocol for measuring the mass of samples using
the Sartorius BP61S Analytical Balance (SN#80905889). Steps listed below
are taken from the user manual accompanying the balance (manual stored on
shelf in lab). The certification, quality control/quality assurance, and
performance information for this balance are also listed in the operation
manual.
1) Before use, the balance must be warmed up by connecting the balance to the
AC power source for at least 30 minutes prior to use. Once balance is warmed-
up, a small o will appear in the lower left corner, indicating balance is in stand-
by mode and ready for use. *
2) Press the <I/O> key to turn on the display. This will start the self-test
sequence for the balance. If a zero read-out is displayed, the balance is ready
for use. If not, see operation manual for trouble-shooting directions.
3) After ensuring that there is nothing on the weighing pan, calibrate the balance
by pressing the <Cal> button (the balance has an internal calibration standard).
Once the calibration is complete, the balance is ready for use.
4) In order to account for air-buoyancy effects on the measurements, the
following relationship should be used.
8000
m = n w P/
where m = mass of the sample
nw = weight read-out
PL = air density (in kg m-3)
p = density of the sample (in kg m-3)
When this correction is used, the mass should be recorded as the corrected
mass. When not explicitly indicated, the mass values recorded will NOT be
corrected for air buoyancy (this correction is very minor for samples measured
to date)
* If balance is left connected to AC power when not in use, the warm-up time is
not necessary. This can be confirmed by the small o in the lower left corner of
the display. If this symbol is present, the system is in standby mode and ready
for use.
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Monthly Laboratory Maintenance Checklist
Description:
Procedure:
This procedure describes the monthly laboratory maintenance checklist for the
laboratories at MIT. While the steps are numbered, they do not need to be
done sequentially (each step is an independent activity). Also, items listed on
the monthly checklist may be done more frequently, as needed, to ensure that
lab equipment is operating favorably (i.e.: if the ion exchange columns for the
DI water system are used up mid month, the column will be changed out when
it is used up, not at the end of the month). This procedure is typically used the
last working day of the month, or the first working day of the next month.
1) Hazardous waste accumulation areas in the lab are inspected. If waste needs to
be removed, contact the MIT safety office (x3-4736)
2) Inspect the ion exchange columns in the De-lonized water system. If necessary
replace the spent columns. Order replacement columns to maintain laboratory
inventory as cartridges are used.
3) Inspect dessicator/filters on titrator burettes. If necessary, change the Dri-Rite
(or equivalent dessicator medium) in the filters.
4) Inspect the gas cylinders in the lab. If necessary, replace empty cylinders.
Order replacement cylinders for cylinders replaced AND for cylinders that are
observed to be running low.
5) Clean all laboratory surfaces, following MITLP#8.
6) Clean and refill acid baths, following MITLP#7.
7) Inspect pH electrodes. Refill and recondition as necessary, following
MITLP#5.
8) Calibrate pH electrodes (MITLP#1,2). Check performance of electrodes by
measuring pH of NIST standardized buffers (MITLP#3,4). If problems are
observed during calibration, or if the measured pH values differ by more than
0.05 pH units from expected values, recondition electrode (MITLP#5). Repeat
check against known buffers. If problems persist, decommission electrode.
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Appendix B: Titration Data for Determination of Hydrolysis Products, 0.1 M NaCO 4
Summary: This appendix contains the data obtained from the titrations of HfCl 4 in 0.1 M
NaClO 4. Below on this page is a table containing the initial conditions for each titration,
including the [OH-] of the titrant, the ion product of water [1], the titration ID number, the
initial volume of 0.1 M NaClO 4, and the initial amount of Hf in the system. Also included is
the amount of acid or base added to the system at the start of the titrations.
[NaClO 41
[mol/L]
0.1
0.1
0.1
ID#
Titration
Titration
Titration
lol K,
1
2
3
-13.79
-13.79
-13.79
Vol
[mL]
25.0
25.0
25.0
[OH-L
[M]
0.100
0.100
0.100
HfIvtot
[mmoles]
3.861
2.000
2.528
Initial
Acid/Base
38 mL 0.1 N
none
NaOH
none
[1] FANGHANEL, TH., NECK, V., and KIM, J.1. "The Ion Product of H20, Dissociation Constants of
H2CO 3 and Pitzer Parameters in the System Na+/H+/OH~/HCO 3/CO32-/CO/ H2 0 at 25 *C." J. Sol.
Chem. 25. (1996). p. 327.
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Titration 1
V/mi
0
0.025
0.05
0.075
0.1
0.125
0.15
0.175
0.2
0.225
0.25
0.275
0.3
0.325
0.35
0.375
0.4
0.425
0.45
0.475
0.5
0.525
0.55
0.575
0.6
0.625
0.65
0.675
0.7
0.725
0.75
0.775
0.8
0.825
0.85
0.875
0.9
0.925
0.95
0.975
1
1.025
1.05
1.075
1.1
1.125
1.15
pHc
0.532
0.532
0.532
0.532
0.534
0.534
0.535
0.536
0.537
0.537
0.538
0.539
0.54
0.541
0.541
0.542
0.541
0.537
0.535
0.535
0.535
0.536
0.537
0.539
0.54
0.541
0.542
0.543
0.544
0.544
0.546
0.547
0.548
0.549
0.55
0.551
0.551
0.553
0.554
0.555
0.556
0.557
0.558
0.559
0.56
0.561
0.561
V/mi
1.175
1.2
1.225
1.25
1.275
1.3
1.325
1.35
1.375
1.4
1.425
1.45
1.475
1.5
1.525
1.55
1.575
1.6
1.625
1.65
1.675
1.7
1.725
1.75
1.775
1.8
1.825
1.85
1.875
1.9
1.925
1.95
1.975
2
2.025
2.05
2.075
2.1
2.125
2.15
2.175
2.2
2.225
2.25
2.275
2.3
2.325
pHc
0.563
0.563
0.565
0.565
0.566
0.568
0.568
0.57
0.57
0.572
0.572
0.574
0.575
0.576
0.577
0.577
0.579
0.579
0.58
0.582
0.582
0.584
0.585
0.587
0.588
0.588
0.59
0.591
0.592
0.593
0.593
0.596
0.597
0.596
0.599
0.601
0.599
0.603
0.601
0.603
0.606
0.605
0.606
0.608
0.61
0.608
0.608
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mli pHc
2.35 0.613
2.375 0.614
2.4 0.611
2.425 0.613
2.45 0.617
2.475 0.615
2.5 0.615
2.525 0.616
2.55 0.62
2.575 0.62
2.6 0.617
2.625 0.618
2.65 0.62
2.675 0.625
2.7 0.623
2.725 0.62
2.75 0.622
2.775 0.623
2.8 0.626
2.825 0.634
2.85 0.624
2.875 0.624
2.9 0.626
2.925 0.628
2.95 0.631
2.975 0.643
3 0.629
3.025 0.629
3.05 0.63
3.075 0.632
3.1 0.634
3.125 0.636
3.15 0.643
3.175 0.633
3.2 0.633
3.225 0.634
3.25 0.636
3.275 0.641
3.3 0.644
3.325 0.644
3.35 0.638
3.375 0.638
3.4 0.64
3.425 0.641
3.45 0.643
3.475 0.656
3.5 0.644
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V/mi
3.525
3.55
3.575
3.6
3.625
3.65
3.675
3.7
3.725
3.75
3.775
3.8
3.825
3.85
3.875
3.9
3.925
3.95
3.975
4
4.025
4.05
4.075
4.1
4.125
4.15
4.175
4.2
4.225
4.25
4.275
4.3
4.325
4.35
4.375
4.4
4.425
4.45
4.475
4.5
4.525
4.55
4.575
4.6
4.625
4.65
4.675
DHc
0.643
0.644
0.646
0.646
0.647
0.653
0.654
0.65
0.648
0.648
0.65
0.651
0.652
0.654
0.659
0.662
0.654
0.653
0.653
0.654
0.656
0.657
0.657
0.658
0.66
0.662
0.673
0.662
0.66
0.659
0.66
0.66
0.661
0.662
0.663
0.664
0.665
0.666
0.669
0.671
0.67
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.668
0.669
0.67
Titration 1
V/mi
4.7
4.725
4.75
4.775
4.8
4.825
4.85
4.875
4.9
4.925
4.95
4.975
5
5.05
5.1
5.15
5.2
5.25
5.3
5.35
5.4
5.45
5.5
5.55
5.6
5.65
5.7
5.75
5.8
5.85
5.9
5.95
6
6.05
6.1
6.15
6.2
6.25
6.3
6.35
6.4
6.45
6.5
6.55
6.6
6.65
6.7
PHc
0.671
0.672
0.672
0.673
0.674
0.675
0.676
0.676
0.682
0.679
0.676
0.676
0.676
0.675
0.677
0.678
0.68
0.682
0.683
0.684
0.685
0.687
0.689
0.689
0.691
0.692
0.694
0.694
0.696
0.697
0.698
0.699
0.7
0.701
0.702
0.703
0.704
0.705
0.706
0.708
0.708
0.709
0.71
0.711
0.712
0.713
0.714
V/ml
6.75
6.8
6.85
6.9
6.95
7
7.05
7.1
7.15
7.2
7.25
7.3
7.35
7.4
7.45
7.5
7.55
7.6
7.65
7.7
7.75
7.8
7.85
7.9
7.95
8
8.05
8.1
8.15
8.2
8.25
8.3
8.35
8.4
8.45
8.5
8.55
8.6
8.65
8.7
8.75
8.8
8.85
8.9
8.95
9
9.05
pHc
0.715
0.716
0.717
0.718
0.718
0.72
0.72
0.722
0.722
0.723
0.724
0.725
0.726
0.727
0.728
0.729
0.729
0.73
0.731
0.732
0.732
0.734
0.735
0.735
0.736
0.737
0.738
0.739
0.739
0.741
0.741
0.742
0.743
0.744
0.745
0.746
0.746
0.747
0.748
0.749
0.749
0.751
0.751
0.752
0.753
0.753
0.755
0.1 M NaCIO4
V/mi pHc
9.1 0.755
9.15 0.756
9.2 0.757
9.25 0.758
9.3 0.758
9.35 0.759
9.4 0.76
9.45 0.761
9.5 0.761
9.55 0.762
9.6 0.763
9.65 0.764
9.7 0.765
9.75 0.765
9.8 0.767
9.85 0.767
9.9 0.768
9.95 0.769
10 0.769
10.05 0.77
10.1 0.771
10.15 0.772
10.2 0.772
10.25 0.773
10.3 0.774
10.35 0.775
10.4 0.776
10.45 0.777
10.5 0.777
10.55 0.778
10.6 0.779
10.65 0.78
10.7 0.781
10.75 0.781
10.8 0.782
10.85 0.783
10.9 0.784
10.95 0.784
11 0.786
11.05 0.786
11.1 0.787
11.15 0.788
11.2 0.789
11.25 0.789
11.3 0.79
11.35 0.791
11.4 0.791
177
V/mi
11.45
11.5
11.55
11.6
11.65
11.7
11.75
11.8
11.85
11.9
11.95
12
12.05
12.1
12.15
12.2
12.25
12.3
12.35
12.4
12.45
12.5
12.55
12.6
12.65
12.7
12.75
12.8
12.85
12.9
12.95
13
13.05
13.1
13.15
13.2
13.25
13.3
13.35
13.4
13.45
13.5
13.55
13.6
13.65
13.7
13.75
pHc
0.793
0.793
0.794
0.795
0.796
0.796
0.797
0.798
0.798
0.799
0.8
0.801
0.802
0.802
0.803
0.804
0.805
0.805
0.806
0.807
0.808
0.809
0.81
0.81
0.811
0.812
0.812
0.813
0.814
0.815
0.816
0.817
0.817
0.818
0.819
0.819
0.82
0.821
0.822
0.822
0.823
0.824
0.825
0.826
0.827
0.827
0.828
Titration 1
V/mi
13.8
13.85
13.9
13.95
14
14.05
14.1
14.15
14.2
14.25
14.3
14.35
14.4
14.45
14.5
14.55
14.6
14.65
14.7
14.75
14.8
14.85
14.9
14.95
15
15.05
15.1
15.15
15.2
15.25
15.3
15.35
15.4
15.45
15.5
15.55
15.6
15.65
15.7
15.75
15.8
15.85
15.9
15.95
16
16.05
16.1
pHc
0.829
0.829
0.831
0.831
0.832
0.833
0.833
0.835
0.835
0.836
0.836
0.838
0.838
0.839
0.84
0.84
0.841
0.842
0.843
0.843
0.844
0.845
0.846
0.847
0.847
0.848
0.848
0.849
0.85
0.851
0.852
0.852
0.853
0.854
0.855
0.855
0.856
0.857
0.857
0.859
0.859
0.86
0.861
0.862
0.862
0.863
0.864
V/ml
16.15
16.2
16.25
16.3
16.35
16.4
16.45
16.5
16.55
16.6
16.65
16.7
16.75
16.8
16.85
16.9
16.95
17
17.05
17.1
17.15
17.2
17.25
17.3
17.35
17.4
17.45
17.5
17.55
17.6
17.65
17.7
17.75
17.8
17.85
17.9
17.95
18
18.05
18.1
18.15
18.2
18.25
18.3
18.35
18.4
18.45
pHc
0.864
0.865
0.866
0.867
0.868
0.868
0.869
0.87
0.87
0.871
0.872
0.873
0.874
0.874
0.875
0.876
0.876
0.877
0.878
0.879
0.88
0.88
0.881
0.881
0.882
0.883
0.884
0.885
0.885
0.886
0.887
0.887
0.888
0.889
0.89
0.89
0.891
0.892
0.893
0.894
0.894
0.895
0.895
0.896
0.897
0.898
0.899
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/ml pHc
18.5 0.899
18.55 0.9
18.6 0.901
18.65 0.902
18.7 0.903
18.75 0.903
18.8 0.904
18.85 0.904
18.9 0.906
18.95 0.906
19 0.907
19.05 0.908
19.1 0.909
19.15 0.909
19.2 0.91
19.25 0.911
19.3 0.911
19.35 0.913
19.4 0.913
19.45 0.914
19.5 0.914
19.55 0.915
19.6 0.916
19.65 0.916
19.7 0.917
19.75 0.918
19.8 0.919
19.85 0.92
19.9 0.92
19.95 0.921
20 0.921
20.05 0.923
20.1 0.923
20.15 0.924
20.2 0.925
20.25 0.925
20.3 0.926
20.35 0.927
20.4 0.928
20.45 0.928
20.5 0.929
20.55 0.93
20.6 0.93
20.65 0.932
20.7 0.932
20.75 0.933
20.8 0.934
178
V/ml
20.85
20.9
20.95
21
21.05
21.1
21.15
21.2
21.25
21.3
21.35
21.4
21.45
21.5
21.55
21.6
21.65
21.7
21.75
21.8
21.85
21.9
21.95
22
22.05
22.1
22.15
22.2
22.25
22.3
22.35
22.4
22.45
22.5
22.55
22.6
22.65
22.7
22.75
22.8
22.85
22.9
22.95
23
23.05
23.1
23.15
pHc
0.934
0.935
0.936
0.937
0.937
0.938
0.939
0.939
0.94
0.941
0.942
0.942
0.943
0.944
0.945
0.946
0.946
0.947
0.948
0.949
0.949
0.95
0.951
0.952
0.953
0.953
0.954
0.955
0.956
0.956
0.956
0.958
0.958
0.959
0.96
0.961
0.961
0.962
0.963
0.964
0.965
0.965
0.966
0.967
0.968
0.968
0.969
Titration 1
V/mi
23.2
23.25
23.3
23.35
23.4
23.45
23.5
23.55
23.6
23.65
23.7
23.75
23.8
23.85
23.9
23.95
24
24.05
24.1
24.15
24.2
24.25
24.3
24.35
24.4
24.45
24.5
24.55
24.6
24.65
24.7
24.75
24.8
24.85
24.9
24.95
25
25.05
25.1
25.15
25.2
25.25
25.3
25.35
25.4
25.45
25.5
pHc
0.97
0.97
0.972
0.972
0.973
0.973
0.974
0.975
0.976
0.977
0.977
0.978
0.979
0.98
0.98
0.981
0.982
0.983
0.983
0.984
0.994
0.995
0.996
0.996
0.997
0.998
0.998
0.999
0.999
1
1
1.001
1.002
1.003
1.003
1.004
1.005
1.006
1.007
1.008
1.008
1.009
1.01
1.011
1.012
1.013
1.013
V/ml
25.55
25.6
25.65
25.7
25.75
25.8
25.85
25.9
25.95
26
26.05
26.1
26.15
26.2
26.25
26.3
26.35
26.4
26.45
26.5
26.55
26.6
26.65
26.7
26.75
26.8
26.85
26.9
26.95
27
27.05
27.1
27.15
27.2
27.25
27.3
27.35
27.4
27.45
27.5
27.55
27.6
27.65
27.7
27.75
27.8
27.85
pHc
1.014
1.015
1.016
1.017
1.018
1.019
1.019
1.02
1.021
1.022
1.022
1.024
1.024
1.025
1.026
1.027
1.027
1.028
1.029
1.03
1.031
1.031
1.032
1.033
1.034
1.034
1.036
1.036
1.037
1.038
1.039
1.039
1.041
1.041
1.042
1.043
1.044
1.045
1.045
1.046
1.046
1.048
1.048
1.049
1.05
1.051
1.052
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mi pHc
27.9 1.052
27.95 1.053
28 1.054
28.05 1.055
28.1 1.055
28.15 1.056
28.2 1.057
28.25 1.058
28.3 1.058
28.35 1.059
28.4 1.06
28.45 1.06
28.5 1.062
28.55 1.062
28.6 1.063
28.65 1.064
28.7 1.064
28.75 1.065
28.8 1.066
28.85 1.067
28.9 1.068
28.95 1.068
29 1.069
29.05 1.07
29.1 1.071
29.15 1.071
29.2 1.072
29.25 1.072
29.3 1.073
29.35 1.074
29.4 1.075
29.45 1.076
29.5 1.076
29.55 1.078
29.6 1.078
29.65 1.079
29.7 1.08
29.75 1.08
29.8 1.081
29.85 1.082
29.9 1.083
29.95 1.083
30 1.084
30.05 1.085
30.1 1.086
30.15 1.087
30.2 1.088
179
V/ml
30.25
30.3
30.35
30.4
30.45
30.5
30.55
30.6
30.65
30.7
30.75
30.8
30.85
30.9
30.95
31
31.05
31.1
31.15
31.2
31.25
31.3
31.35
31.4
31.45
31.5
31.55
31.6
31.65
31.7
31.75
31.8
31.85
31.9
31.95
32
32.05
32.1
32.15
32.2
32.25
32.3
32.35
32.4
32.45
32.5
32.55
pHc
1.088
1.089
1.09
1.091
1.091
1.092
1.093
1.094
1.094
1.096
1.096
1.097
1.098
1.098
1.1
1.1
1.101
1.102
1.103
1.103
1.104
1.105
1.106
1.107
1.107
1.109
1.109
1.11
1.111
1.112
1.112
1.113
1.114
1.115
1.116
1.116
1.117
1.118
1.118
1.119
1.12
1.12
1.121
1.122
1.123
1.124
1.125
Titration 1
V/ml
32.6
32.65
32.7
32.75
32.8
32.85
32.9
32.95
33
33.05
33.1
33.15
33.2
33.25
33.3
33.35
33.4
33.45
33.5
33.55
33.6
33.65
33.7
33.75
33.8
33.85
33.9
33.95
34
34.05
34.1
34.15
34.2
34.25
34.3
34.35
34.4
34.45
34.5
34.55
34.6
34.65
34.7
34.75
34.8
34.85
34.9
pHc
1.125
1.126
1.127
1.128
1.128
1.129
1.13
1.131
1.132
1.132
1.133
1.134
1.135
1.135
1.136
1.137
1.138
1.139
1.14
1.14
1.141
1.142
1.142
1.143
1.144
1.145
1.145
1.146
1.147
1.147
1.148
1.149
1.15
1.151
1.151
1.152
1.153
1.154
1.154
1.155
1.156
1.157
1.157
1.158
1.159
1.16
1.161
V/ml
34.95
35
35.05
35.1
35.15
35.2
35.25
35.3
35.35
35.4
35.45
35.5
35.55
35.6
35.65
35.7
35.75
35.8
35.85
35.9
35.95
36
36.05
36.1
36.15
36.2
36.25
36.3
36.35
36.4
36.45
36.5
36.55
36.6
36.65
36.7
36.75
36.8
36.85
36.9
36.95
37
37.05
37.1
37.15
37.2
37.25
0.1 M NaC1O4
pHc
1.161
1.162
1.163
1.164
1.165
1.165
1.166
1.167
1.168
1.168
1.169
1.17
1.171
1.171
1.172
1.173
1.173
1.174
1.175
1.176
1.177
1.178
1.178
1.179
1.18
1.18
1.182
1.182
1.183
1.184
1.184
1.185
1.185
1.185
1.186
1.187
1.187
1.188
1.189
1.189
1.189
1.19
1.191
1.192
1.192
1.192
1.192
V/ml
37.3
37.35
37.4
37.45
37.5
37.55
37.6
37.65
37.7
37.75
37.8
37.85
37.9
37.95
38
38.05
38.1
38.15
38.2
38.25
38.3
38.35
38.4
38.45
38.5
38.55
38.6
38.65
38.7
38.75
38.8
38.85
38.9
38.95
39
39.05
39.1
39.15
39.2
39.25
39.3
39.35
39.4
39.45
39.5
39.55
39.6
pHc
1.193
1.194
1.195
1.196
1.196
1.196
1.197
1.198
1.198
1.199
1.2
1.2
1.201
1.202
1.202
1.203
1.204
1.204
1.205
1.206
1.206
1.207
1.208
1.208
1.209
1.21
1.211
1.211
1.212
1.213
1.213
1.214
1.215
1.216
1.217
1.217
1.218
1.219
1.219
1.22
1.221
1.222
1.222
1.223
1.224
1.225
1.225
180
V/ml
39.65
39.7
39.75
39.8
39.85
39.9
39.95
40
40.05
40.1
40.15
40.2
40.25
40.3
40.35
40.4
40.45
40.5
40.55
40.6
40.65
40.7
40.75
40.8
40.85
40.9
40.95
41
41.05
41.1
41.15
41.2
41.25
41.3
41.35
41.4
41.45
41.5
41.55
41.6
41.65
41.7
41.75
41.8
41.85
41.9
41.95
pHc
1.226
1.227
1.227
1.228
1.229
1.229
1.23
1.231
1.232
1.232
1.235
1.236
1.236
1.237
1.239
1.239
1.24
1.24
1.241
1.242
1.243
1.244
1.244
1.245
1.246
1.246
1.247
1.248
1.249
1.25
1.25
1.251
1.252
1.253
1.253
1.255
1.255
1.256
1.257
1.257
1.258
1.259
1.26
1.261
1.262
1.262
1.263
Titration 1
V/ml
42
42.05
42.1
42.15
42.2
42.25
42.3
42.35
42.4
42.45
42.5
42.55
42.6
42.65
42.7
42.75
42.8
42.85
42.9
42.95
43
43.05
43.1
43.15
43.2
43.25
43.3
43.35
43.4
43.45
43.5
43.55
43.6
43.65
43.7
43.75
43.8
43.85
43.9
43.95
44
44.05
44.1
44.15
44.2
44.25
44.3
pHc
1.264
1.265
1.266
1.267
1.267
1.268
1.269
1.27
1.27
1.271
1.272
1.272
1.274
1.274
1.275
1.276
1.277
1.277
1.278
1.279
1.28
1.281
1.281
1.283
1.283
1.284
1.284
1.286
1.286
1.287
1.288
1.289
1.29
1.291
1.291
1.292
1.293
1.294
1.295
1.296
1.296
1.297
1.298
1.299
1.299
1.3
1.301
V/ml
44.35
44.4
44.45
44.5
44.55
44.6
44.65
44.7
44.75
44.8
44.85
44.9
44.95
45
45.05
45.1
45.15
45.2
45.25
45.3
45.35
45.4
45.45
45.5
45.55
45.6
45.65
45.7
45.75
45.8
45.85
45.9
45.95
46
46.05
46.1
46.15
46.2
46.25
46.3
46.35
46.4
46.45
46.5
46.55
46.6
46.65
PHc
1.302
1.303
1.303
1.304
1.305
1.306
1.306
1.307
1.309
1.309
1.31
1.311
1.311
1.312
1.313
1.314
1.315
1.316
1.317
1.317
1.319
1.319
1.32
1.321
1.322
1.322
1.323
1.324
1.324
1.326
1.326
1.328
1.328
1.33
1.33
1.331
1.332
1.332
1.333
1.334
1.335
1.336
1.336
1.338
1.338
1.339
1.341
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mi pHc
46.7 1.341
46.75 1.342
46.8 1.343
46.85 1.343
46.9 1.344
46.95 1.345
47 1.347
47.05 1.347
47.1 1.348
47.15 1.349
47.2 1.349
47.25 1.35
47.3 1.352
47.35 1.352
47.4 1.353
47.45 1.354
47.5 1.355
47.55 1.356
47.6 1.357
47.65 1.358
47.7 1.358
47.75 1.359
47.8 1.36
47.85 1.362
47.9 1.362
47.95 1.363
48 1.364
48.05 1.365
48.1 1.366
48.15 1.366
48.2 1.368
48.25 1.368
48.3 1.37
48.35 1.369
48.4 1.371
48.45 1.372
48.5 1.373
48.55 1.374
48.6 1.375
48.65 1.376
48.7 1.376
48.75 1.377
48.8 1.378
48.85 1.379
48.9 1.38
48.95 1.381
49 1.382
181
V/ml
49.05
49.1
49.15
49.2
49.25
49.3
49.35
49.4
49.45
49.5
49.55
49.6
49.65
49.7
49.75
49.8
49.85
49.9
49.95
50
50.05
50.1
50.15
50.2
50.25
50.3
50.35
50.4
50.45
50.5
50.55
50.6
50.65
50.7
50.75
50.8
50.85
50.9
50.95
51
51.05
51.1
51.15
51.2
51.25
51.3
51.35
DHc
1.383
1.384
1.385
1.385
1.386
1.387
1.389
1.389
1.39
1.39
1.392
1.392
1.392
1.395
1.395
1.396
1.397
1.397
1.399
1.399
1.4
1.401
1.402
1.403
1.404
1.404
1.406
1.406
1.408
1.409
1.41
1.41
1.412
1.412
1.413
1.414
1.416
1.416
1.417
1.418
1.419
1.42
1.42
1.422
1.423
1.423
1.425
Titration 1
V/ml
51.4
51.45
51.5
51.55
51.6
51.65
51.7
51.75
51.8
51.85
51.9
51.95
52
52.05
52.1
52.15
52.2
52.25
52.3
52.35
52.4
52.45
52.5
52.55
52.6
52.65
52.7
52.75
52.8
52.85
52.9
52.95
53
53.05
53.1
53.15
53.2
53.25
53.3
53.35
53.4
53.45
53.5
53.55
53.6
53.65
53.7
pHc
1.426
1.426
1.428
1.428
1.429
1.43
1.43
1.432
1.433
1.434
1.436
1.435
1.437
1.438
1.439
1.439
1.441
1.442
1.442
1.443
1.444
1.446
1.446
1.447
1.448
1.449
1.45
1.451
1.453
1.453
1.454
1.456
1.456
1.457
1.458
1.459
1.459
1.461
1.461
1.463
1.463
1.465
1.466
1.466
1.468
1.468
1.47
V/mil
53.75
53.8
53.85
53.9
53.95
54
54.05
54.1
54.15
54.2
54.25
54.3
54.35
54.4
54.45
54.5
54.55
54.6
54.65
54.7
54.75
54.8
54.85
54.9
54.95
55
55.05
55.1
55.15
55.2
55.25
55.3
55.35
55.4
55.45
55.5
55.55
55.6
55.65
55.7
55.75
55.8
55.85
55.9
55.95
56
56.05
pHc
1.47
1.472
1.473
1.474
1.475
1.476
1.476
1.478
1.478
1.479
1.481
1.481
1.483
1.484
1.484
1.485
1.487
1.487
1.488
1.489
1.491
1.492
1.493
1.494
1.494
1.496
1.497
1.497
1.498
1.5
1.501
1.502
1.503
1.504
1.504
1.505
1.506
1.508
1.509
1.509
1.51
1.511
1.512
1.514
1.515
1.515
1.517
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mi pHc
56.1 1.517
56.15 1.519
56.2 1.52
56.25 1.522
56.3 1.522
56.35 1.522
56.4 1.523
56.45 1.525
56.5 1.526
56.55 1.527
56.6 1.528
56.65 1.529
56.7 1.53
56.75 1.531
56.8 1.532
56.85 1.532
56.9 1.534
56.95 1.536
57 1.536
57.05 1.536
57.1 1.538
57.15 1.538
57.2 1.54
57.25 1.541
57.3 1.542
57.35 1.543
57.4 1.545
57.45 1.546
57.5 1.547
57.55 1.547
57.6 1.548
57.65 1.549
57.7 1.55
57.75 1.552
57.8 1.553
57.85 1.554
57.9 1.555
57.95 1.555
58 1.557
58.05 1.558
58.1 1.56
58.15 1.56
58.2 1.561
58.25 1.562
58.3 1.564
58.35 1.564
58.4 1.566
182
V/ml
58.45
58.5
58.55
58.6
58.65
58.7
58.75
58.8
58.85
58.9
58.95
59
59.05
59.1
59.15
59.2
59.25
59.3
59.35
59.4
59.45
59.5
59.55
59.6
59.65
59.7
59.75
59.8
59.85
59.9
59.95
60
60.05
60.1
60.15
60.2
60.25
60.3
60.35
60.4
60.45
60.5
60.55
60.6
60.65
60.7
60.75
DHc
1.567
1.567
1.568
1.569
1.569
1.571
1.573
1.573
1.575
1.576
1.577
1.579
1.58
1.58
1.581
1.581
1.583
1.584
1.585
1.587
1.587
1.589
1.59
1.591
1.592
1.593
1.595
1.595
1.596
1.597
1.599
1.599
1.601
1.602
1.603
1.604
1.605
1.606
1.608
1.609
1.61
1.61
1.612
1.613
1.613
1.614
1.616
Titration 1
Vm
60.8
60.85
60.9
60.95
61
61.05
61.1
61.15
61.2
61.25
61.3
61.35
61.4
61.45
61.5
61.55
61.6
61.65
61.7
61.75
61.8
61.85
61.9
61.95
62
62.05
62.1
62.15
62.2
62.25
62.3
62.35
62.4
62.45
62.5
62.55
62.6
62.65
62.7
62.75
62.8
62.85
62.9
62.95
0.1 M NaC1O4
1Hc
1.617
1.618
1.619
1.62
1.622
1.623
1.624
1.625
1.626
1.627
1.628
1.629
1.63
1.632
1.633
1.634
1.635
1.635
1.638
1.638
1.639
1.641
1.641
1.643
1.643
1.645
1.647
1.648
1.649
1.65
1.651
1.651
1.653
1.654
1.655
1.657
1.657
1.658
1.66
1.661
1.662
1.664
1.665
1.664
183
Titration 2
V/mi
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
1.55
1.6
1.65
1.7
1.75
1.8
1.85
1.9
1.95
2
2.05
2.1
2.15
2.2
2.25
2.3
DHc
1.66
1.661
1.663
1.663
1.666
1.668
1.671
1.672
1.675
1.677
1.679
1.682
1.684
1.686
1.688
1.691
1.693
1.696
1.699
1.7
1.702
1.704
1.706
1.709
1.712
1.713
1.716
1.718
1.721
1.723
1.726
1.728
1.73
1.731
1.735
1.736
1.738
1.741
1.742
1.745
1.746
1.748
1.75
1.752
1.756
1.758
1.758
V/mi
2.35
2.4
2.45
2.5
2.55
2.6
2.65
2.7
2.75
2.8
2.85
2.9
2.95
3
3.05
3.1
3.15
3.2
3.25
3.3
3.35
3.4
3.45
3.5
3.55
3.6
3.65
3.7
3.75
3.8
3.85
3.9
3.95
4
4.05
4.1
4.15
4.2
4.25
4.3
4.35
4.4
4.45
4.5
4.55
4.6
4.65
pHc
1.761
1.763
1.765
1.767
1.768
1.771
1.773
1.775
1.779
1.781
1.783
1.785
1.787
1.789
1.793
1.794
1.797
1.8
1.802
1.803
1.804
1.807
1.811
1.812
1.815
1.817
1.819
1.822
1.823
1.828
1.83
1.833
1.836
1.838
1.84
1.843
1.844
1.847
1.85
1.853
1.856
1.856
1.861
1.863
1.866
1.868
1.872
0.1 M NaCIO4
V/mi RHc
4.7 1.874
4.75 1.876
4.8 1.88
4.85 1.881
4.9 1.885
4.95 1.887
5 1.89
5.05 1.893
5.1 1.895
5.15 1.899
5.2 1.899
5.25 1.905
5.3 1.907
5.35 1.91
5.4 1.912
5.45 1.916
5.5 1.917
5.55 1.922
5.6 1.925
5.65 1.927
5.7 1.93
5.75 1.934
5.8 1.936
5.85 1.939
5.9 1.941
5.95 1.944
6 1.947
6.05 1.95
6.1 1.953
6.15 1.957
6.2 1.957
6.25 1.962
6.3 1.962
6.35 1.968
6.4 1.97
6.45 1.972
6.5 1.975
6.55 1.979
6.6 1.982
6.65 1.985
6.7 1.989
6.75 1.99
6.8 1.995
6.85 1.998
6.9 2
6.95 2.005
7 2.008
184
V/mi
7.05
7.1
7.15
7.2
7.25
7.3
7.35
7.4
7.45
7.5
7.55
7.6
7.65
7.7
7.75
7.8
7.85
7.9
7.95
8
8.05
8.1
8.15
8.2
8.25
8.3
8.35
8.4
8.45
8.5
8.55
8.6
8.65
8.7
8.75
8.8
8.85
8.9
8.95
9
9.05
9.1
9.15
9.2
9.25
9.3
9.35
P2.c
2.011
2.013
2.017
2.02
2.023
2.028
2.031
2.033
2.035
2.04
2.044
2.046
2.051
2.055
2.057
2.06
2.065
2.068
2.071
2.074
2.077
2.081
2.085
2.089
2.093
2.095
2.098
2.101
2.105
2.107
2.113
2.115
2.118
2.122
2.126
2.129
2.133
2.136
2.141
2.142
2.146
2.149
2.152
2.157
2.16
2.163
2.166
Titration 2
V/ml
9.4
9.45
9.5
9.55
9.6
9.65
9.7
9.75
9.8
9.85
9.9
9.95
10
10.05
10.1
10.15
10.2
10.25
10.3
10.35
10.4
10.45
10.5
10.55
10.6
10.65
10.7
10.75
10.8
10.85
10.9
10.95
11
11.05
11.1
11.15
11.2
11.25
11.3
11.35
11.4
11.45
11.5
11.55
11.6
11.65
11.7
pHc
2.171
2.172
2.177
2.181
2.184
2.188
2.19
2.195
2.198
2.2
2.206
2.21
2.212
2.217
2.22
2.223
2.228
2.23
2.235
2.237
2.241
2.246
2.249
2.254
2.255
2.26
2.263
2.268
2.269
2.275
2.278
2.281
2.284
2.289
2.293
2.295
2.3
2.303
2.307
2.312
2.316
2.319
2.322
2.326
2.331
2.336
2.336
V/mi
11.75
11.8
11.85
11.9
11.95
12
12.05
12.1
12.15
12.2
12.25
12.3
12.35
12.4
12.45
12.5
12.55
12.6
12.65
12.7
12.75
12.8
12.85
12.9
12.95
13
13.05
13.1
13.15
13.2
13.25
13.3
13.35
13.4
13.45
13.5
13.55
13.6
13.65
13.7
13.75
13.8
13.85
13.9
13.95
14
14.05
pHc
2.342
2.346
2.35
2.355
2.358
2.362
2.366
2.373
2.374
2.379
2.382
2.387
2.391
2.394
2.397
2.402
2.405
2.409
2.414
2.418
2.422
2.427
2.43
2.435
2.438
2.443
2.445
2.449
2.454
2.46
2.461
2.467
2.47
2.476
2.48
2.483
2.487
2.492
2.496
2.5
2.504
2.507
2.512
2.517
2.521
2.526
2.528
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mli pHc
14.1 2.533
14.15 2.537
14.2 2.539
14.25 2.544
14.3 2.548
14.35 2.554
14.4 2.556
14.45 2.563
14.5 2.565
14.55 2.569
14.6 2.575
14.65 2.578
14.7 2.582
14.75 2.585
14.8 2.59
14.85 2.594
14.9 2.6
14.95 2.604
15 2.607
15.05 2.614
15.1 2.618
15.15 2.622
15.2 2.626
15.25 2.63
15.3 2.635
15.35 2.638
15.4 2.643
15.45 2.646
15.5 2.651
15.55 2.654
15.6 2.658
15.65 2.664
15.7 2.667
15.75 2.673
15.8 2.677
15.85 2.681
15.9 2.686
15.95 2.689
16 2.694
16.05 2.697
16.1 2.703
16.15 2.706
16.2 2.709
16.25 2.713
16.3 2.718
16.35 2.722
16.4 2.727
185
V/ml
16.45
16.5
16.55
16.6
16.65
16.7
16.75
16.8
16.85
16.9
16.95
17
17.05
17.1
17.15
17.2
17.25
17.3
17.35
17.4
17.45
17.5
17.55
17.6
17.65
17.7
17.75
17.8
17.85
17.9
17.95
18
18.05
18.1
18.15
18.2
18.25
18.3
18.35
18.4
18.45
18.5
18.55
18.6
18.65
18.7
18.75
PHc
2.729
2.736
2.739
2.744
2.747
2.752
2.755
2.761
2.765
2.77
2.773
2.776
2.779
2.783
2.788
2.793
2.795
2.8
2.805
2.807
2.812
2.815
2.821
2.825
2.827
2.835
2.84
2.844
2.848
2.852
2.858
2.862
2.869
2.873
2.876
2.879
2.886
2.889
2.895
2.899
2.902
2.908
2.912
2.915
2.919
2.927
2.927
Titration 2
V/mi
18.8
18.85
18.9
18.95
19
19.05
19.1
19.15
19.2
19.25
19.3
19.35
19.4
19.45
19.5
19.55
19.6
19.65
19.7
19.75
19.8
19.85
19.9
19.95
20
20.05
20.1
20.15
20.2
20.25
20.3
20.35
20.4
20.45
20.5
20.55
20.6
20.65
20.7
20.75
20.8
20.85
20.9
20.95
21
21.05
21.1
DHc
2.933
2.936
2.939
2.943
2.947
2.953
2.957
2.961
2.967
2.97
2.976
2.978
2.983
2.987
2.991
2.995
2.997
3.005
3.01
3.012
3.016
3.022
3.028
3.033
3.037
3.146
3.145
3.148
3.155
3.158
3.163
3.169
3.175
3.183
3.188
3.196
3.202
3.212
3.219
3.229
3.236
3.243
3.255
3.264
3.273
3.28
3.289
V/mi
21.15
21.2
21.25
21.3
21.35
21.4
21.45
21.5
21.55
21.6
21.65
21.7
21.75
21.8
21.85
21.9
21.95
22
22.05
22.1
22.15
22.2
22.25
22.3
22.35
22.4
22.45
22.5
22.55
22.6
22.65
22.7
22.75
22.8
22.85
22.9
22.95
23
23.05
23.1
23.15
23.2
23.25
23.3
23.35
23.4
23.45
pHc
3.299
3.31
3.32
3.331
3.341
3.349
3.361
3.371
3.382
3.391
3.4
3.414
3.422
3.433
3.442
3.455
3.461
3.471
3.48
3.493
3.501
3.511
3.519
3.527
3.535
3.54
3.549
3.556
3.563
3.572
3.583
3.589
3.596
3.606
3.606
3.618
3.629
3.639
3.655
3.671
3.686
3.7
3.719
3.735
3.758
3.782
3.8
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mi pHc
23.5 3.821
23.55 3.834
23.6 3.847
23.65 3.863
23.7 3.883
23.75 3.895
23.8 3.907
23.85 3.926
23.9 3.937
23.95 3.954
24 3.964
24.05 3.983
24.1 3.998
24.15 4.006
24.2 4.017
24.25 4.027
24.3 4.059
24.35 4.072
24.4 4.082
24.45 4.09
24.5 4.102
24.55 4.116
24.6 4.126
24.65 4.137
24.7 4.148
24.75 4.169
24.8 4.201
24.85 4.234
24.9 4.248
24.95 4.257
25 4.276
25.05 4.292
25.1 4.31
25.15 4.322
25.2 4.343
25.25 4.362
25.3 4.378
25.35 4.426
25.4 4.456
25.45 4.425
25.5 4.442
25.55 4.517
25.6 4.67
25.65 4.744
25.7 4.737
25.75 4.729
25.8 4.737
186
V/mi
25.85
25.9
25.95
26
26.05
26.1
26.15
26.2
26.25
26.3
26.35
26.4
26.45
26.5
26.55
26.6
26.65
26.7
26.75
26.8
26.85
26.9
26.95
27
27.05
27.1
27.15
27.2
27.25
27.3
27.35
27.4
27.45
27.5
27.55
27.6
27.65
27.7
27.75
27.8
27.85
27.9
27.95
28
28.05
28.1
28.15
pHc
4.745
4.761
4.773
4.794
4.817
4.881
4.99
5.144
5.342
5.538
5.7
5.658
5.63
5.61
5.603
5.602
5.611
5.633
5.645
5.661
5.689
5.697
5.724
5.756
5.806
6.032
6.166
6.482
7.111
7.837
8.271
8.856
9.879
10.194
10.298
10.075
10.391
9.933
9.535
9.066
8.94
8.959
9.076
9.902
10.907
11.119
10.979
Titration 2
V/mi
28.2
28.25
28.3
28.35
28.4
28.45
28.5
28.55
28.6
28.65
28.7
28.75
28.8
28.85
28.9
28.95
29
29.05
29.1
29.15
29.2
29.25
29.3
29.35
29.4
29.45
29.5
29.55
29.6
29.65
29.7
29.75
29.8
29.85
29.9
29.95
30
30.05
30.1
30.15
30.2
30.25
30.3
30.35
30.4
30.45
30.5
pHc
11.024
11.093
11.499
11.643
11.68
11.749
11.693
11.469
11.374
11.313
11.308
11.295
11.297
11.277
11.314
11.258
11.193
11.229
11.302
11.334
11.349
11.36
11.365
11.379
11.378
11.362
11.371
11.383
11.389
11.403
11.417
11.418
11.425
11.421
11.442
11.442
11.454
11.458
11.462
11.468
11.467
11.474
11.475
11.482
11.489
11.497
11.505
V/mi
30.55
30.6
30.65
30.7
30.75
30.8
30.85
30.9
30.95
31
31.05
31.1
31.15
31.2
31.25
31.3
31.35
31.4
31.45
31.5
31.55
31.6
31.65
31.7
31.75
31.8
31.85
31.9
31.95
32
32.05
32.1
32.15
32.2
32.25
32.3
32.35
32.4
32.45
32.5
32.55
32.6
32.65
32.7
32.75
32.8
32.85
pHc
11.511
11.518
11.525
11.527
11.531
11.537
11.545
11.548
11.555
11.56
11.559
11.564
11.566
11.574
11.58
11.585
11.591
11.597
11.602
11.604
11.611
11.615
11.619
11.621
11.627
11.63
11.635
11.639
11.643
11.647
11.649
11.655
11.661
11.666
11.669
11.675
11.677
11.679
11.686
11.687
11.687
11.687
11.695
11.703
11.706
11.711
11.721
0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mi pHc
32.9 11.696
32.95 11.7
33 11.706
33.05 11.709
33.1 11.712
33.15 11.717
33.2 11.718
33.25 11.719
33.3 11.723
33.35 11.728
33.4 11.73
33.45 11.734
33.5 11.736
33.55 11.74
33.6 11.742
33.65 11.746
33.7 11.749
33.75 11.753
33.8 11.758
33.85 11.76
33.9 11.764
33.95 11.766
34 11.769
34.05 11.772
34.1 11.775
34.15 11.778
34.2 11.783
34.25 11.785
34.3 11.788
34.35 11.792
34.4 11.794
34.45 11.797
34.5 11.8
34.55 11.803
34.6 11.805
34.65 11.808
34.7 11.811
34.75 11.816
34.8 11.819
34.85 11.823
34.9 11.824
34.95 11.828
35 11.83
35.05 11.833
35.1 11.836
35.15 11.838
35.2 11.841
187
V/mi
35.25
35.3
35.35
35.4
35.45
35.5
35.55
35.6
35.65
35.7
35.75
35.8
35.85
35.9
35.95
36
36.05
36.1
36.15
36.2
36.25
36.3
36.35
36.4
36.45
36.5
36.55
36.6
36.65
36.7
36.75
36.8
36.85
36.9
36.95
37
37.05
37.1
37.15
37.2
37.25
37.3
37.35
37.4
37.45
37.5
37.55
1H8c
11.843
11.846
11.85
11.854
11.856
11.86
11.861
11.865
11.868
11.87
11.873
11.875
11.878
11.882
11.882
11.885
11.887
11.889
11.891
11.894
11.896
11.899
11.901
11.904
11.906
11.908
11.91
11.913
11.916
11.918
11.922
11.923
11.926
11.929
11.93
11.932
11.935
11.936
11.937
11.939
11.941
11.943
11.944
11.945
11.947
11.949
11.951
Titration 2
Vimi
37.6
37.65
37.7
37.75
37.8
37.85
37.9
37.95
38
38.05
38.1
38.15
38.2
38.25
38.3
38.35
38.4
38.45
38.5
38.55
38.6
38.65
38.7
38.75
38.8
38.85
38.9
38.95
39
39.05
39.1
39.15
39.2
39.25
39.3
39.35
39.4
39.45
39.5
39.55
39.6
39.65
39.7
39.75
39.8
39.85
39.9
pHc
11.953
11.955
11.957
11.96
11.962
11.963
11.965
11.967
11.969
11.972
11.974
11.976
11.979
11.979
11.98
11.983
11.984
11.986
11.988
11.989
11.991
11.993
11.995
11.997
11.998
12
12.002
12.003
12.005
12.007
12.008
12.008
12.01
12.012
12.014
12.016
12.017
12.019
12.02
12.021
12.023
12.025
12.027
12.028
12.03
12.032
12.033
V/mi pHc
39.95 12.034
40 12.036
40.05 12.037
0.1 M NaCJO4
188
Titration 3
V/ml pHc
0 1.118
0.075 1.114
0.15 1.112
0.225 1.111
0.3 1.11
0.375 1.11
0.45 1.11
0.525 1.11
0.6 1.112
0.675 1.112
0.75 1.113
0.825 1.114
0.9 1.116
0.975 1.117
1.05 1.118
1.125 1.12
1.2 1.122
1.275 1.123
1.35 1.125
1.425 1.126
1.5 1.127
1.575 1.13
1.65 1.132
1.725 1.134
1.8 1.135
1.875 1.138
1.95 1.142
2.025 1.144
2.1 1.145
2.175 1.148
2.25 1.15
2.325 1.152
2.4 1.154
2.475 1.157
2.55 1.16
2.625 1.162
2.7 1.163
2.775 1.166
2.85 1.169
2.925 1.171
3 1.174
3.075 1.176
3.15 1.178
3.225 1.181
3.3 1.183
3.375 1.187
3.45 1.189
V/ml
3.525
3.6
3.675
3.75
3.825
3.9
3.975
4.05
4.125
4.2
4.275
4.35
4.425
4.5
4.575
4.65
4.725
4.8
4.875
4.95
5.025
5.1
5.175
5.25
5.325
5.4
5.475
5.55
5.625
5.7
5.775
5.85
5.925
6
6.075
6.15
6.225
6.3
6.375
6.45
6.525
6.6
6.675
6.75
6.825
6.9
6.975
0.1 M NaC1O4
pHc
1.192
1.194
1.197
1.199
1.202
1.205
1.207
1.21
1.214
1.216
1.219
1.22
1.223
1.225
1.228
1.231
1.234
1.236
1.24
1.243
1.246
1.248
1.251
1.254
1.256
1.258
1.26
1.262
1.264
1.266
1.268
1.27
1.272
1.274
1.276
1.279
1.281
1.283
1.286
1.288
1.291
1.293
1.296
1.299
1.301
1.304
1.306
V/mL
7.05
7.125
7.2
7.275
7.35
7.425
7.5
7.575
7.65
7.725
7.8
7.875
7.95
8.025
8.1
8.175
8.25
8.325
8.4
8.475
8.55
8.625
8.7
8.775
8.85
8.925
9
9.075
9.15
9.225
9.3
9.375
9.45
9.525
9.6
9.675
9.75
9.825
9.9
9.975
10.05
10.125
10.2
10.275
10.35
10.425
10.5
pHc
1.309
1.312
1.315
1.318
1.321
1.323
1.326
1.329
1.332
1.335
1.338
1.34
1.343
1.346
1.349
1.352
1.355
1.358
1.361
1.364
1.367
1.37
1.373
1.376
1.379
1.382
1.386
1.388
1.391
1.394
1.397
1.4
1.404
1.406
1.41
1.413
1.416
1.42
1.422
1.426
1.428
1.432
1.435
1.437
1.441
1.444
1.447
189
V/mi
10.575
10.65
10.725
10.8
10.875
10.95
11.025
11.1
11.175
11.25
11.325
11.4
11.475
11.55
11.625
11.7
11.775
11.85
11.925
12
12.075
12.15
12.225
12.3
12.375
12.45
12.525
12.6
12.675
12.75
12.825
12.9
12.975
13.05
13.125
13.2
13.275
13.35
13.425
13.5
13.575
13.65
13.725
13.8
13.875
13.95
14.025
PHc
1.451
1.454
1.456
1.46
1.464
1.467
1.47
1.473
1.476
1.48
1.483
1.486
1.489
1.492
1.496
1.5
1.503
1.506
1.509
1.512
1.516
1.519
1.522
1.526
1.529
1.532
1.536
1.539
1.543
1.545
1.55
1.552
1.556
1.559
1.562
1.565
1.568
1.572
1.574
1.578
1.581
1.584
1.587
1.591
1.594
1.598
1.601
Titration 3
V/ml
14.1
14.175
14.25
14.325
14.4
14.475
14.55
14.625
14.7
14.775
14.85
14.925
15
15.075
15.15
15.225
15.3
15.375
15.45
15.525
15.6
15.675
15.75
15.825
15.9
15.975
16.05
16.125
16.2
16.275
16.35
16.425
16.5
16.575
16.65
16.725
16.8
16.875
16.95
17.025
17.1
17.175
17.25
17.325
17.4
17.475
17.55
0.1 M NaC1O4
pHc
1.604
1.608
1.614
1.617
1.621
1.624
1.627
1.63
1.635
1.637
1.641
1.645
1.648
1.651
1.654
1.657
1.658
1.663
1.665
1.669
1.672
1.675
1.678
1.681
1.685
1.688
1.691
1.695
1.698
1.701
1.705
1.709
1.712
1.715
1.718
1.722
1.724
1.728
1.731
1.735
1.738
1.743
1.746
1.75
1.753
1.757
1.762
V/ml
17.625
17.7
17.775
17.85
17.925
18
18.075
18.15
18.225
18.3
18.375
18.45
18.525
18.6
18.675
18.75
18.825
18.9
18.975
19.05
19.125
19.2
19.275
19.35
19.425
19.5
19.575
19.65
19.725
19.8
19.875
19.95
20
20.075
20.15
20.225
20.3
20.375
20.45
20.525
20.6
20.675
20.75
20.825
20.9
20.975
21.05
pHc
1.765
1.769
1.774
1.779
1.784
1.788
1.794
1.797
1.803
1.806
1.811
1.816
1.821
1.825
1.83
1.833
1.838
1.843
1.847
1.851
1.856
1.86
1.865
1.869
1.874
1.88
1.883
1.887
1.892
1.896
1.899
1.903
1.907
1.901
1.908
1.911
1.915
1.92
1.925
1.929
1.934
1.939
1.944
1.949
1.952
1.959
1.963
V/mi
21.125
21.2
21.275
21.35
21.425
21.5
21.575
21.65
21.725
21.8
21.875
21.95
22.025
22.1
22.175
22.25
22.325
22.4
22.475
22.55
22.625
22.7
22.775
22.85
22.925
23
23.075
23.15
23.225
23.3
23.375
23.45
23.525
23.6
23.675
23.75
23.825
23.9
23.975
24.05
24.125
24.2
24.275
24.35
24.425
24.5
24.575
pHc
1.968
1.973
1.977
1.983
1.989
1.994
1.999
2.004
2.009
2.014
2.019
2.024
2.028
2.034
2.039
2.044
2.048
2.053
2.059
2.064
2.068
2.074
2.08
2.084
2.089
2.095
2.1
2.105
2.111
2.116
2.12
2.127
2.133
2.138
2.144
2.148
2.155
2.159
2.164
2.17
2.176
2.182
2.187
2.193
2.198
2.204
2.21
190
V/ml
24.65
24.725
24.8
24.875
24.95
25.025
25.1
25.175
25.25
25.325
25.4
25.475
25.55
25.625
25.7
25.775
25.85
25.925
26
26.075
26.15
26.225
26.3
26.375
26.45
26.525
26.6
26.675
26.75
26.825
26.9
26.975
27.05
27.125
27.2
27.275
27.35
27.425
27.5
27.575
27.65
27.725
27.8
27.875
27.95
28.025
28.1
pHc
2.214
2.222
2.228
2.234
2.239
2.244
2.251
2.257
2.263
2.269
2.275
2.281
2.287
2.293
2.298
2.305
2.31
2.316
2.323
2.329
2.335
2.341
2.346
2.354
2.359
2.366
2.371
2.377
2.382
2.39
2.396
2.401
2.408
2.414
2.422
2.428
2.433
2.44
2.445
2.453
2.459
2.466
2.474
2.478
2.484
2.492
2.498
Titration 3
V/mI
28.175
28.25
28.325
28.4
28.475
28.55
28.625
28.7
28.775
28.85
28.925
29
29.075
29.15
29.225
29.3
29.375
29.45
29.525
29.6
29.675
29.75
29.825
29.9
29.975
30.05
30.125
30.2
30.275
30.35
30.425
30.5
30.575
30.65
30.725
30.8
30.875
30.95
31.025
31.1
31.175
31.25
31.325
31.4
31.475
31.55
31.625
pHc
2.503
2.507
2.516
2.522
2.529
2.533
2.539
2.549
2.554
2.56
2.567
2.573
2.578
2.585
2.59
2.608
2.612
2.619
2.626
2.632
2.643
2.641
2.654
2.657
2.668
2.672
2.679
2.685
2.689
2.696
2.71
2.712
2.717
2.728
2.734
2.739
2.748
2.754
2.766
2.776
2.776
2.785
2.79
2.799
2.806
2.814
2.821
V/mi
31.7
31.775
31.85
31.925
32
32.075
32.15
32.225
32.3
32.375
32.45
32.525
32.6
32.675
32.75
32.825
32.9
32.975
33.05
33.125
33.2
33.275
33.35
33.425
33.5
33.575
33.65
33.725
33.8
33.875
33.95
34.025
34.1
34.175
34.25
34.325
34.4
34.475
34.55
34.625
34.7
34.775
34.85
34.925
35
35.075
35.15
0.1 M NaC1O4
pHc
2.826
2.839
2.847
2.853
2.863
2.871
2.876
2.884
2.894
2.902
2.909
2.915
2.928
2.935
2.944
2.952
2.977
2.976
2.981
2.985
2.995
3.001
3.011
3.017
3.028
3.036
3.043
3.049
3.059
3.068
3.076
3.084
3.09
3.097
3.106
3.115
3.125
3.135
3.142
3.151
3.159
3.168
3.176
3.182
3.188
3.2
3.205
V/ml
35.225
35.3
35.375
35.45
35.525
35.6
35.675
35.75
35.825
35.9
35.975
36.05
36.125
36.2
36.275
36.35
36.425
36.5
36.575
36.65
36.725
36.8
36.875
36.95
37.025
37.1
37.175
37.25
37.325
37.4
37.475
37.55
37.625
37.7
37.775
37.85
37.925
38
38.075
38.15
38.225
38.3
38.375
38.45
38.525
38.6
38.675
pHc
3.213
3.222
3.23
3.239
3.246
3.255
3.266
3.272
3.279
3.29
3.295
3.303
3.314
3.321
3.328
3.337
3.343
3.355
3.359
3.367
3.374
3.385
3.392
3.399
3.408
3.414
3.422
3.434
3.443
3.446
3.466
3.467
3.471
3.479
3.486
3.493
3.497
3.507
3.51
3.517
3.524
3.529
3.541
3.547
3.556
3.571
5.218
191
V/ml
38.75
38.825
38.9
38.975
39.05
39.125
39.2
39.275
39.35
39.425
39.5
39.575
39.65
39.725
39.8
39.875
39.95
40.025
40.1
40.175
40.25
40.325
40.4
40.475
40.55
40.625
40.7
40.775
40.85
40.925
41
41.075
41.15
41.225
41.3
41.375
41.45
41.525
41.6
41.675
41.75
41.825
41.9
41.975
42.05
42.125
42.2
pic
4.781
4.613
4.601
4.427
4.296
4.205
4.132
4.085
4.083
4.018
3.98
3.965
4.28
4.534
4.513
4.573
4.576
4.971
5.35
5.407
5.574
5.618
5.699
5.711
5.754
5.798
5.867
6.029
6.114
6.149
6.216
6.282
6.344
6.43
6.516
6.625
6.736
6.86
7.001
7.116
7.237
7.348
7.473
7.59
7.701
7.815
7.926
Titration 3 0.1 M NaC1O4
V/mil pHc V/m pHc V/mi pHc
42.275 8.033 45.8 11.314 49.325 12.409
42.35 8.139 45.875 11.353 49.4 12.419
42.425 8.245 45.95 11.393 49.475 12.44
42.5 8.343 46.025 11.426 49.55 12.465
42.575 8.44 46.1 11.46 49.625 12.48
42.65 8.525 46.175 11.497 49.7 12.503
42.725 8.622 46.25 11.532 49.775 12.519
42.8 8.724 46.325 11.557 49.85 12.54
42.875 8.83 46.4 11.592 49.925 12.558
42.95 8.945 46.475 11.62 50 12.576
43.025 9.058 46.55 11.644
43.1 9.173 46.625 11.673
43.175 9.283 46.7 11.689
43.25 9.381 46.775 11.721
43.325 9.474 46.85 11.738
43.4 9.527 46.925 11.763
43.475 9.634 47 11.785
43.55 9.73 47.075 11.814
43.625 9.819 47.15 11.834
43.7 9.887 47.225 11.858
43.775 9.959 47.3 11.885
43.85 10.026 47.375 11.908
43.925 10.089 47.45 11.93
44 10.146 47.525 11.953
44.075 10.208 47.6 11.981
44.15 10.262 47.675 12.004
44.225 10.314 47.75 12.029
44.3 10.373 47.825 12.053
44.375 10.424 47.9 12.074
44.45 10.481 47.975 12.091
44.525 10.534 48.05 12.117
44.6 10.584 48.125 12.132
44.675 10.638 48.2 12.157
44.75 10.68 48.275 12.173
44.825 10.727 48.35 12.195
44.9 10.772 48.425 12.217
44.975 10.819 48.5 12.231
45.05 10.868 48.575 12.245
45.125 10.91 48.65 12.261
45.2 10.958 48.725 12.275
45.275 11.006 48.8 12.286
45.35 11.054 48.875 12.301
45.425 11.105 48.95 12.313
45.5 11.15 49.025 12.329
45.575 11.195 49.1 12.351
45.65 11.24 49.175 12.367
45.725 11.282 49.25 12.386
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Appendix C: Titration Data for Determination of Hydrolysis Products
Summary: This appendix contains the data obtained from the titrations of HfCl 4 in NaClO 4
solutions of varying concentration. Below on this page is a table containing the initial
conditions for each titration, including the [OH-] of the titrant, the ion product of water [1],
the titration ID number, the initial volume, and the initial amount of H+ and of Hf in the
system. For each titration, the data contains the total volume added, the measured pH (pHo),
the corrected pH (pHc), and the time elapsed since start of titration (used in conjunction with
recorded spectra to determine when precipitation occurs).
lo2 K, Vol
[mL]
-13.73
-13.73
-13.73
-13.81
-13.81
-13.81
-14.21
-14.21
-14.21
-14.9
-14.9
-14.9
25.0
25.0
25.0
21.0
21.2
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0
IQOHL
[M]
0.0953
0.0953
0.0953
0.0904
0.0904
0.0904
0.0768
0.0768
0.0768
0.066
0.066
0.066
_HWieit Hftoe
[mMoles] [mMoles]
1.OOE
1.25E
2.50E
LOOE
1.20E
LOOE
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.96E-6
1.96E-6
1.96E-6
8.87E-7
8.87E-7
8.87E-7
0.448
0.500
1.322
0.750
0.573
0.491
0.610
0.528
0.581
0.348
0.378
0.352
[1] FANGHANEL, TH., NECK, V., and KIM, J.i. "The Ion Product of H20, Dissociation Constants of
H2 CO3 and Pitzer Parameters in the System Na</H7/OH-/HCO 3-/CO 2 -/C O4 / H2 0 at 25 -C." J. Sol.
Chem. 25. (1996). p. 327.
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[NaClO 4 .
[mol/L]
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
ID #
OH565
OH594
OH596
OH530
OH535
OH538
OH381
OH384
OH387
OH428
OH438
OH479
Data from Titration Run - OH565
Vol [mil
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
0.879
0.89
0.902
0.914
0.926
0.941
0.953
0.964
0.976
0.988
0.999
1.01
1.021
1.033
1.045
1.056
1.069
1.081
1.092
1.104
1.114
1.125
1.137
1.15
1.162
1.174
1.186
1.198
1.211
1.223
1.236
1.248
1.261
1.274
1.286
1.3
1.312
1.327
1.339
1.352
1.366
1.379
1.391
1.404
1.418
pHc
1.097
1.108
1.119
1.131
1.143
1.157
1.169
1.180
1.192
1.203
1.214
1.225
1.236
1.248
1.259
1.270
1.283
1.294
1.305
1.317
1.327
1.338
1.349
1.362
1.374
1.386
1.397
1.409
1.422
1.433
1.446
1.458
1.471
1.483
1.495
1.509
1.521
1.535
1.547
1.560
1.573
1.586
1.598
1.611
1.624
time [si
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol mIl
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75
20.00
20.25
20.50
20.75
21.00
21.25
21.50
21.75
22.00
22.25
pHo
1.431
1.441
1.451
1.46
1.469
1.481
1.496
1.509
1.524
1.535
1.552
1.568
1.584
1.603
1.622
1.639
1.656
1.674
1.695
1.714
1.735
1.759
1.78
1.802
1.827
1.849
1.876
1.901
1.927
1.956
1.982
2.014
2.044
2.076
2.108
2.143
2.181
2.22
2.259
2.305
2.35
2.397
2.452
2.507
2.572
194
pHc
1.637
1.647
1.657
1.665
1.674
1.686
1.701
1.713
1.728
1.739
1.755
1.771
1.787
1.805
1.824
1.841
1.857
1.875
1.895
1.914
1.935
1.958
1.979
2.000
2.025
2.046
2.073
2.097
2.123
2.151
2.176
2.208
2.237
2.268
2.300
2.334
2.371
2.409
2.448
2.493
2.537
2.583
2.636
2.690
2.754
time [si
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
50400
51000
51600
52200
52800
53400
[NaCI04]= 0.5 M
Data from Titration Run - OH565
Vol [mul
22.50
22.75
23.00
23.25
23.50
23.75
2.644
2.725
2.817
2.922
3.053
3.196
pHc
2.824
2.904
2.994
3.096
3.225
3.365
time [si
54000
54600
55200
55800
56400
57000
195
[NaCI04] = 0.5 M
Data from Titration Run - OH594
Vol [mll
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
pHo
0.842
0.851
0.861
0.871
0.879
0.889
0.897
0.906
0.913
0.921
0.927
0.936
0.942
0.951
0.959
0.969
0.978
0.986
0.995
1.003
1.012
1.021
1.030
1.039
1.050
1.059
1.069
1.079
1.090
1.099
1.110
1.120
1.130
1.141
1.152
1.162
1.174
1.185
1.197
1.209
1.220
1.232
1.243
1.255
1.267
pHc
1.061
1.069
1.079
1.089
1.097
1.107
1.114
1.123
1.130
1.138
1.144
1.153
1.158
1.167
1.175
1.185
1.194
1.201
1.210
1.218
1.227
1.236
1.245
1.253
1.264
1.273
1.283
1.293
1.303
1.312
1.323
1.333
1.342
1.353
1.364
1.374
1.386
1.396
1.408
1.420
1.431
1.442
1.453
1.465
1.477
time [sl
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol rmIl
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75
20.00
20.25
20.50
20.75
21.00
21.25
21.50
21.75
22.00
22.25
pHo
1.278
1.291
1.303
1.315
1.327
1.340
1.352
1.364
1.377
1.390
1.404
1.417
1.431
1.444
1.458
1.472
1.486
1.502
1.516
1.531
1.547
1.563
1.578
1.595
1.611
1.629
1.645
1.663
1.681
1.699
1.717
1.736
1.754
1.775
1.797
1.818
1.840
1.862
1.885
1.909
1.934
1.960
1.986
2.014
2.042
196
pHc
1.487
1.500
1.512
1.524
1.535
1.548
1.560
1.571
1.584
1.597
1.611
1.623
1.637
1.650
1.663
1.677
1.691
1.707
1.720
1.735
1.751
1.766
1.781
1.798
1.813
1.831
1.847
1.864
1.882
1.899
1.917
1.936
1.953
1.974
1.995
2.016
2.037
2.059
2.081
2.105
2.129
2.155
2.180
2.208
2.235
time [si
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
50400
51000
51600
52200
52800
53400
[NaC1041 = 0.5 M
Data from Titration Run - OH594
Vol LmIl
22.50
22.75
23.00
23.25
23.50
23.75
24.00
24.25
24.50
24.75
25.00
25.25
25.50
25.75
26.00
26.25
26.50
26.75
27.00
27.25
27.50
pHo
2.072
2.104
2.137
2.172
2.209
2.247
2.287
2.331
2.376
2.425
2.477
2.533
2.595
2.665
2.739
2.820
2.910
3.016
3.132
3.260
3.401
pHc
2.264
2.296
2.328
2.362
2.399
2.436
2.475
2.518
2.562
2.610
2.661
2.716
2.776
2.845
2.917
2.997
3.085
3.188
3.302
3.427
3.565
time [si
54000
54600
55200
55800
56400
57000
57600
58200
58800
59400
60000
60600
61200
61800
62400
63000
63600
64200
64800
65400
66000
197
[NaC104] = 0.5 M
Data from Titration Run - OH596
Vol [mil
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
pHo
0.406
0.417
0.425
0.434
0.441
0.449
0.457
0.464
0.471
0.478
0.485
0.492
0.499
0.505
0.512
0.519
0.526
0.532
0.539
0.547
0.554
0.562
0.568
0.576
0.582
0.589
0.596
0.602
0.608
0.614
0.620
0.626
0.631
0.637
0.643
0.649
0.655
0.660
0.665
0.670
0.675
0.681
0.686
0.691
0.695
pHc
0.634
0.645
0.652
0.661
0.668
0.676
0.684
0.691
0.697
0.704
0.711
0.718
0.725
0.731
0.738
0.744
0.751
0.757
0.764
0.772
0.779
0.786
0.792
0.800
0.806
0.813
0.820
0.826
0.832
0.837
0.843
0.849
0.854
0.860
0.866
0.872
0.878
0.882
0.887
0.892
0.897
0.903
0.908
0.913
0.917
time [sl
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol [mul
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75
20.00
20.25
20.50
20.75
21.00
21.25
21.50
21.75
22.00
22.25
pHo
0.697
0.700
0.704
0.706
0.710
0.714
0.717
0.721
0.726
0.730
0.735
0.740
0.744
0.749
0.755
0.759
0.764
0.769
0.774
0.780
0.785
0.790
0.795
0.800
0.806
0.811
0.816
0.822
0.827
0.832
0.837
0.843
0.848
0.853
0.858
0.866
0.871
0.876
0.881
0.886
0.891
0.897
0.902
0.907
0.913
198
pHc
0.919
0.922
0.925
0.927
0.931
0.935
0.938
0.942
0.947
0.951
0.956
0.961
0.965
0.970
0.975
0.979
0.984
0.989
0.994
1.000
1.005
1.010
1.015
1.019
1.025
1.030
1.035
1.041
1.046
1.051
1.056
1.062
1.066
1.071
1.076
1.084
1.089
1.094
1.099
1.104
1.109
1.114
1.119
1.124
1.130
time [s]
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
50400
51000
51600
52200
52800
53400
[NaC1041 = 0.5 M
Data from Titration Run - OH596
Vol imIl
22.50
22.75
23.00
23.25
23.50
23.75
24.00
24.25
24.50
24.75
25.00
25.25
25.50
25.75
26.00
26.25
26.50
26.75
27.00
27.25
27.50
27.75
28.00
28.25
28.50
28.75
29.00
29.25
29.50
29.75
30.00
pHo
0.917
0.922
0.927
0.933
0.938
0.943
0.947
0.953
0.958
0.963
0.970
0.978
0.986
0.994
1.002
1.009
1.016
1.024
1.031
1.038
1.045
1.051
1.058
1.063
1.068
1.073
1.078
1.083
1.089
1.094
1.100
pHc
1.134
1.139
1.144
1.150
1.155
1.159
1.163
1.169
1.174
1.179
1.186
1.194
1.201
1.209
1.217
1.224
1.231
1.239
1.246
1.252
1.259
1.265
1.272
1.277
1.282
1.287
1.292
1.296
1.302
1.307
1.313
time [s]
54000
54600
55200
55800
56400
57000
57600
58200
58800
59400
60000
60600
61200
61800
62400
63000
63600
64200
64800
65400
66000
66600
67200
67800
68400
69000
69600
70200
70800
71400
72000
199
[NaC104] = 0.5 M
Data from Titration Run - OH530
Vol rmIl p Ho pHc time Fsl Vol ImIl pHo pHc time [sl
0.2 0.53 0.956 0 6.95 0.856 1.275 27000
0.35 0.536 0.962 600 7.1 0.861 1.280 27600
0.5 0.541 0.967 1200 7.25 0.868 1.287 28200
0.65 0.547 0.973 1800 7.4 0.874 1.293 28800
0.8 0.553 0.979 2400 7.55 0.881 1.300 29400
0.95 0.559 0.985 3000 7.7 0.887 1.306 30000
1.1 0.564 0.990 3600 7.85 0.893 1.311 30600
1.25 0.569 0.995 4200 8 0.899 1.317 31200
1.4 0.574 0.999 4800 8.15 0.906 1.324 31800
1.55 0.579 1.004 5400 8.3 0.913 1.331 32400
1.7 0.584 1.009 6000 8.45 0.919 1.337 33000
1.85 0.589 1.014 6600 8.6 0.925 1.343 33600
2 0.595 1.020 7200 8.75 0.931 1.349 34200
2.15 0.607 1.032 7800 8.9 0.938 1.355 34800
2.3 0.619 1.043 8400 9.05 0.944 1.361 35400
2.45 0.632 1.056 9000 9.2 0.95 1.367 36000
2.6 0.643 1.067 9600 9.35 0.955 1.372 36600
2.75 0.654 1.078 10200 9.5 0.961 1.378 37200
2.9 0.663 1.086 10800 9.65 0.967 1.384 37800
3.05 0.673 1.096 11400 9.8 0.973 1.390 38400
3.2 0.682 1.105 12000 9.95 0.979 1.396 39000
3.35 0.69 1.113 12600 10.1 0.982 1.398 39600
3.5 0.699 1.122 13200 10.25 0.983 1.399 40200
3.65 0.706 1.129 13800 10.4 0.985 1.401 40800
3.8 0.714 1.136 14400 10.55 0.986 1.402 41400
3.95 0.722 1.144 15000 10.7 0.99 1.406 42000
4.1 0.729 1.151 15600 10.85 0.992 1.408 42600
4.25 0.736 1.158 16200 11 0.995 1.411 43200
4.4 0.743 1.165 16800 11.15 0.999 1.415 43800
4.55 0.75 1.172 17400 11.3 1.003 1.419 44400
4.7 0.757 1.178 18000 11.45 1.007 1.423 45000
4.85 0.764 1.185 18600 11.6 1.012 1.428 45600
5 0.771 1.192 19200 11.75 1.016 1.432 46200
5.15 0.778 1.199 19800 11.9 1.021 1.437 46800
5.3 0.784 1.205 20400 12.05 1.027 1.443 47400
5.45 0.791 1.212 21000 12.2 1.032 1.447 48000
5.6 0.797 1.218 21600 12.35 1.038 1.453 48600
5.75 0.804 1.224 22200 12.5 1.044 1.459 49200
5.9 0.81 1.230 22800 12.65 1.049 1.464 49800
6.05 0.816 1.236 23400 12.8 1.055 1.470 50400
6.2 0.823 1.243 24000 12.95 1.061 1.476 51000
6.35 0.829 1.249 24600 13.1 1.068 1.483 51600
6.5 0.836 1.256 25200 13.25 1.074 1.488 52200
6.65 0.842 1.262 25800 13.4 1.08 1.494 52800
6.8 0.849 1.268 26400 13.55 1.087 1.501 53400
200
[NaC1041]= 1.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH530
Vol [mul
13.7
13.85
14
14.15
14.3
14.45
14.6
14.75
14.9
15.05
15.2
pHo
1.093
1.1
1.106
1.114
1.12
1.128
1.135
1.142
1.149
1.156
1.163
pHc
1.507
1.514
1.520
1.528
1.533
1.541
1.548
1.555
1.562
1.569
1.576
time [sl
54000
54600
55200
55800
56400
57000
57600
58200
58800
59400
60000
201
[NaC1041 = 1.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH535
Vol rmIl
0.00
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00
3.20
3.40
3.60
3.80
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.60
4.80
5.00
5.20
5.40
5.60
5.80
6.00
6.20
6.40
6.60
6.80
7.00
7.20
7.40
7.60
7.80
8.00
8.20
8.40
8.60
8.80
0.537
0.547
0.557
0.567
0.577
0.587
0.596
0.604
0.613
0.622
0.63
0.638
0.646
0.654
0.662
0.67
0.678
0.686
0.694
0.702
0.71
0.718
0.726
0.733
0.74
0.747
0.755
0.763
0.771
0.778
0.786
0.794
0.801
0.81
0.818
0.826
0.834
0.842
0.85
0.858
0.866
0.874
0.882
0.89
0.893
pHc
0.963
0.973
0.983
0.993
1.002
1.012
1.021
1.029
1.038
1.046
1.054
1.062
1.070
1.078
1.086
1.093
1.101
1.109
1.117
1.125
1.132
1.140
1.148
1.155
1.162
1.169
1.176
1.184
1.192
1.199
1.207
1.215
1.221
1.230
1.238
1.246
1.254
1.262
1.269
1.277
1.285
1.293
1.301
1.309
1.311
time [sl
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol [mIl
9.00
9.20
9.40
9.60
9.80
10.00
10.20
10.40
10.60
10.80
11.00
11.20
11.40
11.60
11.80
12.00
12.20
12.40
12.60
12.80
13.00
13.20
13.40
13.60
13.80
14.00
14.20
14.40
14.60
14.80
15.00
15.20
15.40
15.60
15.80
16.00
16.20
16.40
16.60
16.80
17.00
17.20
17.40
17.60
17.80
pHo
0.896
0.899
0.902
0.906
0.91
0.915
0.92
0.926
0.932
0.939
0.945
0.953
0.961
0.969
0.976
0.984
0.992
0.999
1.008
1.017
1.025
1.033
1.042
1.051
1.06
1.068
1.077
1.086
1.096
1.105
1.114
1.124
1.134
1.144
1.154
1.164
1.174
1.184
1.194
1.205
1.216
1.226
1.236
1.248
1.258
202
pHc
1.314
1.317
1.320
1.324
1.328
1.333
1.338
1.344
1.350
1.356
1.362
1.370
1.378
1.386
1.393
1.400
1.408
1.415
1.424
1.433
1.441
1.448
1.457
1.466
1.475
1.483
1.491
1.500
1.510
1.519
1.528
1.537
1.547
1.557
1.567
1.577
1.586
1.596
1.606
1.617
1.627
1.637
1.647
1.659
1.668
time Fsl
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
50400
51000
51600
52200
52800
53400
[NaC1041 = 1.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH535
Vol [mul
18.00
18.20
18.40
18.60
18.80
19.00
19.20
19.40
19.60
19.80
20.00
1.269
1.28
1.291
1.302
1.314
1.326
1.338
1.35
1.362
1.375
1.387
pHc
1.679
1.690
1.701
1.711
1.723
1.735
1.747
1.758
1.770
1.783
1.795
time [sI
54000
54600
55200
55800
56400
57000
57600
58200
58800
59400
60000
203
[NaC1041]= 1.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH538
Vol [mil
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
0.635
0.643
0.651
0.658
0.666
0.674
0.682
0.691
0.700
0.711
0.722
0.733
0.746
0.760
0.775
0.789
0.804
0.817
0.830
0.843
0.855
0.867
0.878
0.890
0.902
0.915
0.926
0.940
0.952
0.963
0.975
0.987
0.999
1.011
1.023
1.035
1.046
1.058
1.070
1.082
1.094
1.106
1.118
1.131
1.143
pHc
1.026
1.034
1.042
1.049
1.057
1.064
1.072
1.081
1.090
1.101
1.112
1.122
1.135
1.149
1.164
1.178
1.192
1.205
1.218
1.231
1.242
1.254
1.265
1.277
1.289
1.301
1.312
1.326
1.338
1.349
1.360
1.372
1.384
1.396
1.408
1.419
1.430
1.442
1.454
1.465
1.477
1.489
1.501
1.514
1.525
time [si
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol [mul
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75
20.00
20.25
20.50
20.75
21.00
21.25
21.50
21.75
22.00
22.25
pHo
1.156
1.169
1.182
1.196
1.210
1.224
1.237
1.251
1.266
1.280
1.295
1.309
1.325
1.340
1.356
1.373
1.389
1.407
1.424
1.442
1.457
1.471
1.486
1.502
1.518
1.536
1.554
1.574
1.594
1.615
1.637
1.660
1.683
1.708
1.734
1.763
1.791
1.820
1.851
1.883
1.916
1.952
1.990
2.029
2.071
204
pHc
1.538
1.551
1.564
1.578
1.591
1.605
1.618
1.632
1.646
1.660
1.675
1.689
1.704
1.719
1.735
1.752
1.767
1.785
1.802
1.819
1.834
1.848
1.863
1.878
1.894
1.912
1.929
1.949
1.969
1.989
2.011
2.034
2.056
2.081
2.106
2.135
2.162
2.191
2.221
2.253
2.285
2.321
2.358
2.396
2.438
time [si
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
50400
51000
51600
52200
52800
53400
[NaC104] = 1.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH538
Vol [mul
22.50
22.75
23.00
23.25
23.50
23.75
24.00
24.25
24.50
24.75
25.00
25.25
25.50
2.116
2.164
2.215
2.270
2.330
2.396
2.466
2.546
2.635
2.733
2.840
2.960
3.093
pHc
2.482
2.529
2.579
2.633
2.692
2.757
2.826
2.904
2.992
3.088
3.193
3.311
3.442
time [sl
54000
54600
55200
55800
56400
57000
57600
58200
58800
59400
60000
60600
61200
205
[NaC104] = 1.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH381
Vol [mIl
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
pHo
0.423
0.430
0.438
0.446
0.453
0.461
0.469
0.477
0.486
0.495
0.503
0.512
0.521
0.530
0.540
0.550
0.559
0.568
0.579
0.589
0.599
0.608
0.619
0.630
0.640
0.651
0.662
0.673
0.684
0.695
0.708
0.720
0.731
0.741
0.748
0.756
0.763
0.771
0.779
0.789
0.799
0.809
0.821
0.833
0.846
pHc
1.427
1.434
1.442
1.449
1.456
1.464
1.472
1.480
1.488
1.497
1.505
1.514
1.523
1.532
1.541
1.551
1.560
1.569
1.580
1.589
1.599
1.608
1.619
1.629
1.639
1.650
1.661
1.671
1.682
1.693
1.706
1.717
1.728
1.738
1.745
1.753
1.760
1.767
1.775
1.785
1.795
1.805
1.816
1.828
1.841
time [s]
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol rmIl
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75
20.00
20.25
20.50
20.75
21.00
21.25
21.50
21.75
22.00
22.25
pHo
0.860
0.874
0.889
0.903
0.919
0.936
0.952
0.969
0.987
1.005
1.023
1.043
1.062
1.083
1.104
1.126
1.148
1.171
1.195
1.220
1.245
1.272
1.299
1.327
1.359
1.389
1.421
1.454
1.489
1.525
1.562
1.601
1.642
1.684
1.729
1.775
1.822
1.873
1.926
1.983
2.044
2.108
2.179
2.253
2.335
206
pHc
1.854
1.868
1.883
1.897
1.912
1.929
1.945
1.961
1.979
1.996
2.014
2.034
2.052
2.073
2.093
2.115
2.136
2.159
2.182
2.207
2.231
2.258
2.284
2.312
2.343
2.372
2.403
2.436
2.470
2.505
2.541
2.580
2.620
2.661
2.705
2.750
2.796
2.846
2.898
2.953
3.013
3.076
3.145
3.218
3.298
time [sl
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
50400
51000
51600
52200
52800
53400
[NaC104] = 3.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH384
Vol mIl
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
pHo
0.485
0.494
0.504
0.513
0.523
0.534
0.545
0.555
0.566
0.577
0.588
0.598
0.610
0.621
0.632
0.644
0.656
0.668
0.680
0.691
0.703
0.715
0.728
0.740
0.751
0.763
0.773
0.785
0.797
0.810
0.822
0.835
0.848
0.862
0.876
0.892
0.907
0.923
0.939
0.956
0.973
0.989
1.006
1.023
1.041
pHc
1.488
1.496
1.506
1.515
1.525
1.535
1.546
1.556
1.567
1.578
1.588
1.598
1.610
1.621
1.631
1.643
1.655
1.667
1.678
1.689
1.701
1.713
1.725
1.737
1.748
1.760
1.769
1.781
1.793
1.806
1.817
1.830
1.843
1.856
1.870
1.886
1.900
1.916
1.932
1.948
1.965
1.981
1.997
2.014
2.032
time [sl
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol rmIl
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75
20.00
20.25
20.50
20.75
pHo
1.060
1.079
1.099
1.119
1.141
1.163
1.186
1.210
1.236
1.262
1.289
1.317
1.348
1.378
1.411
1.445
1.482
1.519
1.558
1.599
1.642
1.687
1.734
1.785
1.839
1.896
1.955
2.017
2.083
2.153
2.228
2.309
2.394
2.485
2.589
2.711
2.837
2.979
3.173
207
pHc
2.050
2.069
2.088
2.108
2.129
2.151
2.174
2.197
2.222
2.248
2.274
2.302
2.332
2.361
2.394
2.427
2.463
2.499
2.538
2.578
2.620
2.664
2.710
2.760
2.813
2.868
2.926
2.987
3.051
3.120
3.193
3.272
3.356
3.445
3.546
3.666
3.789
3.928
4.118
time isi
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
[NaC104] = 3.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH387
Vol rmIl
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
pHo
0.422
0.430
0.439
0.447
0.455
0.464
0.473
0.483
0.491
0.501
0.511
0.521
0.531
0.542
0.552
0.563
0.573
0.584
0.595
0.606
0.616
0.628
0.640
0.651
0.663
0.675
0.687
0.701
0.713
0.726
0.739
0.751
0.765
0.778
0.792
0.807
0.821
0.836
0.850
0.866
0.881
0.897
0.912
0.925
0.938
pHc
1.426
1.434
1.443
1.450
1.458
1.467
1.476
1.486
1.493
1.503
1.513
1.523
1.533
1.543
1.553
1.564
1.574
1.584
1.595
1.606
1.616
1.627
1.639
1.650
1.662
1.673
1.685
1.699
1.711
1.723
1.736
1.748
1.762
1.774
1.788
1.803
1.816
1.831
1.845
1.860
1.875
1.891
1.905
1.918
1.931
time [s]
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol [mil
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
17.75
18.00
18.25
18.50
18.75
19.00
19.25
19.50
19.75
20.00
20.25
20.50
20.75
21.00
21.25
21.50
21.75
22.00
22.25
pHo
0.951
0.964
0.979
0.994
1.009
1.026
1.044
1.062
1.082
1.102
1.123
1.144
1.167
1.190
1.215
1.239
1.266
1.293
1.322
1.352
1.383
1.415
1.450
1.485
1.524
1.563
1.604
1.648
1.694
1.741
1.791
1.844
1.899
1.956
2.016
2.078
2.144
2.213
2.286
2.364
2.445
2.533
2.632
2.743
2.866
208
PHc
1.944
1.956
1.971
1.986
2.000
2.017
2.035
2.052
2.072
2.091
2.112
2.132
2.155
2.177
2.202
2.225
2.252
2.278
2.307
2.336
2.366
2.398
2.432
2.466
2.504
2.542
2.583
2.626
2.671
2.717
2.766
2.817
2.871
2.927
2.986
3.046
3.111
3.179
3.250
3.326
3.406
3.492
3.589
3.697
3.818
time [sl
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
42600
43200
43800
44400
45000
45600
46200
46800
47400
48000
48600
49200
49800
50400
51000
51600
52200
52800
53400
[NaC1041]= 3.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH428
Vol rmIl
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
pHo
0.139
0.151
0.164
0.177
0.189
0.202
0.215
0.228
0.240
0.254
0.266
0.280
0.293
0.308
0.322
0.336
0.349
0.364
0.378
0.394
0.409
0.425
0.441
0.458
0.476
0.494
0.512
0.530
0.550
0.570
0.590
0.611
0.633
0.655
0.677
0.701
0.726
0.751
0.777
0.805
0.833
0.863
0.891
0.922
0.952
pHc
1.444
1.457
1.470
1.483
1.495
1.508
1.521
1.534
1.546
1.560
1.572
1.586
1.599
1.614
1.628
1.642
1.656
1.671
1.685
1.701
1.716
1.732
1.748
1.765
1.783
1.801
1.819
1.837
1.858
1.878
1.898
1.919
1.941
1.963
1.985
2.009
2.034
2.060
2.086
2.114
2.142
2.172
2.200
2.231
2.262
time rsl
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol [mil
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
pHo
0.985
1.020
1.057
1.096
1.138
1.183
1.231
1.281
1.336
1.393
1.456
1.523
1.596
1.673
1.764
1.862
1.974
2.101
2.249
2.421
2.627
2.892
209
pHc
2.295
2.330
2.367
2.406
2.448
2.494
2.542
2.592
2.647
2.705
2.768
2.835
2.909
2.986
3.078
3.176
3.289
3.416
3.565
3.738
3.945
4.211
time [sl
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
[NaC104] = 5.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH438
Vol [mul
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
p2o
0.093
0.105
0.121
0.133
0.145
0.158
0.171
0.184
0.198
0.210
0.223
0.236
0.249
0.263
0.276
0.290
0.304
0.318
0.332
0.347
0.361
0.377
0.392
0.408
0.425
0.442
0.459
0.477
0.494
0.512
0.532
0.552
0.571
0.592
0.613
0.635
0.657
0.680
0.704
0.729
0.754
0.781
0.808
0.838
0.868
pHc
1.398
1.410
1.426
1.438
1.451
1.464
1.477
1.490
1.504
1.516
1.529
1.542
1.555
1.569
1.582
1.596
1.610
1.624
1.638
1.654
1.668
1.684
1.699
1.715
1.732
1.749
1.766
1.784
1.801
1.819
1.839
1.860
1.879
1.900
1.921
1.943
1.965
1.988
2.012
2.037
2.063
2.090
2.117
2.147
2.177
time [sl
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol [mul
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
16.75
17.00
17.25
17.50
pHo
0.899
0.931
0.968
1.003
1.041
1.077
1.114
1.153
1.194
1.237
1.285
1.334
1.387
1.443
1.505
1.571
1.643
1.724
1.814
1.913
2.027
2.156
2.307
2.478
2.686
2.953
210
pHc
2.208
2.240
2.278
2.313
2.351
2.387
2.424
2.464
2.505
2.548
2.596
2.645
2.699
2.755
2.817
2.884
2.956
3.037
3.128
3.227
3.342
3.472
3.623
3.795
4.004
4.273
time [sl
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
40200
40800
41400
42000
[NaCI04]= 5.0 M
Data from Titration Run - OH497
Vol rmIl
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
6.75
7.00
7.25
7.50
7.75
8.00
8.25
8.50
8.75
9.00
9.25
9.50
9.75
10.00
10.25
10.50
10.75
11.00
pHo
0.166
0.181
0.195
0.208
0.221
0.234
0.247
0.261
0.273
0.286
0.299
0.312
0.325
0.339
0.353
0.367
0.382
0.397
0.412
0.428
0.444
0.460
0.477
0.494
0.512
0.530
0.549
0.569
0.589
0.609
0.631
0.653
0.675
0.699
0.723
0.748
0.774
0.801
0.829
0.859
0.889
0.921
0.955
0.993
1.029
pHc
1.472
1.487
1.501
1.514
1.527
1.540
1.553
1.567
1.579
1.592
1.605
1.618
1.631
1.645
1.660
1.674
1.689
1.704
1.719
1.735
1.751
1.767
1.784
1.801
1.819
1.837
1.857
1.877
1.897
1.917
1.939
1.961
1.983
2.007
2.031
2.057
2.083
2.110
2.138
2.168
2.198
2.230
2.265
2.303
2.339
time fs]
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
3600
4200
4800
5400
6000
6600
7200
7800
8400
9000
9600
10200
10800
11400
12000
12600
13200
13800
14400
15000
15600
16200
16800
17400
18000
18600
19200
19800
20400
21000
21600
22200
22800
23400
24000
24600
25200
25800
26400
Vol rmil
11.25
11.50
11.75
12.00
12.25
12.50
12.75
13.00
13.25
13.50
13.75
14.00
14.25
14.50
14.75
15.00
15.25
15.50
15.75
16.00
16.25
16.50
pHo
1.068
1.109
1.152
1.196
1.240
1.287
1.336
1.387
1.443
1.503
1.567
1.634
1.709
1.789
1.884
1.989
2.108
2.248
2.412
2.601
2.840
3.182
211
pHc
2.378
2.419
2.463
2.507
2.551
2.598
2.647
2.699
2.755
2.815
2.880
2.947
3.022
3.103
3.198
3.304
3.423
3.564
3.729
3.919
4.159
4.503
time [sl
27000
27600
28200
28800
29400
30000
30600
31200
31800
32400
33000
33600
34200
34800
35400
36000
36600
37200
37800
38400
39000
39600
[NaC104] = 5.0 M
Appendix D: Titration Data from Glove Box Titration
Summary: This appendix contains the data obtained from the titrations of HfCl 4 in 0.1 M
NaClO 4 performed in the glove box under an argon atmosphere. Below on this page is a table
containing the initial conditions for each titration, including the [OH-] of the titrant, the ion
product of water [1], the titration ID number, the initial volume, and the initial amount of H'
and of Hf in the system.
ID #
Box Titration 1
Box Titration 2
Box Titration 3
Box Titration 4
log K, Vol
[mL]
-13.79
-13.79
-13.79
-13.79
26.0
21.0
21.0
21.0
['] FANGHANEL, TH., NECK, V., and KIM, J.I. "The Ion Product of H20, Dissociation Constants of
H 2CO 3 and Pitzer Parameters in the System Na/H/OH/HCO3-/CO 32-/C10,/ H2 0 at 25 -C." J. Sol.
Chem. 25. (1996). p. 327.
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[NaClO 41
[mol/L]
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
[OH-L
[M]
0.0982
0.0982
0.0982
0.0982
H~iit
[mMoles]
0.0998
0.0998
0.0998
0.0998
[mMoles]
0.737
0.625
0.672
0.679
Box Titration 1
imLl added
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
5
5.2
5.4
5.6
5.8
6
6.2
6.4
pH3
1.336
1.33
1.374
1.372
1.392
1.386
1.369
1.364
1.365
1.36
1.355
1.359
1.356
1.356
1.357
1.353
1.357
1.364
1.365
1.371
1.38
1.382
1.39
1.388
1.396
1.404
1.41
1.417
1.424
1.434
1.44
1.448
1.455
FmLl added
6.6
6.8
7
7.2
7.4
7.6
7.8
8
8.2
8.4
8.6
8.8
9
9.2
9.4
9.6
9.8
10
10.2
10.4
10.6
10.8
11
11.2
11.4
11.6
11.8
12
12.2
12.4
12.6
12.8
13
13.2
pH
1.458
1.471
1.471
1.481
1.492
1.503
1.507
1.518
1.525
1.534
1.543
1.551
1.566
1.574
1.583
1.596
1.604
1.613
1.624
1.634
1.643
1.655
1.668
1.679
1.692
1.704
1.714
1.727
1.742
1.754
1.768
1.783
1.795
1.81
[mLl added
13.4
13.6
13.8
14
14.2
14.4
14.6
14.8
15
15.2
15.4
15.6
15.8
16
16.2
16.4
16.6
16.8
17
17.201
17.4
17.601
17.8
18
18.201
18.4
18.601
18.8
19
19.201
19.4
19.601
19.8
20
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pH-
1.823
1.839
1.853
1.869
1.884
1.901
1.917
1.933
1.95
1.967
1.985
2.005
2.026
2.04
2.021
2.009
2.017
2.037
2.058
2.081
2.102
2.125
2.147
2.171
2.193
2.218
2.244
2.269
2.296
2.324
2.353
2.382
2.415
2.448
Box Titration 2
[mLladded
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
5.25
5.5
5.75
6
6.25
6.5
6.75
7
7.25
7.5
7.75
8
8.25
8.5
8.75
9
9.25
9.5
9.75
10
10.25
10.5
10.75
11
11.25
11.5
11.75
12
pHti
1.554
1.576
1.571
1.609
1.611
1.616
1.64
1.666
1.667
1.715
1.729
1.718
1.656
1.726
1.734
1.745
1.764
1.723
1.774
1.79
1.794
1.847
1.785
1.768
1.929
1.778
1.712
1.731
1.874
1.909
1.921
1.928
1.879
1.784
2.097
1.805
2.06
1.886
1.891
1.896
2.007
1.917
2.181
1.919
2.332
1.935
2.188
1.943
2.007
[mLl added
12.25
12.5
12.75
13
13.25
13.5
13.75
14
14.25
14.5
14.75
15
15.25
15.5
15.75
16
16.25
16.5
16.75
17
17.25
17.5
17.75
18
18.25
18.5
18.75
19
19.25
19.5
19.75
20
20.25
20.5
20.75
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pH
2.345
2.04
2.14
2.384
2.109
2.228
2.301
2.173
2.286
2.589
2.242
2.325
2.432
2.535
2.358
2.431
2.507
2.61
2.659
2.568
2.647
2.72
2.79
2.88
3.24
2.888
2.979
3.079
3.179
3.29
3.4
3.469
3.662
3.705
3.845
Box Titration 3
rmLl added
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
5.25
5.5
5.75
6
6.25
6.5
6.75
7
7.25
7.5
7.75
8
8.25
8.5
8.75
9
9.25
9.5
9.75
10
10.25
10.5
10.75
11
11.25
11.5
11.75
12
pHi
1.224
1.234
1.238
1.248
1.259
1.264
1.282
1.295
1.314
1.333
1.375
1.411
1.432
1.45
1.456
1.462
1.484
1.504
1.528
1.533
1.548
1.576
1.594
1.659
1.677
1.688
1.676
1.693
1.705
1.691
1.713
1.752
1.759
1.761
1.779
1.793
1.813
1.812
1.804
1.793
1.797
1.811
1.812
1.836
1.863
1.839
1.895
1.912
1.914
rmLl added
12.25
12.5
12.75
13
13.25
13.5
13.75
14
14.25
14.5
14.75
15
15.25
15.5
15.75
16
16.25
16.5
16.75
17
17.25
17.5
17.75
18
18.25
18.5
18.75
19
19.25
19.5
19.75
20
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pH
1.925
1.936
1.944
1.96
1.99
2.018
2.043
2.055
2.077
2.103
2.129
2.137
2.161
2.186
2.208
2.227
2.248
2.289
2.304
2.344
2.369
2.415
2.458
2.491
2.548
2.571
2.606
2.635
2.683
2.735
2.778
2.824
Box Titration 4
rmLl added
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
5.25
5.5
5.75
6
6.25
6.5
6.75
7
7.25
7.5
7.75
8
8.25
8.5
8.75
9
9.25
9.5
9.75
10
10.25
10.5
10.75
11
11.25
11.5
11.75
12
1H4
1.459
1.456
1.46
1.46
1.458
1.471
1.479
1.486
1.491
1.498
1.506
1.517
1.526
1.531
1.546
1.557
1.569
1.57
1.58
1.603
1.604
1.611
1.621
1.632
1.646
1.654
1.661
1.669
1.68
1.694
1.704
1.715
1.727
1.739
1.758
1.766
1.773
1.787
1.805
1.823
1.841
1.838
1.845
1.863
1.875
1.886
1.902
1.916
1.939
[mLl added
12.25
12.5
12.75
13
13.25
13.5
13.75
14
14.25
14.5
14.75
15
15.25
15.5
15.75
16
16.25
16.5
16.75
17
17.25
17.5
17.75
18
18.25
18.5
18.75
19
19.25
19.5
19.75
20
20.25
20.5
20.75
21
21.25
21.5
21.75
22
22.25
22.5
216
pH
1.954
1.97
1.984
2.008
2.027
2.051
2.066
2.092
2.107
2.121
2.152
2.166
2.197
2.218
2.244
2.275
2.302
2.329
2.359
2.386
2.42
2.455
2.493
2.528
2.565
2.608
2.651
2.696
2.744
2.799
2.854
2.913
2.974
3.039
3.107
3.184
3.264
3.349
3.459
3.57
3.701
3.806
APPENDIX E - MCNP CRITICALITY MODEL
Appendix E: This appendix contains the MCNP model used to perform the criticality assessments on the WGPu
ceramic host form. The model assumes 5 DWPF canisters in 1 container. Each canister contains 48 cans of
WGPu ceramic, with 7 pucks per can. This results in a total mass of ceramic of 571.2 kg ceramic per container.
The dimensions of the container are given in Chapter 2. It is assumed that the thickness of the container is 30
mm, modeled as steel. The ceramic is modeled as a homogeneous sludge, with varying water concentrations
depending on the run. It is also assumed that a 10 cm thick layer of water forms on top of the ceramic sludge,
and is present around the outside of the container. The various runs, corresponding to the materials cards in the
model, are detailed in chapter 5.
MCNP Model
wasteall: skip 10 and run a total of 510 keff cycles with 200 n's/cycle
10 ?? -?.?? -1 3 -4 -8 $ homogeneous slurry, lowest level
11 1 -1.0 -1 3 -4 8 -7 $water
12 12 -0.00123 -1 3 -4 7 $ air portion
20 4 -7.4 1 -2 3 -4 $ Waste package Shell
21 1 -1.0 2 -9 5 -6 $ 10 cm of water surrounding shell
30 4-7.4-25-3 $left lid
40 4 -7.4 -2 4 -6 $ right lid
50 0 -5 $ left void
51 06 $right void
52 0 9 5 -6 $ void around cylinder
1 cx 98.5 $ radius of the waste package, inner wall
2 cx 101.5 $ radius of waste package, outer wall
3 px 0 $ cutoff plane for waste package, left end
4 px 379 $ cutoff plane, waste package, right end
5 px -3 $ waste package, left lid
6 px 382 $ waste package, right lid
7 pz -80 $ height plane of air/water interface
8 pz -90 $ height plane of secondary interface
9 cx 111.5 $ outer water cylinder
imp:n 1 6r 0 2r
kcode 200 0.5 10 510 $ n/cycle, intial Keff guess, skip #, # cycles
ksrc 05 0 -95 10 0 -95 15 0 -95 20 0 -95 25 0 -95 30 0 -95 35 0 -95 40 0 -95
45 0 -95 50 0 -95 55 0 -95 60 0 -95 65 0 -95 70 0 -95 75 0 -95 80 0 -95
850-95900-95950-95 1000-95 1050-95 1100-95 1150-95
1200-95 125 0-95 1300-95 135 0-95 1400-95 145 0-95 1500-95
1550-95 1600-95 1650-95 1700-95 1750-95 1800-95 1850-95
1900-95 1950-952000-952050-952100-952150-952200-95
225 0 -95 230 0 -95 235 0 -95 240 0 -95 245 0 -95 250 0 -95 255 0 -95
260 0 -95 265 0 -95 270 0 -95 275 0 -95 280 0 -95 285 0 -95 290 0 -95
1950-953000-953050-953100-953150-953200-953250-95
330 0 -95 335 0 -95 340 0 -95 345 0 -95 350 0 -95 355 0 -95 360 0 -95
365 0 -95 370 0 -95 375 0 $ set of criticality locations
ml 1001.50c .66667 8016.50c .33333 $ Water, density = 1
c m2 20000.50c -4.976 22000.50c -11.954 64000.35c -3.18 72000.50c -3.551
c 92235.50c -0.01579 92238.50c -7.881 94239.50c -3.726 94240.50c -0.238
c 8016.50c -64.448 $ WGPu waste form (based on m5-10, Table 1.1)
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m4 26000.55c .99 6000.50c .01 $ Carbon steel shell material
c m5 20000.50c .5 8016.50c .5 $ Calcium Oxide
c m6 22000.50c .5 8016.50c .5 $ Titanium Oxide
c m7 64000.35c .4 8016.50c .6 $ Gadolinium Oxide
c m8 72000.50c .33 8016.50c .67 $ Hafnium Oxide
c m9 92235.50c .00066 92238.50c .32934 8016.50c .66406 $ "waste" U02
c m10 94239.50c .3102 94240.50c .0198 8016.50c .67 $ Pu02
c ml 1 20000.50c -4.546 22000.50c -10.922 64000.35c -2.905 72000.50c -3.244
c 92235.50c -0.01443 92238.50c -7.2 94239.50c -3.404 94240.50c -0.2174
c 8016.50c -66.5859 1001.50c -0.9606 $ WGPu waste form, 30% water
m12 7014.50c .8 8016.50c .2 $ air
m13 20000.50c -6.7444 22000.50c -20.3862 64000.35c -6.5406
72000.50c -8.5639
92235.50c -0.0396 92238.50c -19.7267
94238.50c -0.0012 94239.50c -9.3173 94240.50c -0.58
94241.50c -0.0231 94242.50c -0.0221
1001.50c -0.5757 8016.50c -27.4432 $ WGPu waste form, baseline 6/8/99
m14 20000.50c -6.3859 22000.50c -19.3027 64000.35c -6.193
72000.50c -8.1088
92235.50c -0.0375 92238.50c -18.7123
94238.50c -0.00 11 94239.50c -8.8221 94240.50c -0.5491
94241.50c -0.0218 94242.50c -0.0210
1001.50c -1.1356 8016.50c -30.7089 $ WGPu waste form, 80% 6/8/99
m15 20000.50c -5.8663 22000.50c -17.732 64000.35c -5.689
72000.50c -7.4489
92235.50c -0.0344 92238.50c -17.1897
94238.50c -0.0010 94239.50c -8.1043 94240.50c -0.5045
94241.50c -0.0201 94242.50c -0.0193
1001.50c -1.9474 8016.50c -35.4432 $ WGPu waste form, 60% 6/8/99
m16 20000.50c -5.0452 22000.50c -15.2501 64000.35c -4.8928
72000.50c -6.4063
92235.50c -0.0296 92238.50c -14.7837
94238.50c -0.0009 94239.50c -6.9699 94240.50c -0.4339
94241.50c -0.0 172 94242.50c -0.0166
1001.50c -3.230 8016.50c -42.9237 $ WGPu waste form, 40% 6/8/99
m17 20000.50c -3.5532 22000.50c -10.7403 64000.35c-3.4459
72000.50c -4.5118
92235.50c -0.0209 92238.50c -10.4118
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.9088 94240.50c -0.3056
94241.50c -0.0121 94242.50c -0.0117
1001.50c -5.5606 8016.50c -56.5167 $ WGPu waste form, 20% 6/8/99
m18 20000.50c -2.2327 22000.50c -6.7488 64000.35c -2.1652
72000.50c -2.8351
92235.50c -0.0131 92238.50c -6.5424
94238.50c -0.0004 94239.50c -3.0845 94240.50c -0.192
94241.50c -0.0076 94242.50c -0.0073
1001.50c -7.6234 8016.50c -68.5475 $ WGPu waste form, 10% 6/8/99
m19 20000.50c -6.7444 22000.50c -20.3862 40000.50c -29.6865
94238.50c -0.0012 94239.50c -9.3173 94240.50c -0.58
94241.50c -0.0231 94242.50c -0.0221
1001.50c -0.5757 8016.50c -32.6635 $ Pu-only case, 100% 6/8/99
m20 20000.50c -6.8711 22000.50c -20.7692 40000.50c -30.2443
94238.50c -0.0010 94239.50c -7.5939 94240.50c -0.4727
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94241.50c -0.0188 94242.50c -0.0180
1001.50c -0.6330 8016.50c -33.3779 $ Pu-only case, 80% 6/8/99
m2l 20000.50c -7.0027 22000.50c -21.1669 40000.50c -30.8234
94238.50c -0.0007 94239.50c -5.8045 94240.50c -0.3613
94241.50c -0.0144 94242.50c -0.0138
1001.50c -0.6925 8016.50c -34.1197 $ Pu-only case, 60% 6/8/99
m22 20000.50c -7.1394 22000.50c -21.5802 40000.50c -31.4252
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.9452 94240.50c -0.2456
94241.50c -0.0098 94242.50c -0.0094
1001.50c -0.7544 8016.50c -34.8904 $ Pu-only case, 40% 6/8/99
m23 20000.50c -7.2815 22000.50c -22.0099 40000.50c -32.0509
94238.50c -0.0003 94239.50c -2.0119 94240.50c -0.1252
94241.50c -0.0050 94242.50c -0.0048
1001.50c -0.8187 8016.50c -35.6919 $ Pu-only case, 20% 6/8/99
m24 20000.50c -7.3548 22000.50c -22.2312 40000.50c -32.3732
94238.50c -0.0001 94239.50c -1.0161 94240.50c -0.0632
94241.50c -0.0025 94242.50c -0.0024
1001.50c -0.8518 8016.50c -36.1047 $ Pu-only case, 10% 6/8/99
m25 20000.50c -6.016 22000.50c -18.186 40000.50c -26.488
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -8.312 94240.50c -0.517
94241.50c -0.021 94242.50c -0.02
1001.50c -1.712 8016.50c -38.728 $ Pu+H20 Base - 100% 7/19/99
m26 20000.50c -3.722 22000.50c -11.251 40000.50c -16.388
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.142 94240.50c -0.320
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.296 8016.50c -57.855 $ Pu+H20 Base - 500% 7/19/99
m27 20000.50c -3.723 22000.50c -11.252 40000.50c -16.386
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.142 94240.50c -0.320
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.296 8016.50c -57.855 $ PulOO+H20 Base - 500% 7/28/99
m28 20000.50c -3.761 22000.50c -11.367 40000.50c -16.555
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -4.156 94240.50c -0.259
94241.50c -0.010 94242.50c -0.010
1001.50c -5.376 8016.50c -58.505 $ Pu80+H20 Base - 500% 7/28/99
m29 20000.50c -3.8003 22000.50c -11.485640000.50c-16.7268
94238.50c -0.004 94239.50c -3.1495 94240.50c -0.1960
94241.50c -0.0078 94242.50c -0.0075
1001.50c -5.4575 8016.50c -59.1686 $ Pu60+H20 Base - 500% 7/28/99
m30 20000.50c -3.840 22000.50c -11.60640000.50c -16.902
94239.50c -2.122 94240.50c -0.067
94241.50c -0.005 94242.50c -0.005
1001.50c -5.541 8016.50c -59.846 $ Pu40+H20 Base - 500% 7/28/99
m31 20000.50c -3.881 22000.50c -11.729 40000.50c -17.082
94239.50c -1.072 94240.50c -0.067
94241.50c -0.003 94242.50c -0.003
1001.50c -5.626 8016.50c -60.538 $ Pu20+H20 Base - 500% 7/28/99
m32 20000.50c -5.586 22000.50c -16.8847 40000.50c -24.5935
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -7.717 94240.50c -0.4804
94241.50c -0.0191 94242.50c -0.0183
1001.50c -2.3844 8016.50c -42.3157 $ Pu80+H20 Base - 100% 7/28/99
m33 20000.50c -4.991 22000.50c -15.0862 40000.50c -21.9738
94238.50c -0.0009 94239.50c -6.895 94240.50c -0.4292
94241.50c -0.0171 94242.50c -0.0164
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1001.50c -3.3139 8016.50c -47.2766 $ Pu60+H20 Base - 100% 7/28/99
m34 20000.50c -4.114 22000.50c -12.437 40000.50c -18.115
94238.50c -0.0001 94239.50c -5.684 9 4240.50c -0.354
94241.50c -0.014 94242.50c -0.014
1001.50c -4.683 8016.50c -54.585 $ Pu40+H20 Base - 100% 7/28/99
m35 20000.50c -2.695 22000.50c -8.145 40000.50c -11.864
94239.50c -3.723 94240.50c -0.232
94241.50c -0.009 94242.50c -0.009
1001.50c -6.901 8016.50c -66.422 $ Pu20+H20 Base - 100% 7/28/99
m37 20000.50c -3.2566 22000.50c -9.8436 40000.50c -14.3376
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.4989 94240.50c -0.28
94241.50c -0.0111 94242.50c -0.0107
1001.50c -6.0235 8016.50c -61.7374 $ Pu80+H20 cera - 500% 7/28/99
m38 20000.50c -2.6947 22000.50c -8.1452 40000.50c -11.8639
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.7227 94240.50c -0.23 17
94241.50c -0.0092 94242.50c -0.0088
1001.50c -6.9013 8016.50c -66.4219 $ Pu60+H20 cera - 500% 7/28/99
m39 20000.50c -2.003 22000.50c -6.056 40000.50c -8.820
94239.50c -2.768 94240.50c -0.172
94241.50c -0.007 94242.50c -0.007
1001.50c -7.981 8016.50c -72.186 $ Pu40+H20 cera - 500% 7/28/99
m40 20000.50c -1.132 22000.50c -3.422 40000.50c -4.984
94239.50c -1.564 94240.50c -0.097
94241.50c -0.004 94242.50c -0.004
1001.50c -9.342 8016.50c -79.45 $ Pu20+H20 cera - 500% 7/28/99
m41 20000.50c -3.723 22000.50c -11.252 64000.35c -3.610
72000.50c -4.728
92235.50c -0.022 92238.50c -10.907
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.142 94240.50c -0.320
94241.50c -0.0 13 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.296 8016.50c -54.974 $ baselOG, 500%h20 cera 8/5/99
m42 20000.50c -3.2573 22000.50c -9.8443 64000.35c -3.1586
72000.50c -4.1364
92235.50c -0.0191 92238.50c -9.5247
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.499 94240.50c -0.280
94241.50c -0.0111 94242.50c -0.0107
1001.50c -6.0235 8016.50c -59.2166 $ base80, 500%h20 cera 8/5/99
m43 20000.50c -2.6953 22000.50c -8.1458 64000.35c -2.6136
72000.50c -3.4227
92235.50c -0.0158 92238.50c -7.8963
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.7228 94240.50c -0.2317
94241.50c -0.0092 94242.50c -0.0088
1001.50c -6.9013 8016.50c -64.3361 $ base60, 500%h20 cera 8/5/99
m44 20000.50c -2.004 22000.50c -6.056 64000.35c -1.943
72000.50c -2.545
92235.50c -0.012 92238.50c -5.871
94239.50c -2.768 94240.50c -0.172
94241.50c -0.007 94242.50c -0.007
1001.50c -7.981 8016.50c -70.635 $ base40, 500%h20 cera 8/5/99
m45 20000.50c -1.132 22000.50c -3.422 64000.35c -1.098
72000.50c -1.438
92235.50c -0.007 92238.50c -3.317
94239.50c -1.564 94240.50c -0.097
220
94241.50c -0.004 94242.50c -0.004
1001.50c -9.342 8016.50c -78.574 $ base20, 500%h20 cera 8/5/99
m46 20000.50c -3.723 22000.50c -11.252 40000.50c -12.259
72000.50c -4.728
94238.50c -0.001 9 4239.50c -5.142 94240.50c -0.320
94241.50c -0.0 13 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.296 8016.50c -57.254 $ base100, 500%h20 Hf 8/5/99
m47 20000.50c -3.2573 22000.50c -9.8443
72000.50c -4.1364 40000.50c -10.7254
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.499 94240.50c -0.280
94241.5Oc -0.0111 94242.5Oc -0.0107
1001.50c -6.0235 8016.50c -61.2121 $ base80, 500%h20 Hf 8/5/99
m48 20000.50c -2.6953 22000.50c -8.1458
72000.50c -3.4227 40000.50c -8.8749
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.7228 94240.50c -0.2317
94241.50c -0.0092 94242.50c -0.0088
1001.50c -6.9013 8016.50c -65.9872 $ base60, 500%h20 Hf 8/5/99
m49 20000.50c -2.004 22000.50c -6.056
72000.50c -2.545 40000.50c -6.598
94239.50c -2.768 94240.50c -0.172
94241.50c -0.007 94242.50c -0.007
1001.50c -7.981 8016.50c -71.862 $ base40, 500%h20 Hf 8/5/99
m50 20000.50c -1.132 22000.50c -3.422
72000.50c -1.438 40000.50c -3.729
94239.50c -1.564 94240.50c -0.097
94241.50c -0.004 94242.50c -0.004
1001.50c -9.342 8016.50c -79.267 $ base20, 500%h20 Hf 8/5/99
m5l 20000.50c -3.723 22000.50c -11.252 64000.35c -3.610
40000.50c -13.306
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.142 94240.50c -0.320
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.296 8016.50c -57.325 $ baselGO, 500%h20 Gd 8/5/99
m52 20000.50c -3.2573 22000.50c -9.8443 64000.35c -3.1586
40000.50c -11.6413
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.499 94240.50c -0.280
94241.50c -0.0111 94242.50c -0.0 107
1001.50c -6.0235 8016.50c -61.274 $ base80, 500%h20 Gd 8/5/99
m53 20000.50c -2.6953 22000.50c -8.1458 64000.35c -2.6136
40000.50c -9.6328
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.7228 94240.50c -0.2317
94241.50c -0.0092 94242.50c -0.0088
1001.50c -6.9013 8016.50c -66.0384 $ base60, 500%h20 Gd 8/5/99
m54 20000.50c -2.004 22000.50c -6.056 64000.35c -1.943
40000.50c -7.162
94239.50c -2.768 94240.50c -0.172
94241.50c -0.007 94242.50c -0.007
1001.50c -7.981 8016.50c -71.901 $ base40, 500%h20 Gd 8/5/99
m55 20000.50c -1.132 22000.50c -3.422 64000.35c -1.098
40000.50c -4.047
94239.50c -1.564 94240.50c -0.097
94241.50c -0.004 94242.50c -0.004
1001.50c -9.342 8016.50c -79.289 $ base20, 500%h20 gd 8/5/99
m56 20000.50c -3.723 22000.50c -11.252 40000.50c -7.208
221
92235.50c -0.022 92238.50c -10.907
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.142 94240.50c -0.320
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.296 8016.50c -56.104 $ base100, 500%h20 PuU 8/5/99
m57 20000.50c -3.2573 22000.50c -9.8443 40000.50c -6.3065
92235.50c -0.0191 92238.50c -9.5247
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.499 94240.50c -0.280
94241.50c -0.0111 94242.50c -0.0107
1001.50c -6.0235 8016.50c -60.2056 $ base80, 500%h20 PuU 8/5/99
m58 20000.50c -2.6953 22000.50c -8.1458 40000.50c -5.2184
92235.50c -0.0158 92238.50c -7.8963
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.7228 94240.50c -0.2317
94241.50c -0.0092 94242.50c -0.0088
1001.50c -6.9013 8016.50c -65.1544 $ base60, 500%h20 PuU 8/5/99
m59 20000.50c -2.004 22000.50c -6.056 40000.50c -3.88
92235.50c -0.012 92238.50c -5.871
94239.50c -2.768 94240.50c -0.172
94241.50c -0.007 94242.50c -0.007
1001.50c -7.981 8016.50c -71.243 $ base40, 500%h20 PuU 8/5/99
m60 20000.50c -1.132 22000.50c -3.422 40000.50c -2.192
92235.50c -0.007 92238.50c -3.317
94239.50c -1.564 94240.50c -0.097
94241.50c -0.004 94242.50c -0.004
1001.50c -9.342 8016.50c -78.918 $ base20, 500%h20 PuU 8/5/99
m61 20000.50c -3.741 22000.50c -11.305 40000.50c -12.317
72000.50c -4.668
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -4.769 94240.50c -0.297
94241.50c -0.0 12 94242.50c -0.011
1001.50c -5.333 8016.50c -57.547 $ A:SC1, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m62 20000.50c -3.7583 22000.50c -11.3586 40000.50c -12.3755
72000.50c -4.6077
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.3925 94240.50c -0.2734
94241.50c -0.0109 94242.50c -0.0104
1001.50c -5.3698 8016.50c -57.8423 $ A:SC2, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m63 20000.50c -3.7762 22000.50c -11.4128 40000.50c -12.4345
72000.50c -4.5468
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -4.0123 94240.50c -0.2497
94241.50c -0.0099 94242.50c -0.0095
1001.50c -5.4072 8016.50c -58.1405 $ A:SC3, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m64 20000.50c -3.794 22000.50c -11.467 40000.50c -12.494
72000.50c -4.485
94239.50c -3.628 94240.50c -0.226
94241.50c -0.009 94242.50c -0.009
1001.50c -5.445 8016.50c -58.441 $ A:SC4, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m65 20000.50c -3.813 22000.50c -11.523 40000.50c -12.554
72000.50c -4.423
94239.50c -3.241 94240.50c -0.202
94241.50c -0.008 94242.50c -0.008
1001.50c -5.483 8016.50c -58.745 $ A:SC5, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m66 20000.50c -3.741 22000.50c -11.306 40000.50c -12.318
72000.50c -4.663
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -4.765 94240.50c -0.297
94241.5Oc -0.0 12 94242.5Oc -0.0 11
222
1001.50c -5.334 8016.50c -57.553 $ B:SC1, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m67 20000.50c -3.7591 22000.50c -11.3610 40000.50c -12.3781
72000.50c -4.597
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.3833 94240.50c -0.2728
94241.50c -0.0108 94242.50c -0.0104
1001.50c -5.3715 8016.50c -57.8553 $ B:SC2, 500%h2O Hf 9/5/99
m68 20000.50c -3.7774 22000.50c -11.4164 40000.50c -12.4385
72000.50c -4.5306
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.9983 94240.50c -0.2489
94241.50c -0.0099 94242.50c -0.0095
1001.50c -5.4098 8016.50c -58.1601 $ B:SC3, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m69 20000.50c -3.796 22000.50c -11.472 40000.50c -12.499
72000.50c -4.464
94239.50c -3.610 94240.50c -0.225
94241.50c -0.009 94242.50c -0.009
1001.50c -5.448 8016.50c -58.468 $ B:SC4, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m70 20000.50c -3.815 22000.50c -11.52940000.50c -12.499
72000.50c -4.396
94239.50c -3.217 94240.50c -0.20
94241.50c -0.008 94242.50c -0.008
1001.50c -5.487 8016.50c -58.779 $ B:SC5, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m71 20000.50c -3.738 22000.50c -11.296 40000.50c -12.308
72000.50c -4.336
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.161 94240.50c -0.321
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.327 8016.50c -57.487 $ WCA:SC, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m72 20000.50c -3.7526 22000.50c -11.3414 40000.50c -12.3568
72000.50c -3.9418
94238.50c -0.0007 94239.50c -5.1807 94240.50c -0.3225
94241.50c -0.0128 94242.50c -0.0123
1001.50c -5.3580 8016.50c -57.7204 $ WCA:SC2, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m73 20000.50c -3.7676 22000.50c -11.3868 40000.50c -12.4062
72000.50c -3.5442
94238.50c -0.0007 94239.50c -5.2001 94240.50c -0.3237
94241.50c -0.0129 94242.50c -0.0124
1001.50c -5.3893 8016.50c -57.9562 $ WCA:SC3, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m74 20000.50c -3.783 22000.50c -11.433 40000.50c -12.456
72000.50c -3.143
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.22 94240.50c -0.325
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.421 8016.50c -58.194 $ WCA:SC4, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m75 20000.50c -3.798 22000.50c -11.479 40000.50c -12.506
72000.50c -2.739
94238.50c -0.00 1 94239.50c -5.240 94240.50c -0.326
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.0 12
1001.50c -5.453 8016.50c -58.433 $ WCA:SC5, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m76 20000.50c -3.739 22000.50c -11.3 40000.50c -12.311
72000.50c -4.309
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.163 94240.50c -0.321
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.329 8016.50c -57.503 $ WCB:SCI, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m77 20000.50c -3.7547 22000.50c -11.3478 40000.50c -12.3637
72000.50c -3.8857
223
94238.50c -0.0007 94239.50c -5.1836 9 4240.50c -0.3227
94241.50c -0.0128 94242.50c -0.0123
1001.50c -5.3624 8016.50c -57.7536 $ WCB:SC2, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m78 20000.50c -3.7708 22000.50c -11.3964 40000.50c -12.4167
72000.50c -3.4593
94238.50c -0.0007 94239.50c -5.2045 94240.50c -0.3240
94241.50c -0.0129 94242.50c -0.0124
1001.50c -5.3960 8016.50c -58.0064 $ WCB:SC3, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m79 20000.50c -3.787 22000.50c -11.445 40000.50c -12.470
72000.50c -3.029
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.226 94240.50c -0.325
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.430 8016.50c -58.261 $ WCB:SC4, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m80 20000.50c -3.803 22000.50c -11.495 40000.50c -12.524
72000.50c -2.595
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.247 94240.50c -0.327
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.464 8016.50c -58.518 $ WCB:SC5, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m81 20000.50c -3.787 22000.50c -11.446 40000.50c -12.470
72000.50c -3.023
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.230 94240.50c -0.326
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.012
1001.50c -5.430 8016.50c -58.262 $ WCC:SC1, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m82 20000.50c -3.8536 22000.50c -11.6465 40000.50c -12.6892
72000.50c -1.2587
94238.50c -0.0007 94239.50c -5.32 94240.50c -0.3311
94241.50c -0.0 132 94242.50c -0.0 126
1001.50c -5.5687 8016.50c -59.3057 $ WCC:SC2, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m83 20000.50c -3.9010 22000.50c -11.7898 40000.50c -12.8453
94238.50c -0.0007 94239.50c -5.3841 94240.50c -0.3351
94241.50c -0.0133 94242.50c -0.0128
1001.50c -5.6676 8016.50c -60.0502 $ WCC:SC3, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m84 20000.50c -3.901 22000.50c -11.790 40000.50c -12.845
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.383 94240.50c -0.335
94241.50c -0.0 13 94242.50c -0.0 13
1001.50c -5.668 8016.50c -60.051 $ WCC:SC4, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m85 20000.50c -3.901 22000.50c -11.790 40000.50c -12.846
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -5.382 94240.50c -0.335
94241.50c -0.013 94242.50c -0.013
1001.50c -5.668 8016.50c -60.052 $ WCC:SC5, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m86 20000.50c -3.742 22000.50c -11.31040000.50c -12.322
72000.50c -4.631
94238.50c -0.001 94239.50c -4.765 94240.50c -0.297
94241.50c -0.012 94242.50c -0.011
1001.50c -5.336 8016.50c -57.573 $ C:SC, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m87 20000.50c -3.7616 22000.50c -11.3686 40000.50c -12.3864
72000.50c -4.5329
94238.50c -0.0006 94239.50c -4.3837 94240.50c -0.2729
94241.50c -0.0108 94242.50c -0.0104
1001.50c -5.3768 8016.50c -57.8951 $ C:SC2, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m88 20000.50c -3.7813 22000.50c -11.428 40000.50c -12.4511
72000.50c -4.434
94238.50c -0.0005 94239.50c -3.9986 94240.50c -0.2489
224
94241.50c -0.0099 94242.50c -0.0095
1001.50c -5.4178 8016.50c -58.2205 $ C:SC3, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m89 20000.50c -3.801 22000.50c -11.488 40000.50c -12.516
72 000.50c -4.334
94239.50c -3.608 94240.50c -0.225
94241.50c -0.009 94242.50c -0.009
1001.50c -5.459 8016.50c -58.549 $ C:SC4, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
m90 20000.50c -3.821 22000.50c -11.549 40000.50c -12.583
72000.50c -4.233
94239.50c -3.216 94240.50c -0.2
94241.50c -0.008 94242.50c -0.008
1001.50c -5.501 8016.50c -58.881 $ C:SC5, 500%h20 Hf 9/5/99
fl:n 1
fl l:n 7
f21:n 8
f2:n 1
fl2:n 7
sd12 44906
f22:n 8
sd22 30605
f4:n 10
sd4 135000
print $ print everything about the calculation
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APPENDIX F - CRITICALITY MODEL - SLUDGE COMPOSITION
Appendix E: This appendix contains the compositions used for the sludge phase in the criticality models. The
cases are described in detail in chapter 5. The compositions given here are in weight percent, by element or
isotope (Pu and U), of the total sludge, which consists of homogeneous mixture of the ceramic and some volume
of water. The cases are titled below for clarity, and are also identified by letter. The first letter "C" indicates a
case in which the degradation is modeled as ceramic dissolution, which the letter "S" denotes a case where the
degradation is modeled assuming solubility control. Each case has a number of compositions listed, which are
each given a number. Cases are referred to by the combination of the letters and the composition number.
CA Plutonium Only +30% Water
Component 0 20 4
Ca 0.067444 0.063859
Ti 0.203862 0.193027
Gd 0.000000 0.000000
Hf 0.000000 0.000000
U-235 0.000000 0.000000
U-238 0.000000 0.000000
Pu-238 0.000012 0.000011
Pu-239 0.093173 0.088221
Pu-240 0.005800 0.005491
Pu-241 0.000231 0.000218
Pu-242 0.000221 0.000210
Zr 0.296865 0.281087
H 0.005757 0.011356
0 0.326635 0.356518
0
).058663 0.05045
).177320
).000000
).000000
).000000
).000000
).000010
).081043
).005045
).000201
).000193
).258215
).019474
).399838
0.15250
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.06970
0.00434
0.00017
0.00017
0.22207
0.03230
0.46829
CB PlutoniumOnly
Component 0
Ca 0.06016
Ti 0.18186
Gd 0.00000
Hf 0.00000
U-235 0.00000
U-238 0.00000
Pu-238 0.00001
Pu-239 0.08312
Pu-240 0.00517
Pu-241 0.00021
Pu-242 0.00020
Zr 0.26488
H 0.01712
0 0.38728
+100% Water
20 40
0.05586
0.16885
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.07717
0.00480
0.00019
0.00018
0.24594
0.02384
0.42316
0.04991
0.15086
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.06895
0.00429
0.00017
0.00016
0.21974
0.03314
0.47277
60 80
0.03553
0.10740
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.04909
0.00306
0.00012
0.00012
0.15640
0.05561
0.59267
60 80
0.04114
0.12437
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05684
0.00354
0.00014
0.00014
0.18115
0.04683
0.54585
0.02695
0.08145
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.03723
0.00232
0.00009
0.00009
0.11864
0.06901
0.66422
226
CCPu Only 500% water
Component 0
Ca 0.037
Ti 0.112
Gd 0.000
Hf 0.000
U-235 0.000
U-238 0.000
Pu-238 0.000
Pu-239 0.051
Pu-240 0.003
Pu-241 0.000
Pu-242 0.000
Zr 0.163
H 0.052
0 0.578
2
51
00
00
00
00
01
42
20
13
12
88
96
55
20 40
? 0.032566 0.026947
0.098436
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000006
0.044989
0.002800
0.000111
0.000107
0.143376
0.060235
0.617374
0.081452
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000005
0.037227
0.002317
0.000092
0.000088
0.118639
0.069013
0.664219
CD Baseline Ceramic + 500% water
CEom-ponent 0 20 40
Ca
Ti
Gd
Hf
U-235
U-238
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Zr
H
0
0.03723
0.11252
0.03610
0.04728
0.00022
0.10907
0.00001
0.05142
0.00320
0.00013
0.00012
0.00000
0.05296
0.54974
0.032573
0.098443
0.031586
0.041364
0.000191
0.095427
0.000006
0.044990
0.002800
0.000111
0.000107
0.000000
0.060235
0.592166
~0
0.02003
0.06056
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.02768
0.00172
0.00007
0.00007
0.08820
0.07981
0.72186
60
0.026953
0.081458
0.026136
0.034227
0.000158
0.078963
0.000005
0.037228
0.002317
0.000092
0.000088
0.000000
0.069013
0.643361
0.02004
0.06056
0.01943
0.02545
0.00012
0.05871
0.00000
0.02768
0.00172
0.00007
0.00007
0.00000
0.07981
0.70635
227
80
0.01132
0.03422
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.01564
0.00097
0.00004
0.00004
0.04984
0.09342
0.79450
80
0.01132
0.03422
0.01098
0.01438
0.00007
0.03317
0.00000
0.01564
0.00097
0.00004
0.00004
0.00000
0.09342
0.78574
CE Pu+ Hf Ceramic + 500% water
Component 0 20 40 60 80
Ca 0.03723 0.032572 0.026952 0.02004 0.01132
Ti 0.11252 0.098441 0.081457 0.06056 0.03422
Gd 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Hf 0.04728 0.041363 0.034226 0.02545 0.01438
U-235 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
U-238 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-238 0.00001 0.000006 0.000005 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-239 0.05142 0.044989 0.037227 0.02768 0.01564
Pu-240 0.00320 0.002800 0.002317 0.00172 0.00097
Pu-241 0.00013 0.000111 0.000092 0.00007 0.00004
Pu-242 0.00012 0.000107 0.000088 0.00007 0.00004
Zr 0.12259 0.107254 0.088749 0.06598 0.03729
H 0.05296 0.060235 0.069013 0.07981 0.09342
0 0.57254 0.612121 0.659872 0.71862 0.79267
CF Pu +Gd Ceramic + 500% water
Component 0 20 40 60 80
Ca 0.03723 0.032572 0.026952 0.02004 0.01132
Ti 0.11252 0.098441 0.081457 0.06056 0.03422
Gd 0.03610 0.031585 0.026136 0.01943 0.01098
Hf 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
U-235 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
U-238 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-238 0.00001 0.000006 0.000005 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-239 0.05142 0.044989 0.037227 0.02768 0.01564
Pu-240 0.00320 0.002800 0.002317 0.00172 0.00097
Pu-241 0.00013 0.000111 0.000092 0.00007 0.00004
Pu-242 0.00012 0.000107 0.000088 0.00007 0.00004
Zr 0.13306 0.116413 0.096328 0.07162 0.04047
H 0.05296 0.060235 0.069013 0.07981 0.09342
0 0.57325 0.612740 0.660384 0.71901 0.79289
228
CG Pu + U Ceramic +500% water
Component 0 20 40 60 80
Ca 0.03723 0.032572 0.026952 0.02004 0.01132
Ti 0.11252 0.098441 0.081457 0.06056 0.03422
Gd 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Hf 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
U-235 0.00022 0.000191 0.000158 0.00012 0.00007
U-238 0.10907 0.095425 0.078961 0.05870 0.03317
Pu-238 0.00001 0.000006 0.000005 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-239 0.05142 0.044989 0.037227 0.02768 0.01564
Pu-240 0.00320 0.002800 0.002317 0.00172 0.00097
Pu-241 0.00013 0.000111 0.000092 0.00007 0.00004
Pu-242 0.00012 0.000107 0.000088 0.00007 0.00004
Zr 0.07208 0.063065 0.052184 0.03880 0.02192
H 0.05296 0.060235 0.069013 0.07981 0.09342
0 0.56104 0.602056 0.651544 0.71243 0.78918
SL Pu OnlySol control baseline 500% water
Component 100 80 60 40 20
Ca 0.03723 0.03761 0.038003 0.03840 0.03881
Ti 0.11252 0.11367 0.114856 0.11606 0.11729
Gd 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Hf 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
U-235 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
U-238 0.00000 0.00000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-238 0.00001 0.00001 0.000004 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-239 0.05142 0.04156 0.031495 0.02122 0.01072
Pu-240 0.00320 0.00259 0.001960 0.00132 0.00067
Pu-241 0.00013 0.00010 0.000078 0.00005 0.00003
Pu-242 0.00012 0.00010 0.000075 0.00005 0.00003
Zr 0.16386 0.16555 0.167268 0.16902 0.17082
H 0.05296 0.05376 0.054575 0.05541 0.05626
0 0.57855 0.58505 0.591686 0.59846 0.60538
229
SA Solubility Control Case A
Component 1
Ca 0.03741
Ti 0.11305
Gd 0.00000
Hf 0.04668
U-235 0.00000
U-238 0.00000
Pu-238 0.00001
Pu-239 0.04769
Pu-240 0.00297
Pu-241 0.00012
Pu-242 0.00011
Zr 0.12317
H 0.05333
0 0.57547
2
0.037583
0.113586
0.000000
0.046077
0.000000
0.000000
0.000006
0.043925
0.002734
0.000109
0.000104
0.123755
0.053698
0.578423
3 4 5
0.037762 0.03794 0.03813
0.114128
0.000000
0.045468
0.000000
0.000000
0.000005
0.040123
0.002497
0.000099
0.000095
0.124345
0.054072
0.581405
0.11467
0.00000
0.04485
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.03628
0.00226
0.00009
0.00009
0.12494
0.05445
0.58441
0.11523
0.00000
0.04423
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.03241
0.00202
0.00008
0.00008
0.12554
0.05483
0.58745
SB Solubility Control Case B
Component 1 2 3 4 5
Ca 0.03741 0.037591 0.037774 0.03796 0.03815
Ti 0.11306 0.113610 0.114164 0.11472 0.11529
Gd 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Hf 0.04663 0.045970 0.045306 0.04464 0.04396
U-235 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
U-238 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-238 0.00001 0.000006 0.000005 0.00000 0.00000
Pu-239 0.04765 0.043833 0.039983 0.03610 0.03217
Pu-240 0.00297 0.002728 0.002489 0.00225 0.00200
Pu-241 0.00012 0.000108 0.000099 0.00009 0.00008
Pu-242 0.00011 0.000104 0.000095 0.00009 0.00008
Zr 0.12318 0.123781 0.124385 0.12499 0.12561
H 0.05334 0.053715 0.054098 0.05448 0.05487
0 0.57553 0.578553 0.581601 0.58468 0.58779
230
SC Solubility Control Case C
Component 1 2
Ca 0.03742 0.037616
Ti 0.11310 0.113686
Gd 0.00000 0.000000
Hf 0.04631 0.045329
U-235 0.00000 0.000000
U-238 0.00000 0.000000
Pu-238 0.00001 0.000006
Pu-239 0.04765 0.043837
Pu-240 0.00297 0.002729
Pu-241 0.00012 0.000108
Pu-242 0.00011 0.000104
Zr 0.12322 0.123864
H 0.05336 0.053768
0 0.57573 0.578951
3
0.037813
0.114280
0.000000
0.044340
0.000000
0.000000
0.000005
0.039986
0.002489
0.000099
0.000095
0.124511
0.054178
0.582205
SWCA Solubilitjy Control, Worst Case A
Component 1 2 3
Ca 0.03738 0.037526 0.037676
Ti 0.11296 0.113414 0.113868
Gd 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000
Hf 0.04336 0.039418 0.035442
U-235 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000
U-238 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000
Pu-238 0.00001 0.000007 0.000007
Pu-239 0.05161 0.051807 0.052001
Pu-240 0.00321 0.003225 0.003237
Pu-241 0.00013 0.000128 0.000129
Pu-242 0.00012 0.000123 0.000124
Zr 0.12308 0.123568 0.124062
H 0.05327 0.053580 0.053893
0 0.57487 0.577204 0.579562
4
0.03801
0.11488
0.00000
0.04334
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.03609
0.00225
0.00009
0.00009
0.12516
0.05459
0.58549
5
0.0382 1
0.11549
0.00000
0.04233
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.03216
0.00200
0.00008
0.00008
0.12583
0.05501
0.58881
4 5
0.03783
0.11433
0.00000
0.03143
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05220
0.00325
0.00013
0.00012
0.12456
0.05421
0.58194
0.03798
0.11479
0.00000
0.02739
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05240
0.00326
0.00013
0.00012
0.12506
0.05453
0.58433
231
SWCB SolubiltotoWrtCs
Component 1 2 3 4 5
Ca 0.03739 0.037547 0.037708 0.03787 0.03803
Ti
Gd
Hf
U-235
U-238
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Zr
H
0
0.11300
0.00000
0.04309
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05163
0.00321
0.00013
0.00012
0.12311
0.05329
0.57503
0.113478
0.000000
0.038857
0.000000
0.000000
0.000007
0.051836
0.003227
0.000128
0.000123
0.123637
0.053624
0.577536
0.113964
0.000000
0.034593
0.000000
0.000000
0.000007
0.052045
0.003240
0.000129
0.000124
0.124167
0.053960
0.580064
0.11445
0.00000
0.03029
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05226
0.00325
0.00013
0.00012
0.12470
0.05430
0.58261
0.11495
0.00000
0.02595
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05247
0.00327
0.00013
0.00012
0.12524
0.05464
0.58518
SWCC Solubiliy Control, Worst Case C
Component 1 2 3 4 5
Ca 0.03787 0.038536 0.039010 0.03901 0.03901
Ti
Gd
Hf
U-235
U-238
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Zr
H
0
0.11446
0.00000
0.03023
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05230
0.00326
0.00013
0.00012
0.12470
0.05430
0.58262
0.116465
0.000000
0.012587
0.000000
0.000000
0.000007
0.053200
0.003311
0.000132
0.000126
0.126892
0.055687
0.593057
0.117898
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000007
0.053841
0.003351
0.000133
0.000128
0.128453
0.056676
0.600502
0.11790
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05383
0.00335
0.00013
0.00013
0.12845
0.05668
0.60051
0.11790
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.05382
0.00335
0.00013
0.00013
0.12846
0.05668
0.60052
232
